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Title: CHRISTIAN BRETHREN, UNION BROTHER: 
A study of the relationship between religious nonconformity and 
trade union leadership, in the life of the coal mining deputies' 
official, WT Miller (1880-1963) 
This thesis explores, through a study of the life, work and times of WT 
Miller (1880-1963), the relationship between religious nonconformity and 
trade union leadership. It does this with with specific reference to two 
organisations with which Miller was involved during his life. One was the 
British protestant religious sect, the Churches of Christ, in the Wigan 
coalfield between the mid-nineteenth century and the Second World War. The 
other was the colliery deputies' trade union from its formation early In 
this century, through the inter-war period (when Miller became national 
President and Secretary), to the union's re-formation as the modern 
National Association of Colliery Overmen, Deputies, and Shotfirers, after 
coal nationalisation. The study attempts to understand the connection 
between Miller's religious ethic, developed within the Churches of Christ, 
and his trade union leadership style, as displayed In the colliery 
deputies' trade union between the wars. It draws on Max Weber's 119761 
understanding of the 'elective affinity' between ascetic protestantism and 
this-wordly business entreprenuership, to analyse the relationship between 
a similar, but later form of religous sectarianism and labour movement 
leadership. To this end, the thesis employs and explores a biographical 
method of studying the 'social meaning' of working class religious 
attachment in labour history. This draws on a wide range of documentary and 
oral sources, relating to Wigan, Miller's family, the Churches of Christ, 
and the colliery deputies. 
Chapter One provides a critical summary of the coal mining labour history 
literature, with special reference to the main theme of trade union 
leadership, and the treatment of religious nonconformity, trade union 
moderation and the biographical method. 
Chapter Two considers Killer's hometown of Wigan, showing that though the 
unusual character of the Lancashire coalfield did not work to their 
advantage, nonconformists still played a key role in Wigan coal mining 
labour leadership, in both its Lib-Lab and Labour phases. 
Chapter Three depicts the specific circumstance of Miller's religious 
upbringing In a coalfield Back Street Bethel [McLeod 19841 between 1880 and 
the Great War, and contrasts this to the atmosphere of a more middle class 
chapel at the same time, and the same chapel in a later time period. It 
concludes that a combination of general ascetic protestant characteristics 
and the special circumstances of a democratic, self-governing, coal mining 
chapel account for Miller's gravitation into trade union leadership. 
iv. 
Chapter Four explores Miller's adult trade union career through a number of 
themes - individual and collective status, industrial co-operation, 
individual and social responsibility, public service - which link his 
protestant religious ethic to a distinctive trade union style. Care is 
taken not to crudely explain the corporate policy of the trade union by one 
individual's religious beliefs. Instead, an 'elective affinity' is drawn 
between the type of union the deputies became and the sort of trade union 
style Miller's religious ethic predisposed him towards. 
Chapter Five summarises the evidence on Wigan, the Churches of Christ, and 
the deputies' trade union, and returns to the strengths and weaknesses of 
the biogrpahical method. After returning to Weber's framework, it concludes 
that Miller was a representative labour figure, who, along with many others 
like him, continued to play a central role in labour movement leadership up 
to the Second World War. 
V. 
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CHAPTER ONE - TRADE UNION LEADERSHIP IN COAL MINING LABOUR HISTORY: 
THEMES AND HYPOTHESES 
Introduction 
WT Miller (1880-1963) was an inter-war leader of the colliery deputies' 
trade union, both in his native Lancashire and as national President and 
Secretary. His parents belonged to the nonconformist group, the Churches of 
Christ, and he remained an active member throughout his life. He was born 
in the Wigan coalfield and lived there all his days. Miller was also the 
great-grandfather of the author. That is a brief factual outline (in 
reverse order) of the life explored in this thesis. However, from the 
outset, it is worth defining further what the thesis is not about, and what 
its true subject is. 
The thesis has a wide field of vision - Wigan local history, religious 
nonconformity, coal mining labour history, and labour biography - but a 
narrow focus. This is not a general study of English working class 
nonconformity. Nor is it a rounded study of coal mining trade unionism; nor 
even a history of colliery deputies' trade unionism. Moreover, this is not 
a local history of Wigan, Miller's hometown, nor even of its coalfield 
communities. Finally, this is neither a comprehensive chronology of 
Miller's life, nor a genealogy of the Miller family. Several of these 
elements have been drawn out and developed elsewhere (Ackers 1991,1992, 
1993a, 1993b, 19941 and are incorporated in the appendices. However, the 
focus here is trade union leadership, and that is the lens through which 
these broader topics enter the thesis. Insofar as they illuminate this 
(1) 
central theme, they receive consideration. Yet even that definition 
requires further qualification. This is neither a detailed examination of 
the technical aspects of trade union office (what the job involved, what 
sort of skills were required etc), nor is it a study of those singular, 
personal charismatic qualities which make a 'great leader' (Morgan 19921. 
Rather, the question of leadership is approached from a particular angle, 
established by Max Weber's E1976,19911 classic study of 'the Protestant 
Ethic'. Weber Identifies an 'elective affinity' or psychological 
correspondence between certain puritan religious beliefs and the emergence 
of a new class of business leaders. He suggests that this brand of religion 
fostered a particular, this-wordly ethic which prepared its adherents to 
become 'captains of industry'. In similar terms, this study takes Miller's 
life and career as a case study for those English nonconformist, labour 
movement leaders who emerged in the late nineteenth and early twentieth 
centuries, and-tries to deduce from It which religious ingredients produced 
such a crop of 'captains of labourl, how far the hidden springs of their 
lives were shared, and how these affected their trade union 'frame of 
reference' and style EFox 19661. Thus the subject is the genesis of a 
leadership stratum, of which Miller is a fairly representative type, not a 
celebration of a remarkable individual life. The existence of such a 
stratum is observable 'from the outside' in the religious labels individual 
union leaders' attached to themselves - Primitive Methodist, Baptist, 
Congregationalist etc (Wearmouth 19571. But what this outward observance 
meant to those men can only be found in their 'hearts and minds'. This is 
the principal Justification for the biographical method of this thesis. 
(2) 
The chapter structure of the thesis, and the internal structure of the 
opening and concluding chapters flow naturally from this brief. Chapter One 
situates the particulars of Miller's life (developed in Chapters Two, Three 
and Four) in the wider literature on, first, coal mining nonconformity and, 
second, the moderate tradition of coal mining leadership. Section Three 
provides an account of the biographical method employed in the thesis. The 
three central empirical chapters each address one of the three main 
overlapping circles of Miller's life (his family pervades all three): the 
Wigan coalfield, the Churches of Christ, and the colliery deputies' trade 
union. Figure I illustrates these, with the intersection of the two larger 
circles representing the key relationship between the the religious group 
and the trade union. 
Figure I- The worlds of WT Miller. trade union leader 
(3) 
The sequence of Chapters Two, Three and Four corresponds loosely to the 
chronology of Miller's life, and supports the main hypothesis of the 
thesis, that the religious upbringing had a formative influence on the 
adult trade union career. Chapter Five, the conclusion, considers these 
three themes in the same order, before turning again to the biographical 
method which runs, like a thread, through the entire thesis. 
(4) 
Section One - Coal mining labour history: a critical overview 
No single field of academic study can contain completely the overlapping 
circles of Miller's life. Nonetheless, the title 'coal mining labour 
history' does embrace the main elements. By the time of Miller's birth, 
Wigan was renowned as a coal mining town with an overwhelmingly working 
class population (Tiller 19751. Virtually all the male members of his 
generation of family members and of recent previous generations were coal 
miners. Nationally, the Churches of Christ EDM Thompson 19801 included many 
rural and middle class congregations, but their strongholds were industrial 
working class areas, such as Wigan, where the social composition of their 
membership grew to reflect the coalfield. Moreover, the ultimate focus of 
this study is Miller the coal mining trade union leader. For these reasons, 
it is necessary to consider the general thrust and tenor of coal mining 
labour history, as a prelude to evaluating the specific literature on 
nonconformity, moderation and biography. 
From the formation of the Miners' Federation of Great Britain (MFGB) in 
1689 EHinton 19831 to coal nationalisation, miners were the largest, most 
cohesive part of the labour movement. They embodied masculine male toil 
and strong trade union organisation, and have been widely regarded as the 
archetypal proletarians (Harrison 19781 of socialist imagination (Jones 
1986a, 1986b]. Hence, the literature on coal mining labour history is both 
large and shot through with this heroic image. Until fairly recently, it 
has been dominated by trade union studies, focused on the National Union of 
Mineworkers (NUM), the MFGB, their regional components, and nineteenth 
century precursors [Neville & Benson 19751. The best example of this 
(5) 
approach is Page Arnot's 11949,1953,1955,1961,19671 large corpus of 
work on the national, South Wales and Scottish unions. This tradition 
combines a curious brand of Marxist romanticism with an Institutional focus 
on central union resolutions and minutes, at the expense of sources which 
could illuminate a wider, more complex coalfield social history. Great 
attention is paid to the 
'Plethora of speeches, amendments and instructions emanating from the 
central bodies of the unions' [Benson 1989a p2061, 
even when local workplaces and branches of lay members were closer to, and 
probably more important for, the economic situation of ordinary miners. 
Economic and Industrial Relations History 
One ironical consequence of this institutional bias, for an avowedly 
Marxist historian, is the neglect of the economic base of mining industrial 
relations. After all, any trade union's basic function is 'the maintenance 
of wages and improvement of hours and safety' (Williams 1962a p251; issues 
which cannot be discussed usefully without reference to 'the capital 
structure of the industry, its techniques and markets'. From the late 
nineteenth century onwards (Church 19861, the Industry saw the emergence of 
giant industrial combines, and the gradual mechanisation of coal 
production. Even before this, the dynamics of national industrial relations 
are Incomprehensible, without accounting for the diversity of local 
coalfields (Benson 1982,1989a], in terms of coal types and markets, the 
specific trade cycles these entailed, geological and climatic variations, 
and different management techniques or industrial relations traditions. For 
example, the part of the Nottinghamshire miners in the great industrial 
(6) 
disputes of 1926 and 1983-4, must be set against the coalfield's 
characteristics [Griffin & Griffin 19771. Similarly, the miners of Miller's 
Lancashire and Cheshire coalfield [Challinor 19721 surely should be seen 
against their region's background, including the preponderance of very 
large and small producers, and its co-existence with a more broadly based 
local economy. Such variety should place us on our guard against 
stereotypes of the 'typical' British miner in economic, social and 
political life [Benson 1989 pl-51. 
Since William's (1962a] original challenge to coal mining labour 
historiography, his work on the Derbyshire miners [1962b], studies of the 
Lancashire and Cheshire miners [Challinor 19721, the South Wales Miners' 
Federation (Francis & Smith 19801 and nineteenth century coal miners 
[Benson 19891 - among others - have paid greater attention to coal mining 
economic and social history. Church's (19861 industry history successfully 
integrates business and labour history elements. The 'heroic mould' 
(Neville & Benson 1975 p461 has begun to give way to more 'analytical 
accounts', which deal more carefully with the link between the economic 
development of the coal industry and the nuts-and-bolts of 'trade union 
membership, finance and bargaining strength'. Nevertheless, heroic accounts 
(Allen 19811 remain popular, and even more balanced studies, like that by 
Francis & Smith, still commit items like the structure of industrial 
relations, employers' organisation and payment systems to footnotes and 
afterthoughts, in pursuit of left political advance, through a succession 
of spectacular industrial disputes. They remain unwilling to fully 
acknowledge labour as a 'factor of production' [Williams 1962 p251, whose 
(7) 
price and quantity must relate, to some degree, to the external market for 
coal. Hence, the industry's decline is portrayed in emotive terms, as 
management and government 'betrayal', with little discussion of wider 
economic pressures, or of how its future might have been better secured. 
Social, Religious and Political History 
Aside from the character of union history, there is the question of the 
salience of trade unions in mining labour history. Page Arnot's early 
history 119491 gives the trade unions a centrality in mining communities, 
which they scarcely merit before this century. For as late as 1885, only 
about one in five miners belonged to a trade union [Benson 19891. In 
Scotland, an estimated 30% of miners were still non-union in 1938 (Allen 
19811. Even within the unionised workforce, there has been a neglect of 
sectional organisation, whether Inside the MFGB, or outside it, like 
Miller's colliery deputies' union. 
The treatment of the ideological development of trade union consciousness 
and leadership is especially suspect. Page Arnot views this,, with a sort of 
Webbian evolutionist hindsight [Webb & Webb 19201, as the 'forward March, 
of the union executive committee - with ordinary miners following loyally 
behind - to ever greater political clarity. In this schema, the moderate 
nineteenth century, nonconformist leadership gives way, abruptly, to a 
militant twentieth century, Marxist tradition. In many cases, this happens 
within the lives of individuals, as with one bound they spring free of 
their religious nonconformist fetters, to be born again as uncompromising, 
secular militants. In this vein, Davies (1987 p7l describes AJ 'Cook's leap 
(8) 
out of nonconformity into socialism'. But the 'completeness of the break 
can be exaggerated' (McLeod 1984 p551. Cook remained a Christian, and Keir 
Hardie was just the most prominent coalfield Labour figure motivated by 
ethical Christianity, who kept a foot in both camps (Morgan 1975, Reid 
19711. Many miners' leaders remained nonconformists and industrial 
moderates well into this century [Williams 1962a). In the wider labour 
movement, a pragmatic 'Labourism' (Hinton 1983, Hunt 1981, Saville 1973, 
19881 remained far more influential than doctinaire versions of socialism. 
Arthur Henderson EWrigley 1990, Leventhal 19891 is a good example of a 
Labour leader whose early Liberal convictions shaded into his later 
'socialist' commitments, and whose Methodist allegiance remained a constant 
factor through both. Philip Snowdon [Laybourn & James 19871 lost the formal 
religious attachment, but not the ethical influence. This sense of 
continuity, in the lives of individuals or in mining leadership as a whole, 
is too often lost, The programming of miners' ideas into clear-cut 
generational stages, fictionalised by Jones E19861, helps to sustain a 
heroic mythology around a strand of militant socialist, miners, leaders - 
Al Cook, Arthur Horner, Arthur Scargill - most evident in the treatment of 
the 1926 General Strike and lockout. More perversely, in deference to the 
omniscient official leadership, this uncritical attitude has even been 
extended backwards, to highly cautious nineteenth century leaders, like 
Alexander McDonald EPage Arnot 19491. 
Francis & Smith 119801 illustrate how these assumptions can recur, even in 
a sophisticated, recent social history of the twentieth century South Wales 
Miners' Federation (SWMF), which uses a wide range of sources. They are 
(9) 
aided by the genuinely close correspondence between work, society and union 
in an inter-war coalfield community composed of the tight-knit, single 
industry, mining villages of the Welsh valley -a situation only found 'in 
certain parts of the country' [Benson 1989a p821. Even the central place 
they attribute to the SWMF lodge in everyday social and political life may 
be justified for this period. Nevertheless, 1930s membership averaged 
'about half of those men in employment' (Francis & Smith 1980 p971, and, as 
they admit, the SWMF had 'never been an expression of the whole nature of 
coalfield society' 1p1063. The process of substitution (unions for working 
class, SWMF for unions, socialists for SWMF, Communist activists for 
socialists) is taken a step too far, when Communist Party activists -a 
small minority in the coalfield - become the mouthpiece for the SWMF and 
the whole coalfield community. This is particularly true of the 
'proletarian internationalism' on which they place such emphasis. And at 
times, they appear to endorse whatever policies emanate from this left 
leadership. In-the 1920s, this means Arthur Horner and militancy. A decade 
later, it is Arthur Horner, SWMF President, deprecating unofficial strikes 
and adopting conciliatory industrial attitudes not dissimilar to those 
advocated by moderates a decade earlier. As they concede: 
'This identification of community consciousness in political terms could 
be challenged on sociological grounds' [p3001. 
(10) 
Section Two - The nonconforsdat miner 
While Francis & Smith 119801 are careful to stress the continuing, if 
declining, influence of the chapel in the SWMF and the valleys, it finds no 
voice amongst their oral witnesses. Nonetheless, Welsh hymns sing out from 
the pages of their account and its fictionalised equivalent (Jones 1986a, 
1986b], and even in the 'Little Moscow' of 1920s Mardy, chapel-goers were 
active in both the Labour and Communist parties (McLeod 19861. Until 
recently, the nonconformist miner has suffered, in some respects, the 
'condescension' (EP Thompson 19801 of both labour and religious historians. 
Whilst there are now more rounded accounts of religion and the working 
class [McLeod 1984, Moore 19741, writers interested in either one field of 
study or the other, have tended to caricature the ideas of working class 
nonconformists, and to marginalise them within their chosen area. From both 
angles, the history of working class religion has been written by 
'Historians with strong religious or political convictions whose work was 
at least partly motivated by an urgent concern to deal with contemporary 
problems' (McLeod 1984 p9l. 
Above all, the debate over whether Methodism exercised a positive or 
negative influence in the emergence of working class radicalism IEP 
Thompson 1980, Wearmouth 1937,1945,1954,19571 has tended to eclipse 
other issues surrounding working class nonconformity. 
Labour History 
'There were indeed a few labour movements, notably the British, whose 
activists largely came from or passed through Protestant sectarianism and 
nonconformity... But these movements also have the marks of archaism and in 
any case, there was no important, working class Christian Socialism, merely 
the standard socialism elaborated in familiar biblical terminology' 
(Hobsbawm 1984b p331. 
1) 
Hobsbawm 11971,19761 has made an Important contribution towards uncovering 
this religious Influence. Nevertheless, this quotation betrays the view 
that nonconformity was something 'archaic', which labour leaders 'passed 
through' en route to a secular, twentieth century socialism. Their religion 
was 'primitive' 119711, not only in the sense that they understood this, as 
returning to an unsullied 'New Testament' Christianity, but also in the 
sense of 'backward'. The Webbs were well aware that 'in the mines Primitive 
Methodists predominated among the leadership' (Hinton 1983 p191. Yet, for 
similar reasons, the index of their classic history of trade unionism [Webb 
& Webb 19201 bears no references to 'Methodism', 'nonconformity' or 
'dissent', yet seven for the OF and eight for the Fabian society. Cole & 
Postgate 119461 have seven references to the OF and numerous to socialism 
generally, but only four on Methodism, which they dispatch, as follows: 
'The Methodists... and their fellow nonconformists believed that the meek 
and righteous would be compensated in an after life and that to attempt to 
overthrow existing inequalities was "infidel and irreligious", 1p2701- 
Methodism, like Chartism and other manifestations of 'messianic religion', 
is again a stage the working class 'passes through' before it discovers 
secular socialism of a broadly Marxist variety. 
Less optimistic labour historians complain that the British working class 
never completed the trip [Hinton 1983, Saville 1973,19881. Cole & Postgate 
(1946 p3081 regard nonconformity as a prejudice of the Ishopocracyl, 
imposed on the working class from without. Saville (19731 finds it part of 
the ideology of 'Labourism', a more sophisticated form of accommodation to 
ruling class hegemony. He recognises the 'important part' which 'religion, 
and particularly the religion of nonconformity' played in the nineteenth 
(12) 
century English labour movement, 'especially' amongst miners (p219): 
'probably a majority' of their leaders 'belonged to the chapeV. They 
helped to build the labour movement, but their religion bolstered the 
theory and practice of class collaboration' (p2151, by discouraging [p2191 
'violence' and encouraging 'individualistic values' which linked the mining 
communities to the Liberal Party. 
Such writers (Hinton 1983, Saville 19881 recognise the real influence of 
nonconformity on labour leadership, and its lingering legacy in the form of 
twentieth century 'Labourism'. They are aware also that the early socialist 
parties were small and often middle class in composition (Benson 1989b], 
and that doctinaire Marxist socialism remained marginal in the British 
labour movement. Yet still, like Cole & Postgate (19461, they wish to draw 
a sharp line between religious beliefs, which are something extraneous and 
incidental to the labour movement, and socialist beliefs, which, however 
unrepresentative, are something integral and essential to its whole fabric. 
Thus Hinton's 11983 pviii) 'central concern' is with 
'The relationship between working class organisation and the idea of 
social transformation'. 
Was this, one wonders, the central concern of the labour movement's working 
class members and leaders? And was a Labourist socialism, infused with 
Christian ethical values such an outmoded or 'bad thing'. According to 
Morgan 119841, the legacy of Keir Hardie's 'secular religion' Ep2901 was 
'A party free from the dogmatic sterility of most other European socialist 
parties since 19181 Ep2891 
Finally, to return to Hobsbawm's 11984b] assessment, was this 'merely the 
standard socialism elaborated In familiar biblical terminology'? 
(13) 
Even where historians recognise the significance of coal mining 
nonconformity, they may over-simplify it by lumping all chapel-goers 
together as the 'Methodist effect', despite the vast plurality of English, 
Welsh and Scottish nonconformity [Gilbert 19761, and the uneven spread of 
Methodism across the coalfields Iflobsbawm 19761. Evangelical Christianity 
was a powerful, abiding influence on Keir Hardie, but: 
'If British socialism be said to have owed more to Methodism than to Marx, 
Hardie's socialism owed relatively little to either' [Morgan 1975 p2041. 
Nor was Methodism a part of the religious formation of AJ Cook (Davies 
19871 or Arthur Horner 119601, who both grew up as Baptists. Williams 
[1962a p3l] criticises the 'good deal of airy and unsubstantial 
generalisation' concerning the influence of nonconformity, and particularly 
Primitive Methodism. A considerable body of local research [Moore 1974, 
Colls 19891 has enriched our understanding of the latter, especially in the 
Durham coalfield. The different strands of Methodism are distinguished by 
Wearmouth 11954,19571, yet even he lumps them together with nonconformist 
'other denominations' in his biographical summaries. The specific 
contribution of Baptists, Presbyterians, Congregationalists and 
Salvationists in other English coalfields with more heterogenous mining 
communities has received scant attention. Not only did the strength and 
social complexion of nonconformity vary greatly between areas, but so too 
did the chronology of its rise and fall (McLeod 19841. 
Stepping outside coal mining for a moment, Lancaster's [19871 study of 
Leicester indicates the diversity of radical religious groups which 
permeated the late nineteenth century labour movement. In addition, It 
(14) 
illustrates the need for a more subtle periodisation of the gradual decline 
of working class nonconformity. A group such as the Churches of Christ 
discussed In this thesis, only began its slow decline after 1930 IDM 
Thompson 19801. In contrast, by some estimates, there was a 70% fall in 
chapel attendance in the Rhondda, between 1921 and 1935, mainly attributed 
to the General Strike [Francis & Smith 19801. The same caution should apply 
to claims regarding the embourgeoisement [Lancaster 1987, McLeod 1984) of 
formerly proletarian chapels and denominations. Lancaster also raises 
questions about the relationship between working class nonconformity 
(broadly defined) and socialism, from the late Victorian period onwards. 
Thus, whereas most coal mining commentators suggest 'such political 
involvement did not sit easily alongside chapel-going' (Davies 1987 p8l, 
Lancaster shows how a 1890s Churches of Christ congregation saw no 
contradiction between Taylor's political and church activities, [p1281, 
though he was a founding member of the local ILP. When Keir Hardie 
contested Merthyr at the January 1910 General Election, he feared the 
Liberal chapel influence, but 'the chapels were no longer universally 
hostile to socialism' (Morgan 1975 p2301, and he numbered some 'new 
theologians' amongst his active supporters - and no doubt other Welshmen 
who thought 'Marx was God's second name' [Jones 1986a p2461. 
'Working class religion is many-sided' [McLeod 1984 p161, and quite 
clearly, general propositions about the relationship between nonconformity 
and the labour movement need to be decontructed into more subtle statements 
about different denominations, areas, congregations, and even individuals, 
at different points in time [McLeod 1984, Wilson 19671 - as Chapter Three 
(15) 
attempts to do. The perils of generalisation are evident if, to Illustrate, 
we anticipate Miller religious affiliation for a moment. Other prominent 
figures nurtured by the Churches of Christ included: Timothy Coop, the 
Victorian Wigan millowner (Moore 18891; General James A Garfield, a late 
nineteenth century Republican US President, whose biography [Gammon c1900, 
Thayer c19003 impressed the young Keir Hardie (Morgan 1975 p7l; David Lloyd 
George [Witton Davies 1920/1, Wrigley 19761, the early twentieth century 
British Liberal Prime Minister; Lyndon Johnson, the post-war Democratic US 
President; and Garfield Todd, the post-war Prime Minister of Rhodesia. 
General characterisations of broad religious grouping, such as 
nonconformity, or even entire denominations, are obviously only the first 
step towards understanding their interaction with political and industrial 
attitudes. 
Religious History 
Until recently, many religious historians have neglected class distinctions 
in ideology, especially within the same religious group [McLeod 19841. Like 
their trade union counterparts, they have frequently taken religious 
beliefs from the mouths of national leaders; preferring the view from the 
church hierarchy at the top of the organisation, with its resolutions and 
minutes, and institutional history to social history. But the relationship 
between the church leadership and the local chapel or congregation, was 
just as problematic as that between union head office and the local trade 
union branch. 
'Though the clergy tended to determine the official stance of their 
churches, they did not necessarily speak for the lay membership' [McLeod 
1984 p451. 
(16) 
In an ecclesiastical equivalent of history by 'Kings and Queens', a, recent 
volume of the Salvation Army's official history (Coutts 19861 is written by 
a former 'General' and organised by 'Generals' (numbers six to ten), just 
as even local chapel histories preserve a chapter for each Minister (Fox 
1887, Horsman 1962, Shaw 19121. Hence, the critique of the institutional 
approach in labour history, applies equally to religious history [McLeod 
1984). 
Thus, a great deal of religious history has either a denominational focus, 
or charts the ideas and achievements of 'great men'. Here the evolutionary 
march is not towards Marxist secularism and economic and political 
militancy, but towards ecumenism, theological liberalism, church 
centralisati6n and bureaucracy. This is true of the Churches of Christ 
accounts, discussed in Chapter Three (Ackers 1993b, Clague & Clague 1988, 
Thomson DM 1980, Watters 19471, viewed from the hindsight of twentieth 
century liberalisation and ultimate merger with the United Reformed Church. 
At times, there may be a certain unholy marriage, which brands working 
class nonconformity a 'primitive' hangover from an earlier industrial or 
religious period: the carrier of outmoded christian ideas, or an obstacle 
to the growing religious respectability and maturing of nonconformity. 
Sociological and historical interest in religious sectarianism [Wilson 
1961,1967, Harrison 19791 has counteracted this bias, and opened new doors 
into this important realm of working class religiosity. Even here, we are 
cautioned against 'the unguarded use of the sociological concept of the 
sect' (Wilson 1967 p3l, an 'Ideal Type' (Gerth & Mills 19911 construct, 
(17) 
with a loose definition. The 'sect to denomination' model can appear to 
imply a predictable unilinear evolution, or worse still another maturing 
process; when, in reality 'sects' vary greatly 
'In organisation, ideology, social composition, communal character and 
circumstance of origin' Ep3l. 
Like trade unions (and other social organisations), they can develop quite 
differently, most straightforwardly by choosing either to open or close to 
the outside world (Turner 19621. An important part of this thesis is a 
study of such a religious group on that Ill-defined border between obscure 
sectarianism and mainstream denominational nonconformity. 
The 'social meaning' of coal mining nonconformity 
Later Victorian coal miners were widely depicted as irreligious and i1ftmoral 
[Benson 1989, Challinor 19721. However, miners belonged to the full range 
of available christian denominations, including the established Church; 
and, following large-scale Irish immigration into coalfields like Scotland 
and Lancashire, a growing number were Roman Catholics (Tiller 19751. Most 
labour historians EEP Thompson 1980, Challinor 1972, Hinton 1983, Saville 
19881 now acknowledge the role played by nonconformists lay preachers in 
the first phase of coal mining trade union leadership. In general terms, 
not only does the influence of the nonconformist coal mining leader 
overshadow his Catholic and Anglican contemporaries, but it also puts in 
the shade the role of nonconformist trade unionists outside the coal 
industry Esee Wearmouth 19571. 
(18) 
If the nonconformist mining leader was characteristically a 'primitive,, 
belonging to a sect like the Primitive Methodists [Hobsbawm 1971, Jones 
1986a], his religious circle was in the local chapel, rather than amongst 
the national church elites, where 'middle-class church members were heavily 
over-represented' (McLeod 1984 p151. There could be considerable 
differences within the same local denomination; characteristically between 
the 'West End' chapel and the back-street 'Little Bethel' [McLeod 19841. We 
are likely to find the miner at the latter, probably as a participant in a 
democratic and autonomous congregation, which more often than not had its 
own preachers and ideas. Even in more centralised and conservative groups, 
like the Wesleyans, it is unlikely that the religion of the mining chapel 
was the same as the religion of the central hierarchy. Methodism, for 
instance, was not a blueprint imposed on society from the outside, 
'Rather it was made by people-the historical result was an intermittent 
fusion between that which grew to be called 'Methodism', and the needs and 
culture of the poor' [Colls 1987 p327-81. 
All the more so, as it became as much a way of life as a religious 
conviction: 'a new working class culture based upon the chapel' (Benson 
1989a p1691. The result was that 'two quite different versions of Methodism 
were in collision' [McLeod 1984 p5l], growing in quite contrasting soils. 
Hence even an 'other wordly' or middle class denomination EHobsbawm 19761 
might harbour a radical or working class local congregation. 
Those protestant groups which were committed to a radical interpretation of 
Luther's doctrine of 'the priesthood of all believers' [Crook & Robinson 
19413, stood the furthest distance from the Roman Catholic tradition of 
Papal-style centralised authority and congregational passivity. Often they 
(19) 
were without full-time ministers and refused to accept any religious 
authority external to the local congregation. Here the view from the 
hierarchy was least meaningful of all. Where congregational autonomy 
existed, as in the Baptist, Congregational and Churches of Christ 
traditions, local chapels could go far beyond national positions. Thus, 
historians like Lancaster 119871 have found 
'Heavy concentrations of radicals in certain small and somewhat eccentric, 
or even openly heterodox religious bodies' (McLeod 1984 p461. 
As Chapter Three argues, a national, institutional perspective provides 
only limited evidence about the meaning of their religion for British 
working class people of whatever denomination (McCleod 19843. This is 
particularly true of the 'primitive' Christian chapel and its collier 
congregation. The Churches of Christ coalfield chapels, discussed in this 
study, were such bodies, within a highly decentralised group, on the most 
radical wing of sectarian nonconformity. DM Thompson's 119801 excellent 
history acknowledges the limitations of its institutional treatment, which 
too easily presents local, working class chapels as theological 
conservatives, resisting the logic of a full-time ministry or a centralised 
theology college. Seen from the local congregation, such attitudes may be 
pleas for a radical organisational and theological self-determinism, 
against the ambitions of a growing educated, middle class elite. Thompson's 
'history of the corporate life of the Churches' Ep5l, uses as its main 
sources 'magazines and Year Books'. These are 'not neutral sources'. and 
dependence on them leads to a neglect of 'the history of local churches and 
their leaders' Ep6l. Yet, in a small, intimate organisation like the 
(20) 
Churches of Christ, even these sources can yield a surprising amount of 
information about the working class member. Nevertheless, it requires a 
biographical eye, guided by oral sources (Thompson 19781 to piece these 
fragments together, and thus prevent the coal mining nonconformist from 
disappearing from sight. 
(21) 
Section Three - The moderate miner 
So much 'political' labour history is a lament on the shortcomings of 
English 'Labourism' [Saville 1973, Saville 1988, Hinton 1983) viz-a-viz 
more Marxist, secular and continental alternatives or 'possibilities'. In 
the 'industrial' sphere too, Labourism is defined as 'the theory and 
practice of class collaboration' (Saville 1973 p215, Hinton 1983 pp 98- 
1041. The twentieth century miner has provided an opportunity to celebrate 
the opposing tradition of militant socialism. Thus for Page Arnot and 
others (Allen 19813, the aspirations of all miners are identified, 
unproblematically, with the industrial and political programme articulated 
by the leadership of the MFGB and its successor, the NUM. When, after the 
First World War, this leadership took a more radical turn, the rank-and- 
file are understood to have converted, en masse, to the new position. 
Thereafter, divisions within the mining workforce, based on occupation 
(expressed through the main union, or through smaller sectional 
organisations)-F the geological and economic character of different 
coalfields (Benson 1989a), or political ideology, are either ignored or 
dismissed in terms of 'betrayal' and 'collaboration'. How valid is this 
image of coal mining labour history? 
Nineteenth century British coal mining leadership is associated with 
Methodist religious belief, industrial moderation and Lib-Lab politics 
(Hinton 1983, Saville 19881. The miners were the last major union to 
affiliate to the Labour Party, in 1908 (Hunt 1981). In that year, the South 
Wales miners 
(22) 
'Condemned strike action and urged men to abide by the conciliation 
agreement that had been negotiated' EDavies 1987 p9l. 
Francis & Smith 119801, in a characteristic account, acknowledge the 
achievements of the preceeding period of self-help and industrial 
conciliation, but suggest that, in the next few years, deteriorating 
economic conditions, and the post-war return to 'laissez fairel (Hinton 
1983 pp 96-71, rendered consensual, moderate trade unionism unworkable. In 
this view, the new objective conditions dictated a crisis of reformism, for 
'the society was not to be rescued' Ep371. The only practical alternative 
was the syndicalist new wave. This perspective begs questions about how far 
the militant tradition emerging in South Wales can be generalised to other 
coalfields, and whether there really was 'no alternative'. Some historians 
are so mesmerised by the heroic saga of the inter-war syndicalist 
struggles, and the industrial unionist objective of 'one big union', 
originating in the 1912 'Miner's Next Step', that they lose sight almost 
completely of alternative industrial perspectives or sectional patterns of 
organisation. Davies 11987 p14-151, for example, quotes uncritically the 
'Miners' Next Step' proposals for a union organisation 'constructed to 
fight rather than negotiate'. 
Even when, as in 1926, the strategy of militancy had disasterous 
consequences for the MFGB and the mining communities, there is little cool- 
headed evaluation of its wisdom, the alternatives available, or of the 
quality of union leadership displayed. If the catastrophic practical 
implications of the final 'unconditional surrender' (Francis & Smith 1980 
p781 prove unavoidable, some compensation is found in heightened 'political 
(23) 
consciousness' 1p661. Instead of Judging the efficacy of the action by 
trade union criteria, such as the likelihood of a negotiated settlement 
which preserved national bargaining [Hinton 1983 p1401, some commentators 
become embroiled in rather fanciful debates about the revolutionary 
possibilities of the period (Hinton b Hyman 1975). Coal mining undoubtedly 
had a high historical propensity to strike action [Church et al 19891. Even 
so, there is a tendency to overplay the importance of industrial disputes 
by identifying mining labour history with strike history, as 'a seemingly 
endless procession of strikes and lock-outs' [Benson 1989a p2051. 
Paradoxically, those accounts which dwell most on stikes, frequently 
neglect their deleterious impact on the lives of ordinary mining families. 
Bad industrial relations caused 'suffering, despair, misery and poverty' 
[Benson 1989a p2051. Strikes created bitter family and social divisions, 
and were 'a major cause of coalfield poverty' [p2041. 
'Some miners' families were paying off debts incurred during the (1926) 
lockout as late as 19721 (Hinton 1983 p1401. 
Moreover, accounts of disputes too easily assume the moral and political 
character of a m8nichean struggle between good and evil, at the expense of 
more mundane economic and industrial relations explanations. It needs 
reiterating that most industrial disputes had economic motives: higher 
profits for the employers, or better wages and conditions for the workers; 
and that they were played-out in external market circumstances, often of 
neither's choosing (Williams 1962a]. 
(24) 
Craft unionism in mining 
The neglect by historians of craft and other sectional traditions In the 
coalfield workforce has contributed to this exaggerated image of a militant 
and united proletariat. 
'We know only too little about those who did not join trade unions... (or) 
those classes of collier worker, such as surfacemen, deputies, shotfirers, 
overmen and winding enginemen, which although of considerable significance 
have received scant attention in the past' [Neville Si Benson 1976 p461. 
This remains the case for Miller's union, the colliery deputies. They are 
discussed in some miners' union histories (Williams 1962b], and in accounts 
of colliery managers and officers [McCormick 1960, Long 1978, Tallby 1990, 
Zweiniger-Bargielowska 19921. However, the eighty-year history of the 
modern National Association of Colliery Overmen, Deputies and Shotfirers 
(NACODS), has not attracted a single academic book. thesis or article. 
By contrast, the MFGB and its nineteenth century precursors have prompted a 
vast literature. Within this, it has often passed unnoticed that these 
'industry' unions were in fact dominated by hewers, and sometimes 
deliberately excluded surfacemen and craft workers [Benson 1989 p1961. The 
dissatisfaction of the 'forgotten two-thirds of the miners who did not work 
at the coal face', led them to start numerous separate organisations from 
the 1870s onwards. This coincided with a wider advance of white-collar 
trade unionism. South Wales, for instance, had organisations for lenginemen 
and surface craftsmen', 'winding enginemen', 'examiners' and 'officials' 
(Francis & Smith 19801. These tensions between 'open' and 'closed' (Turner 
1962, Parkin 19741, or industrial, general and craft patterns of trade 
union organisation ran throughout British industry. 
(25) 
Like Page Arnot, Francis & Smith 119801 reflect too little on this. Under 
the label of 'scab unionism'. their partisan study of the SWMF, conflates 
the South Wales Industrial Miners Union (SWMIU), a breakaway 'company 
union' for all miners closely linked to the Spencer union (Griffin & 
Griffin 19771, with attempts to form an independent union of lenginemen, 
boilermen and craftsmen'. When some craftsmen broke from the SWMF in 1921, 
'the wheels of progress were reversed sharply' Ip2l]. These dissident 
organisations are lumped together with non-unionism, as instances of 'craft 
sectionalism and coalfield parochialism' Ip 4271, obstructing the struggle 
for legitimate, exclusive SWMF hegemony. Now, craft trade unions are not a 
deviant product of the Welsh coalfield after 1926, but a central and 
enduring feature of British industrial relations history. The assumption 
that they have no rightful place in coal mining, demands at the very least 
some justification. 
By the 1920s, -the colliery 
deputies, who fall into this broad 'craft, 
category, had already reached a modus vivendi with the MFGB in some other 
coalfields EAckers 19941. What seems to Francis & Smith an idealistic 
struggle against employers' divide-and-rule tactics, was regarded by the 
craft groups concerned as a brutal campaign against their representative 
rights. Moreover, they suggest that the deputies' union did not exist In 
South Wales before Nationalisation Ep4863. In fact, as Chapter Four shows, 
by 1933 South Wales formed their largest area, with 3,000 members, and 
provided their national secretary. Buried in the footnotes Ep4211, is a 
more candid reassessment of the appeal of SWMIU, from the 1930s SWMF 
General Secretary, Oliver Harris. 
(26) 
'It also appealed to that not inconsiderable section of the miners who 
question the ready and frequent use of the strike weapon as being the best 
way to secure improved conditions in the industry. It is now generally 
agreed that the prolongation of the general strike In 1926 was a collosal 
blunder of leadership for which the rank and file had to pay dearly, and 
in the reactions of the moment the ground was favourable for the 
propagation of the idea for which the Miners' Industrial Union professed 
to stand'. 
The colliery officer 
Thus a distaste for trade union moderation and craft identities can lead to 
a neglect and misrepresentation of these coalfield traditions. Miller's 
colliery deputies combine both elements with a third, still more 
controversial one. They were also officers, the bottom layer of the 
colliery management hierarchy. The failure of labour historians to consider 
'the evolution of the management function' (Neville & Benson 1976 p491, 
flies against the industrial relations commonplace that management is 
usually the key agent in setting the terms of industrial debate, and the 
level of negotiation EClegg, Fox & Thompson 1964). It leaves trade unions 
boxing with a shadow whose objectives and behaviour we do not understand, 
except by inference. Since lower management plays a key role In production 
and safety, their absence can only accompany a vagueness about the labour 
process. Even today, 
'There is a dearth of research into the industry's professional 
occupational groups in general' [Zweiniger- Bargielowska 1992 p601. 
Again, this probably arises from the utopian perspective of many 
commentators, for whom management per se is the problem. 
But management, and particularly line management, had a tangible impact on 
the miner's daily working life, which at least some fictional 
(27) 
reconstructions acknowledge. 'Cwmardy' (Jones 1986a] provides a detailed, 
if highly Juandiced picture of the colliery management hierarchy, from the 
pit manager and undermanager, down to the overmen, firemen and examiners. 
These lower officials are caricatured as backsliders with lairs and 
graces', bought by senior management. The overman's 
'Function was supposed to be that of watching over workmen's safety but 
the colliery company regarded this as secondary to output' Ep461. 
The fictional character gains his post by allowing the undermanager to 
sleep with his wife, and when the manager's son seduces the hero's 
daughter, this leads to her death. The equally unsavoury fireman helps to 
cause a pit death by negligence. During the strike, when the SWMF tries to 
stop 'safety men' entering the pit, the 'officials' become 'scabs'. Yet, 
within this demonology, Jones does recognise the officials' significance in 
the running of the mine. At one point, he suggests a more complex 
relationship: 
'The officials walked with their lowered heads between their uniformed 
escort. They were ashamed or shy, for they had worked among these people 
all their lives and it now hurt some of them that they had to act as open 
enemies of the strikers. But they could see no alternative. They had to 
obey instructions or lose their positions, while many of them felt the 
strikers should not have gone to the length of wanting to leave the pit to 
the mercy of the waters' EpI941. 
Jones may exaggerate the social distance between the officials and some 
miners. For the house of the SWMF agent's house sounds similar to the 
overman's 'gaudy' residence, and hewers could earn more than firemen, 
though they lacked the prospect of advancement (Benson 1989a]. 
For Jones, the officials' position is a product of 
'The subtle divisions deliberately developed between the colliery staff of 
officials and workmen' EpS33. 
(28) 
Writers who do consider the management function, often reach for similar 
explanations. Challinor [19721 explains the growth of functional 
specialisation In colliery management, from its early days, by a mixture of 
personal ambition, mangement favouritism and divide and rule. In general, 
such unwillingness to accept the legitimacy of the management and 
supervisory function, underpins the moralistic attitude to Independent 
craft and supervisory organisation among those officers closest to the 
shopfloor. As Zweiniger-Bargielowska 11992 p6O, See also Arthurs 19751 
argues, to view colliery managers as 'simply agents of the employer, 
neglects the fact that they were also 'employees'. This is doubly true for 
'officials' like the deputy, who occupied a contradictory and overlapping 
position, on both the bottom rung of the management hierarchy and the top 
layer of the underground workforce. 
(29) 
Section Four - The biographical method! 
The subject of this thesis has been portrayed as the intersection of two 
larger circles - the Churches of Christ (religious nonconformity) and the 
colliery deputies (coal mining trade unionism) - as conditioned by the 
third, smaller circle of Wigan (local history). This constitutes the 
substantive core of the thesis and its main intellectual problem, the 
relationship between religious nonconformity and, trade union leadership. 
However, it is the person of WT Miller, rooted in his large family, which 
draws the three circles together in this particular constellation. His life 
produced the special combination of a colliery deputies' trade union 
leader, who belonged to the Churches of Christ, and lived In Wigan. 
Therefore, the chosen method of tackling 'the problem' is biographical, and 
it is necessary to address the strengths and weaknesses of this approach, 
particularly in labour history, and to relate this work to these. 
What kind of labour biography? 
Labour history biography, and more particularly labour autobiography, has 
tended to hagiography; either in the respectable 'pit to parliament, [Arch 
1986, Edwards 19571 vein, or the more militant 'my struggle' (Gallacher 
1980, Hannington 1977, Horner 1960, Piratin 1977, Thorne 19891 genre. Both 
glorify the labour figures and political traditions they represent. This is 
as true for coal mining as other industries. Nonetheless, biographical and 
autobiographical accounts can 'provide the labour historian with a rich 
source of information' (Neville ý& Benson 1976 p501. Moreover, traditional 
biography has restricted itself to major figures [Davies 1987, Morgan 1984, 
Wrigley 19901. Biographies and autobiographies of miners 
(30) 
'Who failed to reach high permanent office at either district or national 
level are relatively few' (Neville & Benson 1976 p5l]. 
In this way, orthodox biography, while it does contribute an understanding 
of leading players' motives and actions, also tends to reinforce the view 
from the top of the organisation. A biographical study of someone like 
Miller both demands, and provides the opportunity for a different approach. 
As leader of a small trade union, he was neither a mere footsoldier of 
labour, nor was he a general. Rather. he was a 'lieutenant' (Morgan 19921, 
a middle-order labour movement leader. He stands at a point somewhere 
between two contemporary biographical subjects from coal mining, the MFGB 
leader AS Cook [Davies 19871 and the rank-and-file collier, James Brown of 
Throckley [Williamson 19823. A comparison with the contrasting approaches 
of these two biographers helps to illuminate the method of this thesis. 
Unlike Cook [Davies 19871, Miller was not a first-order player in the 
industrial dramas between the wars. It would be hard, therefore, to Justify 
a narrowly personal biography of an individual who mainstream histories can 
afford to ignore. Equally, while his union role offers a wealth of 
institutional evidence, the colliery deputies' trade union was a second- 
order influence on these events; so a purely institutional history would be 
of limited interest in understanding the period. These consideration extend 
to the structure of the thesis. Whereas the traditional biography is 
organised in a chronological fashion, with a very short early days' 
introductory section, followed by an overwhelming bulk on the period at the 
peak of institutional power, this study addresses the subject from another 
vantage point. If traditional biography encourages a view from the apex of 
(31) 
their career, backwards, this study takes a view from the beginning of 
their life, forwards. While the 'great man' study lends itself to 
Individualist explanations of historical events - 'the individual comes 
first and society second' (Taylor 1982 p241 - this thesis stresses 
collective social influences. In this respect, Miller is important, not as 
an isolated or remarkable figure, but as a representative of a neglected 
strand of mining leadership: a nonconformist (though not a Methodist) 
labour movement leader between the wars, a mining industrial moderate, and 
the leader of a small but significant, mining trade union. 
Davies' 119871 biography of Cook is a conventional, short political 
biography, with its own strengths and weaknesses. The first twenty years of 
life are dispatched in two pages of a two hundred page study; the first 
forty in forty eight. As a consequence, we are left with vague generalities 
about the links between his upbringing and his future life. His mother was 
the 'real formative Influence' Epl], while Baptist nonconformity instilled 
'A sensitivity towards injustice and a desire for social reform and 
improvement... (and) the roots of his later socialism were grounded in 
humanitarianism to which he was exposed as a child' [pl]. 
Though he later 'rejected the chapel, he remained a Christian all his life' 
(pl]. Such brevity is excusable in a popular biography, as Davies hurries 
on to his main theme, Cook's stormy leadership of the MFGB. However, the 
connection between the public and the private in biography is a crucial and 
very fraught one. We accept comfortably a certain degree of inference, from 
supporting evidence. For example, given his experience as a boy preacher, 
it seems reasonable to suggest that, 
(32) 
'Cook, like many other trade union leaders, gained his first experience as 
an orator in the chapel pulpit' Ep2l. 
But how far can authors substitute speculative for observed connections? 
Having described public events and drawn some private characterisation, 
Davies sometimes links the two by simple association. 
'Cook, as an ILP and union activist in Porth, must have encountered Ablett 
and his ideas IpIll ... A mass meeting of Lewis-Merthyr men on 9 July 
decided not to participate (in the wartime Absentee Committees). Cook 
almost certainly played an important part in that decision' Ip251. 
Williamson's (19821 study of his grandfather, James Brown, a rank-and-file 
Durham collier, is closer in spirit to this study, though there are again 
differences. Unlike Miller, Brown was '-a working man who had not committed 
his thoughts to paper' (pxiv] , who did not figure in union or chapel 
minutes. The author's theme is 'social change in mining'. 
'Although its focus is on one man and his family it is intended as an 
account of the changes which took place in the society and community in 
which he lived' [pl). 
Brown Is 'Just an ordinary pitman' Epl], a representative figure, and we 
see how changes in the industry 'shaped the experience of men like him' 
(p3l. Killer is likewise 'shaped', but he is also, to some degree, a 
shaper'; a leader whose personal contribution exceeded that of the ordinary 
men who make up the trade union collective. As with Miller, Brown serves as 
a window on a broader theme affecting the the coal mining community. 
'The actions of men are subjectively meaningful and the explanation of 
their action involves taking into account the viewpoint of men 
themselves... The thinking Individual is the fulcrum of our understanding 
of the interconnectedness of a whole culture' Ep4 and p101 
Williamson's biography anticipates the mixture of historical and 
sociological methods [Gerth & Mills 19911 employed here. 
(33) 
'Biography has an external and internal aspect. Externally, it relates the 
way in which individuals move in the course of their lives through the 
roles their society lays out for them to play. Internally, it deals with 
the socially mediated significance of those roles' EpIll. 
For ASP Taylor 11982c p281, 
'Biography is a literary art, much nearer to fiction or poetry than it is 
to serious history' 
This subjectivity is both a weakness and a strength. 
'To portray faithfully the experience of people requires imagination and 
empathy' [Williamson 1982 p133. 
This is certainly true in this study of the author's great-grandfather, 
where the former's 'frame of reference' [Fox 19661 acts as a filter through 
which the image of Miller appears. Still, as Williamson points out, this is 
not the author's construction alone. 
'I have spent a lot of time talking to my relatives about their past. My 
sense of what the important themes of the biography had to be was largely 
built up from these conversations (p131.1 
An example from this study is the theme of social differentiation within 
religious denominations, across space and time, developed in Chapter Three. 
This arises from the literature [McLeod 1984, Wilson 19671, but was 
prompted by the comments of Miller's son-in-law, Harry Ackers, about the 
'pecking order' in the Wigan Churches of Christ chapels. In addition, the 
author's theories about Miller have been tested on people who knew him, 
notably his grandson, Brian Ackers, 
'They have read what I have written; I have tried out my arguments on them 
to see if they 'strike true' (Williamson 1982 p151 
To counter charges of 'scientific inadequacy' Ep123, Williamson advocates 
'triangulation' Ep13, Denzin 19701 or 'methodological pluralism' (Bell 6 
Newby 19771 - comparing and checking various sources against each other. 
(34) 
'Checked in detail against conventional documentary sources the value of 
personal reminiscence is high' Ep133. 
In Miller's case, the substantial documentary record provides a stronger 
check on the more subjective material, such as oral testimony. 
Biographical sources 
Overall, this thesis strikes an intermediary position, but one closer to 
Williamson than Davies. The author has baulked at trying to 
'Reconstruct imaginatively those thoughts and feelings of my grandparents 
which they never articulated to their own children' Ep141. 
'Ordinary' though he was, Miller was a 'public person' [Hill 1985b], 
surrounded by documentary sources. While the thesis uses the widest 
available range of sources in combination, its backbone is institutional 
material, such as trade union and church reports and minutes. However, 
these sources alone are insufficient to understand the mental springs 
behind Miller's behaviour. There is a temptation to fill the resulting 
human-vacuum with psychological insights based on highly Imaginative, post 
hoc guess work [Taylor 1982c]. At this point, sources such as oral 
testimony and personal letters are crucial. They ground the author's 
understanding of the subject in a large web of memories and Interpretations 
which can be compared and contrasted with each other. 
AIP Taylor quips: 'How do you interview a dead man? The answer is: you 
guess' (1982c p251. No biographer has access to the moment-by-moment 
happenings of their subject's life, let alone a direct line into the mind 
which motivated these actions. The closest approximation comes from the 
interrogation of a range of sources which provide information of both 
(35) 
lactus reus' and Imens real. This is the value of combining documentary, 
personal and family sources, oral and written evidence. We may not uncover 
the subject's daily diary, or his essential personality; but we can 
encircle the historical persona with strong circumstantial material, 
providing explanatory connections which are more than mere conjecture. For 
this the author calls on the milieu surrounding Miller: several generations 
of extended family, chapels, friends and associates in Wigan and the union. 
The central hypothesis, reflected in the study's title and structure, is 
that 'brethren begets brother' and explains the central thrust of Miller's 
life and work. But, as Weber's (19761 idea of 'elective affinity' suggests, 
this is not a one-way process. Rather there is aa loop-back, whereby the 
character of the mining community, in turn, influences the character of 
chapel life. 
Oral material (Thompson 19781 is especially pertinent for understanding the 
lost world of working class religious life, often so far removed from the 
institutional record of Church history. Such popular culture Is essentially 
'Oral history: years of extemporary verbal performances - intonations, 
rhythms, dialects, anecdotes, addresses, prayers, the third dimension of 
music - which the historian can hardly know. It represents a buzz of words 
and music over our history, not audible through the written record' (Colls 
1989 p3321. 
Some aspects, like church services, baptismal rights or hymns, are still 
observable, to some degree; others like chapel social life are but 
memories. For instance, by attending the closing service of the Rodney 
Street Churches of Christ chapel, the author extended his understanding of 
Miller's religious practice. Elsewhere, a vivid first-hand written report 
(36) 
of a chapel outing is the closest we get to recreating the past. 
During the long period covered by the study, different sources rise and 
fall in prominence. The nineteenth century family is beyond the reach of 
living memory, and genealogical sources help in establishing Miller's 
origins. Between the wars, the memories of Miller's eight surviving 
children and others in the extended family play an important part. 
Generally, they yield richer, sharper material on the domestic and chapel 
world they shared with Miller than on his trade union work. None of 
Miller's union contemporaries survive, and without the familial link, the 
following generation's memories of him are not very strong. The Churches of 
Christ offer a rich vein of hitherto untapped documentary sources for the 
entire period. In addition to general historical information on the Wigan 
Churches, the small, intimate size of the sect allows the Millers 
themselves to come into the picture: as local officers in the Yearbook, or 
in chapel reports and obituaries in 'The Christian Advocate'. The deputies 
also offer a large quantity of little-known documentary evidence. These 
include numerous speeches, and Miller's scrapbook offers an invaluable 
selection of his personal interests in the coal industry and labour 
movement. From Miller's appointment to full-time office, the documentary 
evidence is plentiful, and from his appointment to national office, his 
working life and the progress of the union become hard to separate. 
Conclusion 
This chapter has tried to relate the study of Killer's life to mainstream 
coal mining labour historiography. Often this presents trade unionists such 
(37) 
as Miller as deviants: men outside the heroic tradition; twentieth century 
nonconformists who have 'outlived their usefulness'; collaborationist 
obstacles to the socialist 'forward march of labourl; and Individuals who 
fall outside the main cannon of historical biography. The aim of this 
thesis is to demonstrate that, for all these reasons, Miller's life is 
significant in shedding light on a continuing relationship between 
religious nonconformity and trade union leadership. 
The main body of the thesis is divided between Chapters Two, Three and 
Four. These chapters both trace the chronology of Miller's life, and 
encircle its main themes. The presence of Chapter Two is a recognition that 
individual's lives are formed in particular localities, with their own 
particular economic, religious, political and cultural characteristics. The 
diversity of coal field experience EBenson 1982,1989a] underlines this. 
Just as the character of David Lloyd George (Wrigley 19761 cannot be 
understood as-a British nonconformist and Liberal 'like any other'; Miller 
is not 'Just another' British nonconformist coal mining leader, apart from 
the town where he grew up and lived. The decisive influences on his life 
lie ahead, in the next two chapters, but his local area was an important 
conditioning factor: hence 'The Wigan of WT Miller'. Chapter Three, 
'Christian Brethren', turns to the Churches of Christ, the particular 
branch of nonconformity which shaped Miller in his childhood and adult 
life. The thesis does not claim that this religious upbringing 'caused' 
everything else in his life in some straightforward way. However, It does 
suggest that it came first, that it remained an important 'frame of 
reference' (Fox 19661 throughout his adult life, and that Miller's trade 
(38) 
union leadeship style can only be understood by constantly refering back to 
it. Chapter Four, 'Union Brother', addresses Miller's career as a colliery 
deputies' leader, with his leadership style as its theme. 
(39) 
CHAPTER TWD - THE WIGAN OF WT KILLER 
Introduction 
Miller was born in the Wigan coalfield. During his lifetime, from 1880 to 
1963, he resided and worked in the town and its environs, worshipped in 
local chapels, moved in the community, participated In the labour movement. 
Except for the later period of national union prominence, which took him 
farther afield, he conducted the bulk of his union work in the large, 
surrounding coalfield. This chapter tries to establish this Wigan milieu, 
to show how singular it was in comparison to other parts of industrial 
Britain, and to carry the general themes from the opening chapter into a 
specific community. This portrait of Wigan's economic, religious and 
political composition from the late Victorian period onwards, provides the 
local backcloth for the subsequent discussion of Miller's religious 
upbringing and trade union activities. The chapter suggests what it meant 
to be a coal mining nonconformist at this particular place and time. 
The author was only six years old when Miller died, but remembers visiting 
him, once or twice, in the small terraced house on Scot Lane, Pemberton, 
that he finally retired to, and, on one occasion, being given a silver 
crown. In the early 1960s, Wigan still appeared a coal mining town, and 
family pilgrimages to the Rugby League ground at Central Park passed rows 
of blackened, smoky terraces. In fact, by Miller's death in 1963 there were 
less than a thousand miners employed in the town (Brown 19691, though six 
or seven thousand Wigan miners still worked outside the borough. Eighty 
years had seen a tranformation: the run-down of the coal and cotton staples 
(40) 
and emergence of a more diversified local economy; enormous changes in the 
physical environment; a growing secularisation undermining religious 
commitment; and a consolidation of the Labour control wrested from the 
Conservatives early in this century. 
A more recent visit, connected with this research, was on 3 December, 1989, 
to the closing service of the original Rodney Street Churches of Christ 
'mother church', now in secular hands. A modern ring road now cuts a swathe 
round the town centre and the past the rugby ground. The Lancashire 
colliery deputies still have an office in the town (Marsh 19911, but the 
handsome red-brick Mining College has closed with the local industry, and 
been converted into the town hall. Wigan is now a clean, red-brick, light 
engineering and services town. The giant, red-brick cotton mills clustered 
around the knot of canal and railway links at 'Wigan Pier' on the 1908 OS 
map, are a popular industrial museum. The clothing mill of the Churches of 
Christ founder, Timothy Coop (Moore 18891 has changed hands and Is 
reportedly on the verge of closure and conversion into a Pentacostalist 
centre. Of the other chapels discussed later, Albert Street is now a gym, 
while Platt Bridge survives in a recognisably back-street setting, off 
Miller Lane, albeit shorn of pit-heads - the nearest of which at Golbourne, 
a few miles down the road, has recently closed. The modern Labour 
controlled borough is an expanded urban sprawl, stretching as far as Leigh. 
Wigan experienced enormous changes in the century between c1850 and 1945, 
the period covered by this chapter. The years up to the Great War saw a 
rapid expansion of the coal and cotton industries, and a huge population 
(41) 
influx, including large-scale Irish immigration. From 1880, Miller grew up 
in a time of economic, religious, social consolidation and political 
transition. The late Victorian Wigan economy of coal and cotton had settled 
down to deep mines and huge mills [Tiller 1975, Challinor 19721. Religion 
had settled Into a three-way divide, between Anglicans, Catholics and 
nonconformists, and all three had established a network of substantial 
buildings. The institutions of working class self-help [Benson 1989b, 
1989a], such as the Co-op and the trade unions had become a permanent 
feature of the local scene (Worral 18691. Local government had joined them 
in the work of creating a community superstructure from the workaday 
settlements thrown up by rapid industrialisation and urbanisation (Tiller 
19751. Large employers, such as Timothy Coop, had moved on from the crude 
exploitative style of early capitalism to more sophisticated labour 
practices [Joyce 1980, Ackers & Black 19911. This stabilisation of Wigan's 
large working class population was accompanied by a political transition. 
Six years before Miller's birth, the miners' leader, William Pickard, had 
unsuccessfully contested Wigan for the Labour Representation League 
(Bellamy 1972d], the first step towards claiming the town as a twentieth 
century Labour citadel. This transition was completed in 1918, when both 
the Ince and Wigan constituencies passed, apparently permanently into 
Labour hands. 
This chapter depicts Miller's parents and childhood, in the context of the 
Wigan he was born into and grew up in. By the Great War, at the beginning 
of Miller's trade union career, the making of modern Wigan was complete. 
The 1930s Wigan, described by George Orwell (19371, had the same basic 
(42) 
economic social, religious and political structure, though ravaged by 
depression. The current remaking of the town is a product of the post-war 
years, mostly after Miller's death In 1963. For these reasons, the weight 
of this chapter - the three sections on Industry and community, religion, 
and politics and the labour movement - is focused on the Wigan up to the 
Great War. These were the years when the character of both modern Wigan and 
Miller were being formed, and they include details on Miller antecendents 
and the chronology of his life up to his marriage at the turn of the 
century. The next chapter, on the Churches of Christ, picks up his personal 
story. Thus the structure of this chapter, like the others, attempts to 
balance a sociological theme and temporal historical movement, without 
either losing sight of change over time or just telling the story of 
Miller's 'life and times'. Because Wigan society did not stand still, and 
because Miller's adult perceptions did not cease to be modified by it, 
section four, a brief postscript, notes any changes in the situation during 
the 1930s and 1940s. 
The material on Miller's childhood and the family he was born into, rests 
upon the genealogical sources listed in the Bibliography. For the general 
economic, religious and political background on Victorian Wigan, the 
chapter depends heavily on Tiller's comparative study with Kidderminster 
and Halifax. Challinor E19721 is authoritative on Lancashire mining trade 
unionism, Brown [19691 takes the history of the Wigan labour movement into 
this century, and Horsman (19621 among others [Fox 1887, Shaw 19121, offers 
important additional material on the origins of Wigan nonconformity. Local 
directories (Worral 18691 and published local history material (Forman 
(43) 
1979, Hannavy 6 Lewis 1983, Winstanley 19891 complete the picture. Wherever 
possible, the Chapter uses life histories of other local labour movement 
figures, from the 'Dictionary of Labour Biography' [Saville & Bellamy 
various] and autobiographies [Gormley 19821, to set alongside the adult 
image of Miller which emerges in later chapters. 
(44) 
Section One - Industry and Community 
William Thomas Miller was born on 21 July 1880 in Loch Street, Lamberhead 
Green, on the far edge of Pemberton heading towards Orrell, about ten miles 
from the centre of Wigan [Appendix il. He was the first child of Simon 
Miller, born 9 September 1854, a second generation coalminer, and Juliet 
Lever, a powerloom weaver and coal miner's daughter, born 19 September 1855 
in Upholland, outside Wigan. When they married at Pemberton Parish Church 
on 31 May 1875, they were both living nearby, at Lamberhead Green and Rose 
Hill, Pemberton, respectively [Appendix iii]. Wigan in 1880 was a much 
smaller, more discrete town than today. Meadows remained between Pemberton 
and the main town, and places like Standish to the north, Lamberhead Green 
to the west, and Hindley to the east, were still independent villages, 
separated by miles of green fields from the original town. However, it was 
already greatly changed from the 1850s town of Simon Miller's birth. The 
most rapid quarter century of expansion in the history of Wigan coal had 
just taken place, and small pit villages like Platt Bridge where the 
family moved shortly after Miller's birth had sprung up, gradually 
eroding these green spaces. This section show that, although late Victorian 
Wigan was primarily a coal mining settlement supplying coal to the 
industrial regions of South Lancashire, its communities were far removed 
from the isolated 'frontier towns' (Benson 1982,1989a] of the Welsh 
valleys [Francis & Smith 19801 or the Durham coalfield [Moore 1974). 
Population 
Wigan [Tiller 19751 is an ancient borough with a charter dating back to 
1215. But in 1801 it was a small town of 10,989. For the next sixty years, 
(45) 
its population increased by about a quarter each decade, with the most 
rapid advance before 1851. Most of all, this reflected the early 
mechanisation and growth of the Lancashire cotton industry. By 1871, the 
town's population was 39,110, and the rate of increase had slowed, due to 
the cotton famine. Even so, it continued to expand: 48,194 in 1881,60,770 
in 1901 and 89,152 in 1911. The industrialisation of the surrounding 
villages, linking them to the town, added to the demographic impact. The 
basic industries were established by 1850, and over the next twenty years 
the percentage of the adult population employed In industrial occupations 
rose to three-quarters for men, and fell slightly to around a fifth of 
women. By Miller's birth, the main shape of Wigan's industry was already 
firmly founded, as his parent's occupations suggest, on coal and cotton. 
Cotton 
Wigan had an eighteenth century rug and blanket industry, but the modern 
cotton industry developed afresh In the early nineteenth century [Tiller 
19751 attracted by the good communications provided by the Leeds-Liverpool 
canal, constructed in the late eighteenth century, and the London-Scotland 
railway from the 1830s. Mills clustered along the latter, which enabled 
them to receive raw materials from Liverpool, and to transport yarn to 
other parts of Lancashire. The abundant supply of fuel for steam power 
created the 'coincidence of coal and cotton' (Tiller 1975 p7l which became 
the central motor of Wigan's economic development. It began as a cotton 
spinning town, but by Miller's birth, the dominant company form was the 
large, vertically-integrated firm combining spinning, weaving, bobbin- 
making, clothing manufacture and even coal mining. This perhaps accounts 
(46) 
for Juliet Miller's powerloom weaving occupation. Between 1818 and 1835 the 
number of mills in the Wigan and Hindley area E[Tiller, 19751 rose from 
eight to twenty-one. -By 1850, the main modern mills and companies were 
established. The next twenty years saw a feminisation of cotton employment. 
In 1871 (Tiller 19751, the industry employed 4,834 women to 2,380 adult 
men. Since 1851, the proportion of local men employed in textiles had 
fallen from 22% to 8%, and women from 24% to 17%. This still accounted for 
over 85% of all women's industrial employment, while for men this had 
fallen from a third to just over 10%. 
The co-existence of coal and cotton distinguished the area from the rest of 
the East Lancashire cotton d1strIct (Turner 1962, Fowler ý& Wyke 19871, and 
from other major coalfields. It created a characteristic family division of 
labour, like the Millers, in which the father worked in the pit, whilst the 
wife, daughters and possibly younger sons, worked in the textile mills. 
Three factors encouraged the feminisation of cotton: the rapid expansion of 
coal as an alternative male employer; the growth of metal industries; and 
the bitter experience of male textile workers in the 1860s 'cotton famine'. 
The result was an 
'Interdependence of the two industries In maintaining the income of many 
families' (Tiller 1875 p131 
which provided working class families with some fall-back against loss of 
earning caused by stikes or the disabling pit injuries which were a common 
experience for so many breadwinners EBenson 1989a]. 
(47) 
Coal 
At the time of Miller's Wigan birth, there were 'very heavy odds that an 
adult male would become a miner' (Tiller 1975 p151. All Miller's 
generation, and that before it, did: his father Simon; his paternal 
grandfather, William Miller; his maternal grandfather, John Lever; his 
future father-in-law, John Phelps; his brothers, George, James, Simon, and 
John. Only in the next generation, after the Great War, did the link erode. 
The Wigan industry began in the sixteeenth century, but nineteenth century 
coal employment developed later than cotton, and was less physically 
concentrated in the town itself. Yet within a five miles radius of Wigan 
were mining villages like Aspull, Ince, Pemberton, and to the west, 
Miller's birthplace, Lamberhead Green. By 1851, coal mining was easily the 
major male occupation in the Wigan area [Tiller 19751, providing over a 
quarter of all employment, with 5.112 miners. Ten years later, the number 
had almost doubled to 9,085, over 37% of total male employment. Yet the 
greatest expansion was still to come, over the third quarter of the 
century, as the coalfield moved to the middle coal measures, and thus to 
the larger, deeper and often new pits, in Wigan, Pemberton, Ince and 
Hindley [Challinor 1972, Church 1986). 
This had a profound impact on the local communities surrounding Wigan, with 
the Ince area, where Miller was to spend his childhood and early working 
life, more than doubling its population in ten years, from 3,670 in 1851 to 
8,266 In 1861 (Tiller 19751. Urbanisation accompanied coalfield growth, and 
during Miller's childhood, Wigan's geographical boundaries extended 
considerably, as previously independent communities were 'physically 
(48) 
swallowed up into Wigan by the ribbon-development of the 1880s' ETiller 
1975 p15-171. Outlying pits were linked to the town's railway network by a 
number of trackways, and there was considerable labour mobility between 
pits, in search of better pay and conditions. 
These developments brought Miller's family to this south western part of 
the coalfield. The troubled industrial conditions of the 1881 Lancashire 
miners' strike caused the family to move, first to Rainford, and shortly 
afterwards to the nearby mining village of Platt Bridge. Here Miller lived 
for the next forty years, until he was appointed a full-time trade union 
official. His mother, Juliet, also had two daughters, Eliza and another 
short-lived child, before she died, aged thirty, on 15 October 1885 'after 
a long and painful Illness' ['The Christian, Advocatel 1885 p5231, when 
Miller was five years old. His father, Simon, remarried to Martha Taylor, 
who brought-up William Thomas, Eliza and had a further seven children - 
George, James, Alice, Simon, Lizzle, Rachel and John - making a family of 
eleven. Some members of Miller's extended family had already travelled some 
distance to work in the expanding Wigan coalfield, as it sucked in labour 
from Britain and Ireland. His maternal grandfather, John Lever, a Mormon, 
had brought his family from Bolton to Upholland. The family of his future 
wife, Annie Phelps reached Platt Bridge, sometime before her birth there on 
June 6 1883, from the Forest of Dean-coalfield (Harrison 1978). The 
paternal Phelps and maternal Nelms (who were Plymouth Brethren) came, from 
the small forest mining village of Ruspidge, on the outskirts of 
Cinderford. 
(49) 
As Chapter Four shows, the second half of the century also saw a growing 
concentration of coal mining ownership (Church 1986, Challinor 1972). 
Between 1851 and 1863 [Tiller 19751, the number of firms almost halved, 
from 84 to 48, leaving five giants with the majority of coalfield output. 
In December 1865, the amalgamation of the two largest created the huge 
Wigan Coal and Iron Company. By 1873 it had 10,000 employees, mainly in Its 
collieries, accounting for over half the area's miners, and making it a 
major influence in local Industrial relations and politics. Deeper pits 
were more prone to gas explosions, and expensive to sink, ventilate and 
maintain, further advantaging larger operators. Overall, this was a period 
of 'rapid expansion In terms of scale of production, output and workforce' 
(Tiller 1975 p181. In 1874, the Wigan district had over 140 collieries, and 
accounted for a quarter of employment in the Lancashire coalfield. By 1891 
there were 6,000 miners in the-Wigan borough, rising to 6,500 a decade 
later, excluding a further 2,300 in the surrounding townships. In 1913, the 
Wigan coalfield as a whole employed 32,072 miners (Brown 19691. 
Until 1892, Miller attended St Peter's Low Green, Church of England School 
(later St Nathaniels), Platt Bridge, under the headmasters W Armistead and 
JE Fear. Then, on his twelfth birthday, he commenced work underground as a 
pony driver at Bamfurlong Colliery No 2 Pit of Cross, Tetley and Co. 
working a twelve-hour-day, six-day-week. There was a strong hereditary 
element to the sub-contracting system which helped to creat stability and 
continuity in the colliery workforce. After the 1860 Mines Act, the typical 
pattern of employment was for boys to begin underground at the age of ten 
or eleven. In 1868 (Tiller 19751, there were 3,000 miners of this age in 
(50) 
the Wigan district, with perhaps twice as many in the thirteen to nineteer. 
age bracket, creating a ratio of fifty to sixty boys to every hundred men. 
Most, like Miller, were the sons of existing miners, plus a few boys taken 
from the Parish. Miller began work under the pillar and stall method 
[Church 1986, Challinor 19721 which dominated the Victorian Wigan coalfiel( 
- the longwall method existed at some larger companies, but it did not 
become general until the next century. By 1896, Miller had moved to the 
Wigan Junction No 3 Colliery of Cross, Tetley and Co, where he pursued a 
typical 'career' progression, as a haulage hand, drawer, dataller and 
collier. Pillar and stall meant underground miners operating in gangs, each 
working its own stall. Gangs were led by hewers, who cut the coal, and were 
the best paid, strongest and fittest members of the workforce. They were 
supported by drawers, young boys who dragged the coal trucks to the shaft 
bottom. This was 'an intermediate stage on the way to the top-jobs as 
hewers', a foothold on the seniority rung 'often obtained through members 
of the boys' family or friends' (Tiller 1975 p241. (Another employment for 
boys, recalled painfully by Miller in Chapter Four, was trapping, or 
opening and closing the ventilation doors. ) Under a form of sub-contract 
the hewer was paid fortnightly by the weight of coal raised, and from this 
he paid his drawers, and deductions for the use of lamps, powder etc. 
There were clear status differentials in coal mining, notably between 
underground and surface workers (Benson 1989a], but it lacked the craft- 
like hierarchy of the local textile industry (Fowler & Wyke 1987, Turner 
19621. Hewing involved dexterity and experience (Benson 1989a], but the 
emphasis was on physical strength, the considerable turnover of men, 
(51) 
and the expansion of the industry prevented the emergence of a craft-like 
monopoly of the best-paid Jobs. For all underground workers, the prospect 
of injury or death was part of the 'normal conditions of work' (Tiller 1975 
p293, especially in the later Victorian period of newer and deeper mines, 
as the experience of the Miller family testifies. In the early 1850s, the 
death rate through explosions in Lancashire was double the national average 
(Tiller 19751, with only the Midlands more dangerous. In the five yeaý 
period, 1868-73,400 men and boys were killed, 317 of them from ten major 
disasters, for which the area developed a macabre reputation (Hannavy & 
Lewis 1983, Winstanley 19891. Miller reputedly enjoyed working with the 
ponies, but in December 1892, in his first year of work, he was nearly 
killed when an underground fire cost sixteen miners their lives, including 
two other boy pony drivers, Simeon Ashcroft and William Sudworth, and all 
the ponies. His lamp was found three days later under a heavy roof fall, 
close to the site of the fire. He was rescued by the undermanager, John 
Foster, and a pusher-on, John Sixsmith. 
When, in about 1894, Miller joined his father at the Wigan Junction 
Colliery, Simon had become a deputy. Chapter Four indicates how the growth 
of new supervisory positions, such as underlooker, deputy underlooker, 
deputy and fireman, created new opportunities for men like Miller. In the 
Victorian coalfield, supervisors 'do not seem to have been drawn from any 
especially literate or trained group' (Tiller 1975 p261. Miller himself was 
still a drawer when he married in 1901, at the age of 21. Drawers' wages 
varied with output, and often were a half or less of the hewers'. 
Nevertheless, the daily earnings of a coal mining child approached the 
(52) 
weekly income of his equivalent in a cotton mill [Tiller 19751. The 
position of even the best-paid collier was precarious, given the endemic 
dangers of the pit and the stamina and fitness required of hewers (Benson 
1989a]. 
'Increasing age, illness or injury often meant loss of position as hewer, 
and if the miner stayed in the industry he had to accept less strenuous, 
often casual Jobs, paid on a day rate only. Only daymen earned no more, or 
as much, as drawers' (Tiller 1975 p251. 
Before 1901, Simon Miller senior had received very serious Injuries from a 
runaway coal tub, which forced him to leave the mining industry for an 
irregular and poorly-paid livelihood as a costermonger or 'green grocer'. 
This presumably preceeded the 1897 compensation legislation, for it placed 
the family, like so many others, in difficult financial straits, with 
Miller, still a young man, becoming the principal breadwinner. Later 
Miller's half-brothers followed him into coal mining. George and James 
eventually became deputies, while John eventually emigrated with his 
sister, Rachel, to Detroit in the 1920s, and Simon, like his father and 
namesake, was crippled and forced to leave the industry. 
Other industries 
When Miller entered the male Wigan labour market, 'coal was king', but not 
an absolute monarch. Coal miners 'intermingled with workers employed in 
other Industries, particularly textiles' [Gregory 1968 p631. In 1869, 
Walker Brothers engineering manufactured the first disc-cutting machine for 
the coal industry, illustrating 
'The complementary nature and close dependence of local engineering and 
metals Industries and coal in Wigan' [Tiller 1975 p171. 
(53) 
As early as 1861, metals and engineering provided 1441 male jobs, and the 
industry's subsequent growth was closely linked to coal's expansion. Walker 
Brothers became noted for colliery ventilating equipment, and other 
engineering firms specialised in winding gear (Tiller 1975). Kirkless Hall 
ironworks opened in 1859, later joining the Wigan Coal and Iron Company, 
which, by 1873 had four ironworks, employing 400 workers. This relative 
occupational diversity gradually increased and is discussed in future 
chapters. Miller's future son-in-law and co-religious, Harry Ackers, was 
the son of a self-employed Joiner and former farmer, an inactive Anglican 
who had built a wooden Catholic church in Pemberton. Harry became an 
engineering apprentice at Walker Brothers just after the Great War, and 
married Miller's second eldest daughter, Louisa, a laundress. From the 
1870s, the impressive town centre clothing enterprise of Timothy Coop 
(Moore 18891 also provided employment for a considerable number, including 
Churches of Christ members. 
Physical environment and social facilities 
Miller was born towards the end of a time of great coalfield expansion, 
when Orwell's 119371 slums were being built, and social infrastructure 
still lagged behind economic development. He grew up as the Wigan district 
began to consolidate economically and reconstruct socially; as It made the 
later Victorian transition from workplaces surrounded by hastily erected 
housing to a more rounded, worktown community (Joyce 19801. Before 1875 
Wigan was among the most unhealthy towns in Britain, with poor housing, no 
street cleaning, refuse disposal, privies, public parks, baths or libraries 
(Tiller 19751. The 'Daily News' of I May 1868 was scathing: 
(54) 
'A more dull or uninteresting region can scarcely be imagined... dense 
clouds of black smoke... obscure the atmosphere... the streets possess few 
architectural attractions, and although places of religious worship 
abound, the means of social and intellectual recreation appear, as far the 
labouring classes are concerned, to be few and far between' [Tiller 1975 
p641. 
Industrialisation had thrown the whole area into a state of flux: altering 
radically economic and social forms, creating a population boom, and a 
dramatic decline in physical environmental conditions, which the existing 
agencies of local government proved incapable of tackling. Other familiar 
symptoms of rapid urbanisation were the failure of educational and 
religious provision. The physical and moral consequences of coal mining in 
Wigan, 'the archetypal industrial town' [Tiller 1975 p641, have been a 
continual subject of debate and enquiry, from the Victorian moralists to 
George Orwell in the 1930s. His picture of unremitting poverty and human 
degradation (Brown 19691 was inevitably a partial one, against which this 
account of a 'respectable' working class family is some counterweight. The 
official response was slow and inadequate. In 1853, Wigan council adopted 
the 1848 Public Health Act and formed the Wigan Working Classes Public 
Health Association to warn the working classes of sanitary evils. New 
waterworks were opened in 1853 and 1870, and in 1874 the Council took-over 
the gas supplies. Only later did they establish public libraries, hospitals 
and parks (Tiller 19751. The spread of such initiatives to the outlying 
settlements was even more belated. Meantime, the area remained very 
unhealthy, but developed a vigorous, unofficial cultural life of its own 
centred on pubs, shops, friendly Societies and trade unions (Benson 1989s), 
part of which was the chapel culture discussed in the next chapter. 
(55) 
The Millers lived in Platt Bridge, a small mining village on the rougher, 
southern, coalfield side of Wigan, which, at first glance, could still 
reasonably be confused with an isolated Northern coalfield settlement. But, 
as we have seen, the family had already displayed considerable geographical 
and occupational mobility, and 'the more varied nature of employment in 
Wigan, with the proximity of even larger centres' made the situation of 
colliers quite different to their counterparts in 'the small one Industry, 
often one colliery, villages' [Tiller 1975 p27, Benson 1989a]. Even the 
large employers could not exercise the same dominance. Most Wigan housing 
was rented not tied, and though there were evictions during strikes, these 
were never on the scale seen in the Northern coalfield. More unusually, the 
Miller family lived for much of Miller's youth in a terraced house 
adjoining and owned by the chapel of which Simon was a leading figure. 
There was also a notable absence of other forms of dependence. There was no 
bond system of employment in Wigan after the 1840s, nor did the 'truck 
system' of payment exist. We know that in Platt Bridge, the Co-operative 
store was an early and central part of coalfield community life (Worral 
18691. Above all, there was often fierce employer competition for a large 
and mobile labour force. 
'Whatever the relative moral and intellectual worth in the eyes of 
contemporary employers and commentators when compared with the men of 
Northumberland and Durham, the Wigan colliers certainly had greater 
freedom of choice - of where they drank, where they lived, where their 
wives bought their food and for whom they worked' [Tiller 1975 p281. 
The next section shows how, in the Wigan coalfield, just as there were 
industries other than coal and cotton, there was also great religious 
diversity. 
(56) 
Section Two - Religion 
Before Miller was born, his parents, Simon and Juliet, were already active 
members of a radical nonconformist group called the Christian Brethren or 
Churches of Christ. Simon's religious antecedents are unknown, but the 
involvement of other family members in the Mormons and Plymouth Brethren, 
suggests that they may have moved within a wider 'new sectarian' (Gilbert 
19761 circle. It was certainly not unusual for British coal miners of this 
time to hold such religious commitments (Wearmouth 19541. But how did the 
Miller family's beliefs relate to the wider Wigan religious scene? And does 
this local blend and balance of religious forces illuminate Miller's later 
role as a nonconformist trade unionist? The argument of this section is 
that Victorian Wigan had a religious melange far removed from the 'coal and 
Methodism' stereotype [Benson 1982,1989a], and even quite different to 
most towns of a similar size outside Lancashire (Tiller 19751. Mainstream 
nonconformity took third place to the ethnic antagonism between native 
Anglicanism and immigrant Catholicism, explored in the next section. It was 
also characteristically prosperous, middle class and removed from the 
rougher, coalfield side of town. Nonetheless, there were counter pressures 
for a more working class nonconformity, of which the Churches of Christ can 
be seen as a part. 
The Old Dissent 
Although nearby Standish had produced the puritan captain, Miles Standish, 
of 'Mayflower' fame, Wigan lacks a deep and continuous dissenting 
tradition. The 'old dissent' (Gilbert 19763 of Presbyterians, Independents, 
Baptists and Quakers was weakly represented in the small eighteenth century 
(57) 
town. In the middle of that century, the Quaker Meeting House (1749) was 
the only registered dissenting congregation (Horsman 19621. Further afield, 
Park Lane Chapel (1697) was situated at the northern end of Ashton-in- 
Makerfield, between Wigan and Warrington [Fox 18971, and there were other 
Unitarian chapels at Tunley and Hindley with a long continuous lineage. Yet 
even a proponent of the continuity of the English Presbyterian tradition 
[Shaw 1912 p5l] has to acknowledge an eighty-seven year gap between the 
'large record' of local Puritan activity under the Restoration and the next 
stage in the 'latter half of the eighteenth century'. By the end of the 
century, the Quakers had been Joined by four other chapels: Chapel Lane 
Presbyterian (1762), Wallgate Methodist (1776), Lord Street Baptist (1803) 
and St Paul's Independent (1775). 
A new period of 'secession and chapel building' (Horsman 19621 ensued in 
the early year of the nineteenth century. When Congregationalism began to 
flourish, to become the strongest official arm of Wigan dissent, It did so 
from the recent roots of Calvinist Methodism (Gilbert 19761. St Pauls was 
part of the Countess of Huntingdon's Connexion, until it became Independent 
in 1800. In 1812, part of the congregation rejected Calvinism and seceded 
to form Hope Independent Chapel. John Wesley had visited Wigan in 1777, and 
he returned four years later to preach 
'To a large number of serious well-minded people, mixed with some as 
stupidly insolent creatures as I ever saw' (quoted Shaw 19121. 
(58) 
For all his efforts, Methodism also appears to have established itself 
later here than elsewhere [Fox 1916, Horsman 1962, Shaw 19121, and to have 
remained relatively weak. 
Irish Catholicism 
Rapid population growth wrought great changes in the religious scene. 
Massive and continuous Irish Catholic immigration (Tiller 19751 from 1800 
onwards transformed the Wigan religious scene, and was given a renewed 
impetus in the 1840s by the potato famine. In 1851 Lancashire hosted a 
third of the mainland British Irish population and half the English, and in 
1867 Wigan had the highest proportion of Irish-born adult males In the 
county. This 'massive expansion of English Catholicism' (Gilbert 1976 p451, 
described by Cardinal Newman as the 'Second Spring', 'was dependent 
primarily on exogenous growth'. Catholicism had remained numerically weak 
in the eighteenth century until, as the Jesuit, WJ Amherst put it, 
'God sent the Irish people to swell to large proportions the members of 
His Church, and to sing the song of the Lord in a strange land' [Gilbert 
1976 p451. 
Two Roman Catholic churches, St Mary's (1818) and St John's (1819), were 
soon established in Wigan. The area also had a number of powerful recusant 
families and consequently a smattering of Indigenous Catholics, who played 
an important role in funding and representing Its religious Interest. 
Not only Catholicism benefitted from the Inflow of labour to coal and 
cotton. Welsh and English nonconformists did too, albeit on a smaller 
scale, and by the start of the nineteenth century Scottish and Scotch Irish 
immigration had placed Chapel Lane Presbyterian chapel under a strongly 
(59) 
orthodox and anti-Papist emigre leadership (Shaw 19121. Nevertheless, when 
religious conflict arose in the working class community, the main impetus 
came from tension between Anglican loyalism and Catholic nationalism, and 
it was the scale of Irish Catholic immigation and the native response it 
engendered which distinguished the politics of the town. 
The 1851 Religious Census 
There are serious methodological problems in comparing the strength of 
denominations as different in character as Catholics and Baptists [Gilbert 
19763. Nevertheless, two early nineteenth century surveys [Horsman 19621 
indicate the approximate relative weight of Anglicans, Catholics and 
Dissenters. The 1825 Baines Directory of Sunday School strength, gave the 
Anglicans (All Saints and St George's) 1,000 scholars, the Catholics (St 
Mary's and St John's) 900, and Dissent (all four main denominations) only 
470. A. 1829 survey of non-Anglican congregations by the local constabulary, 
estimated 5,000 Catholics and 4,090 Dissenters. Interestingly, the two 
Independent (later Congregational) congregations (Hope Chapel 1,400 and St 
Pauls 1,200) accounted for over two-thirds of the latter, followed by the 
Wesleyan Methodists (800), the two Baptists (600), the Presbyterians (40), 
and the Swedenborgians (50). The latter dated from the 1790s, but death and 
removal reduced their membership to a 'tiny number' (Tiller 1975 p801 and 
the chapel-building efforts leading to the opening of their 'New Jerusalem 
Church' in 1868 seem to have exhausted them. 
According to the 1851 census, Wigan already had a religious make-up quite 
different from most English industrial towns. 
(60) 
'Nonconformity was at its weakest. Apart from Liverpool it was the only 
place in the country where RC attendances were higher than those of the 
nonconformists' (Tiller 1975 p7l]. 
The Church of England remained impressively strong, with 46.1% of church- 
attenders; Roman Catholicism second, with 28.2%; nonconformity third with 
25.7%. Church attendance was above the national average level of 53.2%, 
despite the town's reputation for philistinism. This was very high by 
Lancashire standards, bettered only by Rochdale. This combination of a high 
level of religious observance and an unusual distribution made Wigan 
markedly different from towns like Halifax and Kidderminster, which 
represented the usual picture of a 
'Fairly close balance between Anglicans and Dissenters with Anglicans Just 
to the fore' [Tiller 1975 p721. 
Comfortable nonconformity 
From the 1830s, the ecumenical and political network of Victorian 
nonconformity began to take shape in Wigan [Horsman 18621: the Sunday 
School Society (1829), the Christian Instruction Society (1830), the 
Temperance Society and the Sabbath Day Observation Society (both 1832). In 
1846, Hope Chapel. joined the Congregational Union and Its Minister was, by 
then, a leading radical Liberal. There were signs that the chapel was 
becomming increasingly respectable, while active participation in chapel 
life was declining EHorsman 19621. Between 1822 and 1861 attendance at 
church meetings was as high as two-thirds to three-quarters. In the year of 
1864/5 (Horsman 19621, there was a 'large, wealthy congregation', and 
morning and afternoon Sunday Schools totalling 266 (400 attended the 1868 
Sunday School Tea), but 'no more than twenty' of the church's 115 members 
(61) 
would normally attend church meetings. By 1880, the church was finding it 
difficult to fill the six elected Deacon positions. Lists of Hope Chapel's 
trustees (Horsman 19623, for each new chapel (1851,1898,1930) show a 
thoroughly middle-class combination of businessmen, gentlemen and 
shopkeepers, with not a working man, even a 'labour aristocrat', in sight. 
The 1889 construction reflected this prosperity: 
'Worshippers were impressed by the imposing external form, the admirable 
external arrangements, the splendid ceiling and tinted plaster work, the 
delicately coloured windows, richly carved pulpit, comfortable and roomy 
seats, and the spacious gallery-the style of the architecture is an 
adaptation of the Italian renaissance' [Horsman 19631. 
For all this, the opening speaker recognised that the Independents were 
'not making much progress' in Wigan. 
In 1908, Hope Chapel had 108 members, 74 Iseatholders', a choir of 23, a 
Sunday School with two superintendants, 32 teachers, 260 scholars, a 
cricket team and many other activities. The early twentieth century church 
seems to have replaced evanglical fervour with a remarkable social round. 
By 1924, this included: badminton, billiards, six tennis courts, football, 
cricket and netball teams, their own golf course, a League of Honour for 
boys and a Guild of Honour for girls. (In conjunction with St Pauls and 
Trinity Presbyterian they staged a Messiah). Likewise Park Lane Unitarian, 
whose Minister was secretary-of the local Co-op, boasted a regular Bazaar, 
Old Folks tea Party, Band of Hope, Prize Medals, Village Club, Bowling 
Green and Day School. The 250 Hope members in 1919 included a Liberal MP 
and QC. When, in 1924, Labour wrested control of the town council from the 
Liberals, he was Joined by the Tory group leader and the first woman 
socialist councillor, Emily Ashurst. Two local Lancashire and Cheshire 
(62) 
Miners' Federation (LCMF) leaders and Labour MPs, Harry Twist (Wigan 1910), 
and John Allen Parkinson (Wigan 1918-41) gravitated to Hope Congregational 
church in adult life. Twist was 'educated at the Wesleyan Day School Platt 
Bridge' [Saville 1974b p3701, and Parkinson was 'associated with the 
Hindley Green United Methodist Church in early life' (Saville 1974a p2921. 
A third local miners' MP, Gordon McDonald [Ince 1929-421, was another 
Congregationalist [Stenton & Lees 1989 p2231, who very likely frequented 
Hope. If West End [McLeod 19841 Congregationalism, with its liberal 
cultured atmosphere (Worthern 1992 pp64-81 was a congenial final 
destination for working class labour leaders, it was a less likely starting 
point. 
As Wigan continued to expand, both numerically and spatially, new districts 
grew, such as Scholes, which had 'no religious institutions whatever' 
(Horsman 19623, causing consternation throughout religious circles about 
the 'dark state of the inhabitants'. In the 1830s, Hope Chapel cooperated 
(neither it nor St Pauls were yet In the Congregational Union) with Trinity 
Presbyterian to hold local Sunday Schools and services in Welsh, and 
organised similar outreach preaching on Aspull Moor. The Anglicans (St 
Catherine's 1841) and Catholics (St Patricks 1847) responded with churchles 
in Scholes - later a site for a Churches of Christ chapel. From shortly 
after Miller's birth, his family lived in the Ince area, another 'rapidly 
growing colliery community' (Tiller 1975 p753, which had gained a new 
Parish Church in 1862 and a school in 1866. Both these were funded by coal 
owners, many of whom carried the Anglicanism of their landed class. In 
spite of this, the provision of building and sittings only kept pace with 
(63) 
pace-with population growth, and at 28.6% (Tiller 19751 Wigan remained well 
below the Lancashire average. There was a great challenge before the 
churches in general, and Wigan nonconformity in particular. A contemporary 
observer, Roby, declared that Wigan dissent had 
'Wholly failed as a church of the people. it was inevitable that a church 
trusting solely to the contributions of the successful should plead the 
moral doctrine of God bless the lucky' [Tiller 1975 p1151. 
Later Victorian working class dissent 
This picture of town-centre nonconformity neglects the Back Street Bethels 
(McLeod 19841 which were springing up in the outlying coal mining 
communities. There was, however, another side to Wigan nonconformity which 
Tiller downgrades (1975 p803 in a rather sweeping and questionable 
analysis. This is the sectarian fringe, including Miller's Churches of 
Christ, which Lancaster [19871 has linked to the Leicester labour movement. 
'It was in small breakaway congregations and Independent sects that 
working class people attained their greatest religious independence. The 
very nature of such sects, however, their comparative smallness, their 
characteristically rigid and ascetic ethical codes, their emphasis on the 
inward perfection of the individual and of their small group. and their 
hostility to, and rejection of, the wordliness of established religion and 
society, meant that they constituted a limited and introspective, if 
intense experience for the Individual. They rarely persisted beyond the 
enthusiasm of-their first generation, often associated with a particular, 
charismatic leader. Although of a potentially radical nature their 
character excluded political concerns'. 
The next chapter challenges, through an exploration of the Churches of 
Christ, this over simplistic understanding of the relationship between 
religious commitment and political and trade union activism, and the 
dichotomy It draws between 'other wordly' and 'social' Christianity. 
(64) 
The wastage of 'the enthusiasm of their first generation' certainly bears 
further investigation, but Tiller's chronology may also be suspect. She 
argues that, - 
'Such sects had been a common feature of the early years of the century 
but by 1850 their incidence was rarer, and those that had survived from an 
earlier date did so in a depleted and insitutionalised form' (Tiller 1975 
p801. 
Local evidence is difficult to marshall, since by their nature such groups 
tend to have a low visibility in the readily available documentary sources. 
Even if Tiller is correct about 1850, it seems we are witnessing a lull 
before the spate of late Victorian fringe religious growth which Gilbert 
[19761 calls 'the new sectarianism'. For the Wigan Churches of Christ had 
just been founded, and nationally, with the rather earlier Plymouth 
Brethren and the somewhat later Salvation Army 
'They experienced their most pronounced expansion during the closing 
decades of the ninetenth century' EGilbert 1976 p431. 
Wigan supports the view (Gilbert 19761 that this was a revolt against the 
comfortable, complacent, affluent character of institutionalised, 
mainstream nonconformity. Indeed the town offers a classic case of a 
challenge from within the existing groups, as well as from Interlopers like 
the Churches of Christ. 
In May 1862, Silverwell 'Working Men's Congregational Church' (Horsman 
1962, Tiller 19751 seceded from Hope Chapel. The congregation of twelve set 
up in a room behind the Temperance Hotel. This was during the Lancashire 
'cotton famine' and consequently some of their number were driven back to 
the mainstream church in search of economic assistance. Nevertheless, the 
group lasted until 1888 on subscriptions and revived again in 1896. Two 
(65) 
years after its formation there were twenty-two members, a congregation of 
over a hundred and a Sunday School of one hundred and thirty. The religious 
and political character of the group is particularly revealing, since it 
echoes some elements of the Churches of Christ plea, discussed in Chapter 
Three, and conforms to Gilbert's model of revolt against institutionalised 
nonconformity. 
The leading figure, WM Hutchings, became a prominent working class 
political advocate in the town, and his church issued a strong 'primitive,, 
even fundamentalist, criticism of the dominant middle class nonconformity 
at Hope Chapel. The initialýgrounds appear to have been religious 
independence: 'the right of private Judgement - to maintain for themselves 
and others perfect freedom of speech' (Tiller 1975 p81-21. Moreover, 
'Their main motivation was to counter the worldliness and neglect of 
observance of the original congregation, who were... accused of 
administering Communion only very rarely, of using intoxicating wine, of 
charging pew rents on a commercial basis, and of generally being primarily 
concerned with-question of funds'. There was the recurring cry of 
protestant reformers against 'priestcraft' and the claim of 'one man to be 
minister in sacred things' Lquoted Tiller 19751, 
standing between God and his people. A practical issue was inadequate 
Sunday school provision. Tiller minimises the radical charge of these 
religious beliefs, noting their acquiescence 'to the social distinctions of 
secular society', and suggesting that 'the battle was for free and true 
religious worship and nothing more'. Of course, 'the founders of such 
bodies' were 'committed believers rather than active politicians'. But we 
cannot stop there without erecting Chinese walls between the congregations' 
social composition, religious beliefs and politics. 
(66) 
y 
A similar point can be made about the Wigan Methodist Free Church (Tiller 
19751 which broke from the Wesleyans in 1856, and by 1868 was a prosperous 
body with its own chapel and school, and a congregation of between five and 
six hundred. Tiller dismisses this as no more than a dispute over 'local 
church government', reflecting 'little more than local animosities and 
doctrinal disputes within existing groups' Ep801. But social class 
divisions within nineteenth century nonconformity, were often refracted in 
this way, as the contrast between the West End Chapel and Back Street 
Bethel (McLeod 19841 within the same denomination, or by such breakaways. 
Moreover, principles of church organisation were central to the plea of 
such primitive groups, as they were for the Churches of Christ. And since 
the experience of self-goverment and preaching at working class chapels was 
a formative one for so many labour leaders (Moore 1974, Wearmouth 19571, 
Issues of 'local church government' can hardly be discounted. 
A similar group, the Independent Methodists, originated in the Manchester 
area in 1806, changed its name to the United Churches of Christ In 1833, to 
the United Free Gospel Churches in 1841, and back to the original title in 
1898 EBarton 19901. In local terms, they were neither insignificant nor 
transient. As with the Churches of Christ, Wigan was a particular centre, 
with twenty-two of England's 120 Independent Methodist chapels - 'the 
highest concentration in the country' - in 1900 Equoted Gillies 1989 p231. 
Miller's grandson, Brian Ackers, recalls that, in the 1940s, one branch of 
the family attended a Bethesda Independent Methodist chapel in Wigan, which 
had a special reputation for hymn singing. Such fissiparous dissent was 
particularly characteristic of Lancashire, and again this contrasts with 
(67) 
the overwhelming Methodist hegemony in parts of the Northern coalfields 
[Moore 19741. 
Such was the religious situation in which Miller grew up. It was neither 
monolithic nor representative of a nonconformist hegemony over working 
class religiosity. Many working people stood outside organised religion; 
yet this did not stop it breeding a communal animosity between native 
orange and immigrant green which deeply infected working class life. 
Nonconformity tended to stand aside from this, but it was weaker and later 
developing than In other industrial towns [Tiller 19751, and, as a third 
force, less capable of forming working class thinking. It had also quickly 
become the religion of the prosperous middle classes in a town noted for 
its large, often poor working class. But neither as working class 
nonconformists, nor as radical primitives, would the Millers have felt 
isolated. For the nonconformist presence was still substantial and varied, 
and by the end of the nineteenth century, Back Street Bethels of the main 
denominations, secessions and new movements, like their own Churches of 
Christ, were attempting to set right this relative numerical weakness, and 
the narrow social base. 
(68) 
Section Three - Politics 
It is impossible to be certain what the political and trade union 
commitments of the early Miller family were during the last quarter of the 
nineteenth century - that crucial period in the development of the modern 
labour movement. At best, there is circumstantial evidence and hearsay. At 
this time, Simon Miller's sect, the Churches of Christ, emphasised personal 
salvation rather than social concerns and left attitudes to 'the world' to 
individuals EDM Thompson 19801. However, their leading Wigan figure, 
Timothy Coop, and his business heirs (Moore 18891, were prominent and 
active local Liberals. Religious-based paternalism (Joyce 19801, might have 
drawn the Millers to Liberalism, as the national working class 
nonconformist affilation before Labour. Miller's daughter. Betty, recalls 
his unease at her attending a Church of England school during the Great 
War. Such concerns would naturally forge a link with the Liberal agenda 
(Hinton 19831. 
However, the Millers were also a Wigan mining family, and 'there was a 
strong tradition of working class Conservatism' (Gregory 1968 p631 in 
Lancashire. Miller's grandson, Brian Ackers, recalls a school incident from 
1940s Leyland, which may catch a glimpse of the Millers before Labour. His 
schoolmistress was a strong Liberal who portrayed Gladstone as a man of 
principle and Disraeli as a rogue. His father and Miller's son-in-law, 
Harry Ackers, was a second generation, working class Tory, who naturally 
disagreed with this. More surprisingly, Miller 'didn't think much of 
Gladstone', a Lib-Lab hero (Hinton 19831, either, and gave his grandson a 
Labour history book to argue the case. Both adult men were Churches of 
(69) 
Christ members, though the Ackers family attended Leyland Congregation 
church. Whatever the original political views of the Miller family, it is 
very likely that they soon became part of the late Victorian changes which 
enfranchised the coalfield and transferred its allegiance to Labour. In 
1874, shortly before Millers birth, only 903 of the 5,062 Wigan voters were 
miners [Brown 19691, but during the next thirty years their union grew to 
be the major force in the local electorate. 
The Wigan political background 
'The politics of the Lancashire coalfield set it sharply apart' [Gregory 
1968 p631 from the Lib-Lab hegemony elsewhere. Some socialist writers play 
down the importance of ethnic divisions in the Victorian working class 
EHunt 19811 occasioned by large-scale, nineteenth century Irish immigration 
Into areas such as Lancashire. However, according to a contemporary Wigan 
Presbyterian. 
10rangism has-always been a rabid force, and Roman Catholicism a bigoted 
one' EShaw 1912 p1611. 
Keir Hardie [Morgan 19751 faced similar politico-religious tensions during 
his unsuccessful 1900 election campaign in nearby Preston: a Conservative 
majority founded on working class, Orange Anglicanism; less than a sixth of 
the population belonging to his natural nonconformist constituency, and 
around a third Roman Catholic. Such fledgling Labour contests found their 
unifying agenda frustrated by religious and ethnic divisions. 
Tiller (19753 compares Wigan, between 1850 and 1875, with Kidderminster and 
Halifax, industrial towns with a much stronger nonconformist presence and a 
(70) 
far weaker Catholic Irish one, and argues that the religious ethnic 
dimension was central to Wigan coalfield politics. This was no principled 
religious controversy, but an alignment of communal identities (McLeod 1984 
pp36-431, interests and prejudices, quite compatible with the coalfield's 
notorious irreligion and profligate behaviour (Tiller 1975, Challinor 
19721. If in towns like Halifax, there was a vital and constructive link 
between radical dissent and working class politics, in Wigan religion was 
'A major fragmenting force upon working, class unity and consciousness 
(which) involved basic ethnic division which underlay persistent religious 
and political stances adopted by working people' (Tiller 1875 p691. 
The Irish took low-paid work in cotton, construction, transport and 
handloom weaving (Tiller 19751, where the indigenous working class believed 
they depressed wages and conditions EChallinor 19721. Easily identifiable 
by their, religious affiliations, peasant customs, and slum living 
conditions ETiller 19751, they were a tight-knit community, concentrated in 
areas like Scholes. And though most were disenfranchised, the indigenous, 
middle class Catholic electorate and the Church hierarchy drew them into 
local politics. To begin with, the Irish did not penetrate widely into coal 
and skilled textiles. Tiller E19751 suggests that they were not widely 
employed as coal miners between 1850 and 1875. Recent immigrants and second 
or third generation families are hard to disentangle, but, even before 
1900, the coalfield's insatiable demand for labour and sheer weight of 
numbers, assured a significant Irish Catholic collier presence. A morbid 
indicator is provided by the victims of major colliery disasters. Of the 
two hundred or more who died in the 1878 Haydock disaster near Wigan 
[Winstanley 19891 eleven are listed as buried at St Oswald's Catholic 
(71) 
church, Ashton. Thirty years later, In the 1908 Maypole disaster in Wigan 
(Hannavy & Lewis 19831, twenty-one of the seventy-five lost were buried at 
St Patricks Catholic church, Wigan. 
Nineteenth century Wigan coal miners hardly conformed to the Image of the 
nonconformist, Lib-Lab miner found in coalfields like Durham (Gregory 
1968). There were probably 'as many Conservative as Liberal miners, [p4l, 
and they were associated with a paradoxical combination of Irreligion and a 
willingness to act as the 'shock-troops' of 'King and Church' reaction 
[Tiller 19751. Initially and briefly, this was directed at radical 
nonconformists, sympathetic to the French revolution; but It was soon 
transmuted Into an Orange antagonism to the growing Irish Catholic 
population. Wigan was a 'King and Church' town from the 1790s, and the 
Conservative Anglican interest was able to appeal across class lines to a 
popular loyalist Conservatism. Hence events in Ireland and the religious 
tussles over education were constant sources of conflict in a town that 
boasted Operative Conservatives, Orange and Catholic Defence organisations. 
Chartism was consequently weak, and at election and other times, Orange 
rallies were met by Irish violence, with the situation worsening after the 
post-famine influx [Tiller 1975). 
Early in the century, the local parliamentary seats, Ince and Wigan, 
divided between Liberal and Conservative (Tiller 19751. But in 1868, when 
the Conservatives advanced across the rest of Lancashire, they lost both 
Wigan seats, suggesting the Catholic impact, when Irish disestablishment 
was a major issue. The Liberals were a fragile coalition of middle class 
(72) 
dissenters, Lib-Lab miners's leaders', and Catholics. However, the larger 
the Catholic presence, the more the Indigenous worýing class rallied to 
Conservatism, and the lower the Liberal vote (Challinor 1972 p2303. Thus 
'Until the comming of the Labour Party, the Conservatives were 
consistently successful in Wigan' [Gregory 1968 p631. 
By 1910 [Gregory 1968 p198-91,53% of the Wigan electors were coal miners. 
However, the Conservatives had won all six contests between 1885 and 1906, 
and did not finally reliquish the seat until 1918.21% of Ince electors 
were miners, and the seat followed a similar pattern, except that it went 
briefly Lib-Lab in 1893, and fell to LCMF-backed Labour In 1906, when there 
was no LCMF candidate in Wigan. 
Table I- The Wigan coalfield seats (1885-1918) 
WIGAIN INCE 
1885 Conservative Conservative 
1886 Conservative Conservative 
1892 Conservative Lib-Lab 
1895 Conservative Conservative 
1900 Conservative Conservative 
1906 Conservative Labour 
1910 (1) Labour Labour 
1910 (2) Conservative Labour 
1918 Labour Labour 
From (Gregory 1968 p198-91 
Irish Catholic immigration, the particular religious balance this produced, 
and the ethnic tensions it engendered, appear to be the major explanation 
for the strength of later Victorian Wigan Conservatism (Tiller 19751. Some 
others [Brown 19691, such as Liberal opposition to religious education, and 
employer paternalism are less convincing. Great coal and landowning 
(73) 
families, like the Crawfords provided Conservative political leadership in 
the town, and no doubt there was 'deference' (Challinor 19721. Yet, in the 
'Impoverished Lancashire coalfield... company paternalism on the scale of 
the east Midlands was out of the question, even had the owners felt 
generously disposed towards their employees. For Lancashire coal-owners 
the hope of survival lay in keeping production costs, the most important 
of which were wages, as low as possible, and this was a policy which 
naturally brought them into conflict with the unions' (Gregory 1968 p571. 
In any case, as Section One argued, the coalfield community was too 
heterogenous and intermingled with other industries to be subject to forms 
of control which worked in South Derbyshire 'company towns' (Griffin 1981). 
Coal mining trade unionism 
As Gregory 119681 hints, another reasons for the strength of Wigan 
Conservatism, and weakness of Liberalism, was the singular character of the 
coalfield. 
11 
'Lancashire miners felt the need for political involvement more than their 
compatriots. The weakness of the union viz-a-viz the employers made them 
hanker after legislation all the more' (Challinor 1972 p2133. 
They needed state intervention: to curb the unusually high death and 
accident rate; to curtail the longest hours in any coalfield; to make their 
employers liable for industrial injury; and to support the rights of 
checkweighmen [Challinor 1972 p213-141. Perhaps this underlay the 
dissatisfaction with Gladstonian laissez-faire which Miller expressed to 
his grandson half a century later. His own father seems to have been 
'denied the provisions' Ep2141 of the 1880 employers' liability 
legislation, and Miller devoted his adult career to improving safety. 
(74) 
The character of the Lancashire coal industry shaped the emerging Wigan 
Labour politics (Tiller 1975, Brown 19691. 
'In an older coalfield like Lancashire... the more easily worked seams had 
been long since exhausted: widespread flooding, excessive faulting, long 
haulage distances from the coal face to the pit bottom, and the great 
depths of many of the shafts all tended to to increase the costs of 
production and to reduce output. In an area like this hours were long and 
earnings low' (Gregory 1968 p5411. 
Moreover, the local coalfield lacked the 'formal matrix' (Tiller 1975 p3261 
of Lancashire cotton - with its large mill workforces, disciplined by the 
fixed movements of the factory bell, the rule book and large-scale 
machinery - or of other, more prosperous, stable and orderly coalfields 
[Gregory 19681. Industrial relations remained reactive and non- 
institutionalised, with workers frequently inclined to 'collective 
bargaining by riot', and the owners calling in troops and special 
constables in 1853,1868 and 1881 (Tiller 19751. Wigan miners developed a 
special reputation for aggressive sectionalism and isolationalism 
(Challinor 19721. Confrontational and anarchic industrial relations, which 
followed the swings of the trade cycle, made stable unions difficult. Trade 
unionism had deep but ephemeral [Webb & Webb 19201 roots. For instance, 
Pemberton, later the birthplace of Miller's deputies' union (Lee 19151, had 
produced the brotherly love union of 1794, and became one of the best 
organised areas of the coalfield (Tiller 19751. 
Until the formation of the LCMF in 1881, Lancashire unions tended to 
exhaust themselves financially in strikes and then evaporate EChallinor 
19721. Friendly Societies provided the stable core of trade union 
organisation, though in 1842 the Miners' Association of Great Britain and 
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Ireland was particularly strong in Wigan. After 1850, the history of local 
mining trade unionism fell into three main parts (Tiller 1975, Challinor 
19721. The 1850s saw localised and fragmented organisation and spasmodic 
industrial conflict, such as the 1853 strike which involved 5,000 men at 
its peak. From 1862, the Wigan district union was reformed, and made 
national connections with the Miners' National Association, culminating in 
the 1868 strike. Its aftermath, from 1869 to 1875, saw a gradual recovery 
and change in approach leading to the formation of the Amalgamated 
Association of Miners, a more militant organisation with 147 lodges and 
7,000 members, which also eventually collapsed and fragmented. Union 
membership (Tiller 1975, Challinor 19721 fluctuated greatly and during 
strikes there was a much wider influx of support. In late 1865,4,368 
members were recorded, between a third and a half of the coalfield, and 
local strikes to enforce the closed shop were common ETiller 19751. 
Even in 1910, LCMF membership density stood at 57%, well below coalfields 
like Durham (86%) and South Derbyshire (90%) [Gregory 1968 p101, and wages 
and conditions stood in stark contrast. Whereas in the Derbyshire coalfield 
of 1914, five thousand miners owned their own homes, many Lancashire miners 
still paid for their own explosives and received no free coal. In short. 
the strong, orderly trade unionism and good wages and conditions, which 
underlay collective laissez-faire and Lib-Lab politics in the Durham and 
other coalfields, were largley absent from Lancashire [Gregory 1968). Add 
to this the very different religious complexion of the area (Tiller 19751, 
and the vicissitudes of Wigan Lib-Lab politics become intelligible. 
(76) 
From Lib-Lab to Labour 
Still, amongst the LCMF leadership, the Lib-1.8b tradition of Pickard, 
Woods, Aspinwall and Isherwood, remained stronger than the Conservative 
sympathies of Thomas Ashton (Challinor 1972 p2201. William Pickard (Bellamy 
1972d p2711 was the dominant local mining figure in the decades before 
Miller's birth. In the absence of effective collective bargaining, he 
steered the unruly miners on a respectable course of political lobbying 
over issues like the eight hour day, adequate inspection, pay by weight, 
accident compensation, and a system of arbitration and conciliation, safety 
and education. 'Wigan's first copybook, respectable mid-Victorian labour 
leader' set the union objective of raising miners' 'moral and ment'al 
standards by individual exertion' (Tiller 1975 p3721. With Alexander 
McDonald in the National Miners' Association, he condemned strike action 
and called for the fair operation of the 'laws of supply and demand' (See 
Moore 19741. 
However, the Lib-Lab phase produced only one local mining MP, Sam Woods, in 
Ince from 1892 to 1895 (Gregory 1968 p271, the worst position of any major 
coalfield. Moreover, this 'success' stimulated the breakaway Conservative 
Labour Union (Challinor 1972 p2241 and considerable Internal dissension. 
Thus, in 1903 (Gregory 19681, Lancashire became the first coal mining union 
to affiliate to the Labour Representation Committee; and in the 1906 and 
1908 MFGB ballots Ep29, p321, Lancashire carried easily the largest 
majorities. The 'out of the ordinary' Ep4l character of coalfield politics 
quickened the transition to Labour. Paradoxically, this was due to those 
features which made Wigan industrial relations backward and Wigan politics 
(77) 
sectarian. In the Durham-based Lib-Lab stereotype [Benson 1982,1989a], 
coal seams were thick, wages were high and fairly predictable, working 
conditions were relatively good, and trade unions were strong, stable and 
recognised. Miners lived in small homogenous, predominantly Methodist, 
communities EMoore 1974, Gregory 19681. None of these conditions was common 
in Lancashire, and local miners would neither rally to the Liberal election 
flag, nor permit their leaders to fully embrace Liberalism. 
Moreover, local Liberalism proffered no warm embrace [Challinor 1972, 
Tiller 19751. In 1874, Pickard, a Lib-Lab enthusiast (Brown 1969) was 
shunned by a high-handed, middle-class Liberal Association, and forced to 
stand as an apolitical Labour candidate. The problem recurred in 1894, when 
Aspinwall, the Lib-Lab candidate two years earlier, was dropped. 
'The miners in Wigan, unlike miners elsewhere, were unable to think in 
terms of using the older parties since the local Liberals had made it 
quite clear that their representatives were unwelcome' (Brown 1969 p441. 
The push-pull reality of a politically divided coal mining workforce and an 
intransigent local Liberalism, made the Wigan miners Labour 'front runners' 
(Gregory 1968, Challinor 19721. In Wigan, the Lib-Lab marriage was never 
properly consumated, and any resistance to independent Labour was weak and 
short-lived. Challinor 11972 p217-201 suggests a third factor, the relative 
strength of the SDF, ILP and 'socialist ideas' amongst Lancashire miners, 
and the Influence of Butler and Greenall as socialists and critics of 
Liberalism in the LCMF leadership. 
An alternative view is that the Lancashire miners, at all levels, chose 
Labour independence simply because they had a burning need for the 
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representation of 'their interest', and because there was no acceptable 
alternative avenue available. 
'Labour with a strong tinge of Socialism were the politics of the 
Lancashire men' (Challinor 1972 p2351. 
is Challinor's characterisation of the coalfield in 1908. However, there is 
little evi. dence of a large militant Socialist following in the Wigan 
coalfield, before or after this date. According to Brown 11969 p601. 
'There was nothing in the speeches of Labour leaders to suggest any 
dramatic conversion to socialism'. 
Nevertheless, a shift of political affiliation with even a faint red tinge 
was unsettling enough. By, the time Miller was an adult collier, independent 
Labour was stirring in Wigan, and its voice was beginning to be heard in 
the chapels. During 1906, the Minister at Trinity Presbyterian was trying 
to avoid a 'political-atmosphere from developing in Church life' [Shaw 1912 
p3381, usually a euphemism for the Labour challenge to a natural, 
nonconformist Liberal allegiance (Moore 19741. A Trades Council was 
established in 1888 (Brown 19691, the Marxist OF founded a branch in 1895 
and stood in the local elections of 1903, the same year the Wigan LRC 
formed, followed, in 1907 by the ILP. 
Nonconformity, the mining union and the Labour Party 
The Wigan Labour and trade union leadership before the Great War did not 
reflect the town's sectarian character. The Wesleyan Methodist, William 
Pickard (1821-1887) ETiller 1975, Bellamy 1972d p2711 towered over early 
mining trade unionism, and its first assay at politics. He 
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'Would rather see the miners possessing a higher degree of intellectuality 
than even an advance of 20 percent on upon their wages, because a man's 
happiness did not consist of pounds, shillings and pence, but in the 
honourable performance of duties that were calculated to benefit mankind' 
(Challinor 1972 p651. 
These words were echoed in many of Miller's trade union speeches, reported 
in Chapter Four. Pickard's sternest critic, Thomas Halliday, once insisted 
that miners leaders were not 'a lot of broken down Methodists and 
teetotallers' (Challinor 1972 p661, but he too 'addressed temperance 
meetings', and mainly 'differed from Pickard in being more militant'. 
Samual Woods (1846-1915), a Baptist, was MP for Ince from 1892 to 1895, and 
a Lib-Lab of national stature [Bellamy 1972e, Challinor 19721. Thomas 
Aspinwall (1846-1901), Wigan candidate in 1892 and 1895, was an active lay 
Anglican but a Lib-Lab [Page Arnot & Bellamy 19721. Challinor 11972 p1781 
couples the last two as 'ultra-respectable', and belonging to 'the chapel- 
going, I raternity as well as being total abstainers' 
The Lib-Lab 'identification with nonconformity' (Brown 1969 p651 continued 
under the new Wigan Labour leaders. 
'They were united in their moderation, their devotion to Parliamentary 
methods and their religious background'. 
As we have seen, Harry Twist (1870-1934), miners' leader, and briefly the 
first Wigan Labour MP in January 1910, grew up a Wesleyan and later became 
a Congregationalist [Saville 1974b]. Stephen Walsh (1859-1929), miners' 
leader, and Labour M? for Ince from 1906 to 1929 and Minister of War in the 
first Labour Government (Saville 1977 187-1901, was 'of Irish descent' 
Ep1871 and grew up a Roman Catholic, but became an Anglican at the age of 
twenty one. His list of favourite reading overlooked Socialist classics, 
(80) 
but recorded his first book as 'a shilling volume of Pilgrims Progress' 
Ep1883, and described Dickens as 'the greatest of all... for practical 
everyday life'. On August 26 1906, he addressed Trinity Presbyterian on 
'Christian Citizenship' (Shaw 19121. 
(81) 
Section Four - Wigan to 1945 
The Lancashire miners' 1903 endorsement of Labour broke the mould of Wigan 
coalfield politics [Gregory 1968, Challinor 1972 Chapter 141. From then on, 
the Lib-Lab option was dead, and the choice was Labour or Conservative. In 
Ince, the issue was resolved by the election of the LCMF-sponsored Labour 
candidate, Stephen Walsh, in 1906 [Gregory 1868 p271. In that year, the 
Wigan seat was contested, unsuccessfully, by an unofficial, non-mining 
candidate, Thorley Smith, before the LCMF took charge EBrown 1969, 
Challinor 19721. The first MFGB-sponsored Labour candidate, Harry Twist, 
won and lost in 1910, and another, John Allen Parkinson, triumphed finally 
in 1918. After that election, both parliamentary seats, and soon the town 
council, were in Labour hands. This short postscript traces the Wigan scene 
up to the end of the Second World War. The emphasis is on the continuity of 
Wigan coal mining labour leadership, in terms of both religious 
nonconformity and Labourist political moderation (Brown 1969, Hinton 1983, 
Saville 19883. -This is illustrated primarily through the lives of the 
leading LCMF leaders and Labour MPs. 
First, however, a word on change. Wigan did not 'stand still' during 
Killer's thirty year trade union career, which ended in the late 1940s. 
Major underlying economic trends were undermining the staple coal and 
cotton Industries (Hinton 1983). Between the wars, cotton lost its export 
markets (Fowler & Wyke 19873, soon to be followed by its domestic market. 
Lancashire coal was entering a long, terminal decline (Brown 19691, due to 
the ageing and Increasingly difficult character of the coalfield, and the 
advent of gas as an alternative domestic fuel. As Chapter Four argues, 
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Miller forsaw, in the 1920s, that the depression was merely precipitating 
this secular trend. However, these trends remained to a large extent unseen 
in the 1930s 'distressed areas' EHannington 19371 in which a quarter of a 
million miners languished unemployed (Orwell 19371. With an estimated third 
of its working population 'on the dole', Wigan suffered industrial 
stagnation, which 'froze' existing-employment Identities - creating 
unemployed 'miners' rather than the new industral identities found in the 
midland or southern counties EHinton 19831. 
Thus the Wigan of George Orwell E 19371, the I coal and cotton' town of the 
young Joe Gormley E 19821, retained the key elements Of the town after the 
Great War, shorn of optimism and prosperity. 
'The first sound in the mornings was the clumping of the mill-girls, clogs 
down the cobbled street' (Orwell 1937 p5l. 
Religious attendance was in decline (Gilbert 19761, yet still strong. 
'The old communal way of life has not yet been broken up, tradition is 
still strong and almost everyone has a family' EOrwell 1937 p7l]. 
This was the Wigan of 'tripe and peal shops, endless cups of tea, bad 
teeth, and, according to Orwell, even worse smells. Mass culture had 
arrived, with the football pools and 'fantastically cheap' Ip721 picture 
houses. Even the new corporation housing estates had appeared. Yet it took 
the social turmoil of the next war to begin to remake the scene anew. When 
Miller retired in 1948, Wigan probably still 'felt' like the town of his 
youth, with its 
'Monstrous scenery of slag-heaps, chimneys, piled scrap-iron, foul canals, 
paths of cindery mud criss-crossed by the prints of clogs' [Orwell 1937 
p161.. 
By his death in 1963, it had become a very different place [Brown 19691. 
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When, as a young man, Miller was an active member and trustee of the 
Bamfurlong Branch of the LCMF ['Wigan Observer' 23.1.19261, he was 
'attracted to the movement first of all by the personality of Mr Harry 
Twist SPI, who also lived in Platt Bridge. Twist was 'a member of the ILP 
from its earliest days' [Saville 1974 p370-11 and his Christian Socialist 
ideas, expressed below, appear to have Influenced Miller. 
'I became a Socialist before I joined the Labour Movement-as much 
because of my belief in Christian principles, and because of my faith in 
the social side of Christ's gospel as because of my study of the writings 
of Socialist leaders in economics... the complete redemption of man must be 
by the double remedy - the change of environment and the regeneration of 
the individual from within'. 
When Twist became the Wigan MP, the town took the first step towards 
transfering its political allegiance. It did not, however, undergo a 
conversion to Socialist ideas. Twist was more radical than Pickard before 
him, and Miller after him, but he was no proto-Marxist leaping free of his 
nonconformist fetters. Brown 11969 p641 identifies a 'deep affinity, 
between Twist's Labour and contemporary Liberalism, a convergence whereby 
'liberalism was socialised and socialism liberalised'. Apart from mining 
interests', such as the 8 hour day and coal nationalistion, Twist espoused 
free trade, education and licensing reforms, international peacekeeping and 
reverence for parliament. His socialist rhetoric masked a more practical 
concern for greater state intervention, especially in the coal industry. 
John Allen Parkinson (1870-1941) was MP for Wigan from 1918 until his death 
during the Second World War (Saville 1974a p291-21. His opposite number at 
Ince, frqm 1929 until 1942, was Gordon MacDonald [Stenton & Lees 1989 
p2233. Parkinson was ten years older than Miller, while McDonald was 
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eight years younger. Miller seems to have known both well, though his 
children recall particularly the visits of MacDonald to their Pemberton 
home. Parkinson grew up at Hindley Green near to Miller's Platt Bridge home 
and succeeded Twist as checkweighman at-Mains Colliery, Bamfurlong. It 
seems likely that Miller met him, as he encountered Twist, as a young miner 
in the Bamfurlong LCMF branch. MacDonald resigned his seat in 1942 to 
become Controller of the Lancashire, Cheshire and North Wales Region of the 
Ministry of Fuel and Power (before going on to an illustrious overseas 
career). As Chapter Four shows, Miller joined the same body the next year, 
probably at MacDonald's initiative. 
Twist, Parkinson, and MacDonald were working class nonconformists, who had 
all commenced work underground as children, become colliers, been elected 
checkweighmen, then LCMF agents, and finally become MPs. Others, such as 
Walsh and William Foster (1887-1947), Parkinson's successor as MP for Wigan 
from 1942 to 1947 EBellamy 1972a], shared all the characteristics except 
the religious affiliation. Until Miller became a deputy, he was walking a 
well trodden path. He had also grown up in the vicinity of most of the 
others. As we have seen, Twist, Parkinson and MacDonald had an even greater 
affinity: as adult LCMF leaders and MPs, all three were Wigan 
Congregationalists, with Twist and Parkinson, and probably MacDonald, 
attending Hope chapel. They appear to have moved to the rather superior, 
and perhaps more liberal, atmosphere of Hope Congregational once their 
union careers were established, in parallel with Miller's own movement 
within his denomination, discussed in Chapter Three. 
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It was only after the Second World War that the coal and nonconformity 
connection faded away. Foster had the coal mining credentials, but no 
religious affiliation and was involved with the Labour clubs. The future 
NUM President, Joe Gormley (born 1917) seems a similar secular figure: a 
Catholic 'simply because I was brought up with it' [Gormley 1982 p7l. As 
discussed below, family memory records that Miller declined nominations to 
one of the two vacant Wigan seats, during the war, because his temperance 
principles militated against him campaigning in the town's 'clubs' which 
had become an important part of local Labour culture (Gormley 19821. Ronald 
Watkins Williams (1907-1958) succeeded Foster and marks a more fundamental 
break with precedent (Martin 19743. A middle class professional (even if he 
was a Welsh miner's son and solicitor to the NUM), of no religious 
affiliation, he had no roots in the Lancashire coalfield and had never 
worked undergound. In sociological terms, the 'great break' occurred. not 
at the start of the twentieth century, between the Lib-Lab, William 
Pickard, and the Socialist, Harry 7wist; but at its middle, between the 
departure of working class nonconformist Labourites, such as Parkinson and 
MacDonald, and the arrival of a new post-war professional, perhaps social 
democratic, Labour intake. 
Political moderation is a vague concept, and Labourism and Socialism are 
not opposite poles, but points on a continuum. However, It can be 
demonstrated quite clearly that the leadership of the Wigan labour movement 
retained its moderate, Labourist temper (Brown 19691. Before the last war 
all the Wigan area Labour MPs were avowed protestant Christians and 
mainstream representatives of a moderate Labour party [Hinton 1983, Saville 
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19881. Stephen Walsh, the coalfield's first Labour MP, is a case in point. 
He was no 'old-style Lib-Labl (Gregory 1968 p861, yet he called for a 
united front against the Tories in 1910, and was a 'moderate' who, like 
Miller 
'Found himself increasingly at odds with the industrial unionist and 
syndicalist trends in the years immediately before the outbreak of war in 
19141 ESaville 1977 p1891. 
He criticised South Wales 'extremists', for wishing to paralyse the nation, 
'declared that citizenship was higher than trade unionism' and campaigned 
in 1918 as a Coalition supporter, against a 'Socialist Labour' opponent, on 
'a definite programme of resistance to the idea of class war'. The Labour 
Party compelled him to withdraw support from the Government in 1919, but 
along with another LCMF leader, Frank Hodges, he retained contact with 
Lloyd George. Other LCMF leaders varied in political emphasis, but few if 
any were militant socialists. The thirteen LCMF agents of 1926 ILCMF 
Minutes 19261 Included Twist, MacDonald, Walsh and Parkinson, the durable 
Thomas Ashton (Saville 19721 and three other current Lancashire MPs, 
Greenall (Bellamy 1972b], Tinker and Sutton (Howell 1976b). Of the rest, 
McGurk was a combatative moderate EHowell 1976a], and only Rowson [Bellamy 
19741, a future MP and private secretary to Attlee, had a recorded radical 
socialist past with the SDF. Likewise, within the post war NUM, Lancashire 
leaders, such as Joe Gormley E19821 and Sid Vincent, remained prominent 
advocates of a pragmatic, moderate, Labourism (Allen 1981). 
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Conclusion 
This chapter has presented a picture of the Wigan coalfield during Miller's 
lifetime, very different from the Lib-Lab 'coal and Methodism' image of 
Durham [Moore 19741, Lancashire was a much more diverse economy and 
community: cotton, engineering and other industries co-existed with coal; 
and coal miners lived in a more urbanised setting, were more mobile, and 
mingled with workers from other industries. This was matched by an unusual 
religious composition. Anglicanism was stronger than elsewhere and Irish 
Catholics more numerous than in any other part of England. Nonconformity 
was a significant third force, but very fragmented, while its strongest 
historical wing, Congregationalism, was rather middle class In character, 
and removed from the harsh coalfield existence. However, by 1875 (Tiller 
19751, there were already signs of an emerging 'new primitivism' (Lancaster 
1987, Gilbert 19763 of which the Churches of Christ became a part. The poor 
wages and conditions of the Wigan, its backward'industrial relations, and 
sectarian tensions between orange and green, all fostered a strong 
Conservative traditions among miners, who kept the town seat in Tory hands 
until 1918. 
Yet for all these factors, the industrial and political leadership of Wigan 
miners, from Pickard to Parkinson remained largely in the hands of 
nonconformists, who exercised a wider Lib-Lab and then Labour hegemony. If 
working class nonconformists continued to be the 'clearest and most 
articulate expressions' of the working class outlook, they were certainly 
not typical' of ordinary miners [Tiller 1975 p843. In the disadvantageous 
conditions of Lancashire, nonconformity's Influence was not mainly a 
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reflection of its numerical strength in the coalfield, but an expression of 
the quality and vision of the leaders it produced. Colls E19871 makes this 
point for Durham, but it is doubly true for Wigan, where there was no 
natural constituency. Instead, nonconformist miners' leaders had to win the 
support and trust of a large and mutually antagonistic 'Anglo-Catholic' 
majority. The chapels 
'Played a disproportionately Important role, in relationship to their 
relatively small memberships, in the production of educated leaders in the 
working class movement' [Tiller 1975 p1161. 
Successive nonconformist mining leaders followed the same path. They began 
as pit lads, colliers and checkweighmen, living in the outlying coalfield 
villages and worshipping in the local Back Street Bethels EMcLeod 19841. 
They progressed to LCMF agents, and local MPs, often shifting their 
religious affiliation to some West End Chapel on the way. Their biblical 
protestantism found a wider resonance, as in the idea of a socialist 
'gospel' (Brown 1969, Morgan 19753, or Walsh's memory of reading 'Pilgrim's 
Progress'. 
Table 2- Wigan coalfield mining MPs and candidates 















Saxual Woods 1846-1815 Ince 1892-5 Lib-Lab Baptist Yes 
Thos. Aspinwall 1846-1901 Wigan 1892&5# Lib-Lab Anglican Yes 
Stephen Walsh 1855-1929 Ince 1906-29 Labour Anglican Yes 
Harry Twist 1870-1934 Wigan 1910 Labour Congreg. Yes 
John A. Parkinson 1870-1941 Wigan 1918-41 Labour Congreg. Yes 
Gordon MacDonald 1888-1966 Ince 1929-42 Labour Congreg. Yes 
William Foster 1887-1947 Wigan 1942-7 Labour N/A Yes 
TJ Brown 1886-1970 Ince 1942-64 Labour N/A Yes 
RW William 1907-58 Wigan 1948-58 Labour N/A No 
** * * ***" **""** ***""** *"*********'* ý 
unsuccess ful candidate 
(Source: Saville & Bellamy (v arious). Plus [Ti ller 19751 for Pic kard and 
(Stenton & Lees 19891 for Mac Donald and Brown) 
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From the late nineteenth century, political groups like the OF and later 
the Communist Party [Klugman 1969, Hinton 19831 offered an alternative 
'training school' [Challinor 1972 p2351 in labour leadership with a more 
militant curriculum. But neither the personnel nor the policy of the Wigan 
mining leadeship before the Second World War, suggest they had much 
success. Neither did Marxist socialism outlive or inherit from ethical, 
nonconformist Labourism. What came next, was either the secular, pragmatic, 
moderate trade union leadership of Joe Gormley [19821, or its more middle 
class social democratic parliamentary equivalent. Thus Wigan resists a 
second coalfield stereotype, the South Wales model [Francis & Smith 19801 
of an exhausted, nonconformist, Lib-Lab generation, which preached 'class 
collaboration', handing over the baton to a virile, new generation of 
Marxist socialists intent on 'class war'. Harry Twist and Stephen Walsh did 
not enjoy the latter outlook any more than William Pickard had. The Wigan 
evidence may reverse Hobsbawmls 11984b] epithet, quoted earlier, that the 
British labour-movement produced 'the standard socialism elaborated in 
familiar biblical terminology'. Perhaps, instead, it was 'the standard, 
Christian message, reworked for the coalfield in contemporary socialist 
language, a socialism of the Sermon of the Mount. 
'Blessed are the poor in spirit: 
for theirs Is the kingdom of heaven. 
Blessed are the meek: 
for they shall inherit the earth. 
Blessed are they which do hunger and thirst after righteousness: 
for they shall see God. 
Blessed are the peacemakers: 
for they shall be called the children of God'. 
(Matthew Chapter 5, Verses 3,5,6, & 9, The Bible, King James version] 
(90) 
The gospel goes on to characterise the role of Christians, in terms which 
probably appealed to Wigan coal mining nonconformists, as a minority in a 
sometimes hostile world (Verses 13-161. 
'Ye are the salt of the earth... 
Ye are the light of the world... 
Let your light shine before men, 
that they may see your good works, 
and glorify your father which is In heaven'. 
Miller was part of this Wigan generation, whose influence spanned the years 
between the creation of the, Labour party and the 1945 Labour Government. 
The next chapter explores his own religious 'roots' in greater-detail, 
before turning to his career as a Wigan mining trade union leader. 
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CHAPTER THREE - CHRISTIAN BRETHREN 
Introduction 
There Is a large and complex literature regarding the part played by 
working class nonconformity in the industrial revolution and the emergence 
of the English labour movement. For all its nuances, this writing can be 
loosely divided into two main emphases. The first, broadly Marxist, 
perspective sees working class nonconformity primarily as a form of 
capitalist control; inculcating bourgeois, norms of hard work, thrift, 
respectability and political moderation into the working class. For the 
early Victorian period, EP Thompson 11968,19801 Is the outstanding 
proponent of the view that Methodism prevented a radical, secular and 
socialist English revolution, and conditioned the working classes to 
capitalism. For the later part of the period, Joyce (19801 gives this 
attitude a novel ethnic twist for industrial Lancashire, seeing working 
class protestantism as an adjunct of employer paternalism, capable of 
galvanising the indigenous working class behind their masters against the 
Irish catholic interloper. The previous chapter testified to the formative 
influence of such ethnic divisions in Victorian Wigan ETiller 1975, Hunt 
19811. Section Three of this chapter explores the role of employer 
paternalism in the Churches of Christ. 
However, even labour historians who subscribe to this view cannot help but 
be struck by the ubiquitous accounts of 'lay preachers' at the forefront of 
labour movement campaigns of the period, especially in the coalfields Esee 
Challinor 1972 p231. Thus, the second view stresses the part played by 
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working class nonconformists in leading their class towards political and 
industrial emancipation [Wearmouth 1937,1945,1954,19571. Far from being 
the transmission belts of establishment ideology, the 'Labour Sects' appear 
as an heroic form of independent labour leadership, foreshadowing the 
emergence of a labour movement independent of the established political 
parties EHobsbawm 1971, Moore 1974, Colls 19871. 
The objective of this chapter is to situate Miller and his sect, the 
Churches of Christ, within this debate between control and emancipation, 
and to shed further light on the complex interaction of the two. This 
religious movement was central and distinctive to Miller's early 
socialisation, and is crucial to understanding his adult trade union style. 
Called initially, simply 'Christians' or 'Christian Brethren', the group 
later adopted the modern title, 'Churches of Christ' IDM Thompson 1980, 
Billington 1974/51. Drawing on a combination of primary and secondary 
documentary sources, this chapter examines the main characteristics of 
their 'plea', as this evolved in Wigan in the decades preceding Miller's 
birth from the first formation of the Christian Brethren in Wigan, and 
throughout the rest of his life. The approach is thematic rather than 
strictly chronological - for example, following the different development 
of the West End Chapel and the Back Street Bethels (McLeod 19841 - and aims 
to illuminate the specific religious circumstances of Miller's formation as 
a labour movement leader. 
Section One explores the formation and early development of the Churches of 
Christ, especially in Wigan, before the Miller family enter the frame in 
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the 1870s. This establishes the Churches' founding features, and considers 
these under three sub-headings - religious beliefs and practices, 
membership and social composition, chapel social life and attitudes to the 
world - which provide a benchmark and internal section structure for 
tracking the group's subsequent development, across space and time, in 
Sections Two Three, and Four. Section Two narrows Its focus to the 
coalfield chapel of Platt Bridge, co-founded by Miller's parents shortly 
after his birth, and the type of working class religious culture which 
emerged there. The emphasis is on stability and continuity in chapel 
culture and life. Throughout comparisons are made with other neighbouring 
coalfield chapels, notably Albert Street, Newtown (where Miller's father, 
Simon, was also a founding member). Whereas the approach in Sections Two 
and Three is deliberately static and sociological, Section Four addresses 
the issue of change, in a more historical vein, using Platt Bridge, and to 
a lesser extent the other coalfield chapels, as a testbed to address 
changes in the Back Street Bethels between the wars. 
The structure remains, in a flexible sense, biographical. Section One 
describes the religious world into which Miller was born. Section Two 
depicts the Platt Bridge chapel life he was immersed in, as a child and 
working miner, up until the Great War. Section Four includes more material 
from Albert Street, Newtown, precisely to connect the issue of change with 
Miller's own inter-war experience there. Section Three moves on, with 
Killer, to the Rodney Street, town-centre 'mother church'. But instead of 
simply seeing that West End Chapel through Miller's eyes, from the Second 
World War onwards, we travel back to where Section One left it, on the 
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verge of this century, and compare its historical evolution to that of 
Platt Bridge and the smaller, outlying mining chapels. This section depicts 
the central place of the manufacturing family and its employees in the 
culture of the chapel. Here the 'Labour Sect' (Hobsbawm 19713 analysis 
gives way to Joyce's paternalist model (Joyce 1980, Ackers & Black 19911. 
This structure enables the Conclusion to draw together a number of key 
themes concerning working class nonconformity, which help us understand 
Miller's trade union career in the subsequent chapter. First, It traces the 
history of the Churches of Christ in Wigan, taking in their formation, 
their evolution from 'sect to denomination' [Wilson 1961,19671, and the 
changes in social composition which accompany it. This entails an 
investigation of the Churches' changing 'theology': from some initial 
flirtations with millenarianism, through the original Wigan 'primitive, 
statement of beliefs and'biblical literalism, onto the growing twentieth 
century liberalisation and gravitation towards mainstream nonconformity. On 
social and political issues, this explores the transition from an early 
quietism and sectarian isolation to a wider engagement with 'social 
christianity'; challenging the customary Whiggish historical 
interpretation, with the paradox that the more formally 'progressive' the 
Churches become, beyond a certain necessary point, the less Impact they 
retained as a 'Labour Sect'. Finally, this locates the Churches in the new 
sectarian' [Gilbert 1976, Lancaster 19871, second wave of late Victorian 
nonconformity, and shows how the movement's loose, federal structure and 
emphasis on congregational autonomy, demands a local perspective. 
(95) 
Second, the chronology of Miller's religious life (and beliefs) has some 
relationship with his own social progress, from collier to deputy, to local 
union official and finally to national office. Alongside the social, 
political and theological development of the Churches of Christ over time - 
and rendering it highly uneven - stands the variation across space, between 
the small, back street mining chapels, like Platt Bridge and Albert Street, 
and the more prosperous 'mother church' of Rodney Street. The contradiction 
between the democratic, proletarian Christianity of the first two, and the 
more paternalistic, middle class, and employer-led culture of the latter, 
illustrates a central contradiction within English nonconformity (McLeod 
19843, and shows this recurring even within one of its primitive 
'reformation' movements. Here the EP Thompson 119801 and Joyce 119801 
control models meet the Colls E19871 and Wearmouth 119571 counterpoint, 
face to face. 
Finally, this leads to the central thrust of the thesis: the relationship 
of this complex and changing Christian movement to Miller's trade union and 
political formation. This chapter tries to avoid generalities about working 
class nonconformity, in examining how a particular denomination, and within 
it local chapel cultures, moulded and remoulded an individual's outlook 
over a specific historical period; how, in Colls' 119871 words, It, created 
an individual of a particular type, moulded for moderate, ethical trade 
union leadership. The main theme of this chapter is that the voluntarist 
character of this small nonconformist sect, its distinctive plea, and the 
strong commitment expected of members, were Important and lasting formative 
influences acting on Miller, the adult trade union leader. 
(96) 
Section One - Origins: the Christian Brethren & the Wigan nining comaunity 
Chapter Two mentioned how Miller's father, Simon, a coal miner, became a 
member of the Wigan Churches of Christ in the 1870s, if not earlier. This 
religious movement reached the town in the 1840s (Moore 18893, and soon 
began to extend its influence Into the coalfield. Before reflecting 
directly on the Miller family's own religious life, this section explores 
the sect's origins and early character. When this early, documentary 
material is added to later, oral accounts of the sect's puritanical and 
improving ethos, an appreciation is possible of the Important part these 
religious beliefs might play in an individual's personal and political 
development. 
Chapter Two described the gentility and relative weakness of mainstream 
nonconformity in Victorian Wigan [Tiller 19753, and the space that existed 
for more proletarian religious movements which addressed the coalfield. 
There is a literature which links this 'new sectarian' (Gilbert 1976, 
Lancaster 19871 wave to the growing respectability and complacency of the 
larger dissenting denominations, by now including the main branches of 
Methodism. Writing of the early nineteenth century, EP Thompson 119801 
draws a sharp distinction between the old dissent's political radicalism 
and Methodism's evangelical conservatism. Against this view, stands the 
plentiful evidence that working class people, including many radicals, were 
much more strongly drawn to what Coleridge called the fervour of the 
'Methodist stove', than to the cool Unitarian 'moonlight' rationalism 
[Edwards 1989 p1491. Several accounts of the 'new sectarianism' [Gilbert 
19761 or 'new primitivism' (Lancaster 19871 specifically cite the Churches 
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of Christ, alongside the Salvation Army, Plymouth Brethren and others, as 
one element of a national religious movement which arose to fill the gap 
between respectable Christianity and the unchurched masses. This author 
broadly concurs with this interpretation, but the line between respectable 
and 'new sectarian' nonconformity must be drawn with great care. It 
scarcely follows EP Thompson's [19803 demarcation based on official 
political or philosophical radicalism. Nor, as Lancaster tends to suggest, 
[19871 is it a straighforward revolt of the 'heart's heat' (Edwards 19891 
against the 'minds light' of genteel nonconformity. Instead, it represents 
a more subtle blend of social composition and religious style. The early 
history of the Wigan Churches of Christ illustrates this point. 
The nineteenth century 'Christian Brethren' were pledged to restore 
'primitive', New Testament Christianity. They styled themselves simply as 
'Christians', and rejected all creeds and denominations, In favour of a 
faith based (initially) on a literal reading of the Bible and New Testament 
religious practice EDM Thompson 1980, Billington 1974/5, Watters 19401. 
Hence, the first Wigan chapel was formed, 
'To plead for Christianity as taught by our Lord and His Apostles, as 
exemplified in the practice of the first Christian Churches, established 
by the Apostles, under the direct inspiration of the Holy Spirit' 
(Crook & Robinson 1941 p123. 
Beyond these generalities, however, there are several interpretative 
divergences concerning the history of the Churches. 
Some depict them as a cohesive and centralised sect -a 'Church' rather 
than 'Churches' - started in the USA by Alexander Campbell, and exported 
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across the Atlantic, as the 'English branch of the Churches of Christ, 
ELancaster 1987 p7l], founded 1843. In fact, the origins of the movement 
were much more complex IDM Thompson 1980, Chapter 1, Watters 19401, and 
drew on several religious streams. Campbell was the Churches' most 
influential theologian and his writing served as something of a foundation 
document EHMSO 19811, but he only visited the British Churches once in 
1847. This was too late to establish the brethren, and too early and 
briefly to influence their main growth period, between 1861 and 1892, when 
national membership tripled and the number of churches doubled EDM Thompson 
19801. Moreover, later-relations with the burgeoning, and theologically 
more liberal, US Disciples became difficult (Moore 1889,19041, restricting 
their influence on the much smaller British movement. 
The Churches' true antecendents were British EDM Thompson 1980, Watters 
1940, Robinson 19261, and ran back through the Scotch Baptists and 
Sandemanians [Pearce Williams 19653 to Presbyterianism, echoing a wider 
movement for a simple, biblical religion, including Independent and 
Primitive Methodists, Bible Christians, and the Plymouth Brethren (Gilbert 
19761. Hence, their 'back to first principles' message shared the broader 
'primitive' constituency in Wigan, outlined in Chapter 2, and many recruits 
and congregations came from other-nonconformist groups [Moore 18891. A 
hybrid borrowing of congregational organisation, baptist practices, and 
puritan simplicities suggests they created a new primitivism from the 
fragments of the old. To begin with, at least, they were, like Unitarianism 
EGilbert 19761, more a regrouping of an established religious constituency 
than the creation of a novel one. 
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Generalisations about the Churches, as a whole, are further complicated by 
their Inherently fissiparous nature EDM Thompson 19801. They began as a 
collection of independent, congregationally organised chapels, imbued with 
a strong anti-clericalism which recognised no central authority save the 
New Testament. From 1842, they formed a voluntary 'cooperation, for 
evangelism only and held annual meetings, though the right to secede was 
freely excercised. The regular arrival and departure of local 
congregations, and even groups of churches, means that even recorded 
fluctuations in the official national membership (Appendix iv) must be 
treated with much care. Any comments about their common plea must be 
qualified by a recognition of the variations in their beliefs and practices 
which took place across space and time. In short, while this section 
challenges some aspects of Lancaster's (19871 presentation of the Churches 
at a similar time, this may partly be explained by real differences in 
beliefs and practices betweeen Wigan and Leicester congregations. 
The first discernibly Christian Brethren - as opposed to Scotch Baptist - 
congregation is traced to Nottingham in 1836 EDM Thompson 19801. At the 
first national meeting in 1842, the affiliated membership was still only 
1,300, and it was only in the later decades of the century that membership 
'took off', to reach a peak of 16,596 in 1930. By 1900, membership was 
concentrated geographically in a few industrial areas, notably Lancashire 
and the East Midlands. If Wigan is compared to another major provincial 
stronghold, Leicester ELancaster 19871, a similar pattern of development 
can be discerned. The Leicester church began In the homes of two shoemakers 
in 1859, and by 1879 had two chapels. Wigan appears a little In advance: 
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the informal church was launched in 1841, with a large, town-centre chapel 
opening in 1858 (Moore 18891. Chapel-building in the outlying working class 
areas began in the last quarter of the century. In Furness, a third 
stronghold, the time-scale is similar, drawing in groups of fishermen, 
farmers and iron ore miners [Clague & Clague 19881. 
RELIGIOUS BELIEFS AND PRACTICES 
In Wigan, the movement appears to have been built from scratch, largely in 
isolation from the rest of the country, and mainly through the initiative 
of Timothy Coop, a young clothier's shop manager and Wesleyan Methodist, 
influenced by the 'restoration' ideal EMoore 18891. The first convert was 
baptized by him on 8 August 1841, In the Wigan Is River Douglas (CA 
12.7.631. The small band formed themselves into 'a Church of New Testament 
order', founded on the two cardinal principles: 
'That the Scriptures taught repentence and Baptism by immersion for the 
remission of sin, and that they were to gather themselves together on 
the first day of the week for the Breaking of Bread and prayer' 
[Crook & Robinson 1941 p3l. 
The main individual, theological influence on the 'Restoration' movement, 
the Scottish American, Alexander Campbell, visited the Wigan congregation 
in 1847. By 1850, Coop was reporting regular progress to the movement's 
main national publication, 'The British Millenarian Harbinger'. 1853 saw 
the appointment of a local 'Evangelist', and announced a 'thriving Sabbath 
School', which reached 170 scholars' the following year EBMH 1853 pp 45, 
46,2381. 
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28 June 1858 was a watershed for the 68-strong congregation and 130 
scholars, who had been meeting in local halls IBMH 1.7.58,1.8.583. The 
foundation stone was laid for the 'more commodious' town-centre, Rodney 
Street 'Christian Meeting Housel(and Sunday School). This moment occasioned 
a detailed resume of the movement's New Testament plea in Wigan, just as it 
was coming of age. The chapel Trust Deed demanded a 'Copy of Matters 
Believed and Practised' by the 'Christian Brethren', something which flew 
in the face of the movement's hostility to non-biblical creeds or 
denominational titles. This was resolved by asking the first, full-time 
Evangelist, William McDougale, to draft thirteen articles of faith, each 
supported by Scriptual 'Proof Texts' (each with a reference number relating 
to a biblical passage, particularly St Paul's Letter to the Ephesians IV, 
4-6). In form, it was a series of quotations from the word of God, prefaced 
by the emphatic statement: 
'Each article has been separately examined by its proof-texts, in the 
view of their respective contexts in the Divine Word, in a gathering of 
the Church, called expressly for this purpose, and the whole unanimously 
and heartily adopted, as expressing their deliberate convictions - June 
28th, 1860.1 
The style and content of this biblical 'Confession of Faith' echoes 
documents from much earlier puritan separatist, and especially Baptist 
congregations [Foreman 1991, National Trust 19761, such as that of the 1669 
chapel at Tottlebank, Furness, which the local Christian Brethren regarded 
as a direct precursor of their own Victorian plea [Clague & Clague 19881. 
The concluding Chapter 5 of this thesis returns to this feature of the 
Churches' - as a conscious reiteration of seventeenth century, Puritan 
separatist values (Weber 1976, Acheson 19901. For now, the content of this 
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New Testament plea, and the process of arriving at it, are useful 
benchmarks for comparing the Churches to other religious groups, and to the 
evolution of their own historical self over the next century. They indicate 
what the local brethren regarded as important, including their treatment of 
certain ideas associated with the Churches' earliest days EDM Thompson 
1980, Watters 1940, Billington 1974/5, Harrison 19791, such as 
millenarianism, to which we return below. A written document, dr, awn-up by 
Church leaders can never be a totally reliable and complete guide to what 
the rank-and-file really believed. Nonetheless, the local origins of this 
plea in congregational deliberation, and its sometimes idiosycratic 
content, when compared to later, more sophisticated formulations of the 
Churches' plea, do give it extra force. For analytical purposes, the 
content can be divided conveniently into 'beliefs' and 'practices'. 
Three key articles delineate the Churches' distinctive and central plea. 
The first of these is straightforward biblical authority as a basis for 
Christian unity on simple, New Testament principles. The second is the 
Baptist principle of 'believer's baptism'; and the third is a weekly 
communion service or celebration of 'the Lords Supper', as they styled it. 
'(They) made the two Sacraments of Baptism and the Lord's Supper central 
to their understanding of Christianity' [Crook & Robinson 1941 p6l. 
The first article, and cornerstone, refers to the 'The Scriptures' of the 
'the Old and New Covenants', as 
'The only accredited revelation from God to man, for his salvation (and) 
the sole sufficient rule of faith practice and order for the Church of 
Christ'. 
The fifth article invokes biblical authority for 'One Baptism' in water 
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'for the remission of sins, and the gift of the Holy Ghost', obligatory by 
'the authority of the Lord upon every believer'. The ninth article on 'The 
Lords Supper' insists it is 
'The duty of members, on the first day of the week, to assemble to break 
the loaf, and drink of the cup, with thankfulness and reverent joy, 
remembering our Lord, who gave His body to be broken and His blood to be 
shed for us and Jointly participating in that body and blood, as 
'spirit and life",. 
The 'Practices' declared embodied not just a continuation of the 
congregational principles of organisation of the old dissent (Gilbert 
19761, but a self-conscious attempt to recreate the ways of the early 
church, as laid down in the bible. The keynote Is the rejection of a full- 
time priesthood, as a matter of egalitarian biblical principle: 'this 
Church has ever stood for the priesthood of all believers' [Crook & 
Robinson 19411. The eleventh article on 'The Ministry' represented a 
compromise between 'the oversight and teaching of the Elders and Pastors 
of the church' and 'the liberty of teaching, exhortation and admonition by 
all brethren thus gifted'. 
Timothy Coop gives an interesting contemporary description of how they 
applied this 'New Testament' blueprint to chapel government IBMH 1.1.583. 
This fell some way short of straightforward democracy, with a strong 
element of 'selection' for 'the qualifications required', and a concern to 
achieve congregational consensus. The 'oldest brother' was appointed to 
nominate three 'pastors', who were subsequently approved unanimously. 
'When three brethren had been named, the church signified their entire 
approval of the choice of every. member, rising, so that perfect consensus 
was obtained'. 
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Though unanimity was 'not absolutely necessary', it was 'very desirable'. 
The predictable outcome of this process was the appointment of three 
natural leaders, later prominent In the wider movement: John Corf, William 
McDougale (the Evangelist) and Timothy Coop hinself. They were, in turn, 
asked to select 'two brethren qualified to sustain the office of deacon', 
again subject to the endorsement of the whole church. No doubt an open 
election would have achieved similar results, and perhaps a needlessly 
divisive contest was feared; but we must turn to the smaller, later, 
working class-run chapels, with their labour movement traditions, for a 
fuller expression of congregational democracy IDM Thompson 19801. 
The final article on 'Titles' underlines their Puritan ideal of simplicity 
and congregational equality, insisting: 
'That the assumption of distinctive titles or honorary names, other than 
those found in the New Testament, by the brethren, however gifted, 
devout, or useful, is contrary to Christian humility and the equality of 
the brotherhood, and not to be tolerated'. 
The brethren were certainly expected to take their reponsibilities 
seriously. Article twelve 'Gospel Without Price' refused to charge pew 
rents, because it was 
'A departure from the simplicity of the first churches 'in Christ', and 
from the noble and generous love of the early believers, to ask for 
payment for sittings or occupation of a place used for the worship of 
Almighty God'. 
And article thirteen ruled against taking collections from outsiders, 
insisting that each congegration was 'Self-Supporting', and that 
'On no pretext whatever should any appeal be made to the world for 
money for the support of Christ's cause,. 
Coop reported, 'no boxes would be sent round' IBMH 1.8.58). 
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This practical emphasis on social equality between believers may have made 
the Churches more open to the working classes. Pew rents were the norm in 
Wigan at this time. Only 40 of over 1,000 sittings in Leigh parish church 
were free, while St Paul's Congregational church, Wigan had 100 free 
sittings out of 700, and there were no free pews at all in St Mary's Roman 
Catholic church, Wigan. By contrast, Park Lane Unitarian chapel in Ashton 
in Makerfield had no pew rents at all (Gillies 19891. Corf's opening speech 
EBMH 1.8.581 promised, 
'No respect of persons - no inconvenience to the poor - no 'sit here in a 
place of honourl to the rich, or 'there at a footstool' to the poor'. 
For the time, this was radical talk, again Justified by biblical text, 
which also presupposed a strong, voluntary obligation for members to attend 
regularly and maintain 'their church'. 
'Discipline was strict and absentees were noted. If absence from the 
Lord's table was persisted in for several weeks without good cause names 
were removed from the Roll' (Crook & Robinson 1941 p4l. 
1EMERSHIP AND SOCIAL COMPOSITION 
The Wigan Churches' plea tells us little directly about their early social 
composition, though it does hint at a concern for social equality within 
the congregation, such that the poor might feel welcome there. Early 
accounts of the group in Wigan carry contradictory messages. On the one 
hand, all accounts point to the lowly status of the new congregation, 
though often in rather lurid and exaggerated biblical language. On the 
other,, they suggest that a considerable proportion of recruits came from 
other nonconformist groups or other 'seekers' (Harrison 19791 - as the 
biblical appeal of the group might lead us to expect. 
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'Most of the members had come from other religious bodies, or else had 
been sorely perplexed as regards the teaching on religious matters which 
they had been accustomed to hear' (Moore 1889 p841. 
Most likely it was a combination of the two. Coop's first reports indicate 
the social character of the new recruits, against a backcloth of the 
'particularly vicious' [Challinor 1972 p461 1853 Wigan miners' strike. 
'For the last two months our town has suffered much through the colliers 
and factory operatives turning out of employment to obtain an advance of 
wages.... many of our members are depending on the working of the coal- 
pits and factories for their livelihood' (BMH 1853 p45). 
The coalfield soon became the main growth area for the brethren. Shortly 
after the establishment of Rodney Street, attempts were made to spread the 
church into the poorer, surrounding areas. On Sunday, April 21 1860, a 
second, makeshift meeting place opened at 'Wigan Lane' EBMH 2.7.60). This 
attracted thirty people, and optimistically acquired an 'upper room', plus 
another room capable of holding between eighty and ninety. The new 
congregation were 
'All in the humblest walks of life; men and women whose simple 
maintenance is earned by severe toil' IBMH 1.5.601. 
The lowly status of the new recruits Is constantly restated: 
'From the first the audience was composed of men and women of the lowest 
class - men whose labour was expended in the bowels of the earth, with 
minds as dark as the coal mines in which they worked, and lives as 
begrimed with sin as were their persons with the filth consequent on 
their occupation. The majority of the women were the wives of these men' 
IBMH 2.7.601. 
CHAPEL SOCIAL LIFE AND ATTITVDES TO 771E WRLD 
During this phase of the Churches' history Coop's Wigan reports make little 
reference to social activities or to the outside 'world'. There is no 
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evidence that 'this-worldly' radicalism was a factor in attracting working 
class people (Billington 1974/5, DM Thompson 19801. Article ten of the 
plea, 'The Fellowship', does call for social responsibility and charity: 
'That it is also our duty, as it is the natural expression of the Divine 
Life in man, to contribute of our earthly goods for the use of those who 
are in need, "according as the Lord has prospered us", - laying it In 
store on "the first day of the week, " according to Apostolic rule. ' 
However, local Church reports concentrate on straightforward religious 
activities. Timothy Coop did maintain the Liberal convictions of his 
Wesleyan upbringing, and he passed these onto the next generation of his 
manufacturing dynasty (Moore 18891. But at this early, intensely religious 
and conversionist stage, there is little evidence that the Christian 
Brethren had much time for those issues which were preoccupying mainstream 
Victorian nonconformity [Briggs 19681. Reports of the early brethren 
suggest a narrowly confessional focus - conversion, baptism, open-air 
preaching, bible reading, tract distribution and biblical debate - devoted 
to changing 'sinners' from within rather than affecting the world outside. 
Nor were the Churches radical in their social attitudes, except for their 
important stress on the equality of all male believers. Women seemed to 
have played little part. Later accounts claim that, 
'The Church always exalted the ministry of women. Deaconesses were 
appointed, and later a trained nurse was engaged for sisterhood work' 
ECrook & Robinson 1941 pp4-51. 
Rodney Street's last 'Minister' was a women, but for most of Its history, 
men dominated chapel government. Yet, for all this, we know EDM Thompson 
19801 that shortly after the opening of Rodney Street, the Churches were 
taking a strong trade union line on the coal mining strikes, and beginning 
(108) 
to throw up labour leaders in the process ELancaster 19871. Such 
circumstantial evidence suggests that the Churches were non-prescriptive or 
Adiaphoristic EAcheson 19901 regarding issues of the world which did not 
touch on their core scriptural faith. However, this did not extend to 
matters of personal morality, over which there was strict congregational 
control. The scandal surrounding Alexander Campbell's refusal, precisely on 
these narrow biblical grounds, to condemn slavery as unscriptural, during 
his 1847 British tour IDM Thompson 19801, illustrates this unusual early 
perspective. Section Two discusses how even this apparently. introverted 
behaviour had unintended, this-wordly effects (Weber 19711, In the form of 
the personal development of a generation of labour leaders. 
Discussion 
This foundation document and contemporary accounts [Moore 18891 provide a 
rough outline of the early Wigan churches. What type of religious influence 
do they suggest? The wider literature on religion and the labour movement 
indicates two possible lines of influence. One would be, as in EP 
Thompson's model 119801, in the realm of 'progressive Ideas' itself. As the 
Puritans had challenged feudal England with bourgeois democratic values 
Hill 19881, so might radical Christianity raise a new social gospel 
EBriggs 19683, reforming Victorian capitalism. For this, we would expect 
some radical political statement within the plea itself, which is 
singularly absent. A second, and more likely, possibility is that the 
progressive nexus was implicit within the ideas and practices of the group, 
as it evolved historically (Weber 19761. 
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Lancaster 11987 p69-751, takes Gilbert's [1976 p42-41 'new sectarianism' 
explanation a stage further, in order to provide an ideological link 
between it and the emerging labour movement. He associates the Leicester 
Churches with other 'new primitives', infering that more than being just an 
inchoate collection of anti-establishment sects, they shared six 
characteristics: a strong biblicalism; the revival of charismatic practices 
such as prophecying and speaking with tongues; sensational methods of 
attracting attention such as bands, banners, uniforms and processions; a 
revivalism connected with the conviction of the impending second coming of 
Christ; a fervour for Christian unity; and, an application of both the 
sacremental and the ceremonial. There are problems in applying this schema 
to the later Victorian Wigan Churches, since only the first and last of 
characteristics really fit it. 
The Wigan Churches' central plea was for a 'restoration' of primitive, New 
Testament Christian beliefs and practices, and the abandonment of all 
earthly creeds, hierarchies and denominations infavour of biblical 
authority IDM Thompson 19801. As biblical literalists, their appeal was 
rationalistic not charismatic, and emphasised textual evidence and the use 
of debates. They criticised evangelical nonconformity, as based on an 
emotional experience of personal change, rather than an intellectual 
comprehension of the appropriate biblical text. They did levangelisel, but 
again in this rather didactic spirit (Billington 1974/51; and conversion 
came by conviction of the biblical case, not emotional excitement - 
'Justifying faith is an intellectual act' (Witton Davis 1920/21 p1711. They 
undertook open air preaching, and door-to-door evangelism, but nothing more 
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exotic. Paradoxically, these somewhat dry characteristics, may help to 
explain the group's limited expansion, its tendency to recruit existing 
bible christians, and its elective affinity (Weber 1976,19911 with 
serious-minded labour movement activists or 'the same type of skilled 
artisans who were attracted to the secular halls' (Billington 1974/5 p3l]. 
The title of one of the Churches' early voices (there were competing 
magazines), 'The British Millenial Harbinger' (1848-65), leads Lancaster 
[1987 p731 to regard as them as a late nineteenth century Imillenarian 
sect', and to elaborate an argument from this. From the outset, their 
devotion to St Paul and 'New Testament Christianity often led to an 
Interest in Prophecy and the Second Coming' IDM Thompson 1980 p441, though 
not necessarily to a belief in an imminent second coming. Thus article 
eight of the 1858 Wigan plea, 'One Hope' points in this general direction. 
'That there is 'one hope, ' viz: that 'that same Jesus will come in like 
manner as he went up into heaven, ' to raise his saints from among the 
dead, and to glorify them with his own glory, and to judge the world in 
righteousness. ' 
In the early 1840s millenarian ideas certainly affected some congregations, 
in the USA and the UK, close to the Millerite adventist movement EHarrison 
1979 p184-5, Billington 1974/5 pp24-5, DM Thompson pp44-511. These were 
revived in 1848 by the arrival of John Thomas from the USA, but apparently 
dissipated after he lead his followers into a genuine millenarian sect, the 
Christadelphians [Wilson 1961 p236-93, and 'the Campbellites moved away 
from the period of millenarian enthusiasm' EBillington 1974/5 p4l]. 
Thereafter, publications associated with the Churches nationally, began to 
distance themselves from millenarianism Esee BMH 1850 p423, BH 1.10.1886 
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p263, CA 27.9.19401, and I mill enial I ceased to appear in their t It I es from 
1862. The later papers, the 'Bible' or 'Christian Advocate', indicate 
better the Churches' character by the time they 'made contact, with the 
labour movement during the last three decades of the nineteenth century. 
There are many shades of Christian eschatology, and some individuals and 
congregationals may have retained a stronge sense of an Imminent 'second 
coming' much longer. However, for most of the Churches, in Wigan and 
nationwide, the strong millenarianism of the 1840s must have become a 
distant memory by formative years of the modern labour movement. 
The central place of the weekly 'Lords Supper' - held in upper rooms at the 
larger chapels - was distinctive (though shared with the Plymouth Brethren 
and Christadelphians (Wilson 19611). Lancaster E1987 p731 links this with 
the success of Anglo-Catholicism in some British cities, as meeting a 
popular appetite for ritual and creating a proto-socialist sense of 
brotherhood and-community. 'But, otherwise, the Churches held a-strictly 
representational, non-magical, view of the sacrement. As one contemporary 
apologist commented: 
'The mysticism of many Protestant churches, as well as the ritualism of 
others, was discarded, and a plain, simple gospel of facts, commands, 
threatenings, etc, was everywhere proclaimed' [Moore 1889 p841 
Their Victorian chapels were in the most austere 'meeting house, tradition, 
when mainstream nonconformist architecture was becoming increasingly 
pretentious EAckers 19911. They were avowed social and liturgical puritans, 
and the services were democratic and participatory, with features like open 
prayers. Overall, the Churches' appeal lay closer to the Congregational 
'social brotherhood of the humble' (Joyce 1980, Wright 19291 and other 
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nonconformists - as their recruitment pattern indicates - than to the gaudy 
ritual of the priest-centred Anglo-Catholicism, Lancaster mentions. Living 
adherants, like Harry Ackers, still regard themselves as 'Puritans', and 
the concluding Chapter 5 argues that this aspiration to 'restore' the 
'simplicity of the gospel' More 1989 p841 and rigour of the seventeenth 
century old dissent was a motive force behind and attraction of the 
Churches. 
Finally, the Churches did indeed stress biblical authority, christian unity 
and the sacrement. But, as the Wigan plea made clear, and Miller reminds 
his son, in the Conclusion to this chapter, there was a fourth leg to their 
plea: adult 'believers baptism'. On biblical authority, this restricted 
access to the weekly closed communion service (though not to the evening 
gospel meeting) to baptised members of the group, giving a 'narrow 
sectarian' Ekoore 19043 aspect to their wish for non-denominational 
christian unity. This argument between 'open' and 'closed' communion 
pervades their whole history IDM Thompson, Billington 1974/5, Watters 
19401. 
Altogether, the Wigan Churches' plea appears to signify, not some novel 
religious appeal, as Lancaster 119871 infers for Leicester, but, as the 
Churches themselves insisted, a 'restoration' (Billington 1974151 of 
seventeenth century Puritan separatist ideals. Weber's dissection of 
radical Protestant ideas in Europe and the USA [1976,19911, or any 
thumbnail sketch of traditional Baptist beliefs [National 7rust 19761, 
suggests the extent to which the Churches, among others, were merely 
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reviving forms of worship and government which established dissent had 
gradually Jettisoned in its denominational phase. Moreover, these sectarian 
qualities seem to have retained an appeal to sections of the late 
nineteenth century working_class, much as they had for the 'people' of the 
seventeenth century EAcheson 19901. Chapter Five returns to this theme. The 
next section turns to the new coalfield consituency the Churches found for 
themselves from the 1870s. 
Whilst some Wigan brethren were recruited from other dissenting groups, the 
newness of the Churches in the town and their mode of recuitment, dictated 
that they were all first-generation, adult converts to a highly distinctive 
group, with correspondingly strong levels of voluntary commitment. There is 
also some evidence [Moore 18891, no doubt exaggerated for heroic purposes, 
that they were outside the pale of the local religious establishment, and 
were shunned and outlawed by it. 
'They had little or no sympathy from any of the Dissenting churches of the 
town, and were bitterly opposed by the Catholics, while they were treated 
with contempt by Churchmen' [Moore 1989 p953. 
The Catholic Church apparently put pressure on the town council to prevent 
Coop from preaching in the town square Ep9l], and perhaps the Churches 
posed some small threat amongst their poorer, immigrant constituency [see 
McLeod 19743. The larger, more sedate Free Churches regarded them, like 
early Quakers or Methodists (Gilbert 19761, as over-zealous Irritants and 
enthusiasts. In July 1907, the history of Hope Congregational chapel 
mentions a James Lowe, who had joined from Rodney Street five years before, 
after reaching 'a broader view of the truth' (Horsman 19621. 
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Section Two - Back Street Bethels: the coalfield chapel at Platt Bridge 
During the last quarter of the nineteenth century, the Christian Brethren 
founded a series of chapels in the coalfield villages surrounding Wigan. In 
1868, a new chapel had opened in the mining village of Golbourne, on the 
town's south eastern outskirts EBH 1.4.681. This 'meeting room for 
Christians, who decline to be called by any other name' EWorral 18691 
closed during the 1870s. -Over a decade later, on the opening of Platt 
Bridge chapel, a few miles away, 'the remaining brethren' were visited and 
'exhorted to come and aid the small church'-, and a couple did so ECA 1883 
p851. The first permanent coalfield chapel In Hindley village, close to 
Platt Bridge, opened in 1874. 
By 1895, the Miller family were living at 7 Victoria Road, Platt Bridge, in 
a cottage belonging to, and adjoining, the Churches of Christ chapel, where 
Miller's father, Simon, was an officer. Simon and other members of the 
family were founding members of the two mining chapels, at Albert Street, 
Newtown in 1877 and Victoria Road, Platt Bridge in 1883. Whereas Simon was 
an early member of the Christian Brethren, Miller's mother, Juliet, whose 
father was a Mormon, 'was immersed at Newtown early in 18771 ECA 1885 
p5231. At Albert Street's jubilee, fifty years hence (CA 30.9.271, Simon 
provided some 'interesting reminiscences' of the opening on 8 September 
1877. Miller and other members of the large, extended family, soon followed 
Simon as grassroots members and local officers in these chapels. Another 
small chapel, nearer the town centre at Scholes, was established in 1882. 
The 1883 General Annual meeting [CA 1883 p3661 added these three, recent 
chapels 'to the list of Churches in cooperation'. 
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Hence, by the Great War, the Rodney Street 'mother church' had spawned a 
network of smaller, working class chapels in the surrounding coalfields. 
Chapter Two suggested considerable scope for such a 'new sectarian' 
movement in the Wigan area. The remainder of this section, will focus on 
Platt Bridge, the coalfield chapel where Miller spent his formative years, 
as a child and working miner, but will also use material from other Wigan 
chapels, where this contributes to our picture of working class chapel 
life. First, however, it is worth complementing the general description of 
Wigan in Chapter Two, with a brief sketch of the communities surrounding 
the two coalfield chapels with which the Miller family were most strongly 
associated, Albert Street, Newtown, and Victoria Road, Platt Bridge. 
In 1869, Newtown was one of five villages which comprised Pemberton, 
'A very extensive township (south) west of and adjoining the Borough of 
Wigan, from which it is separated by the river Douglas' (Worrall 18691. 
Newtown Itself was less than a mile from the town centre, and Pemberton, as 
a whole, was 'a very populoi4s' area. It was more socially mixed area than 
Hindley and Platt Bridge, on the other side of town. There was 'a 
Mechanics' Insitution' and 'other signs of intellectual activity not common 
in country villages'. As for religion, there was the 'plain brick' Anglican 
church of St Johns, and Wesleyan, Primitive Methodist and Independent 
chapels. The railway cut through the area and there was a station. There 
were 'several collieries and stone quarries', and 'at Newtown a cotton 
mill, manure and iron works'. The 1908 map of Newtown [Appendix I] 
complements this picture: the proximity to the large cotton mills and dense 
railway network In the centre of Wigan; and yet the semi-rural setting, 
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with the 'Christian Chapel (Baptist)' backing onto miles of open fields, 
broken only by a ring of collieries. Even so, the bonds tying the township 
to Wigan had grown greatly since the days of the Pemberton man, who, in 
1769, founded the first post-Restoration Presbyterian chapel on Chapel 
Lane, Wigan. Then Pemberton was 'a tiny scattered hamlet', hardly worthy of 
such a prestiguous project'. 
'The expanse of country between Hindley and Wigan had become dotted with 
a few large houses and cottages' EShaw 19123 
Platt Bridge, about four miles from Wigan, to the south east, and occupying 
a more isolated location, was by the late nineteenth century, a growing 
mining village. Here the coalfield was expanding and throwing up new 
settlements [Tiller 19751. By 1867 (Worrall 18691 there were ninety-nine 
collieries in the western district of the coalfield, including seventy- 
seven around Wigan, with new ones still opening. Platt Bridge was a well- 
established, if growing, mining settlement, with 'several cotton mills and 
many collieries'; neither an isolated pit village, nor simply part of a 
larger town. 
'Hindley, a township... has a station on the Lancashire and Yorkshire 
railway, three miles from Wigan and seven from Bolton... It was formerly 
a single street, forming the road from Wigan to Bolton, it has however 
recently greatly extended... The area is four square miles, and the 
population, in 1861, was 8,477... Hindley Green and Platt Bridge are 
hamlets, each having a station on the Wigan and Tydesley railway. The 
former is about one-and-a-half miles SE, and the latter the same 
distance SW from Hindley town' (Worrall 18691. 
The Anglican Parish church of 'All Saints' dated from 1766, and a new 
church dedicated to St Peter was erected in 1864. There were some 
hallmarks of a working class, self-help civilisation [Benson 1989b): 'a 
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successful co-operative store' connected to 'a newsroom and library, and a 
commodious hall, used for public meetings, lectures etc' (Worrall 1869). 
Just before the two Christian Brethren chapels in the neighbouring villages 
of Hindley and Platt Bridge came on the scene, there were 'various 
congregations of nonconformists, several of which also have schools', 
including at least eight nonconformist chapels: five Methodists - Wesleyan, 
Independent (Low Green), Primitive (Hindley and Platt Bridge), United 
Methodist Free Church (Hindley Green)- a Particular Baptist, a Presbyterian 
and an Independent. The more primitive elements of nonconformity were 
noticeably well-represented. A few decades later, there were more unusual 
groups, like the Plymouth Brethren, including Miller's in-laws, the Phelps 
and Nelms, meeting down the road from Platt Bridge chapel, 
RELIGIOUS BELIEFS AND PRACTICES 
The new coalfield chapels seem to have adhered closely to the original 
Rodney Street doctrinal position. Platt Bridge chapel's eleven 'points of 
faith", were elaborated some forty years after the advent of the local 
congregation and the subsequent chapel foundation - probably following its 
1921 registration, when Killer was among the Trustees EPB 5.9.20,3.12.22). 
But they cover the same ground as the original Wigan plea, and the 
congregation's early days reprise Timothy Coop's initiative. The simple 
pattern of worship was first established in the local community: 
'The brethren still assembling in a cottage, where for sometime they 
'showed the Lord's death' in the morning, and in the evening held 
meetings for the proclamation of the Gospel. The next step of the work, 
was the gathering in of a number of children, and forming a school - all 
in the cottage... Some little time after, the Liberal Club-room was 
secured for the services on Lord's Days' (CA 1883 p3471. 
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The next stage was the construction of a chapel. This was financed by 
Timothy Coop's son-in-law and heir, the manufacturer,. James Marsden. In 
addition to the small chapel, there were two cottages and a schoolroom. 
From then onwards, the chapel was self-financing, through its working class 
members and officers, and the money it borrowed from, and repaid to, the 
Christian Chapel Building Fund' for major works EPB 26.2.221. 
'Through the liberality of a Wigan brother (they obtained) a nice, 
substantial chapel in which to hold their services. The brethren now 
number 51, of whom 30 have been added since the Ist of January last. The 
school numbers considerably over 100 scholars. A striking feature of the 
work is, the preponderance of male members, which is something like two to 
one. It has not been all smooth sailing by any means. There has been a 
deal of opposition, both honourable and otherwise, but still the work has 
been carried on, both indoors and out-of-doors, and from house to house' 
(CA 1883 p3471. 
A visiting Evangelist, Joseph Adams, conveyed the optimistic mood of 
Christians overcoming adversity: 
'At Platt Bridge the truth has been rudely and slanderously assailed and 
the brethren maligned, yet all has turned out to the glory of God and 
the infant church rejoices In new brethren and sisters. Open air mission 
work goes on herel(CA 1883 p851. 
On a visit on 22 July 1883, 
'Special services were held in the open air, and in the new chapel, and 
fresh ground opened up in the district within a radius of two miles. The 
young converts were formed into a class, instructed in Bible truth, and 
encouraged in devotional exercises. Several lectures were given, and 
relevant questions invited, which were put and answered. Four were 
baptised, the new baptistry being used for the first time, and one 
baptised believer received. Young and old were included among the new 
converts - notably one old man, once a slave of sin, now a servant of 
Christ. His daughter said - '0, what a change is in our house now that 
father is converted'' (CA 1883 p5271. 
Chapel reports in the Churches' national press give an early picture of the 
pattern of chapel life. The Sunday cycle was 'Lords Supper' for members In 
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the morning, Sunday School, then open, evening Gospel meetings. It consumed 
the whole day, and brethren from outlying areas, like the Price brothers at 
Albert Street, would bring sandwiches with them and make a day of it. There 
were experiments over the years, like holding an evening communion EPB 
11.3.241 - presumably to increase overall turnout - or extra Thursday night 
Gospel services EPB 27.2.161, but the basic pattern remained the same. More 
notable than the all-embracing nonconformist Sabbath, was their complete 
abstinence from the normal Christian calender, including even Christmas and 
Easter. The initial attitude was that this was arbitrary and unbiblical, 
though it gradually seeped into Sunday School activities. The austerity of 
original position is illustrated by an anecdote from Sidney Miller about 
Miller's father Simon, around the turn of the century, when he was a self- 
employed costermonger, selling flowers. One potential customer requested 
some 'for the Church', to which he apparently retorted, 'Why would you want 
to put flowers in a Church? '. The annual rhythm of chapel life was provided 
Instead by more-social occasions, like chapel and Sunday School 
anniversaries and New Year Watchnight events. 
Platt Bridge 'chapel life' bears a close similarity to the other accounts ' 
EAmbler 1989, Moore 19741 of working class nonconformity in the same period 
or phase of development. Chapel government (P8 1911-1939) approaching the 
Great War, displays all the hallmarks of contemporary labour movement 
constitutional democracy, and its fascination for procedural propriety and 
organisational minutiae. The 'Church Meeting' of the whole congregation was 
the sovereign body on issues of expenditure, discipline and doctrine. It 
held regular 'Quarterly Church Meetings' plus additional 'Special Church 
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Meetings', called to endorse important decisions. These included proposals 
to strike off members, or make a significant, financial commitment. The 
latter might be for the 'pointing of chapel' EPB 17.5.141 or some religious 
campaign. Together, there were as many as a dozen 'Church Meetings' a year, 
attended, on average, by about a quarter of the hundred-strong congregation 
(though they fell as low as ten and rose to over thirty). The 'brothers' 
and 'sisters' nominated and then elected six chapel officers, including a 
Secretary and President. They required the support of three-quarters of 
those present, and often failed to-reach this EPB 7.1.231. 'Monthly 
Officers Meetings' conducted the day-to-day administration of chapel 
affairs, and enjoyed a form of delegated authority; calling a Church 
Meeting to make major decisions. The style and content of chapel meetings 
were probably not'disimilar from a trade union branch of the same period 
(interestingly, the titles of the Churches' publications echoed the earlier 
'Miners Advocate' [Challinor 19721). Important Items were dealt with by 
'Resolutions', formally proposed and seconded, and amended. Organisational 
tasks, like maintaining and letting the building, ordering hymn books, 
tracts, and other chapel equipment loomed large: 
'We accept Brethren James Miller and WT Miller offer to be responsible 
for cleaning of the chapel' 1P8 1.2.141. 
Detailed 'rules' were devised for 'the chapel keeper' EPB 17.5.141. 
The main public activities consisted of sporadic 'Missions', visits by 
'Evangelists' and chapel anniversaries. These entailed the arrangement of 
speakers, and the dissemination of bill-posters, leaflets and tracts. The 
1923 Mission required a 'bookstall', 15,000 handbills', an 'effective 
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poster' for the front of the chapel, 15,000 localised tracts', a Thursday 
evening Gospel meeting, a Prayer meeting and open air meetings IPB 
29.4.231. Adverts would be placed at the local 'Palace' and the Miners' 
Hall (PB 6.6.291. The Churches' chapels in these days also made more 
frequent recourse to unorthodox, primitive forms of evangelisation than 
more mainstream denominations. There were 'cottage' IPB 27.1.131 and 'open 
air meetings' (PB 14.7.121, door-to-door distribution of tracts IPB 
25.11.181, and more public Gospel Meeting at the local 'Picture Palace, IPB 
27.8.121 by visiting Evangelists. 
Voluntarism was a distinguishing feature of chapel life in two respects: 
the relationship of the local congregation to the wider Churches movement; 
and the responsibilities of the individual members to their chapel. The 
chapel could send delegates to the Churches' biennial Lancashire and 
Cheshire District Conference, to the annual Wigan and District Association 
meeting and its Evangelist committee, as well as to the national Annual 
Meeting. The District periodically organised more concerted activities, and 
chapels could contribute names to and take preachers from an agreed 'Plan'. 
They could also join other local chapels to support financially visiting 
Evangelists, for short local campaigns. In 1912, they Joined Rodney Street 
in a 'special mission' EPB 16.6.121; and two years later, they wrote to the 
Evangelist James Smith requesting he 'give the Church at Platt Bridge a 
mont h on t he next , pl an' I PB . 
12.4.141. The next year, t hey sent del egat es to 
Temperance Conferences at Rodney Street and Albert Street EPB 10.1.15 & 
17.2.151. They received regular communications (including the 'Christian, 
or 'Bible Advocate', 'Sunbeam' and other publications from the Churches 
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bookroom) and financial appeals from the wider Churches' Evangelist, 
Temperance, Sunday School and Chapel-building Committees - as well as 
appeals from other chapels or the Churches' Twynholme Orphanage. 
Yet affilation to, and financial support for, all these activities remained 
contingent on a voluntary decision by the local congregation. Should it 
wish, it could, at any time, withdraw from 'the cooperation' completely - 
as chapels regularly did - and operate in complete isolation. Even while it 
remained a part of 'the cooperation', it could, and frequently did, forgo 
any of these activies for doctrinal, financial and other reasons. A 1911 
District meeting on the 'deepening of spiritual life' was not supported, 
and a resolution was passed in 1914: 
'That the letter from Lancashire and Cheshire appealing for finance be 
not entertained' (PB 1.2.141. 
The following year, a Wigan and District Evangelist was supported to the 
tune of three shillings a week EPB 12.9.151. The next year they declined 
EPB 6.8.161 a request to participate. Twenty years later, they informed the 
Annual Conference that they could not encourage the sale of the 'Christian 
Advocate', 'it being uninteresting' IPB 17,6.341. 
During the period of initial expansion, recruitment was of adults from the 
world', as baptised believers. However, from the outset this included 
spouses, like Juliet Miller, whose personal commitments are more open to 
question. And from fairly early on, the definition of 'adult' was evidently 
fairly flexible, with Miller's half-brother, George, being baptised at 
Platt Bridge 'at eleven years of age' [CA 10.761. By the new century, Platt 
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Bridge's first-generation founders, like Miller's father, Simon, had been 
reinforced by their own large families, brought up in the Churches as 
children and scholars at its Sunday School. Nevertheless, in this period a 
high proportion of chapel members had been won from the outside 'world', 
and even for whose who had not, the responsibilities of membership still 
entailed a fairly large measure of voluntarism. Discipline was monitored by 
the officers, who kept a constant check on attendance at the 'Lords 
Supper', noted other transgressions, and sent out delegations of 'visitors, 
to talk to recalcitrant members and report back. These visits mixed 
policing and pastoral elements; often providing intelligence of, and 
support to, members with problems. Ultimately, a Church Meeting would 
consider names to be struck-off the register. On the odd occasion, this was 
for moral trangressions, as when 'it was decided to withdraw from, 
Catherine Stopforth (reported by either Miller or his namesake, the Abram 
councillor) for 'having committed fornication' EPB 14.1.141, and Mary 
Pendlebury three years later EPB 24.6.171. A more normal reason was 
'negligence' or 'absence from the Lords table'. The forays by 'visitors' to 
restore these miscreants to the fold, and maintain the integrity of the 
membership register were a regular, minuted, part of chapel life. 
Emigration to Canada 
An episode involving Miller, which took place thousands of miles from 
Wigan, on the Nova Scotia coalfield, sheds further light on the culture of 
this Christian Brethren coal mining community. On 6 November 1901, Miller 
married Annie Phelps at Rodney Street (then the only chapel authorised to 
conduct marriages). She was the daughter of another collier, whose family 
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had emigrated to Platt Bridge from the declining Forest of Dean coalfield, 
along with her mother's family, the Nelms. Miller soon became a deputy, and 
within the next four years they had three children. Yet in 1906, he 
emigrated to Cape Breton, Canada, without his family. His experience there 
is beyond living memory, but apparently had economic and evangelical 
aspects. - 1905 was a bad year for the local coal industry EChallinor 19721, 
and Miller's son, Frank, recalls, second-hand, that his father lost his 
Wigan job for union activity (Chapter Four returns to this account). It 
seems, he hoped the family might follow once he obtained a secure position; 
but his wife, Annie, would not for fear of the crossing, and hence remained 
in Wigan for the duration of the stay. Miller worked as a collier for the 
Nova Scotia Coal and Steel Company at the Queens Pit, Sydney Mines, Cape 
Breton EMorton & Coop 19801. He remained there for twenty months and, 
apparently became active in the union, as a Iliasson representative' for 
five mines. 
The religious dimension of Miller's trip is the best documented. Fifty 
years later, he remembered the 1906 trip [Miller 19591. 
'I and a few others from the Churches of Christ in Wigan district, 
emigrated to Sydney Mines, Nova Scotia, Canada. We were about 16 in number 
and we met and worshipped every Sunday morning in the home of Mr William 
Taylor. Besides having a Sunday School of approximately 18 children, we 
held a number of open air meetings, our preacher being Robert Unsworth, 
who had held six months training under the late Lancelot Oliver of 
Birmingham. The people of the village became interested, and there was 
much speculation as to which religious body we belonged. Two new members 
were added to the Church, and I had the privilege of baptising the 
daughter of Mr and Mrs Taylor in the sea at North Sydney. Our hymn singing 
was quite good, because of our previous training in part singing'. 
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Working class economic emigration from the Churches coincided with their 
late entry into Missionary adventure IDM Thompson 19801. and was often' 
presented in the same fervent language. Another, larger group, approaching 
twenty, had established itself at Wychwood, Ontario, and built a wood- 
framed meeting house there. A further dozen or so had gathered in Calgary, 
Alberta. Both received a transatlantic visit from the Evangelist, George 
Collin. He explained IBA 12.4.171 that 'a very large number of brethren, 
had emigrated to Canada, 'especially during the last few years'. 
The progress of the Cape Breton group can be traced from reports in the 
'Bible Advocate'. Robert Unsworth (BA 5.7.07) reported of 
'Ten disciples, five of each sex, (who) are meeting together for the 
'breaking of bread''. Two live some way away, with average attendance just 
five; but they hope to establish 'a prosperous church'. 
Later, Miller's baptism of Mary Alice Taylor, whose family had left Platt 
Bridge 'about four years ago', is recounted (BA 4.10.07): 
'She made the confession of her faith before many witnesses, by the open 
sea, and was immersed in the sea before many spectators' 
Wigan brethren seem to have been there since 1903, and sent messages back 
to others, like Miller, about the prospects (his scrapbook of 4.7.25 
contains a similar invitation from New Zealand). Another upbeat bulletin 
(BA 29.11.07) asks brethren back home, rather pointedly, to 'pray that the 
Lord will send labourers into His Harvest? ', and says they 'expect to erect 
a 'place of worship' next spring'. A contact Canadian address - Scott J, 3 
Florence PO, Cape Breton - appeared among fifteen others in the 'Bible 
Advocate' E14.5.071. 
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Yet, as Miller 119591 recalls, 
'Unfortunately the Church ceased to exist because some members moved away 
to other coalfields, and others returned home, but I am sure the work done 
there has been of lasting value. Some of their offspring may now be 
members of the Disciples Churches in Canada. Who knows? '. 
At the time, these expatriate brethren, with their more traditional views, 
would have no truck with the 'Progressives' or Disciples, an offshoot of 
the large US Church already established in parts of Canada. The first 
Disciples Church in Halifax, Nova Scotia dated from 1832 (Brown 19041, but 
they remained in their own self-contained emigre groups. One of their 
leaders, Robert Unsworth, a former member at Platt bridge and 
superintendent at Albert Street, later settled in Alberta, where he was 
'responsible for the working of coal mines', and where he died in 1927 ICA 
9.9.271. This little adventure reinforces the picture of a tight-knit and 
zealous, coal mining religious community which even retained its cohesion 
during an excursion such as this. 
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MEMERSHIP AND SOCIAL COMPOSITION 
In the first place, it was the social composition of these early coalfield 
chapels which established a vital link with the emerging labour movement 
(though this begs the question: what attracted some late Victorian miners 
to the Churches). Membership figures are discussed in Section Four, but by 
this century, Platt Bridge had around a hundred members; a figure which 
remained fairly constant until the Second World War. 
'(The) chapel pioneers were miners, almost to a man: men of little, or 
practically no education, but... full of zeal for the Gospel' (CA 26.7.631. 
Miller's coalminer father, Simon, was part of the nucleus of the new 
congregation. This included two strands of Millers, 'Mr and Mrs S Miller 
and Mr and Mrs W Miller', and 
'Had its origins from a group of miners and their wives and families, who 
had been attending the Albert Street church, Newtown, and came to Platt 
Bridge seeking employment at the new collieries which were opening in the 
area at the time' (CA 26.6.631. 
A contemporary account links the venture directly to the 1881 miners' 
strike, which involved 50,000 men and boys for several weeks, making it 
'the biggest... in the Lancashire coalfield' (Challinor 1972 p1641. 
'Early in the year 1881, when work was resumed after the long strike 
among miners in the Wigan district, a number of brethren were forced to 
remove with their families, from Newtown to Platt Bridge, distant from 
Wigan about four miles, in another direction. Brethren and sisters 
together, they numbered about nine or ten, with no 'speaking power' 
amongst them. But they loved the Saviour, and wished to make him known, 
and though removed from their former church associations they did not 
forget the claims of their Lord' [CA 1883 p3471. 
Whether they were victims of 'the widepread use of violence, as a means of 
persuasion' EChallinor 1972 p1711, from other miners, or they were among 
the many families who 'suffered severe deprivations' from the strike 
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itself, is not clear. Perhaps the latter is more likely, since the 
President of the Wigan miners was Joseph Parkinson (see below), a Churches' 
member. 
Platt Bridge, like other coalfield chapels, grew around several large 
founding families. It became known as the 'Miller chapel' due to the 
preponderance of that extended mining family for Its first half century or 
more. As we have seen, Miller's father, Simon, a miner, was a chapel 
officer from the beginning, and in 1895 the family was living at 7 Victoria 
Road, the cottage adjoining, and belonging to, the chapel [YB 1895). Four 
years later, as 'the late Superintendent' he presided over a chapel social 
[BA 1899 p3571. From 1889 to 1929 there was a remarkable succession of 
Millers as chapel officers CYBI, for 25 of the years, often in tandem, 
including Solomon, Simon, Thomas (for a long period), George, William and 
Peter. WT Miller's brother, James was chapel secretary, intermittently, 
from 1927 into the mid 1930s; ECA 21.1.271. Another brother, George, died 
ECA 10.761, after serving thirty years as chapel Secretary, ý and holding 
'every office in both Church and School'. As late as 1969, three Millers, 
including George and Miller's son, Sidney, formed half the chapel trustees. 
Most of these were miners, creating a cohesive group connection with the 
surrounding coalfield. 
Albert Street was a larger and more impressive chapel, with an 'Upper Room, 
like Rodney Street, and a bigger membership, of around one hundred and 
thirty early this century. But it too had a large mining clientele. An 
annotated photograph of nine chapel officers, dated 'about 1908 - 19101, 
(129) 
shows four miners, Henry Fisher, John Robert Barker, John McLare and 
Swithin Meadows, with the remainder local tradesmen: a Joiner, Arthur 
Marsden, a Potatoe Merchant, Henry Sharrock, a Tailor, Mr Greenall, a 
Restaurant Proprietor, William Marsden, and a Clothing Tradesman, Edward 
Bannister (who later joined the Church of England, in response to the Great 
War pacifist mood in the chapel). No doubt this understates the numerical 
preponderance of miners amonst the rank-and-file membership. Harry Ackers, 
who grew up at Albert Road during and before the Great War, remembers them 
to be 'nearly all' miners. 
Even a small chapel had a number of sub-committees and other groups, and it 
was here that women played a part in chapel life. Platt Bridge had its own 
Band of Hope Committee, and a Sunday School which was run separately. There 
were periodic 'Nightclasses' [PB 19.9.201 and 'Young Mens Improvement 
Classes' EPB 18.8.261. When the chapel wanted preachers for the 1922 plan, 
it looked no further than the 'male members of the church' (PB 16.7.221. 
There were never any women on the chapel committee, but they did 
participate In Church Meetings. In 1911, Miller's step-mother, Martha, 
seconded one motion EPB 12.10.111. More predictably, women ran fund-raising 
activities, like the 'sewing circle' and 'young womens class', which formed 
the chapel's financial backbone. They raised money towards the 'platform 
carpet and oilcloth EPB 3.12.221, electric lights EPB 23.2.221, 
'decorating' IPB 23.4.241, the 'heating apparatus' EPB 2.3.301 or just made 
general donations, like the E3.2.21hd in 1927 EPB 6.6.27.1. Apart from the 
work, they held 'sisters teas' EPB 23.2.241, with musical accompaniments. 
(130) 
The appointment of three 'sister visitors', including Martha, in 1914 IPB 
8.3.141, perhaps reflects the high proportion of women non-attenders. 
Overall, however, the most 'striking feature' of these chapels, 
'Is the preponderance of male members, which is something like two to 
one' [CA 1883 p3471. 
With the exception of millenarian female 'prophets', like Joanna Southcott 
and the Shakers' Anne Lee [Harrison 19791, and some early women Primitive 
Methodist field preachers (Eliot 1985, Parkes 19911, both earlier in the 
nineteenth century, male leadership was the norm for Victorian religion. A 
numerical dominance is much more surprising. The male monopoly of chapel 
decision making may offend modern progressive sensibilities, but the very 
maleness of the chapels, and their sense of 'brotherhood', when coupled 
with their working class social composition and the dense family networks, 
was very likely to strengthen their potential contribution to coal mining 
trade unionism. 
CHAPEL SOCIAL LIFE AND ATTITUDES TO THE WORLD 
The original plea might suggest an extreme religious seriousness and 
joyless austerity. Yet once the Churches entered the working class 
coalfield, chapels became much more social institutions, with a wide range 
of more light-hearted activities to complement the core religious services. 
Reports from Albert Street, Hindley and elsewhere suggest a familiar social 
round EAmbler 1989, Moore 19741. Platt Bridge chapel life seems to have 
involved frequent and lively social get-togethers, most notably annual 
chapel and Sunday School anniversaries, in July and December respectively. 
(131) 
New Year Watchnight services were preceded by tea and cakes IPB 8.12.291. 
Social events were modest 'tea parties' with sandwiches, or Lancashire 
'meat and potatoe pies' [see Gormley 19823, catering for between fifty and 
ninety people, for which members were charged admission. Other pretexts 
included visits by Evangelists and leaving socials for valued members. When 
Miller's half-brother, James, emigrated to Canada (temporarily) in 1923, 
there was a 'farewell teal with 'musical items and a presentation' [P8 
11.3.233. His father, Simon's 80th birthday occasioned the presentation of 
an inscribed walking stick, from the Co-op, and the organisation of a 
social evening 'in recognition of his long and faithful services' to Platt 
Bridge chapel IPB 1.7.341. A copy of the 'New Testament' was a more common 
leaving present EPB 17.7.231. 
Music played a central part in chapel life, and the Millers were 
enthusiastic entertainers. These were genuine family affairs (Benson 1989a] 
in which the men, women and children mixed and all had a role. Miller's 
father, Simon, his cousin, William, and his brother, John, were among those 
at one chapel social meeting on Thursday, 20 April 1899 EBA 1899 p3571. The 
chapel's 25th Anniversary celebrations on I July 1908, was a 'tea and 
social evening', including an account of one brother's missionary trip to 
South Africa. 'Brother Miller and family and a friend enlivened the 
occasion with song and recitation' IBA 24.7.081. In 1914, 'the young men 
of the school' used the chapel for a 'social and concert' EPB 1.3.141. At 
the 1914 Annual Tea IPB 1.2.141 'Brethren James Miller and WT Miller' were 
made 'responsible for the musical part of the meeting'. The 46th 
Anniversary heard a 'Cantata' from Hindley, 'The Last Supper' 19.6.291. An 
(132) 
organ was hired for another 'service of song' called 'Five Golden Lillies' 
EPB 6.3.27,6.6.271. The chapel had a choir and the combination of social 
events with church business or worship was common. After business had been 
concluded at the Wigan District Annual Meeting on Saturday 3 July 1926 ECA 
16.7.261. Miller's daughters 
'Our sisters, 3 and B Miller sang beautiful solos, being accompanied by Mr 
Geo. Miller'. 
George, Miller's brother, was invariably responsible for the musical 
entertainment in the 1920s and 30s, like the 'singing pieces' for the 1921 
and 1922 Missions IPB 24.4.21,19.3.221. Another District Quarterly 
conference on May 15th of the latter year, followed a similar forinat. After 
various 'addresses', 'duets, recitals etc were given, and were received 
with delight'. , 
The Platt Bridge Sunday School Christmas party of 25 December 1926 ECA 
15.1.261 featured Miller in a star visiting role, shortly after his removal 
to Albert Street, Newtown. Following his distribution of 63 'prizes for 
regular attendance', there was 'a tea party and miscellaneous concert'. 
'The Christmas Tree was beautifully decorated by four of our 
enthusiasitic young sisters, who collected funds to purchase presents to 
be distributed by Father Christmas, Mr WT Miller of Newtown, officiating 
in this capacity. The Chairman read a letter announcing the approach of 
Father Christmas, and as he entered with a large sack on his back the 
childern especially were delighted. There were about 100 presents 
distributed. We had a very pleasant evening'. 
The following year, Miller's brother, James, reported (CA 7.10.271, 'A very 
pleasant social evening, as the guests of the Young Ladies Class'. 
(133) 
In 1914, Platt Bridge suggested that their Sunday School should 'consider 
walking with other schools next years'. It was at these get-togethers that 
a young man from Albert Street, Harry Ackers, was able to begin courting 
Miller's daughter, Louisa; and, given the distance between the two chapels 
on opposite sides of Wigan, the choice of links is itself revealing about 
the emerging social structure of the chapels. The chapel 'thrived in those 
days', with Band of Hope, Prayer and Gospel meetings ECA 26.7.63). Yet 
these small, tight-knit communities were clearly frequently touched by the 
tragedy and suffering of the local coalfield. Thomas Miller's Joyous report 
of Platt Bridge's annual, Sunday school picnic (BA 18.8.991 - Harry Ackers 
remembers precisely the same format over a decade later - carries a grim 
postscript. It 
'Took place at Lawton, St Mary' s, in a field kindly lent by Mr Marsh 
(farmer), for the occasion, where the scholars, members and friends 
enjoyed themselves in various games and amusements, though the weather was 
somewhat threatening in the morning. About 240 persons travelled by the 10 
o'clock train from Birkenshaw, and returned at 7.30. On leaving the school 
we sung in the street 'Children of Jerusalem' and on the way from the 
field all stood in front of Mr Marsh's house and sung that beautiful hymn, 
'Hushed was the the evening hymn', and gave the farmer three hearty cheers 
for his kindness shown towards us. Whilst writing the above we have 
received the sad news of our dear Bro. Jas Fairclough, who is a co-worker 
in the Sunday School, having met with a serious accident in the coal mine. 
He now lies in a very critical condition in the Infirmary. The teachers 
and members of the church are in deep sympathy, and our prayer Is that our 
Heavenly Father may restore him to health'. 
The Faircloughs were one of six founding families (including the two Miller 
couples). 
Three years later, EBA 5.9.021 Thomas Miller was writing an obituary for 
the son of another, Peter Speakman, who, was 'following his employment in 
the coal mine', when 
(134) 
'A runaway tub caught him, the injuries being so serious that the doctor 
ordered his removal to the Wigan Infirmary. where he died in a few minutes 
after his admission'. 
Six years later EBA 24.7.083, a Scottish coalfield chapel, Crofthead, 
mourned another colliery death: 
'Our Bro. Isaac Whyte, aged 37 years... met his death in very distressing 
conditions. He was caught in a mass of coal in a large hopper, and despite 
the utmost exertions of his fellow workmen, life was extinct before he 
could be extricated. He was married to Hannah Anderson... and leaves her 
and four young children (all girls) to mourn his loss'. 
Sometimes, their primitive religion does sound, In Marx's words, like: 
'The sigh of the oppressed creature, the heart of the heartless world, and 
the soul of soulless conditions'. 
Witness, Thomas Miller's bitter-sweet account of the turn-of-the-century 
New Year's Day Sunday school presentations and tea party EBA 12.1.001. 
'After tea, the Superintendent had the pleasant duty of distributing 
prizes to the scholars and the teachers who had made not less than 100 
full marks. Afterwards we had the pleasure of hearing a few words from our 
esteemed Bro. James Smith, of Wigan, who took for his subject the word 
'Watch', putting each letter to stand for a word, thus W stands for words, 
A for actions, T for thoughts, C for character, and H for hearts... After 
the address, a service of song was rendered splendidly... the sweet music 
of the scholars, as they went over the beautiful sentiments of their 
hymns, produced at tivies mingled feelings of sadness and happiness. 
Sadness caused by the absence of some who would have been among us had not 
the cold hand of death removed them. Sadness at the thought of what might 
happen if any of those now so young, should forget, or grow up to despise, 
the instruction of their parents and friends, and also their Sunday 
teachers. But the bright side gives joy to our hearts. Jesus Is the same 
yesterday, today, and for ever. Our departed ones are not lost, only gone 
before, which is far better'. 
There are three possible set of indicators regarding the coalfield chapels' 
attitudes to the outside world, and, in particular, to industrial and 
political life. The first was the practical activity and positions occupied 
by some members, like Miller, in the outside world. The second was the 
formal, minuted statements by the congregation or leading members on public 
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affairs. Since it was, after all, primarily a religious body, these tend to 
be sporadic, terse and often cryptic. Only when they are set against the 
wider political and social atmosphere of the chapel, do we get a fuller 
picture. For the hidden curriculum of chapel conversation is probably as 
revealing as a carefully constructed minute. The third element involves 
those areas of social concern, like poverty, where the chapel took action 
on its own part, to support its members and the surrounding coalfield 
community. 
The clearest contribution the Churches made to the world of labour was in 
the provision of leaders and activists. Lancaster (19871 has documented two 
outstanding Leicester figures, Mann EBing 19721 and Taylor, and there were 
others, such as Fleming EBing 19721 from as far afield as Belfast. In 
addition to Miller himself, the Wigan chapels produced a number of simil. ar 
Labour and trade union figures. At Platt Bridge, there was his namesake and 
cousin, Thomas (the other WT) Miller; a more prominent figure In the 
chapel, as Secretary for many years, and an Abram Labour councillor and JP. 
There were Miller's brothers, James and George, both later colliery 
deputies' union branch secretaries. From Albert Street, there was the miner 
and elder, Swithin Meadows, whom Harry Ackers remembers as a dominant 
figure in the chapel. His 1925 obituary describes years of service as a 
Pastor and Deacon, and a supporter of 'all progressive causes, political or 
otherwise', including Temperance (CA 19253. Intelligence for other 
coalfield chapels is more sketchy, but, for example, the post-World War Two 
Corsey Road, Hindley chapel included a number of Elders with labour 
movement backgrounds (Marsh Interview]: Fred Kettle, a secretary to a local 
(136) 
MP; and Bob Robinson, a 1930s Labour Councillor who went to fight in Spain. 
Any of these might have 'rubbed shoulders' with Miller, and he was likely 
to have met most. But another member of the older generation, Joseph 
Parkinson (1854-1929), whose obituary is pasted in his scrapbook, stands 
out alongside the nonconformist miners' leader, Harry Twist, as a potential 
mentor. This 'well-known Wigan magistrate, miners' official and public 
representative', also ended his years at Rodney Street. He was a miner's 
son, a third generation member of the Churches of Christ - his grandfather 
'was famous as a religious controversialist' in the early days with Timothy 
Coop - and fellow graduate of the Ince area mining community. He became a 
pit boy at the age of ten, and worked his way through the various colliery 
grades, including fireman, until in 1876, he became checkweighman at No I 
pit, Ince Moss. Meantime, he attended 'Penny Schools' in the back kitchens 
of Lower Ince, and for a time a day school at Rodney Street, under a French 
teacher, Mr St Claire, brought to Wigan by Timothy Coop. A President of the 
Wigan Miners' Association during the 1881 strike, and MFGB agent by 1908, 
he became a councillor and Labour leader of Wigan council for four years 
E'Wigan Observer' 2.2.291. Thus Miller trod a path followed, before and 
after him, by remarkably many male brethren, given their relatively small 
numbers. Still, in his final year, the next Mayor of Wigan would be 'Joseph 
Johnson, a member of the church at Mitchell Street' and a 'retired colliery 
under manager' (CA 29.3.631 - maybe the last representative of a century of 
calling to self-improvement and public service. 
(137) 
Temperance was the Churches' most accepted approach to public affairs, and 
a convenient panacea for social problems, capable of uniting the 
manufacturer and working man EDM Thompson 19803. Nor was it distinctive to 
the Churches, though it may have had a special import for those living in, 
and trying to escape the abyss of a demoralised coalfield community (Tiller 
1975, Challinor 1972, Colls 19871. Platt Bridge stood firmly behind 
Temperance, attending conferences and demonstrations, and writing to their 
MP in support of the 1923 Liquor Traffic Prohibition Bill EPB 11.4.231, and 
against a related social evil, the 'Betting Tax' IPB 27.6.261. 
Otherwise, the most notable collective 'campaign' of the coal mining 
chapels at Platt Bridge and Albert Street, was that over conscientious 
objection in the Great War EAckers 1993b]. These two chapels became the 
national focus for a conscientious objection movement within the Churches 
of Christ, about 300 strong IDM Thompson 19803. Of these sixty-one were 
imprisoned, including several from Platt Bridge and Albert Street, and at 
least one of Miller's brothers, John. His other brothers at Platt Bridge, 
George and James, were also involved, and on one occasion Miller travelled 
to a Worcestershire army detention camp to visit them. Only a minority of 
Christian Brethren nationally actively supported the pacifist position, and 
the main hierarchy, in the larger, more repectable chapels, such as Rodney 
Street, backed the war effort. Though these divisions caused considerable 
animosity, the Churches' principles ruled out any official attitude. The 
Platt Bridge minutes show that the chapel leadership, including Miller and 
his father, Simon, were firmly behind the objectors. According to Harry 
Ackers, then a youth at Albert Street, 'nearly all the young men' supported 
(138) 
the anti-war position. However, it would be mistaken to interpret this as a 
'socialist' political posture. Though this may have been an element for 
some, the objectors argued their case in terms of the absolute pacifist 
principles of New Testament Christianity (Ceadal 1980, Rae 1970). 
Therefore, this episode Is best understood as the last major expression of 
a working class, fundamentalist, primitive Christianity, before this was 
engulfed by the more liberal and pragmatic faith of the Inter-war period. 
However, chapel minutes show a growing, readiness to discuss and take 
positions on divers 'polit icall issues. In 1915, Thomas Miller had to 
explain 'his position at the Labour Club' (PB 7.2.151 to chapel officers, 
but in a year of heightened Temperance activity, alcohol was doubtless the 
cause for concern. The Labour sympathies of the chapel leadership were 
clear. In the 1920s, Miller drew up a resolution 'protesting against the 
interventions of this country into Russia' (PB 29.8.201, and they gave two 
pounds out of church funds towards opening a fund for the Russian famine 
EPB 26.2.221. In the 1930s, they wrote thanking Arthur Henderson 'for his 
services to the League of Nations', and asking the Minister of Labour to 
restore 'the cuts to the unemployed' EPB 4.2.341. 
One distinctive feature of the original plea was 
as a self-supporting brotherhood which would not 
the outside world. This dovetailed with a strong 
notwithstanding the community's limited resourcei 
charity which emerges later in Miller's speeches 
Platt Bridge chapel also had a close, commercial 
the vision of the Churches 
depend on the support of 
ethic of self-help, 
s, and a distaste for 
as a coal mining leader. 
relationship with the 
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local Co-operative store, whose manager was, for a time, one of the leading 
conscientious objectors, Edward Price of Albert Street. The caretaker was 
insured there EPB 15.11.141, money was borrowed from there EPB 5.1.193, it 
was the automatic choice for food for the numerous anniversary sandwich 
teas EPB 13.6.15 & 12.6.383, and it sometimes used the chapel for meetings 
EPB 8.5.211. In addition, the chapel organised collective self-help, when 
issues like unemployment, poverty and strikes affected their members and 
community. These attempts at chapel and community self-help, must be seen 
against the modest means of the membership. 
The 'Poor Brethren Fund' was the most enduring example. The chapel gave ten 
shillings to I Hope in 1912 EPB 14.5.121, and two shillings a week to Bro. 
and Sis. Anderson in 1914 EPB 4.10.141, as long as the fund lasted IPB 
15.11.141. The fund's rise and fall was a weathervane for the cycles of 
prosperity and poverty in the coalfield. A resolution to 'take a collection 
on the last Sunday in each month for Poor Brethren' was rejected on this 
occasion. The Andersons were again receiving payments two years later EPB 
4.6.163, as was a brother Naylor a decade later EPB 22.5.24 & 18.2.26). At 
a 1916 meeting, ten shillings was paid to three brethren, but the fund 
became 'exhausted' though there were 'still brethren in need' EPB 2.4.161. 
The Fund was operational in the 1930s, when Killer's father, Simon, was 
almost considered for 'financial aid' along with a number of others IPB 
25.2.341. 'Charity', even from their own number, went against the 
brethren's ethos, and when Jas Speakman was offered ten shilling for being 
'off work for several weeks through sickness', he refused it (PB 14.8.27 & 
14.8.271. Such benighted brethren were also granted concessions to chapel 
(140) 
social events, like chapel anniversaries. Social activities, like the 1912 
anniversary EPB 30.6.121 and 1933 jubilee offered 'a free teal to any 
member in receipt of Poor Law Relief or receiving old age pension and not 
working' EPB 1.5.331, a concession extended to those on 'sick pay' the 
following year EPB 17.6.34). The chapel was a close-knit collection of 
large families, and when a member was in Wigan Infirmary, like Miller's 
eldest daughter, Nellie, in 1923, they would send 'a letter of sympathy and 
visit the f amily' I PB 20.5.231. 
Self-help had a firm religious foundation in the Churches' original view of 
themselves as a self-supporting people, but they also contributed more 
generally to the coalfield community. On 13 December 1931, a chapel 
collection was made for the 'Bentley Miners Fund where many lives were lost 
in Pit explosion', and the proceeds made up from chapel funds EPB 
29.11.311. During the General Strike the chapel sent representatives to the 
meetings at the Miners' Hall in Platt Bridge IPB 13.6.261. They reported 
back to a 'special' Elders' and Deacons' meeting, which endorsed the 
centralisation of distress relief, and organised 'Sunday evening 
collections' for the local distress fund IPB 20.6.263. They offered the 
free use of the chapel to the Platt Bridge and District Relief Committee 
IPB 9.12.261, and once the strike was over, they transferred the L4.10 
residue from their own Miners' Relief Fund into the Poor Brethren Fund. 
Conclusion 
The movement of the Churches into the coalfield put new flesh on the dry 
'restoration plea'. It established a quite new milieu for the Churches, 
(141) 
which became not only working class in social composition, but also 
independent of the leadership of Coop's growing manufacturing empire. While 
the basic 'restoration' ideals found favour and persisted in the coalfield 
chapels, chapel government took a decidedly more democratic turn, training 
members to make their own religious and administrative decisions. The large 
coal mining contingent, the dense family networks, and even the maleness of 
the chapels, all deepened their organic relationship to the coalfield 
labour movement. As time went on, this was expressed in statements and 
gestures of support, but, more importantly, the chapels gave of themselves, 
through Individual leadership at all levels and through self-help within 
their membership and the surrounding community. For a religious 
denomination to make fine noises about the conditions of the working class, 
tells us little or nothing about the relationship between the two. For the 
Isolated Individual to belong to a religious group and the labour movement, 
as was the case in almost all denominations, tells us little about the 
relationship between the two. For a number of labour movement leaders to be 
located in a Back Street Bethel, which is, in turn, deeply embedded ina, 
coalfield community and run by miners themselves, suggests something more 
of an elective affinity (Weber 1976,19911. 
(142) 
Section Three - West End Chapel: Rodney Street 
From one vantage point, the story of the Churches of Christ in Wigan is one 
of small, coalfield chapels. From another, it is the tale of the Coop 
family (Moore 18891, a remarkable Industrial dynasty, which built up the 
Churches, and particularly the town-centre Rodney Street, from nothing; 
just as they developed the major local clothing firm, Coop & Co. Miller's 
life spanned both social poles. The family's move to Rodney Street in 1939 
coincided with elevation to national secretary of the colliery deputies. 
Here he moved into a different nonconformist atmosphere to the coalfield 
chapels. At Its peak, a few years earlier, in 1932, Rodney Street had a 
congregation of over 500, compared to just over a 100 each at Albert Street 
and Platt Bridge [Appendix iv]. Rodney Street was centrally located 
[Appendix I] and had large premises, with a spacious schoolroom and an 
Impressive upper room which ran sideways to the main entrance (Ackers 
19911. Since its foundation, it had been the Wigan area's 'Mother church', 
and a national centre for the Churches of Christ. As such it provided a 
contrast io the egalitarian and working class atmosphere of the smaller, 
coalfield chapels [McLeod 1984). Here, the role of paternalist employer 
power in the evolution of the West End Chapel is contrasted with the 
working class self-organisation of chapels like Platt Bridge. 
\ 
Thl's section returns to some sources used In Section One, such as the 
chapel Deeds. It also makes extensive use of contemporary hagiography, 
including WT Moore's 118891 full-scale biography of Timothy Coop, RK 
Crook's appreciation of James Marsden in the 'Christian Advocate' 119271, 
and a 'Brief Biography' [Anon 19271 of him, culled from local newspaper 
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reports. The adulatory mood of all these accounts is surnmed up in Moore's 
subtitle: 'the Story of a Consecrated Business Career'. The 'Centenary 
History of the Church of Christ, Rodney Street, Wigan (1841-194DI by RK 
Crook and W Robinson, has a similar atmosphere. Whereas chapel histories of 
denominations with a stronger Ministry tend to be structured around the 
works of each successive incumbent EFox 1887, Horsman 1962, Shaw 19121, 
this revolves around the three great manufacturing leaders: the founder, 
Timothy Coop; the builder, James Marsden; and the expander, John Crook. All 
three were national figures in the Churches EDM Thompson 19801. What this 
material lacks in objectivity, it makes up for in intimacy, vividness and 
factual detail.. For all these pieces are written by acquaintances of their 
subjects. WT Moore was an American Evangelist brought over by Coop to 
spearhead his breakaway 'Christian Association' (Moore 19043. His turgid 
456 page book is rich in detail of religious controversies within the 
Churches of Christ, and includes large tranches of Coop's own writing. RK 
Crook was the son of John Crook, and William Robinson was the Principal of 
the Churches' Overdale College and its main theologian from the 1920s 
onwards (Robinson 1926,19761. This collaboration indicates, in itself, the 
close relations between Rodney Street and the Churches' national leaders. 
When Timothy Coop (1817-1887) opened Rodney Street in 1858, he was at the 
threshold of a remarkable personal transition from weaver and shop manager, 
to large-scale clothing manufacturer and 'one of Wigan's foremost business 
men' (Anon 19271. On 4 March 1872 (Moore 1889 p2811 the Impressive town- 
centre factory opened, a secular partner to the town-centre chapel. A 
modest clothing shop manager, who had evangelised in the streets, held 
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meetings in houses, and baptised converts in the river Douglas, had through 
his remarkable energies created-citadels to the material and spiritual 
sides of his life. But Coop had moved to Southport, a decade before the new 
factory opened in Spring 1963, and, disaffected with the Churches' 
narrowness, formed a rival 'Christian Association' IDM Thompson 1980 p82-61 
closer to the liberal US Disciples. The twin task of carrying his blend of 
business and religious leadership into the new century fell upon his son- 
in-law and new business partner. 
James Marsden JP (1841-1927), more than anyone else, shaped Rodney Street 
chapel during his 'Sixty Years' Leadership' (Crook & Robinson 1941). He was 
thereabouts when the chapel opened, and remained in Wigan until his death 
In 1927, just before chapel and national membership peaked. His children 
extended this influence into the next generation. Once Coop had moved to 
Southport his dominance began. The similarity to his mentor is so singular, 
it was natural to hear him described in the same tones (Crook 19271 as a 
'Christian Gentleman', pursuing a 'consecrated business career' filled with 
'high aims and noble ideals'. He was born in Holmfirth, Yorkshire on 16 
June 1841, to a family who had been wool manufacturers since his 'great, 
great grandfather'. 'Family fortunes had fluctuated somewhat', and must 
have reached a low ebb, for while Marsden was educated at a local private 
school, he was soon employed in the Islubbing department' of a woollen 
mill. He was still only thirteen, when, in 1854, he began work for Coop, 
then a 'tailor and draper' in Wigan. He lived on the premises with the 
other shop assistants, and under his new master's influence 'gave his heart 
to the Lord' before the end of the year. He returned to Holmfirth during 
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the Crimean War trade depression, and it was the religious link which seems 
to have brought him back to Wigan. When he did return, he was apprenticed 
to Coop, and came under the religious influence of his master and the first 
Rodney Street Evangelist, William MacDougale. Henceforth, he set off down 
the twin tracks of spiritual and material improvement. 
'As he had to live in this life, he would try to be as capable as possible 
in business (and)... as efficient in that which would qualify him for the 
life to come' [Crook 19271. 
On 14 June 1864, aged twenty-three, Marsden married Coop's daughter, Lois; 
a welcome move because he was 'an active member at Rodney Street' and had 
'tact and energy' as a businessman [Crook 19271. His wife died fifty-five 
years later, leaving four sons and three daughters. The year of the 
marriage, he became Sunday School Co-Superintendent, a position he kept for 
forty years. On I January 1866, Coop took him into partnership and two 
years later, still only twenty-seven, Marsden became a Church 'Elder'. Once 
again, business and religious status were marching in step. Like Coop 
before him, he displayed incredible energy, running a rapidly expanding 
enterprise whilst, simultaneously conducting 
'Morning and evening services, Sunday School, and week-night cottage 
meetings' (Crook 19VI.. 
Perhaps his greatest single contribution to the local Churches, was the 
1871 Rodney Street plan for a Chapel Building Fund, aimed at promoting 
'systematic self-help' [Crook 19271, which was not taken over by the Annual 
Conference until 1923 (Crook & Robinson 19411. This facilitated the 
coalfield expansion, discussed in Section Two, and he personally financed 
and supervised the design and building of Platt Bridge. The Wigan Churches, 
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'Grew under his leadership from a single unit with a membership of 53, to 
a group of seven Churches, with a membership of about twenty times that 
number' ECrook 1927). 
Like Coop's career, Marsden's religious, business and public interests 
ranged ever wider. He personified the transformation of the outcast 
Churches into mainstream, respectable nonconformity. First, he became a key 
figure in the national Churches: on its central body, the General 
Evangelical Committee, for twenty-five years; and three times national 
Conference President. He helped pay for Crook's Missions 'to evangelise the 
heathen' [Crook 19271, and Chaired the 'Foreign Missions' committee for 
thirteen years. Second, he 'exercised a wide influence on the social and 
public life of the Wigan district' EAnon 19271, through 'religious, 
philanthropic, temperance and social work' (Crook 19271. When he succeeded 
to Coop & Co it was one of Wigan's 'chief industries' EAnon 19271. As a 
County and Borough Magistrate, Vice President of the national Temperance 
Alliance, Liberal Town Councillor, Vice-President of Wigan Infirmary, a 
Governor of Wigan Mining and Technical College, and Trustee of the Wigan 
Savings Bank, his influence was far from narrowly economic. In the 1880s, 
he subsidised a 'local police court missionerl (Crook 19271 out of his own 
pocket. His large funeral was packed with local dignatories, and the Town 
Hall flag was flown at half-mast. 
Third, he made wider national and international contacts. Like Coop, a 
lifelong Liberal and Free Trader' (Anon 19271, he became a friend of his 
co-religious Lloyd George [Witton Davies 1920/11, among others, and a 
member of the Royal Geographical Society, 
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'He travelled in many lands, East and West, for pleasure and educational 
purposes' [Crook 19271. 
This, in turn, refracted on his religious beliefs, as 
'He sought... men of all phases of religious belief, with an intense 
desire of promoting Christian union' ECrook 19271. 
Treading again in Coop's footsteps, wider horizons and better circumstances 
smoothed the sharp edges of the old, fundamentalist plea. He enjoyed 
'walking among the beautiful flowers in his grounds' (Crook 19271 and 
sightseeing abroad. He was close to his father-in-law in spirit, even 
though he chose not to follow him into the Christian Association. The one 
ripple on this clear, smooth surface was a residual millenarianism: 
'As the years closed in he looked with increasing intensity for the second 
coming of the Lord, which faith had illumined and stimulated the whole of 
his life' (Crook 19271 
John Crook, a contemporary of Coop and Marsden, also belonged to the Coop & 
Co manufacturing family, and to Rodney Street. He retired in 1900, but his 
son, RK, and grandson, RB, maintained the link between business and chapel 
leadership beyond Miller's death; so completing this manufacturing dynasty 
which guided the Churches Wigan flagship for over a century. Crook's own 
national prominence is indicated by ten references and a photograph in the 
Churches' history EDM Thompson 19803, and he exercised an even greater 
influence at this level than in Wigan. He followed Coop to Southport in the 
1860s, but remained with Sussex Road chapel (1869), after the congregation 
divided and Coop established his Mornington Road (1875) chapel (CA 
12.7.631. The Rodney Street history [Crook & Robinson 19411 entitles him 
the 'Pioneer of Overseas Missions', a view supported by DM Thompson 11980 
pps 94-91. The Churches were a late entrant into this field of activity, 
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and we can speculate that the growing prestige and cosmopolitan globe- 
trotting of its business leaders (Moore 1989, Crook 19271, attracted them 
to the glamorous and patriotic, imperialist mission. Crook read a paper on 
Foreign Missions to the 1891 annual meeting at Rodney Street, and led the 
first missionaries to Burmah, commencing a period of work in Siam, India 
and Africa EDM Thompson 19801. Marsden seconded the motion and joined Crook 
on the Foreign Missionary Committee. The first Churches' Year Book in 1886 
was also Crook's initiative, as Secretary of the General Evangelist 
Committee and the lorganising genius of the last quarter of the century' 
EDM Thompson 1980 p631. He also prepared the first compendium of national 
Rules and Regulations and was a key figure on the Churches building fund. 
The links between the three leading family elements survived the break 
between the Churches and Coop's US-backed 'Christian Association' in the 
last quarter of the nineteenth century. Marsden remained Coop's business 
partner and son-in-law, and when Coop died in America in 1887, Crook spoke 
at the Southport memorial service, while another Churches' leader addressed 
a Rodney Street service EDM Thompson 1980 p871. By this time, Coop & Co Ltd 
was a large and modern business, which had pioneered the manufacture of 
ready-made suites. Coop had gained a reputation as a formidable but 
compassionate businessman. According to his business associate, RK Crook, 
Marsden played a central role in the expansion of the business. To begin 
with, 
'The wholesale part of the business was carried on in improvised premises 
adjoining the shop' ERK Crook 19271. 
When these became inadequate, they erected 'a modern clothing factory of 
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considerable proportions', in spite of local business scepticism regarding 
the scope for a 'new trade in the town'. In Marsden's lifetime, the new 
factory was thrice expanded, growing to over 1,000 employees. 
The growth of Coop's manufacturing dynasty was a major influence on the 
development of the Churches of Christ in Wigan, and possibly a distinctive 
feature. For Billington [1974/5 p301 claims that 
'Coop was the only Campbellite leader to acquire more than modest wealth 
and an important place in the civic life of a community'. 
In other provincial towns it was a humbler type of 'tradesman and small 
manufacturer' which dominated the Churches' leadership. 
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RELIGIOUS BELIEFS AND PRACTICES 
Rodney Street founded the Wigan 'restoration plea', but was soon in the 
vanguard of new thinking in the Churches. Coop was a national figure, who 
latterly travelled regularly to the United States and developed a close 
relationship with the much larger Disciples (Moore 18893. He became a 
strong advocate of employing US Evangelists here, of 'open communion, and 
of a closer relationship with other nonconformists EEDM Thompson 19801. In 
the later nineteenth century, these ideas received a frosty response from 
national and Wigan leaderships, but headlong local collision was averted, 
because Coop had moved to the pleasanter air of Southport, leaving his son- 
in-law, James Marsden, in charge of Rodney Street. Even after Coop had 
taken his Southport chapel into the 'Christian Association' [Moore 19041, 
he remained a revered figure. His heirs, Marsden and Crook, while 
disagreeing on specifics, picked up the revisionist mantle. By the Great 
War the 'Christian Association' had rejoined the Churches EDM Thompson 
19801 and ideas which had appeared so audacious before, were becoming 
mainstream national thinking. 
Rodney Street remained very much abreast of the new ideas, and from the 
1920s, developed close relations with the new Overdale Theological College, 
discussed below, and its first principal, William Robinson [Crook & 
Robinson 19411. He was the architect of the new Churches' 'theology' and 
its rapprochement with respectable nonconformity and ecumenicism EDM 
Thompson 1980, Robinson 1926,19761. From standing above sectarian 
division, the Churches were now f irmly in the organised Free Churches camp. 
Leaders used expression such as the 'nonconformist standpoint' (CA 15.3.291 
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and endorsed the current 'Social Christianity' ECA 26.4.291, within which 
Temperance played a pivotal role. In 1929, the year the annual conference 
returned to Wigan, the 'Christian Advocate' carried an article entitled 
'theology and religion' (CA 19.7.291, arguing strongly for the former, and 
opening the door for a new generation of biblical scholars EDM Thompson 
19801. 
The 1858 'restoration plea' had seen things rather differently: the Bible 
was the literal word of God, its truth equally accessible to all believers; 
no Priest-like stratum of intermediaries was required to explain its 
meaning to brethren, let alone develop a separate body of doctrine. Indeed, 
these were the very things the Churches had been created to fight. Such 
ideas recommended themselves less to the ambitious businessmen and educated 
professionals increasingly at the helm of the national Churches. Marsden 
talent-spotted Robinson as a student in 1911, bringing him to preach at 
Rodney Street, and played a 'leading part' [Crook & Robinson 19411 in 
founding Overdale, whose whole concept remained highly questionable in 
coalfield chapels, like Platt Bridge and Albert Street. This was just one 
facet of a move to centralise and refine - perhaps modernise - the 
Churches' affairs in line with the wider, respectable world he had seen 
around. Hence, Rodney Street did not depend on local lay preachers: 
'Due to Mr Marsden's zeal and forsight... the preaching at Rodney Street 
was for long years supplied by leading Divines, Professors, and Missioners 
of the Churches of Christ, both from the homeland and overseas' (Crook & 
Robinson 1941 p8l. 
In this vein, letters began to appear after the names of writers in the 
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'Christian Advocate', and the educated expertise of a 'Ministry' began to 
be elevated. An obvious target of attack was the primitive principle of 
'mutual teaching', which was qualified even in Rodney Street's founding 
plea. This insisted on the right of any brethren to contribute to services, 
through open prayers or testimony, in a manner not far distant from the 
Quakers or Plymouth Brethren [Wilson 19671. In 1928, very close to the 
chapel's highpoint, the Ileadinj Divine', JW Black, lead a mission at 
Rodney Street (CA 16.3.281. Such was attendance at the open meeting that 
the large chapel upper room was full, and Black's address 'Why I am a 
member of the Churches of Christ' was relayed by loudspeakers to a second 
congregation In the downstairs schoolroom. The choir sang an anthem from 
the Messiah, and there was community singing amidst 'scenes of enthusiasm, 
reminiscent of the early days. Yet, in reality much had changed, and the 
Churches' long twentieth century decline lay just ahead. The same edition 
of the 'Christian Advocate' carried Black's view that 
'Mutual ministry, as practiced in many, if not the great majority of our 
Churches is doomed. The policy of allowing brethren, whether capable or 
otherwise to take some part, is opposed to New Testament Christianity'. 
As usual, the diehards protested, citing St Paul, but in practice, large 
chapels like Rodney Street were already quietly abandoning the practice. 
Rodney Street had employed a full-time Evangelist from the outset, and was 
always more hierarchical, socially and constitutionally, In church 
government than the coalfield chapels IDM Thompson 19801. Part of Marsden's 
1870s grand plan for the expanding Wigan Churches was 'one central 
Eldership to be appointed to direct the whole' (Crook 19281. This 
Presbyterian solution, would have extended the business family's influence 
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much more directly into the outlying coalfield chapels. It never reached 
fruition, partly because the independent leaderships and cultures of the 
smaller chapels were already in the making, and partly because'the whole 
tradition of the Churches baulked at the idea of such 'authority'. 
'This sagacious view was defeated by others who perceived a species of 
Ecclesiasticism in this policy' ECrook 19271. 
Its attempt is just one more example of how uncomfortable the new 'men of 
the world' were beginning to feel with the original primitive plea. Crook 
points out that, 
'Mr Marsden's perception and liberality were largely responsible for the 
success of the movement'. 
Marsden's generosity had helped chapels be built and Evangelists be engaged 
to service the surrounding chapels; but Crook's claim carries a hint of 'he 
who pays the piper should call the tune'. In the event, as a next best 
solution, Marsden 
'Conceived the formation of a District Association of Churches for the 
purpose of binding the several parts together, and of promoting the 
interests of the whole' (Crook 19271. 
By the 1920s, if not before, Rodney Street was not too dissimilar in 
organisation from other, local Congregational, Baptist and Methodist 
chapels (see Horsman 19621. Its large, relatively prosperous congregation 
supported a de facto Minister who was usually a leading figure in the 
national Churches, a regular contributor to the weekly 'Christian Advocate' 
and a participant in the activities of the Overdale Theological College. 
WEMERSHIP AND SOCIAL COMPOSITION 
With the Coop 6 Co family Of prominent business, civic and religious 
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leaders at Rodney Street, it always enjoyed a superior social composition 
to the other Wigan chapels. Even the coal employer connection was not 
entirely absent, as DM Thompson suggests (19801. Marsden was a 'landowner 
in Wigan', and for a time had an ill-fated collaboration with Coop, as 
'colliery proprietor' of the Alliance Colliery, Crompton Street, Wigan 
[Anon 1927, Moore 19891. In any case, miners probably became less numerous 
at Rodney Street, once the outlying chapels, such as Scholes, Platt Bridge, 
Hindley and Albert Street were established to cater for them. The large and 
powerful business family provided a quite different style of paternalist, 
chapel leadership, reinforced by the presence of their employees among the 
congregation. However, the majority were not in the large employer's 
'pocket'; they were middle-class people, with employment outside either 
mining or Coop's factory. 
There is, even, a danger of overstressing Rodney Street's middle class 
composition, just as there is of overstating the working class character of 
coalfield chapels. As the pre-Great War photograph of Albert Street shows, 
tradesmen and white collar workers played an important part in the 
'Backstreet Bethels', even in the early days. Likewise, Rodney Street 
retained a good proportion of manual workers up until Miller's death. A 
comparison of the twenty-three new Trustees elected on 13 March 1956 with 
Its much earlier thirty-one predecessors indicates this. Trustee lists 
represent the better-off parts of the congregation, and the short job 
descriptions are imprecise. This said, they reveal the presence of the 
manufacturing family and the minority position of manual workers for the 
pre-war period. And yet they also show, for both periods, a sizeable 
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proportion of working class Trustees, compared, for example, to the Hope 
Congregational chapel described in the previous chapter [Horsman. 1962). 
In 1956, the six male manual workers are: Thomas Birchall, 'former Boot 
repairer, retired'; John George Roberts, 'Loco. driver'; Alfred Freeman, 
'Warehouseman'; Richard Collier, 'Stableman'; Frank Gladwin, 'Colliery 
Loco. driver'; Fred Grimshaw, 'Fitter'. With the exception of Robert Burton 
Crook, 'Company Director', the last representative of the mill-owning 
dynasty, the other ten men occupy a variety of generally modest white 
collar occupations. These include: Miller's cousin, Isaac, 'Chartered 
Secretary'; David Humphreys, 'Civil Servant'; Thomas Garfield Williams 
'retired Insurance agent'; Clifford Heaton Williams, 'Railway Clerk'; John 
Hughson 'Clothier'; Harry Dawber 'Commercial Traveller'; Alfred Benson, 
'Clothing Cutting Room Manager'; Arthur Worthington, 'Cashier'; and 
Clifford Miller 'Education Officer'. Of the seven females, two married 
women are described as 'Housewives', Mrs Eva Dickinson and Mrs Bertha 
Maybury; there are three women in white collar or trade occupations: Miss 
Doris Barr, 'Schoolteacher', Miss Alice Schofield, 'Confectioner' and Mrs 
Annie Howard, 'Hairdresser'; and two with more working class female 
occupations, Miss Elsie Armstrong, 'Clothing Presser' (later the 'Minister, 
to 1989); and Miss Margaret Banks, 'Shop Assistant'. 
With a third of this elite band of Trustees still in manual occupations, 
and others in routine white collar jobs, this was far from a bourgeois 
chapel. The growth of white collar and public sector employment reflected 
the changed local labour market, as does the absence of coal miners. There 
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is a relatively high proportion of women. Finally, the Coop & Co dynasty 
influence continues, through RK Crook, Alfred Benson and Elsie Armstrong, 
and possibly through John Hughson and others. James Marsden's son, Sydney 
James, died in 1953, aged 74 [CA 30.1.531, after a lifelong involvement 
with Rodney Street - almost exactly a century after his father's arrival 
there. 
If we examine the Trustees who preceded the 1956 set, it becomes apparent 
that the post-war decline of the industrial dynasty and the local 
shopocracy, had created more opportunities for ordinary members and 
particularly women. It is not clear exactly when the old Trustees were 
elected (or if additions were made). One died in 1914, and twenty-three 
were dead and four alive in 1956, so it is likely to have been in the early 
twentieth century. All were men, and only seven held manual occupations: 
Thomas Atherton, 'Powerloom Overlooker', who had emigrated to Canada; Peter 
Prescott, 'Compositor'; James Peete 'Foreman Finisher'; Walter Mason, 
'Carter'; Richard Booth 'Cabinet Maker'; and Dugald Tait, the solitary 
'Collier'. There were eight Tradesmen: two 'Drapers', Elias and Arthur 
Ranicar; two 'Clothiers', George Dawson and James Smith; two 'Butchers', 
William Crabtree and Thomas Coward; and two 'Builders', William Thomas Barr 
and Nelson Barr. 
The Coop & Co manufacturing dynasty were particularly heavily represented: 
by 'Clothing Manufacturer' James Marsden himself, who died on 23 February 
1927; his son, 'Clothing Manager' Harry Marsden, who died on 22 November 
1914 in the Great War; and his other son and successor to the business, 
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Sydney James Marsden, who died on 5 January 1953. Another employer and 
probable relation was Albert Marsden, 'Colliery Proprietor', who died 25 
March 1932. Finally, Robert Kay Crook, the father of Robert Burton Crook, 
'Company Secretary', was still alive as a 'Company Director, on the new 
Trustees. In addition, three Trustees, John Worthington, Matthew Brown and 
James Charlton described their occupation as 'Gentleman', and a fourth, Bob 
James Chorley, as a 'Naturalist'. The balance of seven were white collar 
occupations, ranging from four 'Clerks' - David and William Williams, plus 
Herbert and Robert Dickinson - to John Brown 'Insurance Manager', Alexander 
Brown 'Commercial Traveller' and Richard Mason 'Railway Inspector'. 
Overall then, in comparison to the coalfield chapels, Rodney Street was 
more middle class, with manual workers probably a large minority of the 
membership, and the manufacturing family dominating the leadership, 
especially in the early part of this century. In contrast to other large 
town-centre nonconformist chapels EHorsman 19621, it retained aa fairly 
modest social composition throughout its history. Nonetheless the 
combination of a powerful and cohesive manufacturing family leadership, a 
large trade and middle class presence, and a sizeable group of Coop & Co 
employees in the congregation, facilitated the emergence of a rather 
different religious culture. 
CHAPEL SOCIAL LIFE AND ATTITUDES TO 771E WRLD 
Like the coal mining chapels, Rodney Street soon generated a lively and 
varied social life, as an alternative to the more venal attractions of the 
town. Perhaps the main difference was the chapel's sense of better 
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'connections', both with the other religious, political and business 
leaders of the town, and with the Churches nationally. A characteristic 
public meeting, like those held to debate the Justice of the Great War 
[Ackers 19921 was presided over by a couple of full-time Evangelists, one 
of them the de facto Minister, attended by a representative of the Coop 
dynasty, chaired by the Mayor of Wigan, and perhaps supported by similar 
figures from the local community. 
Coop was already an avowed Liberal and Temperance supporter (Moore 18891 
before he became involved in the Churches. In the early days, when the 
Churches had a more 'other worldly' perspective, he seemed to regard this 
in a permissive way, as his working class counterparts did, leaving him 
free to develop his own attitude to the problems of 'this world'. As his 
business developed in consequence, and with it his power in the local 
community, he became an active citizen and paternalist employer, in very 
much the same vein as other leading nonconformists (Joyce 1980, Ackers 6 
Black 1991, Smith 19861. His successors came as if from the same mould. 
'The Church, under Mr Marsden's leadership played a prominant part in all 
the moral and social crusades' ECrook 6 Robinson 1941 p8l. 
Decoded, this means that it rapidly became a part of the respectable 
mainstream of nonconformity, even as the town itself was turning Labour 
(not necessarily a contradiction EBrown 19691). Marsden personified this 
transition: from his appointment until after the Second War, 
'The Magistracy of the town has had one or more representatives from the 
(Rodney Street) Elders' (Crook & Robinson 1941 p8l. 
There Is no sharper reminder of this new progressive respectability than 
the rapid shift the Churches' national leadership made from Boer War 
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pacifism to Great War patriotism [Ackers 1993b, DM Thompson 19801. This was 
strongly endorsed by Marsden at Rodney Street against the conscientious 
objection movement in coalfield chapels, like Platt Bridge and Albert 
Street. Finally, to reiterate, by this century, Rodney Street was heavily 
committed to Temperance, as a supra-class solution to social ills IDM 
Thompson 19801 and was beginning to articulate the 'social christianity, of 
mainstream nonconformity (Briggs 19681. 
Joyce E19801 has developed an Influential analysis of Industrial/ religious 
paternalism in late Victorian Lancashire. This formed the starting point 
for this section, just as Macleod's (19841 distinction between Back Street 
Bethels and West End Chapels, and Wilson's 119671 discussion of 'sect to 
denomination' trends, have informed the whole chapter. The aim has been to 
offer a multi-faceted analysis (McLeod 19841 of how these very real 
tensions were worked-out in a town-centre chapel, which contained all their 
elements. Chapter Two argued that religious and ethnic divisions arising 
from Irish Catholic immigration were central to Victorian Wigan's social 
and political dynamic. There are, however, a number of differences between 
the Coop & Co industrial/ religious nexus and Joyce's paternalist model. 
First, Coop was a latecomer, both as a businessman and as a religious 
leader. Consequently, he enjoyed less opportunity to mould his employees 
into the new paternalism. 
Second, as Chapter Two made clear, Wigan was no one-company or one-industry 
town, and Coop's chosen trade was a relatively minor local employer. 
Working class women had cotton mills, their men the coal mines. The third 
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difference, which flows from this, is the disjuncture between the Churches' 
working class religious constituency. mainly in the coalfields, and Coop's 
own workforce. As a result, it was mainly among the congregation of Rodney 
Street itself that the paternalist influence was exercised. Thus chapel- 
based paternalism is an unlikely explanation for Miller's 'class 
collaborationist' ESaville 1973, Hinton 19831 style of trade union 
leadership. Whatever wider influence the Coop family had, it was 
I 
insufficient to counter the Labour influences of the local chapel, and of 
other working class nonconformists, such as Harry Twist or Joseph 
Parkinson. Coop's paternalism could never have the same import outside the 
factory, given his late arrival and the weak coalfield basis for his 
Liberal nonconformity [Tiller 19753. The paternalist Influence was more 
likely to be felt in the industrial and religious spheres of the factory 
and the chapel than in the town as a whole. There, employer leadership and 
influence conjoined to a more middle class social composition, did 
encourage a different direction in religious development. 
Even Rodney Street was more socially mixed and less straightforwardly 
employer dominated than Joyce's model might suggest. Nevertheless, by the 
Great War it had become a very different chapel to its coalfield 
counterparts. It retained a distinctive style of worship, but the overlap 
with respectable nonconformity was growing and encouraged. In church 
government and attitudes to social problems it increasingly converged with 
their agenda. As a West End town-centre chapel, populated by the best known 
figures of the local Churches, Rodney Street became increasingly a magnet 
for the Churches' socially mobile membership. Educated, middle class 
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people expected a more sophisticated and liberal regime than the 
puritanical rigour of old, and this in turn attracted more of their kind. 
In short, it was a chapel, like Hope Congregational EHorsman 19621, where 
an established national trade union leader, such as Miller. might sit 
happily alongside other community and business leaders. It was not a chapel 
deeply embedded in the surrounding coalfield, which might spark a 
generation of young men into trade union activism. Self-improving its 
membership remained, but the collective context to the individual advance 
was lost and the characteristic route was to white collar and professional 
employment. In social terms, chapel became a vehicle for leaving the 
working class, rather than for moving to positions of responsibility within 
its main political and industrial'institutions. 
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Section Four - The rise and fall of working class pr W tivism 
The previous two sections have explored the contrasting religious 
communities which developed at the town-centre, West End Chapel, Rodney 
Street, and the coalfield chapels like Platt Bridge. These variations, 
across geographical space and social structure, were inevitably overlaid by 
change through time. This took several forms, some reflecting wider 
economic and social change, others related to this, but more specific to 
the Churches. The former included the changing economic and social, 
character of twentieth century Wigan, as coal and cotton declined, and 
social mores altered, linked to the more general decline of organised 
religion [Gilbert 1976,19801. There were three interelated elements to the 
latter: the rise and fall of Churches membership; the changing social 
status of the Christian Brethren, largely as a consequence of their 
'improving' ethos (Weber 19761, but also facilitated by external economic 
changes, like the growth of white collar employment; and modifications in 
the Churches' beliefs and practices. 
The last section described the process whereby the Rodney Street chapel 
matured rapidly from being an outcast sect to becoming a respectable member 
of the Free Church community. At this West End Chapel the revisionist rails 
were already well greased by Coop's earlier adventure with the US 
Disciples, but these changes in religious outlook were part of a national 
process, eventually touching every corner of the 'cooperation', and 
dividing congregations between the new revisionism and the 'old paths'. Nor 
was this a simple polarisation between sectarians and ecumenicals, as the 
official history implies IDM Thompson 1980). The reaction against the 
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Churches becoming 'a denomination like any other' took many forms and had 
many expressions, from outright secession to a grudging acceptance of some 
'new ideas' and resistance to others. The aim here is not to adjudicate 
between the relative theological merits of the various positions, but to 
relate the changes in belief and practices to the type of people the 
Churches attracted and produced, and ultimately to its capacity, to throw-up 
labour movement leaders, like Miller. 
14EMERSHIP AND SOCIAL COMPOSITION 
The first reference point for a discussion of 'change' must be the 
Churches' membership figures. Their tight membership qualifications and 
punctilious national 'records from 1886 onwards, suggest a reliable source. 
There are, however, methodological and interpretative problems in using 
both national and local figures. The tendency of whole congregations, or 
wider factions, like Coop's Christian Association EDM Thompson 19801, to 
secede and rejoin, means that aggregate figures at national or Wigan level 
must be regarded with circumspection. Even where affiliated chapels remain 
visibly constant, they are affected by breakaways, often setting up rival 
local chapels, as at Southport in the 1870s and Hindley In the 1940s. Wigan 
poses some particular problems. One is simply defining consistently the 
area for which membership is being measured, when industry, society and the 
Churches are constantly redrawing the boundaries. Another is allowing for 
transfers between chapels, especially from the Rodney Street 'mother 
church' to her growing offspring from the 1870s onwards. ' Beyond these 
measurement difficulties lie the explanatory pit-falls of disentangling 
changes specific to the Churches, such as their membership, social 
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composition and doctrine, from more general movements in Wigan industry and 
society. Nonetheless, the bare figures are instructive, if accompanied by a 
sensitivity to the social and organisational dynamic underlying them. 
In 1858, the Churches had just one chapel In Wigan, Rodney Street, and none 
in the surrounding hinterland. Late starters, they reached their membership 
peak (Appendix iv], both in Wigan and nationally, considerably later than 
most other nonconformist groups (Gilbert 19761, around 1930. By 1929, at 
the height of national and local membership, the Rodney Street 'mother 
church' had nine 'daughters' in the Wigan District (CA 19.7.291, which 
ranged even further than the modern borough, including Leigh and Chorley. 
The remainder were: Argyle Street, Hindley; Albert Street, Newtown; Beech 
Hall; Victoria Road, Platt Bridge; Scholes; and Mitchell Street, Pemberton. 
Another, Victoria Hall, had already come and gone (1916) by the end ofthe 
Great War. The 1928 visit by Evangelist, SW Black, found Rodney Street, 
'never... so packed, over 400 being present' [CA 3.3.281, with 42 new 
recruits in the previous year ECA 21.12.281. In 1929, the Lancashire and 
Cheshire Divisional Conference ECA 3.5.291 totalled 37 chapels, 3,719 
members and 3,536 Sunday scholars, with 251 immersions and 130 new scholars 
over the past year. 
To avoid aiming at a moving target, this section compares the raw national 
figures IDM Thompson 19801 with those of Rodney Street, and the three south 
Wigan chapels which joined the cooperation together in 1883: Albert Street, 
Scholes, and Platt Bridge. The latter three were all broadly coalfield 
(165) 
chapels, and until the secession of Scholes and Albert Street, after the 
Second World War, their membership records are complete and comparable. 
Three of these were attended by Miller. This selection excludes Hindley, 
another coalfield chapel, near Platt Bridge, but further afield from Wigan, 
where the situation is greatly confused by sectarian wrangles. The newer 
Mitchell Street is included because it occupied a space between Rodney 
Street and Albert Street, and no doubt drew on the latter's congregation. 
In 1930, national Churches membership reached a peak of 16,596 [Appendix 
iv]. Rodney Street's highpoint was in 1932, with 565 members, just one more 
than in the previous two years. This more than doubled the 1886 figure of 
211. Even so, this is only part of the story, as the 'mother church' had 
also helped to establish numerous new congregations. Albert Street reached 
one peak of 173 members in 1905, and another of 160 members a few years 
before Rodney Street, in 1924, again roughly doubling from 78 members in 
1886. Alongside these figure, must be placed those of the other Pemberton 
chapel, Mitchell Street, founded in 1915, which, a dozen years later, in 
1927, had reached a peak of 112 members. Scholes chapel, in a poor working 
class area close to the town centre, has the most complex growth pattern. 
It already had 94 members in 1886, and reached a peak of 116 six years 
later, in 1892. Thereafter membership generally declined, falling to a low 
point of 62 in 1916, almost half the figure twenty five years before. Then 
it grew again, reaching another high of 112, a little later than the 
others, in 1934. Platt Bridge had 57 members in 1886. and reached its 
summit in 1918, with 118, a little better than a doubling in thirty years. 
Interestingly, while Rodney Street's membership growth chimed closely 
(166) 
with the national figure, the three coalfield chapels who joined 'the 
cooperation' in 1883, all peaked some years earlier - in 1905,1892 and 
1918 - indicating a more rapid growth spurt in the last decades of the 
nineteenth century. 
By Miller's death in 1963, Chorley and Leigh chapels had faded away; and 
Argyle Street, Hindley; Albert Street; and Scholes had all left the 
'cooperation' over doctrinal differences, never to return. Alongside Rodney 
Street, Beech Hall, Platt Bridge and Mitchell Street stood the reunited 
Southport congregation and a new Hindley chapel, loyal to 'the 
cooperation'. Beginning in the 1930s, national membership began a slow but 
inexorable decline. Until the outbreak of the Second World, there was 
stagnation and slight decline, with the figure of 15,482 for 1938 just over 
1,000 below that at the start of the decade. Eight years later, however, in 
1946, the figure was 11,660, a loss of over 4,000. Another 1,000 were lost 
in the following year, falling to 10,628. Overall, the war and its 
immediate aftermath had cost the Churches a third of their membership, and 
by Miller's death in 1963, national membership was 7,257, less than half 
its highpoint. 
The Wigan sample [Appendix iv] broadly repeats this pattern, with some 
variations. On the outbreak of war in 1939, Rodney Street was still only 
five members below its peak, at 560, though it had temporarily dropped as 
low as 410 in 1934. This held steady through the first three years of war 
(perhaps they did not update the membership list), but suddenly dropped by 
almost a half to 295 in 1942. Thereafter, there was a slight recovery to 
(167) 
323 in 1949. Albert Street declined gradually in the late 1920s and 1930s, 
but remained just above the hundred mark until 1938, when it fell to 82 
(the same figures for successive years again suggest a failure to update 
the register). By 1946 there had been another dramatic fall to 60, 
whereupon the chapel left the 'cooperation' in 1947. Nearby Mitchell 
Street, followed a similar pattern: a decline into double figures in the 
late 
-1920s; steady at around seventy members until 
1938; and a wartime fall 
to 48 in 1946, and only 31 two years later. Scholes, by contrast, held 
steady at its second top measurement of 112 in 1934 to claim 110 in, 1946, 
before leaving with Albert Street. Platt Bridge fell to double figures in 
1928, but held steady, with some fluctuations through the 1930s, to reach 
1939 with 79 members, just one below the start of decade. The war again 
took its toll, though slightly less dramatically than at Rodney Street and 
Albert Street, reducing, the figure to 50 in 1946. 
What general conclusions can we draw from these figures on the rise and 
fall of the Churches, nationally, in Wigan and in the coalfields? The most 
striking general impression from both the national and the Wigan figures is 
the 'inevitability of gradualness' in growth and decline. It takes the 
national Churches twenty years to double their original membership in 1862, 
at 2,782; fifteen years to do it again in 1877, at 5,764; and twenty-three 
years a third time in 11,789, at 11,789. Likewise, the growth of the four 
(later five) Wigan chapels over the forty years from 1886 to the late 
1920s, is steady but unspectacular. One indication of this is the complete 
absence of chapel rebuilding or extension, such as that found in 
Methodism's main growth period [Barton 1990). The only new chapel, 
(168) 
replacing an old one, was at Hindley in 1950, and this was occasioned by 
Argyle Street's secession. From 1886 to 1930, the chapels' combined 
membership growth more than doubled, a pattern repeated at most chapels. 
This period saw the growth of Sunday School recruitment, linked to 
intermarriage and child-rearing in large, expanding working class families, 
like the Millers [Appendix iii, see Billington 1974/5 p331. Most growth can 
be accounted for by such endogenous factors, rather than conversion from 
the adult outside world. At the same time, the somewhat frontier-like 
coalfield settlements became more regular communities (Joyce 1980, Benson 
1989a], as Wigan's growth stabilised. Where the figures remained more 
volatile, as-at Scholes, this suggests higher turnover, more outside 
recruitment (though sectarian factors cannot be discounted, as members 
become more mobile and able to choose between chapels on ideological 
grounds), and possibly a less stable town centre area ETiller 1975). 
The big leap in Wigan membership, injecting new coalfield blood and 
creating a new social base, appears to have occurred in the decade just 
before the official figures began in 1886. Except for Mitchell Street, the 
coalfield chapels all date from the late 1870s and early 1880s, and when 
Albert Street, Scholes and Platt Bridge joined the 'cooperation' in 1883, 
they brought with them a new combined congregation greater than Rodney 
Street (227 to 211 by 1886). Some of these were 'transfers', but given the 
localism of this time, it seems unlikely that many were. If we add Hindley 
and other outlying chapels, we can see that the 1870s were the formative 
period for the Churches' coalfield presence. The seed had fallen on fertile 
ground, Marsden's chapel-building programme harvested the new constituency, 
(169) 
and the following decades saw its consolidation. There is some reflection 
of this in the decennial numerical gains recorded nationally. These were 
very low until the 1860s, and Coop was prominent in complaining of slow 
progress IDM Thompson 1980, Moore 18891. That decade added over 1,500 
members; the 1870s, over 2,000; the 1880s over 3,000, with the 1890s 
falling back to just over a 1,000. Thereafter, there was a rise in the 
1900s to over 3,500, dipping to below 1.500 in the 1910s, and to over 500 
in the 1920s. This may register the procreation/ Sunday School factor, as 
Miller's Sunday School generation made up the 1890s shortfall in the adult 
recruitment. Of course, it may also be explained by a different growth 
phasing in other chapels. 
Overall, the growth figures suggest the Wigan Churches underwent four main 
growth periods: a founding phase, in the 1840s, 150s and 160s; a frontier 
phase, for the most part in the 1870s and 180s, but in some cases extending 
into this century; and a consolidationist phase in the first three decades 
of this century. This latter stage began and ended at different tizes in 
the various chapels and neighbourhoods. During it, the emphasis shifted 
from converting adults to nurturing the plentiful next generation of 
Churches children, and any others who could be attracted in the 
neighbourhood, through the Sunday School. If we turn to the pattern of 
decline, from the 1930s, gradualness is again evident, until the sudden 
exodus during and after the Second World War. Whereas the Churches, growth 
begins much later than mainstream nonconformity, and their decline starts 
later and proceeds more slowly EGilbert 19761, the wartime collapse is 
consistent with the wider experience. It reflected a speeding-up of 
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economic, social and cultural change, which undermined the local 
communities, values, beliefs and institutions - such as the Sunday Schools 
and chapel outings - on which the regeneration of chapel life depended. The 
next part of this section explores the impact of this process on chapel 
life at Platt Bridge between the wars, highlighting the exhaustion of the 
expansionist phase, and the failure of the consolidationist approach to 
stem the tide of decline. 
However, 'change' here is not primarily about numbers; it also concerns the 
type of people involved, how they regarded their commitment to the chapel, 
and how it formed their character. Miller grew up during the transition 
from the frontier to the consolidationist phase at Platt Bridge. He 
worshipped at Albert Street in the 1920s and 1930s, as it underwent the 
transition from consolidation to decline, and finally rejected the whole 
process to embark on a return to 'old paths' EDM Thompson 1980). He spent 
his final years at Rodney Street during and after the Second World War, as 
decline gained a new impetus. Well before the Great War, a change in the 
type of people involved in the Churches was also becoming noticeable. The 
1905 Yearbook Equoted DM Thompson 1980 p1251 observed that : 
'The last half century has made a change in the worldly status of the 
brethren. Fifty years since, even elders and leaders might usually be 
found in the lower ranks of life, among the humble handicraftsmen - now 
they may often be looked for among the locally influential'. 
As Miller's son-in-law, Harry Ackers recalls, the Churches began life 
'primitive, equal and rigid', but as time wore on, patterns of social 
differentiation developed with implications for all three characteristics. 
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As we have seen, once members improved their social status, they became 
less tolerant of the primitive religious ideals and the social restrictions 
which accompanied them. Moreover, they tended to leave the area of their 
local chapel and sometimes lose touch with the Churches, as social status 
improved both within and between generations. Harry Ackers, was the son of 
a Wigan Joiner, and passive Anglican, who grew up on Scott Lane, round the 
corner from Albert Street chapel. He and his nine brothers and sisters 
passed through its Sunday School, at the behest of a neighbour. His elder 
sisters went straight into the mill, but the three brothers served 
apprenticeships, as their father-began to prosper. In the late 1920s, Harry 
completed his external Engineering Degree at Wigan Mining College, while 
working at Walker Brothers, married Miller's daughter, Louisa, and left 
Wigan to become a senior Factory Manager at the rubber firm, BTR, in 
Leyland. There was no Churches of Christ in Leyland, and while they 
retained contact with the Wigan Churches - returning, for example, to have 
their son Brian baptised after the Second World War - Louisa became active 
in the local Congregation church. Harry's brother, Tom, another Albert 
Street graduate pursued the same course and moved to the south of England. 
This was very much the shape of things in the interwar years. As the 
composition of the Rodney Street Trustees, discussed in the previous 
section, indicates, there was no sudden transfomation of the local Churches 
membership. In a period of consolidation then decline, there was no great 
influx from new sources. By and large, the membership in 1939 was an older 
version of 1918, with their offspring and other Sunday School recruits 
failing to compensate for the intervening deaths and departures. However, 
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as Miller rose to national union prominence, others, such as Harry Ackers, 
did the same in their own field; and their children were far less likely to 
follow the manual occupations of their parents a generation before. By 
1939, none of Miller's children worked in the coal mines or cotton mills of 
their grandparents, Simon and Juliet EAppendix iii). His sons, Frank and 
Sidney, became policeman and shopkeeper, respectively; while, as we shall 
see below, his daughters had white collar jobs and married husbands with 
managerial positions. One daughter, Betty, graduated in English from 
Manchester University and married the future town clerk of Abram; another, 
Ruth, underwent clerical training and later married a manager in the Wigan 
Co-operative business. She recalls how, in the 1920s the staff trainees 
like herself entered Wigan Mining College on the first floor, whilst the 
'dirty' tradesmen, such as Harry Ackers, were confined to the basements. To 
take this as a metaphor, the next generation of the Churches were either 
starting on a higher floor, like Ruth, or taking off their dirty overalls 
and climbing the stairs, like Harry. Obviously, this was not a sudden 
transition: many did not make it at all; some travelled further than 
others; and the social change was more marked at some chapels than others. 
In addition, the Wigan chapels in their different geographical and social 
situations had developed a social 'pecking order', with Rodney Street at 
the top, Platt Bridge and Hindley at the bottom, and Albert Street 
somewhere in between. As individuals 'got on' they tended to climb the 
chapel social scale. Miller's cousin, Isaac began at Platt Bridge, but 
after becoming the Secretary at the local Ironworks, gravitated first to 
Albert Street and then to Rodney Street. Partly this was the social 
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implications of residential location: better class areas had better class 
chapels. But Albert Street was only a mile from Rodney Street (Appendix il, 
and as people prospered they became more mobile; so it also reflected a 
deliberate choice. This was also felt in marriage. Members from Platt 
Bridge and Albert Street, like Miller's daughter Louisa and Harry Ackers, 
who met on Sunday School outings, would inter-marry, and others may have 
met at 'Joint meeting' EPB 13.4.201 between Platt Bridge and Hindley. But 
Rodney Street members would tend to marry among themselves. 
When, in August 1922, after thirty years as a working miner and deputy, 
Miller became full-time General Secretary of the Lancashire, Cheshire and 
North Wales Colliery Deputies' and Shotfirers' Association, he moved into a 
different phase of life. His new position entailed leaving Platt, Bridge, 
his home for forty years, for a more central location. The union bought him 
a larger, double-fronted, end-terrace house at 30 Ellesmere Road, 
Pemberton, Wigan - with the union office in one front-room - which helped 
to accommodate his growing family (eight children with two to follow). When 
he took his family to Albert Street, Newtown, his position, the chapel 
itself, and the area surrounding it, had changed from the situation 
contemplated by Simon Miller forty years earlier. His father and many other 
Millers remained at Platt Bridge, there were close relations bet, ween the 
chapels, and he would still visit and make the odd donation EPB 20.10.291. 
Nevertheless, he had moved some distance from his father's situation at the 
same age. When, almost twenty years later, he became national Secretary and 
moved to Rodney Street - while remaining at the same address - his scene 
had changed still further. 
(174) 
RELIGIOUS BELIEFS AND PRACTICES: THE REVISION OF THE NEW TESTAtCHT PLEA 
Theological liberalisation 
As Section Three argued, this century saw the gradual dilution of the New 
Testament plea and tfie primitive practices associated with it. The Churches 
began to resemble more closely mainstream nonconformity, leading ultimately 
to the merger of the bulk of their membership with the United Reformed 
Church in 1980'IDM Thompson 19801. To the official leadership this was a 
logical, principled progression, as the ecumenical insights of the original 
plea bore full fruit, at the expense of its more sectarian elements. To 
others, this was a betrayal of the original principles, leading to a loss 
of identity. To the outsider, ecumenism was largely a rationalisation of 
necessity [Gilbert 19801, as membership fell and local chapels ceased to be 
viable religious units. Nonetheless, the process has remained controversial 
to the present day, particularly in Wigan. After the last War, three of the 
chapels discussed here, Albert Street, Scholes and Argyle Street, Hindley 
joined the 'old paths' breakaway from the Churches; and-while Rodney Street 
followed the 1980 unification EHMSO 19811, Platt Bridge remained separate, 
and is now in a new association linked to the US Disciples. These 
complicated divisions originated in the period after the Great War, when 
the pace of doctrinal revisionism quickened and proved increasingly 
unacceptable to some sections of the Churches. This became apparent to 
Miller during'his spell at Albert Street in the interwar years, and was one 
reason for him moving to Rodney Street at the start of the last war. 
Timothy Coop raised the first standard for a more liberal version of the 
New Testament plea, based on his visits to the flourishing US Disciples 
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[Moore 18891. Throughout the Churches' history, there was a running debate 
with the US Churches over the merits of 'open' versus 'closed' communion. 
However, until this century, the British Churches took a generally hard 
line on this central issue. Indeed, the re-admission of Coop's 'Christian 
Association' at the start of the Great War IDM Thompson 19801, provides a 
convenient marker for the beginning of the new thinking. At a more 
pragmatic level, however, the Churches had already begun to shift their 
ground on less central issues. For example, there was a less fundamentalist 
attitude to the traditional Christian calender, events like Harvest 
Festivals, and a wider ecumenical engagement, especially on questions like 
Temperance. However, once the process of theological liberalisation gained 
'official' endorsement and began to touch on more central issues, it threw 
up bitter doctrinal disputes, especially in the more primitive Back Street 
Bethels. These revolved around key elements of the original 'New Testament 
plea', like biblical literalism, closed communion, and the rejection of a 
professional ministry. Derived from these was a 'hidden curriculum' of 
primitive practices, such as the rejection of instrumental music and other 
trappings of non-biblical ritual, or assumptions from St Paul about the 
role of women in religious worship EMICartney 1927, Greig 1927, Coop 19281. 
The Bible 
The founding Wigan brethren were 'bible Christians' in the most 
straightforward sense. Men of limited learning, largely self-taught, in the 
tradition of Bunyan (Hill 19891 and early working class Methodism 
(Wearmouth 19371, they regarded the English bible as the direct word of 
God, equally accessible to all. For this reason the Trust document was 
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accompanied by verbatim 'proof' quotes from Scripture. Miller's birth 
certificate of 1880 carries his father, Simon's mark. No doubt he learned 
to read and preach in later years mainly from his bible study. By the start 
of this century, however, the Churches were producing educated, middle 
class bible scholars IDM Thompson 19801. who went back to the original 
Greek and challenged misconceptions derived from a literal reading of the 
English edition. From an intellectual theological perspective this was 
'progress'. From a sociological point of view, it began a process of 
disempowering ordinary brethren by arrogating a special authority of 
biblical interpretation to an educated middle class elite. In short, it 
recommenced the Journey towards clerical authority, whereby the hard- 
wrought, self-education of the working class lay preachers began to count 
for less, against the new middle class learning. As we have seen, the names 
of writers in the 'Christian Advocate' began to be accompanied by the 
initial, BA or MA, sanctioning this new intellectual authority. 
The dispute over biblical literalism often took on quite comical forms, 
centred on particular passages in the bible. Elsie Armstrong, the last 
'Minister' at Rodney Street, recalls acrimonious interwar arguments over 
whether Jonah did literally survive in the belly of the whale. Nor were the 
alignments straightforward. Miller's son-in-law, Harry Ackers, a critic of 
many interwar changes, remembers challenging the view of Miller's son, 
Sydney, that the bible could be understood in a literal sense. But the 
biblical dispute had a deeper sociological import. Any challenge to 
biblical literalism touched on the notion of 'the equality of all 
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believers' and the ideal of mutual teaching IDM Thompson 1980). In short, 
it threatened to undermine the role of the chapel as a school for labour 
movement activists. 
Open versus closed comunion 
The argument over 'open' versus 'closed' communion is also too easily 
caricatured as a struggle between forward-looking ecumenicals and backward- 
looking sectarians. From a pragmatic modern religious perspective, it 
exposed a central contradiction In the Churches' original plea, between two 
biblically-inspired calls: for adult 'believer's baptism' and for a return 
to a universal Christian church which transcended sectarian divisions IDM 
Thompson 1980, Billington 1974/51. 'Closed communion' was an obstacle to 
ecumenical relations with other denominations - even those which, in their 
own way, practised adult baptism - and with the powerful American 
Disciples. However, the original objective of the Churches' founders was 
not to reach an accommodation with the various fragments of Christianity, 
but to revolutionise that situation. by creating a new unity on New 
Testament principles which superseded and laid waste existing 
denominational divisions and dogmas. To rephrase Marx, they were interested 
in 'changing Christianity, not interpreting it'. Again, whatever the 
realistic prospects of success or the intellectual merits of this project, 
it had a sociological import. A chapel motivated by this sectarian fire, 
and set against the established world, was far more likely to leave a 
strong impression on its members, than one which swam in a stream of 
lowest-common-denominator ecumenism. Only the former was likely to produce 
people of 'a new' [Colls 19871, or at least distinctive, kind. 
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The communion question was a major reason for the 'old paths' chapels, 
Albert Street, Scholes and Argyle Street, Hindley, seceding In 1947. But 
even a chapel like Platt Bridge, which remained loyal to the 'cooperation', 
became concerned from the 1920s onwards. In 1920, they suggested an Annual 
Conference paper on 'Who should be partakers at the Lords Table' [PB 
4.4.201. A year later, they demurred on the closely related question of 
'public collections at Rodney Street' during an Evangelist's visit (PB 
18.8.211. The chapel was careful to check if someone wanting 'fellowship' 
was an 'immersed believer' before he was admitted to the congregation'(PB 
16.4.241, and protested against the Churches' national Chairman for 
'engaging in propaganda for cooperation with the British and American 
Churches' IPB 6.6.271. Towards the end of the decade, the idea of 'leaving 
the cooperation' was clearly being canvassed in some quarters, but Platt 
Bridge came out firmly against this IPB 14.8.271. 
Instrll-ntal music 
The use of instrumental music in the centrepiece of worship, the Lord's 
Supper, had been an Important issue in the split between the liberal US 
Disciples and the more conservative Churches of Christ in the Southern 
States IDM Thompson 19801. It was a concern shared with other latter day 
Puritans, such as the Quakers and the Scottish Free Presbyterians. The 
argument originated from the Churches' attempt to replicate exactly the 
'Lost Supper' and other early church practices described in the New 
Testament. Organs and pianos were seen as detracting from this puritan 
authenticity, by adding a layer of man-made artifice. Hence, it was a 
highly visible symbolic issue in the struggle over the new revisionism. 
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Where chapels were still non-instrumental, it was something which set them 
clearly apart from the atmosphere of mainstream nonconformity - just as did 
closed communion and open prayers (and standing up to pray). 
This doctrinal dispute tore small congregations apart. A letter from 
another Wigan chapel, Beech Hill, to Platt Bridge, EPB 8.9.391 describes an 
exodus of thirty members, to a chapel outside the 'cooperation'. It was 
considered newsworthy that 'the organ played at last Sunday nights service 
for the first time', the 'Lord's Supper' morning service being a distant 
rubicon. Miller played a direct hand in the dispute at Albert Street, in 
the 1930s, albeit for essentially pragmatic reasons. The non-intrumental 
approach to religious service, whereby a member of the congregation would 
launch the singing required a high level of vocal accomplishment (as still 
found in some US churches). According to Miller's daughter, Betty, he felt, 
on the contrary, that the singing in chapel was wretched, so he purchased 
an organ to enliven it. Rumour has it, this was pitched down the chapel 
stairs, and a bitter dispute certainly ensued, which led to the Miller 
family leaving Albert Street in 1941, and ultimately to that chapel leaving 
'the cooperation' to follow the 'Old Paths'. Significantly, he moved to the 
more liberal atmosphere of Rodney Street. 
The dispute over 'instrumental music' seems not to have loomed so large at 
Platt Bridge. As we have seen, singing was already central to all chapel 
social and religious activities other than the 'Lords Supper', and the 
Killers were inveterate entertainers. Outside the inner sanctum, the chapel 
quite readily endorsed instrumental accompaniment. In 1930, they loaned the 
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Sunday School money to buy a piano EPB 13.7.301, and eventually this was 
introduced into the main members' service. In addition, they already held 
religious activities that could be regarded as going well beyond the New 
Testament plea. New Year Eve Watchnight services began early in the century 
EPB 26.12.111 and were usually combined with a chapel social. Despite their 
earlier contempt for the unbiblical Christian calender, carol singing was 
also practised from quite early on EPB 7.11.151. Miller's brother, George, 
the chapel impresario, was again on hand for Christmas 1934 to organtse 
'Carol Singing' IPB 14.10.341. So long as such activities did not impinge 
on the 'Lords Supper', but were extra to it, there seemed to be no great 
objection. 
A 'Priesthood of all believers"? 
Even Rodney Street continued to pay lipservice to the ideal of the 
'priesthood of all believers' (Crook & Robinson 19411. In practice, 
however, a number of factors reinforced the view that some were more equal 
than others. Of course, even the Wigan foundation plea had stopped short of 
full congregational equality in matters of ministry, and at Rodney Street a 
series of 'consecrated businessmen' (Moore 18893 working closely with full- 
time ministers' had dominated chapel life. However, democratic 
congregational traditions were strongest in working class nonconformist 
chapels EDM Thompson 19801, as at Platt Bridge. Hence the strongest 
resistance came from these quarters, when, in the train of biblical 
Interpretation, the expedient of itinerant evengelists, metamorphosed into 
de facto, full-time Ministers with degrees and theological training. 
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The idea of a theological training college had been first mooted in 1871 
EDM Thompson 1980 p6g], but rejected. Overdale College was established 
eventually in Birmingham in 1920 EDM Thompson 1980 p1281, and immediately 
became the focus of controversy, reviving fears of a central 'creed, with 
authoritative interpreters. Pre-eminent among these was William Robinson, 
the first head of Overdale, who became the Churches' leading theologican 
for the next thirty years, and who drew it Into closer conformity with the 
American Disciples and the wider ecumenical movement. Once again, such 
moves were regarded by one side as a logical 'growing up'; and by the other 
as an abandonment of the Churches' historical characteristics. In one 
important sense, the resistors were certainly correct: the gap between the 
beliefs and practices of the Churches and their original plea was growing 
ever wider, and that between them and respectable nonconformity ever 
narrower, the further they travelled down this road from 'sect to 
denomination' (Wilson 1961,19671. 
The foundation of Overdale further challenged the Churches' tradition that 
all members could understand the bible and preach its word. For many, like 
Harry Ackers, it marked a turning point, away from the original plea. 
Elsewhere it was accepted pragmatically, as meeting the practical need for 
a trained ministry. Platt Bridge seems to have taken a more relaxed 
attitude to Overdale than some other small chapels. During 1922, it twice 
donated Sunday collections to the new college EPB 30.4.22 h 8.10.221. Three 
years later, it did 'protest against the affiliation of the College to the 
Student Christian Movement' EPB 7.4.25 & 21.6.251, presumably because this 
implied some dilution of the Churches' distinctive plea. Yet the chapel had 
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sent Simon and Thomas Killer as delegates to the local 'Free Church 
Council' more than a decade before (PB 4.3.121, and later joined 'the newly 
formed Hindley'Free Church Council' IPB 1935). 
Chapel government 
In addition to these deliberate changes in the national Churches, doctrine 
and practices, there was a more subtle interwar drift in chapel life, 
associated with both the looser attitudes and outside cultural changes. At 
Albert Street, Miller soon picked up some familiar chapel responsibilities. 
He was 'one of the teachers of the Young Men's Class' (CA 2.10.251, and 
soon succeeded his future son-in-law, Harry Ackers, as a Chapel Officer 
from 1928 to 1933 EYBI. Throughout his adult life he was a Sunday School 
Superintendent and Lay Preacher. On the surface, chapel life seemed much as 
always. But social change and theological liberalisation also had 
implications for primitive patterns of church organisation. They had least 
direct effect on the small, coalfields chapels, which retained their local 
autonomy, and their democratic, lay principles beyond the Second World War. 
However, a decline in lay participation had begun to affect these chapels, 
as it had other branches of nonconformity, and indeed the labour movement. 
Once more, Platt Bridge provides an Impression of these trends. As we have 
seen, over the quarter century from 1912-1939, chapel membership remained 
fairly steady, hovering on either side of a hundred, only beginning a 
gradual decline in the late 1930s. However, the character of chapel life 
was changing, along with the wider society outside. A number of indicators 
- the frequency of Church and Officers' meetings, attendances at Church 
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meetings, and the excercise of discipline - suggest that the congregation 
was ageing, increasingly reliant on endogamy, and becoming less voluntarist 
and participatory. In brief, those cultural factors which had moulded a 
generation of labour movement activists were ebbing away. For the first 
five years of this period, there were never less than six Church meetings a 
year,, with the average around ten. The chapel 'officers' met, on average, 
about fifteen times a year. Church meetings were also quite well attended. 
In 1913, about a quarter of the congregation attended, on average, the six 
meetings (a much lower frequency than the surrounding years), and one 
attracted 37 of the hundred-strong congregation. 
From the end of the Great War, a discernible decline began. Well into the 
1920s, the titles of 'Quarterly Church Meetings' and 'Monthly Officers 
Meetings' survived. Yet in 1924, mandatory Church Meetings became 'Annual', 
and the executive sought 'power from the church to settle matters of 
discipline without first consulting the church' EPB 23.9.241. The following 
year EPB 13.5.25 & 21.5.251, the 'executive' was replaced by 'Elders and 
Deacons Meetings' (the old term did return in 1934). Miller's father, Simon 
was an Elder - where seniority seems to have been an important criterion - 
and Miller's brothers, George and James, and two other Millers were among 
the ten Deacons. The composition of the executive had changed little, but 
chapel authority was being increasingly arrogated to chapel officers, who 
enjoyed a neu. -found permanency of status. Two years on, the Elders and 
Deacons acquired the 'power to make appointments without calling a Church 
Meeting' EPB 12.12.261 for positions like auditor and chapel caretaker. 
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Next the requirement of a two-thirds majority for office was rescinded IPB 
1.12.271. 
None of these changes was contested, and it seems likely that they simply 
reflected the practicalities of the situation. The chapel's two delegates 
to the 1934 Lancashire and Cheshire Conference (Miller's brother, George 
was one) were nominated by the Officer Meetings and left to vote at their 
'discretion'. But the earlier minute 'that only Church Officers should 
occupy the position of servitor at the Lords table', was rescinded in 1934 
in favour of a looser construction that 'whenever possible' EPB 16.9.341 
one officer should be in attendance. Once more this suggests a loosenin g of 
commitment, even among the inner circle. The congregation was becoming 
correspondingly more passive. In the 1920s, while officers meetings 
retained their frequency, there were, on average, about five Church 
Meetings a year. By the 1930s, even the frequency of officers, meetings had 
fallen to about five a year, and there was usually no more than one Church 
Meeting per annum. The pattern was never simple - 1935 had five Church 
Meetings, though there were none in 1932 and 1938 - and the recording of 
membership turnout is extremely sporadic after the Great War, suggesting 
the occasional big meeting (two numbering twenty in 1929 and 'a large 
congregation of members' in 1937). But the demise of the earlier 
congregational participatory democracy is quite apparent. 
Another indicator is the chapel's approach to discipline, especially over 
non-attendance at the 'Lord's Supper'. For this, members were regularly 
struck off the register until the end of the 1920s. This seemed to fall 
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particularly hard on women (perhaps because they had been conscripted by 
their husbands in to the chapel, or perhaps because their Sunday domestic 
commitments made attendance more difficult), with four struck off in 1914. 
The register-was lost in 1918 EPB 2.2.191, prompting a decision to 
'withdraw from' twenty brethren, mainly women, in 1919 EPB 13.7.191. 
However, this probably reflected either a backlog of people moving or 
drifting away (two had joined the Salvation Army), or a breakaway. When 
three names were deleted in 1926, two were 'at own request' and the 
officers expressed their 'regret' to them all EPB 21.3.261 
By the late 1920s attention had shifted from individual absentees to 
overall attendance. In April 1928, the monthly attendance was 199 out of a 
possible 435 or 45%, down 1.4% from March. From 1930, no expulsions were 
recorded, and the approach to non-attendance changed from punitive to 
persuasive. In 1916, absentees received a leaflet followed by a visit EPB 
6.2.161. Eight years latter the officers tried to extend visiting to all 
members on the church book' (PB 11.4.231, presumably as a form of 
preventative medicine. By 1930, a letter 'to members who are absenting 
themselves from the Lords Table' EPB 13.7.303 was considered sufficient. 
Three years later the tone was softer still: 'That we invite our members 
out of fellowship free to our Jubilee Celebrations' EPB 1.5.33). A 
'reminder letter' was sent to members 'who are not constant In attendance 
at the Lords Table' EPB 4.3.341 - no more. 
As this more relaxed attitude came to predominate, the chapel began to shed 
many vestiges of its distinctive voluntarist character, as a 'peculiar 
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people' different from other denominations. In July 1934, a clutch of four 
Sunday School girls were immersed, perhaps illustrating the shift in 
approach to recruitment. Interference in members social and private life 
seems to have abated as well. In 1934, Gladys Gaskell's 'position in the 
Wesleyan Girl Guides' was drawn to the committee's notice, but nothing 
seems to have been done about it IPB 4.2.34). The 1936 decision to change 
the 'seating accomodation from forms to (pews)' EPB 13.9.361 may be 
symptomatic of a general softening of style. Miller's daughter, Ruth, 
recalls how strict the Churches had been about popular entertainment, like 
the cinema, during the Great War (Billington 1974/5 p4l]. Precise evidence 
on such matters is hard to prove, but older members recall a general 
moderation of attitudes. From the Great War onwards, the all-embracing 
chapel sub-culture was threatened by a wider mass popular culture, and the 
Churches slowly yielded to the attractions of the 'world'. But this was a 
slow process in backwaters like Platt Bridge, and the chapel year still 
followed the familiar rhythm of July chapel anniversaries, summer Sunday 
School outings, and New Year Watchnight services. Likewise there was no 
sudden alteration in the chapel's broadly Labour pronouncements on 'the 
world'. But the period after the Great War produced no new generatiom of 
Labour and trade union activists. 
Naturally there was a wider context. Between the wars, coal and cotton 
began to decline as local employers. As nonconformity declined (Gilbert 
1976,19801, the culture of biblical literacy dissipated. As the Churches 
took on the colours of their religious surrounding, their distinctive 
growth phase gradually merged into the wider experience of decline. 
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Conclusion 
This chapter has tried to establish what manner of religious community the 
Wigan Churches of Christ were, at different places and times in Miller's 
life, and which of their characteristics most influenced and shaped him as 
an adult trade union leader. 
Section One provided a snap-shot of the Churches' origins, centred on their 
1858 'confession of faith'. This aimed to 'restore' (Billington 1974/5, 
Watters 19471 a pristine, New Testament Christianity, similar to the 
puritan separatism of John Bunyan [Bill 19891, including: a literal 
approach to the Bible, a stress on adult 'believers' baptism', an 
obligatory weekly closed communion, the rejection of a separate Ministry, 
and a primitive 'brotherhood of the humble' EJoyce 19801. Many early 
members were coal miners, but there is no great evidence of radical social 
attitudes, beyond a welcoming attitude to the poor. Yet even in this 
intensely conversionist phase, the Churches began to nurture local labour 
figures. One reason was a permissive attitude to those social questions not 
determined by the scriptures [Billington 1974/51. There was no obvious 
philosophical link with socialist ideas, as with a social gospel [Briggs 
19683 or liberation theology [Hill 19931. The Wigan experience puts in 
question the connections Lancaster 119871 makes between distinctive 
elements of Churches' doctrine and socialist ideas. Rather, it suggests a 
more subtle, general and implicit link between working class primitivism 
and the social ethos and individual attributes of labour leadership. 
Section Two moved to the coalfield Back Streets Bethel of Miller's 
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upbringing and early life,. from the late 1870s; to the 1920s. There was 
little change in religious beliefs, except for an even stronger emphasis on 
democratic church government. This cohesive community of mainly mining 
families, recreated the Churches in the coalfield as an alternative social 
focus to the public house [Benson 1989b]. They felt mining disasters at 
first-hand, contributed labour leaders, formed self-help programmes for 
their needy, and hosted a sizeable anti-war movement. The chapel had Labour 
sympathies, but its main contribution was to train and motivate local 
labour leaders, like Miller. The reason for this was the participatory 
culture and improving ethic, found in those other branches of primitive, 
working class nonconformity, which produced pitmen, preachers and labour 
movement leaders (Moore 1974, Wearmouth 19571. 
Section Three presented a very different scene, the West End Chapel, which 
Miller attended for his last twenty years. The manufacturing dynasty 
dominated the chapel, played a central part in national Churches 
developments, and spearheaded the movement towards mainstream, 
denominational nonconformity. The original sectarian plea was gradually 
diluted. As members rose in social status, the chapel became a social 
magnet for aspiring Churches' members, and came to resembled less a Ilabour 
sect' ELancaster 1987, Hobsbawm 19711 than Joyce's E19801 religious-based 
employer paternalism. However, though the employer family were active 
Liberals, their ability to influence working class members was severely 
limited by the urban area's economic and religious diversity, and the fact 
that the collier brethren, like Miller, worshipped elsewhere, in their own, 
autonomous coalfield chapels. This type of religious community, which 
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Miller only Joined as a fully formed trade unionist, seems an unlikely 
departure point for such figures. 
Section Four focused on change at the Back Street Bethel, especially 
between the wars. A mixture of denominational and wider social factors 
[Gilbert 19801 dissolved the special conditions under which the coalfield 
chapels had produced labour movement leaders, in the decades between 
Miller's birth and the Great War. The rising status of the brethren and 
weakening links to the coalfield, were accompanied by a new revisionism 
emanating from the national Churches, and a more general loss of religious 
fervour. Together, these undermined the original 'primitive, equal and 
rigid' (Harry Ackers] conditions of chapel life and Its lively social life. 
Membership participation declined, discipline became more lax, and the 
chapels began to lose their distinctive identity and this-wordly impetus. 
The 'primitive moment', which had'produced men such as Miller, had passed. 
Overall, the Chapter argues that any novel aspects of the Churches' 
beliefs, came firmly second in importance to those features which formed a 
common ground with earlier radical primitives: the group's voluntarist 
character, 'an egalitarian, democratic approach to church life... endemic 
in truly working class nonconformity' EDM Thompson 1980 p531, and 
puritanical values of self-improvement, self-discipline and public service. 
These, rather than specific 'doctrines', seem to hold the key. The 
twentieth century 'Christian Advocate' carried articles on 'Social 
Christianity', and the Churches' Temperance and Social Committee ran 
appeals for miners in 'distressed areas'. But it was the activity of local 
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chapel activists, rather than central initiatives from the hierarchy, which 
characterised the Churches' contribution to the labour movement. It 'was 
not so much a contribution of ideology as a direct giving of persons of a 
new kind' EColls 19891; and it was the culture of the local chapel, rather 
than the ethos of the Churches as a whole, which, in the main, explained 
these Phenomena. This influence waned as the Churches became more middle 
class, more hierarchical and, more theologically liberal. 
This chapter supports two methodological positions on the study of working 
class religion [McCleod 19841. The first is the need to-track any religious 
movement across time and space, and to be specific about the where and when 
of religious experience. The Churches of Christ underwent its own 'sect to 
denomination' evolution, and our understanding of its social composition 
and religious ideas depends fundamentally on the where and when the 
snapshot is taken: whether we look at the early 'primitive' Churches or its 
more sophisticated successor; the town-centre 'mother church' or its 
coalfield offspring. Yet, these changes ran no simple course. The smaller, 
poorer, outlying outposts changed more slowly, and maintained the original 
primitive conditions much longer. In 1966, the Platt Bridge secretary could 
still report: 'We have no Minister. We are dependent on local preachers' 
EGeorge Miller, undated letter] - and it remains so to this day. The second 
observation is that the centre of working class religious experience is 
unlikely to be found at the Churches' Annual Meeting, or its numerous 
national committees,, or in the pages of the 'Christian Advocate,, nor even 
in-in the District structures or the hierarchy of the large, West End 
Chapels. It is by shifting our attention downwards, from the denomination 
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to the local chapel, the Back Street Bethel, that we can set the likes of 
Miller, in their proper social and historical context, and understand more 
precisely the elements in their religious formations. 'Oral evidence is an 
invaluable means of redressing the balance' (McLeod 19863, but not the only 
one. Inworking class led chapels, like Platt Bridge, carefully written 
minutes, letters and other reports may be Just as significant. 
Finally, we must turn from general discussion of the Churches in their 
social context, to the individual member. For, even having addressed the 
particular coalfield chapel culture, and mapped its rise and fall, it is 
still presumptious to 'read-off' the individual's commitments and 
motivations from this background data. Even within a tight-knit sect, like 
the Churches, different people would hold different strengths of 
attachments and be influenced by different elements of their group's 
beliefs. There are numerous hints as to the strength of Miller's adherance 
to the New Testament plea. These include his assumption of chapel office at 
Platt Bridge and Albert Street, and his evangelistic activity, described 
above, whilst working in Sydney Mines, Cape Breton, Canada. However, 
perhaps the strongest indication of what his religious beliefs meant for 
his life as a labour leader, and how they survived the passage of time, 
comes in a letter to his youngest son, Frank (living in Australia), dated 
2.10.62 - within a year of his death. 
The letter describes him attending Rodney Street with his wife, Annie, and 
adult children, and includes via his cousin, Isaac Miller, some gossip from 
the 'Annual Church Conference' in Nottingham. Frank had become a preacher 
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in the Churches of Christ, and the letter concludes with some strong, and 
revealing advice about the essential Christian message, as Miller 
understood it. 
'Your preaching-gives me deeper pleasure than I can express... Whether 
you preach at your own or any other Church never omit one doctrine and 
that is 'Obedience'. It may be in that little black diary I once gave you 
which says: 'Discipline is the essence of life', a good text for any 
number of Gospel addresses. It applies to home life, industrial life, 
political and social life and especially to religious life. Obedience to 
God's laws, Christ's command in believer's baptism and the 201y door into 
the Church. Those who climb up some other way are, as Christ clearly and 
distinctly puts it, thieves and robbers'. 
At the onset of the 'swinging sixties', this was a stern and unfashionable 
message indeed, as he acknowledges: 
'With some people you will not be a 'popular' (but)... in God's sight a 
preacher of Truth. The blind man would still have remained blind had he 
declined to go to the Pool of Siloam and washed. Namaan would have 
remained a leper had he not dipped seven times in the Jordan. Obedience 
cured them both. 
Finally, he adds some practical tips from a lifetime of preaching: 'Always 
end Gospel addresses by inviting enquirers'. By all accounts, Miller was a 
severe disciplinarian in the same way as Moore's 119741 Durham Methodists. 
'The earliest Labour MPs were not 'Jolly friar' types. They were local 
preachers, teetotallers and working class intellectuals. Even if they 
found them personally uncongenial, the local voters pitched out of the 
pubs and clubs to vote for them because they rcognised the merits of 
orderliness, honesty and intellectual self-discipline in their 
representatives' (Moore 19901. 
This case was even stronger for trade unions leaders, given their financial 
responsibilities and a previous tendency of some to abscond with or 
misappropriate their members hard-earned funds. This was the case with the 
Lancashire miner's Secretary, James Macdonald in 1862, who, trapped in 
poverty, made off with L125, only to return in disgrace to imprisonment 
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(Challinor 1972 p601. As Chapter Five argues, once radical socialist 
rhetoric is set aside, there is much in common between those qualities 
expected of business and trade union leadership. In nineteenth century 
American business, membership of a high-minded Protestant sect acted as a 
badge of public trust (Weber 19911; and a similar case might be made for 
English trade union leadership. It was the combination of individual, self- 
improving features with a general New Testament Christian bias against 
injustice and inequality which provided Miller's trade union ethic. 
It is possible to reconstruct the ways in which the Churches of Christ 
chapel at Platt Bridge shaped Miller as a child and adult. His religious 
experience was intensive and all-embracing. Apart from school, organised 
social life revolved around the chapel, on the long sabbath and during the 
week. From an early age, he knew the Bible well, probably learning to read 
from it, as his father had. It was an open book: every Sunday worshipper 
had one before them, and he learnt passages by heart at Sunday school and 
in the home, under the supervision of Elder, Simon Miller. As he grew 
older, he memorised those lines on moral discipline and social justice. His 
teachers were not trained Priests, but fellow miners, some of them Labour 
and trade union leaders, for whom this was a 'Gospel to the poor' ELuke 
4.181. No doubt they placed a special emphasis on passages such as: 'Thy 
Kingdom come, Thy will be done in earth as it is in heaven' EMatthew 6.10, 
The Lords Prayer], or 'But many that are first shall be last; and the last 
first' EMark 10.311. Thus, at Albert Street, the 'Young Mens' Classes' 
became the seedbed of Great War conscientious objection EHarry Ackers]. But 
there was a message of self-improvement and self-discipline too, as in the 
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'parable of the talents' (Luke 19.11-271. 
Worship too was a formative experience. As a teenager, Miller contributed 
to 'open prayers', helped lead the singing, and read from scripture. As a 
young man, he began to preach, to teach in Sunday school, and preside at 
the 'Lords Supper'. Doubtless, this dramatised the sense of 'brotherhood' 
ELancaster 19871, already felt by this tight-knit group of mining families. 
Worship made him a competent public speaker, comfortable before scores of 
people. Chapel government added other skills. Chapel was a voluntary 
organisation, with elements of a small business, a representative 
democracy, a social club, and a welfare service. Miller, the young miner, 
helped manage the finances, organise cleaning and maintenance, maintain the 
membership records, visit the non-attenders and sick, and organise socials, 
outings and evangelism. On the chapel committee, he learnt how to organise, 
chair and minute meetings, and to draft leaflets and resolutions. His 
apprenticeship in these skills was served at the elbow of his father, and 
other chapel veterans. Their tried-and-tested views on the 'right way to do 
things' drew on their experiences in the trade union, Labour, and Co- 
operative movement, as well as the Churches. Their unminuted conversations 
probably went well beyond chapel affairs. Miller was part of a network, 
which put him in touch with the wider coalfield community and labour 
movement, and with such as Harry Twist and John Allen Parkinson. Perhaps 
Thomas Miller introduced him at the Bamfurlong branch: 'This is my nephew, 
William, he's at our chapel and works at Cross Tetley's'. Thus chapel 
prepared Miller for the public person he becomes in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER FOUR - UNION BROTHER 
Introduction 
In this chapter, the focus of the study shifts to Miller's mature working 
life and trade union career, broadly from the start of this century until 
his retirement and death after the Second World War. Once again, the 
chapter explores wider themes- the occupational genesis of the colliery 
deputy, the emergence of t, heir own union organisation, their distinctive 
industrial philosophy, emphasis on underground safety, and contribution to 
the coal industry's post-war reconstruction - while keeping sight of 
Miller's life, and the central problem of the thesis: the link between his 
religious ethic and his style of trade union leadership. The central 
preoccupation at a particular time in Miller's life, becomes an opportunity 
to engage that issue. For example, coal mining safety was a constant 
concern of Miller and his union, but it was during the 1936s that he played 
his most prominant role. Likewise, industrial collaboration was a lifelong 
conviction, but the conflict riven 1920s provided its perfect test bed. 
The aim of this chapter is to reveal Miller's leadership style, through a 
description of his trade union career with the pit deputies. This raises 
several methodological and structural difficulties. It is tempting to view 
the history of the deputies' union, quite straightforwardly, in terms of 
Miller's religious ethic, established in Chapter Three, as if the 
organisation was created in his own image. Reality, of course, is much more 
complex than this. The trade union was a collective construction, by many 
hands, and Miller's individual contribution was just one of these, albeit 
an important one. Miller was shaped by (particularly in the first decade) 
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and shaper of (particularly in the 1930s) his trade union's values and 
policies. Even when he became national president, and gained the authority 
to exercise a seminal influence on his trade union's thinking, he was 
working within an ethos already established by others, and alongside other 
leaders, such as the national Secretary, EW Frowen. Hence, it would be a 
fallacy to conflate Miller's personal career and the main historical themes 
of the union's history, and to find the link in the individual moulding the 
organisation to his nonconformist religious values. This would be to 
resurrect the image of labour biography as the work of great helmsmen, 
steering their respective organisations wheresover they choose. 
Instead, this chapter attempts to locate an elective affinity (Weber 19761 
between Miller's religious beliefs and the values and policy themes of the 
deputies' trade union. In this respect, the channels of Miller's union 
career and the development of the deputies' trade union do overlap and 
interact, but most importantly, they also dovetail and converge on common 
ideological ground. The structural solution employed in this chapter 
reflects these methodological considerations. In the first instance, the 
chapter is divided into chronological sections, each starting from a major 
landmark in Miller's life and career. Fortuitiously, these are well spaced 
and coincide fairly well (though not exactly) with some major themes of the 
union's policy development. Next, each section is subdivided under three 
headings: Personal; Theme; and Link. 'Personal', outlines the progress of 
Miller's life and career during the given period. 'Theme', takes a major 
union phase or issue which is pre-eminent during this period, though not 
bounded by it (hence this part often ranges much wider chronologically). 
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'Link', draws an elective affinity between the life and the organisational 
history, to indicate how they illuminate Miller's leadership style. This 
enables the reader to see, first, the individual and the organisation 
separately (to some degree at least - there is always considerable 
interdependence), and then to draw them together. 
Section One, Colliery Deputy, charts Miller's personal development from 
collier to pit deputy, up to 1911; pursues the theme of the business and 
legal trends which created the position of deputy; and finds the link 
regarding Miller in the search for individual status. Section Two, Union 
activist in Wigan, follows Miller's personal life and involvement with the 
deputies, between 1911 and 1922; describes as its theme, the main shape of 
the new union in its struggle for membership and recognition; and links 
this to the craft/supervisory values of collective status. Section Three, 
Lancashire secretary. depicts Miller's personal career between 1922 and 
1927; takes as its theme the great industrial conflicts of the 1920s, and. 
the place In them of the deputies; and links these to the alternative 
values of industrial cooperation and Mondism. Section Four, National 
President, describes Miller's personal 'life at the top' from 1927 to 1939; 
establishes as its theme the union's search for a voice in Industrial 
safety, I culminating in the 1938 Royal Commission; and sees a link in the 
values of individual and social responsibility. Section Five, National 
Secretary, completes the account of Miller's life between 1939 and 1963 (he 
retired much earlier); concentrates on the theme of the future of the coal 
industry, in the ýun up to nationalisation; and links this to the ethic of 
public service. 
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Section Six draws together the elements of Miller's trade union style, 
suggested in the various sections individual status, collective status, 
industrial cooperation, individual and social responsibility, and public 
service - to argue for a general elective affinity between his religious 
ideas and the type of responsible, moderate trade unionism he was both 
drawn towards and helped to create. The presence of other, similar 
nonconformists in the deputies' leadership, further reinforces this claim 
of affinity and influence. Miller's deputies and Cook's MFGB (Davies 19871 
represented two opposing poles'in the history of coal mining trade 
unionism: one of spontaneous, but short-lived, militancy; the other of 
cautious collaboration, reform and self-improvement (Challinor 1972). If, 
for a time, the circumstances of the twentieth century appeared to make the 
moderate, often nonconformist, stance untenable in the MFGB EFrancis & 
Smith 19801, it survived more happily in craft/supervisory organisations 
like the deputies. And while there are economic situations which make 
effective trade unionism of-any sort impossible, these do not of themselves 
mean that the only alternative is to 'throw caution to the wind'. In this 
respect, the chapter tries to illuminate a particular, moderate style of 
inter-war trade union leadership, through the life of one man, WT Miller. 
While the secondary material on the MFGB is enormous, that on the deputies 
is negligible. This chapter draws on the various internal accounts of 
deputies' history [Crawford 1963, England 1963, Fellowes 1963, Lee 1915, 
TUC 19621, mostly compiled by former union leaders, and on documentary 
material relating to the deputies, and their relations with the employers 
and the MFGB. Fellowes' 119631 chronological summary of all the deputies' 
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national conferences and important executive meeting provides the chapter's 
factual backbone. Much of this is previously unexplored, and while Miller's 
prominence within his small union mean that the personal and the 
institutional often merge, as in annual Conference speeches, the material 
does divide into these two categories. Of special interest Is Miller's 
cuttings notebook EBibliography (1) Unpublished sources), which offers some 
valuable insights into his preoccupations, thinking and allegiances, on and 
off, throughout his trade union career. These are mainly from the Labour, 
Wigan and coal mining press and cover four main issues: the future of the 
coal industry; mining safety; the deputies' union; and more general issues 
concerning the labour movement. Both the reports of his speeches, as a 
mining union leader, and the selection of his cuttings about other people 
and issues, shed some light on his industrial and personal thinking. In 
addition, there Is the testimony of surviving members of his family, old 
union leaders, and odd personal items of correspondence. 
Figure 2- The Fireman [from Burton 1977 p241 
'The Penitent' -a man who. covered 
in wet sacking, had the job of 
exploding the dangerous fire-damp 
found in many mines. 
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Section One: Colliery Deputy 
PASS TO PARADISE 
A Deputy stood at the Pearly Gate, 
His face worn and old, 
He meekly asked the Man of Fate 
'Admission to the Fold 
'What have you done', St Peter asked, 
'To seek admission here? ' 
'I ran a district in the pit 
For many, many a year'. 
The gate swung open sharply, 
As Peter touched the bell, 
'Come in', he said, land take a harp, 
YOU'VE HAD ENOUGH OF HELL'. 
Rowlan Price [England 19631 
PERSONAL: PROGRESS TO COLLIERY DEPUTY (to 1911) 
By the turn of this century, Miller had pursued a characteristic coal 
miner's 'career' progression, from haulage hand to drawer to dataller and, 
finally to collier. In 1902 he moved to another Cross, Tetley & Co. 
colliery, Mains No 2 Pit, where he filled coal from the machine face of the 
Trencherbone Mine. He might have remained a collier for the rest of his 
working life. Or perhaps, given his ability, evident drive for self- 
improvement, and interest in trade unionism, he might have followed the 
path trodden by his mentor, Harry Twist, and so many other mining union 
leaders. On this, the next step was the position of colliery checkweighman, 
elected by his workmates but paid by his employer, and then, onto MFGB 
agent, national official or Labour MP. Instead, something happened which 
diverted Miller's working life down a distinctive course. In 1903, the 
undermanager offered him the post, of assistant fireman at Cross, Tetley 
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& Co. Wigan No 4 mine. At this time, it was customary for each mine to have 
a head fireman and an assistant, 'and this remained the case until the 1911 
Coal Mines Act placed each underground 'district' under the full 
responsibility of one deputy only [England 19631. Miller's appointment as a 
colliery officer commenced his lifelong vocation, led onto a Shotfirers 
Certificate at Wigan Mining College, and turned him away from a possible 
future in the'MFGB. 
If the religious characterisation in Chapter Three is correct, Miller 
needed no special pretext to seek advancement at work. He was well prepared 
and strongly motivated for further advance. His chapel upbringing had 
encouraged in him the values of self-improvement and progress in a 'trade', 
which simultaneously offered the 'calling' to public service which lies at 
the heart of the 'Protestant Ethic' (Weber 19761. It was a maxim of 
Benjamin Franklin (and later the Quaker Cadburys) that honesty was good 
business [Ackers & Black, 1991). It might be added, in the same breath, that 
personal improvement or self-help marched hand In hand with public service. 
The general direction was clear already, but the final destination was not. 
Miller found himself In the coal industry, and discovered his opportunity 
as a deputy. A decade later, his future son-in-law, Harry Ackers, embarked 
on a similar ethical Journey, as a Steam Engine Maker's Society apprentice 
at Walker Brothers engineering. Chance and circumstance help to explain the 
particular course down which Miller's energies flowed, if not their source. 
Nevertheless, Miller's domestic situation probably added impetus to his 
search for betterment at work. He was the eldest of the family, and his 
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father, Simon, was still eeking out a living as a costermonger - selling 
flowers and vegetable from a barrow on the streets of Platt Bridge ESidney 
Miller], following his underground injury. Moreover, Miller had been 
married just over a year and had a child. So there must have been a great 
urgency to escape from the small terraced house adjoining the Platt Bridge 
Churches of Christ chapel, where the eleven members of his parents family 
still lived. This said, it must be borne in mind that an experienced 
collier often earned more than a lower level colliery official. And the dye 
of Miller's career as a colliery deputy was not yet set. For within three 
years - as described in Chapter Three - he had emigrated to Sydney Mines 
Cape Breton, Canada, without his family, to work as a coal miner. Perhaps 
this is further evidence of a restless disatisfaction with his lot? 
Miller's exact reasons for emigrating are unclear. 1905 was a bad year for 
the coal industry, and his son, Frank (letter 14.3.891, recalls Miller's 
much later explanation, which ran as follows. Coalfields like Lancashire 
produced coal mainly for domestic consumption. During the summer months, 
demand fell dramatically, and 'in those days, the mine owners closed down 
the pits when a stockpile was on hand'. Miller was concerned about the 
safety aspects of this practice, since 'closed mines were dangerous due to 
water seepage and gas pockets'. In response, he travelled around 
Lancashire, at his own expense, and 'conversed with all the known 
deputies'. He also 'wrote to all the mine owners in the area'. Finally, 
'He hired the Pavilion Theatre, Library Street, Wigan for a meeting: a/ To 
affect safety measures when mines were closed during lock-outs; and b/ fo 
,r permission to form a colliery deputies Association. Only three mine owners 
turned-up, including the owner of the mine where Dad worked. He was 
fired'. 
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The events described very likely happened,, whether at this time or later. 
If the year was 1905, this explains Miller's sudden departure and makes him 
a very early pioneer of deputies' organisation, which did not reach 
fruition in Lancashire for another five years. There is no written or 
direct oral confirmation of this, and others simply refer to the difficult 
employment situation. Yet, a relatively secure position, such as deputy, 
would be affected less by these short-term economic fluctuations alone. 
Miller left for Canada hoping that his wife and family would follow , 
shortly, and that they might settle there. The desire to emigrate was not 
unusual, nor was it restricted to coal miners. Later, in the 1920s, 
Miller's brother and sister, John and Ruth, settled permanently across the 
Atlantic. And Brian Ackers (Miller's grandson and son of Harry Ackers) 
reports that, around the turn of the century, his other grandfather, George 
Ackers, sold his farm outside Wigan, in order to emigrate to Canada, 
experienced similar problems in persuading his wife to join him, and 
returned to re-invest his money in a Joinery business. 
On his return in 1908, Miller resumed his position as a deputy at Cross, 
Tetley & Co. - which casts doubt on the victimisation version. The Canadian 
episode apart, he had worked eight years at Mains No 2 Pit, one year at 
Crompton and Shawcross's, and eight years at No 5 Pit Low Hall Colliery 
until it closed. He then transferred to the Maypole Colliery until his 
appointment to full-time trade union office, in August 1922. By then, he 
was 42 years old with 30 years experience of underground mining, in most 
capacities from a boy driver to a responsible deputy. By chance, Miller's 
assumption of the deputy role coincided with wider stirrings in the 
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coalfield, which ultimately led to the formation of a national deputies, 
federation. Moreover, he returned to Wigan just as the first calls for a 
separate deputies union were being heard. Whether he was a moving force in 
these local developments, or simply in the right place at the right time, 
is hard to tell. What is clear, is that the chronology, of his own mining 
career, echoed a more general movement in the industry. 
THEME: THE EMERGENCE OF THE COLLIERY DEPUTY 
The formative years of separate deputies' union organisation lay between 
the birth of the first, local associations in the North East, from the 
1870s onwards, and the creation of a national Federation in 1910. However, 
in most coalfields, the first upsurge of deputies' orianisation lay in the 
years between Miller's return from Canada, in 1908, and the passing of the 
1911 Mines Act. Two major changes in the coal industry's character and 
legal framework stimulated this growing occupational identity, for which 
Miller became one of the main advocates. The first was a growth In 
business size and management sophistication similar to that which saw the 
arrival of specialist supervisors elsewhere in industry EMelling 19861. The 
second, was increased statutory regulation, in contrast to the customary 
British voluntarism, which bestowed on the coal mining supervisor a 
particular status and identity. 
Modern -nagement 
Killer's own working life was framed by several interrelated changes taking 
place in coal mining business organisation and working methods. Like 
deputies' unionisation, these developed unevenly across space and time, 
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reflecting 'different geological conditions and historical traditions' 
[Winterton 1989 p4l as 'best practice' spread from the advanced north 
eastern coalfields (Church 19861. A brief sketch. of these changes 
illuminates the Industrial dynamic underlying both Miller's career and 
deputies' unionisation. The first set of changes lay above ground in 
'business organisation and management' [Church 1986 chapter 51. Company and 
colliery size grew, as from the 1850s onwards, limited liability 
legislation allowed private owners to forge huge 'public limited' combines, 
like the Wigan Coal and Iron Company of 1865. By 1894, this was the fifth 
largest employer in the British coal industry with 6,303 colliery workers; 
by 1913, it had grown to 8,928, but fallen to ninth position. Between 1895 
and 1913 average colliery size rose from 235 to 410 workers (Church 1986 
p3891. Miller's employers for much of his underground life, Cross, Tetley & 
Co. followed this pattern. As shallower coal sources became exhausted (this 
process was well advanced in Lancashire EChallinor 19721), firms sank large 
quantities of capital into deeper and larger pits. A growing separation of 
ownership and control created a new stratum of professional mine 'viewers', 
who increasingly became permanent, salaried colliery and business managers. 
Changes In the way miners were paid and their work organised pointed in the 
same direction. The decline of the subcontracting 'butty' system, favoured 
more direct forms of management control and the extension of professional 
management, from colliery to line managers Undermanagers and deputies, who 
had previously administered the subcontract system, switched to direct day 
wages. Underground, there was the transition from pillar-and-stall to 
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longwall mining, which by 1900 accounted for 75% of UK output. Under the 
old system, 
The early coal miner was... an independent craftsman who worked largely 
without supervision' (Dix 1979 p1631. 
He worked in small groups, with minimal division of labour and supervision 
(Winterton 19881, conducting the entire mining process, including the 
placement and firing of the shot' (Dix 1979 p1621. Hence, in the 
Pennsylvania of 1890, over 80% of the mining workforce were miners and 
their helpers, with, on average, about one foreman per mine. According to 
many commentators: 
'The adoption of longwall mining allowed increasing specialisation of 
function among larger teams of miners working longer faces, facilitated a 
higher degree of supervision by managers, and by requiring a more 
disciplined performance from the individual miner thereby led to a decline 
in his independence as an artisan' [Church 1986 p274, see also Dix 19791 
The next transition to longwall machine mining further sub-divided the face 
work process, leading to the 'the employment of shotfirers' (Dix 1979, pl641 
and other specialist workers. By 1902, at the latest, Miller was working on 
a machine face. Whereas, under pillar-and-stall the overman only saw the 
men at work fairly infrequently, now he was closer to the face and was 
required to allocate places. The increasing scale, depth and mechanisation 
of mining demanded the employment of firemen and examiners to check for 
gas, and full-time, specialist shotfirers (Dix 19791 to set explosives. The 
various elements of the modern association of Icolliery, overmen, deputies. 
and shotfirers' were taking shape, albeit gradually and unevenly. 
Even in earlier centuries, there were openings in the industry for 
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ambitious young men, such as Miller, who 'aspired to join the aristocracy 
of labourl [Challinor 1972 p191, like the overman responsible for work not 
directly connected with mining, such as 'sinking shafts and attending 
sloughs'. But, as mining operations grew in scale, 'the echelons of 
management likewise became more extensive', creating-more layers within the 
mining workforce. Altogether, this range of factors, above and below the 
ground, multiplied the number of specialist supervisors. As their numbers 
grew, their role increasingly converged into three specialities: 
supervision, safety inspection and shotfiring (a similar process took place 
in the US, between 1890 and 1930). The number of foremen grew in line with 
the expansion of the industry, a 'new category of shotfirerl (Dix 1979 
p1693 emerged, and 'each mine had at least one fire boss whose job it was 
to test for gas in mines'. This standardisation of the deputy's role 
created from the myriad of local supervisory Jobs a more cohesive and self- 
conscious nationwide form of sectional consciousness. This process 
persisted throughout Miller's career, as the deputies's Job continued to be 
'Affected by changes in the degree of mechanisation, the alterations in 
payment systems and methods of work organisation' (McCormick 1979 p721. 
However, its key moments lay in those years, before the Great War, when 
Miller worked underground, and progressed gradually up the expanding 
colliery hierarchy. They were years of suffering and danger in the coal 
Industry, but they also offered new opportunities for the ambitious, self- 
educated man, both in the industry and in the trade union movement. 
Legal changes 
If changes in the character of the coal mining business and labour process 
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formed the building blocks of the deputy's role, it was Government 
legislation which cemented them together in a way which accelerated their 
separate craft and supervisory union identity. When Miller argued in 1929 
that 'a divergence of status' existed between the deputy and the ordinar y 
miner, which was beyond the scope of the MFGB, he was referring in part to 
a legislative process which reached a head with the 1911 Mines Act. The 
legislation of the later nineteenth century affected the whole management 
function, but none more so than the supervisor [Church 19861. The 
increasing statutory regulation focused on safety, reflecting both the 
industry's national importance and its unique dangers. This further 
stimulated the formalisation of underground supervisory and safety 
management. England (1963 p101 describes this transition. 
'In the early days of coal-mining, the forerunner of the present day 
deputy was a man who went into the workings carrying a pole on which 
was a lighted torch. This was for the purpose of lighting gas, hence 
the term 'fireman'. At a later date the 'competent person' appointed by 
the Manager was known in some districts as an 'examiner' and in others 
as a Deputy, which explains the use of the terms in 1911 Coal Mines Act 
of 'fireman, examiner or deputyl., Fifty years ago, the person appointed 
to be in charge on the day shift, which was the coal turning shift. was 
know as the 'deputy', but those on other shifts were known as 
'examiners' and generally received a lesser rate of pay. ' 
Section Four describes how mining safety became a personal crusade for 
Miller, culminating in his participation in the 1938 Royal Commission. 
Problems like explosions, roof falls and the presence of water were endemic 
to the industry, throughout its history [Challinor 19721. While the major 
disasters made the newspaper headlines, the day-to-day attrition of human 
life - as in the accidents amongst the Churches of Christ brethren recorded 
in Chapter Four - caused the greatest carnage. As an older coalfield, 
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Lancashire had a reputation for poor working conditions, long hours, low 
earnings, and major disasters. For the period 1851 to 1853, deaths through 
explosions were twice the national average. Wigan became notorious for its 
mining accidents In the late 1860s and early 1870s [Bellamy 1972d]. When, 
in March 1853 an explosion at Ince Hall colliery killed 55 men, the Inquiry 
concluded, significantly: 'no qualified person was appointed to fire the 
shots' (Challinor 1973 p521. Accidents took place through lack of education 
among colliers, poor supervision and management. Miller's last colliery, 
the Maypole, had been the scene of an infamous disaster EHannavy 6 Lewis 
19831, while, on a personal level, he had seen his father (and many others) 
crippled by an underground accident, and had escaped narrowly death himself 
from a roof fall. 
From the late nineteenth century onwards, legislation simultaneously 
improved mining conditions and gave statutory support to the position of 
the deputy. Efforts to improve safety encouraged the emergence of a 
distinct deputy role. The 1850 Mines Act appointed four inspectors, rising 
to 83 in 1911 (Church 1986 p4241. The 1872 Mines Act required the 
certification of colliery managers and made them responsible for safety. 
This encouraged professionalisation, as did the spread of mining 
engineering education and organisation, at institutions such as Wigan 
Mining and Technical College, which Miller later attended. The 1887 Mines 
Act further required the appointment of 'competent persons' to make mine 
inspections, and to assist them in these duties, though the standard of 
competency was left to the colliery manager to decide. 
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However, it was the 1911 Coal Mines Act which Introduced a crucial change 
in the status and-duties of the-fireman. examiner or deputy. The law, which 
already insisted that management should appoint 'a competent person', now 
required further a Certificate of Competency, and hearing and eye tests 
every five years. Workplace inspections were increased to twice during each 
shift, compared to once previously. Finally, it was stipulated that the 
deputy should devote himself full-time to these statutory duties, except 
when involved in firing shots or measuring the work done. Thus deputies 
gained 'an official status for the first time' EEngland 1963 p9l, cementing 
an already growing sense of identity and union organisation. The Act, in 
turn, caused an immediate 'alteration of opinion' (England 1963 p163 about 
the status of deputies amongst their union leaders. Beforehand, they had 
sought merely wages parity with the day-wage loader. 
'The deputy now required a certificate and statutory responsibility had 
been place on him, so the aim was now at least 50/- per week, one week of 
annual holiday with pay, free coal and pay for overtime'. 
As McCormick points out 11979 p721, 
'The problem of supervision is one that affects not merely the 
relationship between the miner and deputy but also the deputies' 
relationship to undermanagers and other officers' 
The statutory responsibility for safety also added a singular twist to this 
more general dilemma of torn loyalties and responsibilities, depicted in 
Chapter One by Jones's 119861 pejorative, fictional portrait. Miller, 
surrounded everywhere - in his family, chapel and neighbourhood - by 
colliers, yet regarded by some as working for the 'boss', personifies this 
occupational predicament. On the one hand, the deputy was a supervisor, 
paid by the employer to control the underground miner, and expected to 
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display complete loyalty in exploiting productive time to the full. On the 
other, he was a worker and trade unionist, a recent graduate from the coal 
face, who lived and worked alongside ordinary miners. Here the pressure 
could be contradictory: officially to protect the health and safety of 
their workmates; unofficially to 'turn a blind eye* to fast and dangerous 
working practices. In addition, he had become a statutory safety officer, 
responsible to the law at accident enquiries, and expected to carry the 
safety ideal against the economic exigencies of the day-to-day labour 
process. Hence, the lifelong aspiration of Miller, and other deputies 
leaders, for a neutral 'civil servant' status, and for a separate union, 
free from the interference of both employer and miner. 
LINK. THE DEPUTY AS INDIVIDUAL STATUS IN A CALLING 
Had Miller's life progressed no further than the position of an ordinary 
deputy, there would still have been adequate grounds for linking the 
'Protestant Ethic' of his religious upbringing with his worldly self- 
improvement, ' and admission to the Ilabour aristocracy'. Indeed, this 
Individualistic path was followed increasingly by later generations of the 
Churches, of Christ. Chapel gave Miller the educational and moral 
wherewithal - literacy, punctuality, self-discipline, responsibility - and 
the motivation to advance individually, and the social conscience to serve 
in a calling. The coal industry of the early twentieth century, due to a 
combination of economic and legal factors, offered unprecendented 
opportunities for such a man to rise a little from the shopfloor. 
The choice for an ambitious miner was no longer, 'wage slave' or union 
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activist. As a deputy, Miller was already walking the 'narrow path, 
dictated by his chapel upbringing. The Job already required him to become a 
'leader of men', in a modest way, and demanded a number of skills and 
responsibilities which set him apart from ordinary miners. They gave him a 
'trade', which led naturally to a new kind of collective self-awareness. At 
a Saturday evening meeting of Ashton No I branch (to present the retiring 
treasurer with a smoker's outfit) in 1924/5, reported in a cutting from the 
local newspaper, Miller indicated how he regarded this trade, by asking 
deputies to 
'Take every opportunity to equip themselves for the very responsible 
duties to which they were called, as the safety men of the mines'. 
At a dinner of 'Yorkshire deputies', reported in the 'Barnsley Chronicle' 
of 2 February 1929, Miller summarises the favourable impact of law on the 
position of deputy. 
-'The new Coal Mines Act of 1911 was the main factor in bringing together 
the mine deputies as a distinct section of the underground colliery 
workers. This Act gave a legal and moral status to deputies, placed them 
apart, and altered the old routine of irresponsibility: making their 
duties more definite and demanding a physical standard of fitness for the 
work, not applied to any other class of worker or official. It removed the 
power to appoint assistants (a privilege very much abused and which 
engendered danger... to the mine workers), making one man responsible for 
his district. The wages before this time were very much below those paid 
to workers for whom they had to bear responsibility, and to some of whom 
they had to be instructors. There were over thirty different rates paid in 
one county alone. the number of hours deputies had to work was almost 
unlimited, and the conditions were so intolerable that it was quite an 
everyday occurrence for deputies to give up the position, and go back to 
work at the coal face'. 
Section Two chronicles how Miller and other deputies leaders used 
collective union organisation to consolidate this new found status. 
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Section Two: Union activist in Wigan 
PERSONAL: CHANGED UNION AFPZLIATION (1911-1922) 
From an early age, Miller was active in the local miners' union branch, 
and, in many respects, his subsequent union career followed the pattern of 
Lib-Lab and Labour mining predecessors, such as William Pickard and Harry 
Twist. For all his working life, he belonged to the wider labour movement 
and the Labour Party. However, once he became an assistant fireman, Killer 
ceased active involvement with the LCMF, though he remained a member for 
some time. Following his promotion, in a decade when deputies were gaining 
a stronger sense of identity and status, Miller's union commitments turned 
in this direction. Whether, this was mere accident, or expressed his 
personal brand of nonconformity, we can only conjecture. Members of his 
sect, such as Joseph Parkinson, discussed in Chapter Three, served the main 
miners' union. Equally, the deputies' union contained many who were not 
religious, let alone nonconformists or members of the Churches of Christ. 
Nonetheless, this chapter perceives an elective affinity between Miller's 
religious background, and the union affiliation which he either chose 
deliberately, or, more likely, stumbled into. This entailed shared values, 
fostered both by the religious sect and the trade union, which, though they 
might be arrived at entirely independently (as they were, on both sides, by 
many others), fitted together with considerable ease. Miller was involved 
in the deputies' union, early and continuously enough, and at a high enough 
level, to have shared its first aspirations and added some of his own. 
Miller's union predicament must have been shared by many other deputies. 
Early this century, a union-inclined mining supervisor was very likely to 
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be in the main mining union [Lee 19151. The exception was in Durham, where 
a strong local deputies' organisation began in 1876, before the formation 
of the MFGB [Crawford 19633. Derbyshire headed the next, major wave, 
starting in 1908 [England 19631. The first moves towards a Lancashire 
deputies' organisation began on the outskirts of Wigan, at a meeting of 
firemen from Pemberton Colliery in 1909 (Lee 1915). The Lancashire and 
Cheshire Colliery Firemen's Association was formed officially in July 1910, 
with John Lee as its first Secretary. The stimulus was a combination of the 
deputies' grievance at their exclusion from the 8 hours legisation 
(McCormick 1979, Lee 19151, and their growing self confidence as the 1911 
Mines Act approached the statute book. 
Miller probably attended these early gatherings, including the third, 
national federation meeting, held in Wigan in January 1911. He attended, 
and voted at, an early AGM of the Wigan and District Firemen's Association 
on 30 July 1911, details of which are in his scrapbook. This re-elected 
Peter Derbyshire as Secretary and RD Weston as President. By 27 September 
1913, he was one of four speakers from the Lancashire association, and on 
June 6,1914, he was one of three delegates to the national federation 
conference at Queens Hotel, Manchester. In March 1914, he attained a 
prominent local position for'the first time, as president and chairman of 
the executive of Lancashire and Cheshire Colliery Deputies' Assocation. 
Eight years later, in August 1922, he was'appointed full-time general 
secretary of the Lancashire, Cheshire and North Wales Colliery Deputies, 
and Shotfirers' Associations. This remained his only full-time, salaried 
position for the remainder of his union career. 
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The decade between the first formation of the Lancashire deputies' union in 
1910 and the outbreak of industrial conflict in 1921 found Miller close to 
the birth of the new union, and ascending its ranks. At the onset of a 
crucial decade for the coal industry and its unions, he was already in a 
position of considerable authority. The main theme of Miller's time as a 
lay activist (though it remained a crucial one until Nationalisation) was 
the staking out by the deputies of their identity and organisation, against 
considerable resistance from the employers and the main miners, union. This 
illuminates Miller's vision, shared with other deputies' leaders, of the 
particular character of the deputies' federation as an aspiring national 
craft/supervisory organisation. 
THEME: FOUNDING AN INDEPENDENT DEPUTIES' UNION 
As Section Two made clear, the occupational identity of deputies was 
stimulated by changes in the nature of coal mining and its legal framework. 
Yet, it was no more inevitable that they would seek separate representation 
In the form they ultimately did, than that Miller should choose this avenue 
for public service. Deputies 'suffered the general problems affecting 
foremen in industry' (McCormick 1979 p721. Around the same'time, 
engineering supervisors were separating themselves from their old craft 
unions (Melling 19861. The coal mining situation, however, was different. 
First, the deputy was not always distinct from other management tiers and 
skilled support groups. Second, though the HFGB had a reputation for hewer 
dominance, it was a heterogenous, industrial union, not a tight-knit craft 
organisation. Whereas the deputies have maintained a separate union to the 
present day, many similar skilled groups eventually affiliated to the MFGB 
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or NUK The pressure for national deputies' organisation arose shortly 
after, and partly in response to (Crawford 19631, the establishment of an 
effective MFGB. As Section Four will explain, the 'pig-in-the-middlel 
position of the deputy, in a highly conflictual industry, cemented this 
separation. 
National federation 
The General Federation of Colliery Deputies' Associations of Great Britain 
(the federation) first met at the Punch Bowl Inn, Blossom Street, York on 
June 18 1910 -a little before the first, official Lancashire meeting 
(Crawford 1963, England 1963, Fellowes 1963, TUC 19623. Five local 
associations were represented, with Scotland and South Wales notable 
absentees. Of those attending (Durham, Northumberland, Lancashire & 
Cheshire, Derbyshire and Nottinghamshire, and North Wales), only a minority 
of deputies were in membership, totalling 4,080 EAppendix v]. Of the 7,220 
outside the deputies' union, a significant number were probably in the 
MFGB. The second meeting, at the same venue on 13 August, agreed 
'That subject to the approval of several Associations represented we do 
form and are hereby formed into a General Federation of Colliery Firemen, 
Examiners or Deputies of Great Britain. The object of which is to combine 
for all mutual advantage of its several Associations and members'. 
The third meeting at the Bull's Head Hotel in Wigan on 14 January 1911, 
elected John Lee of Lancashire as Treasurer. 
Initially, membership rose rapidly, as new local associations affiliated. 
By summer 1914, there were nine affiliates: Northumberland, Yorkshire, 
Durham, North Staffordshire, South Wales, Lancashire ý& Cheshire, North 
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Wales, Scotland and the midlands-based 'National'. Membership reached 
12,450 in 1914, a threefold increase since 1910. When Cumberland joined in 
1915, this rose to 13,083 out of an estimated 25,000 deputies nationally; a 
density of 52%. The 'National' appointed a full-time Secretary in 1914, and 
Lancashire and Yorkshire the next year. The summer 1917 conference lauded 
itself as a 'vital force' in the industry. Fourteen areas were affiliated 
by the following summer, including the Forest of Dean, Somerset, Bristol 
and East Kent. January 1919 marked another highpoint, with 14 areas 
present, membership at 20,205, and Lanarkshire seeking affiliation. Another 
Scottish association, East and Mid-Lothian, joined that same summer. 
Miller and other federation leaders were insistent on creating a narrow 
deputies' association, rather than a wider officers' body. They endeavoured 
to avoid duplication of affiliates and to maintain a clear geographical and 
occupational logic. They took a hand in settling demarcation disputes, as 
at Nuneaton and-Manton colliery In 1916, where the 'National' was vying 
with North Staffordshire and Yorkshire for representation EEngland 19631. 
The rank-and-file were unionising spontaneously at a local level, and the 
distinction between deputies and other colliery officers was still blurred. 
This early complexity and fluidity of officers' representation is 
illustrated by the January 1913 affiliation moves by the 'Notts 
Undermanagers Deputies Association', the 'Derbyshire Undermanagers & 
Deputies Institute' and the 'North Staffordshire Underground Colliery 
Firemen's & Shotlighters Association'. The last soon joined, but the others 
were rejected as duplicating existing affiliated associations. The January 
1920 conference refused South Staffordshire's application, because they 
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were a breakaway from the affiliated 'National'. The following year, they 
became the 15th affiliate. In 1926, Leicestershire, another secession from 
the 'National' was rejected only to join later (England 19631. Derbyshire 
deputies' organisation was preceded by two competing unions: a 
'Nottinghamshire, Under-ManagersI and Deputies' Association, and a 'Midland 
Mining Officials Association' (England 1963 pill, but its leaders insisted, 
'That no union could adequately protect the interests of the deputy if it 
also catered for the undermanagerl Epl4l. 
The summer 1919 conference rejected an application from the 'Federation of 
Colliery Undermanagers', because this would blur the distinctive deputy 
identity, and in January 1922 they rejected an amalgamation overture from 
the 'Clerks Union'. 
Miller's Lancashire (as smallest of the five main coalfields (Benson 
1989&1) was able to play an influential role in national developments, 
partly due to the inconstancy of larger areas, like Durham, which, for 
example, withdrew in 1913 to return the following year. After the early 
burst of growth, hostility from the employers and the MFGB limited the 
geographical coverage and cohesion of the federation. During 1922, 
membership EAppendix v] fell dramatically by around 3,000, and after the 
optimism and expansion of the previous decade, the 1920s became a period of 
conflict and uncertainty. Henceforth, membership declined until the Second 
World War, though there were still new affiliations, such as Leicester In 
1928 and Snowdown In 1932. Only with Nationallsation did the federation 
approach full coalfield coverage. 
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The search for recognition and influence 
Throughout the inter-war years, the speeches of Miller and other deputies, 
leaders are thick with appeals to government, the coal owners and the MFGB 
to see reason and give them the status they deserve, as individuals and as 
a corporate body. A characteristic address by Miller to his Lancashire 
conference, is recorded by the 'Wigan Observer' of 23 February 1929. The 
association had suffered 'several reverses', membership had fallen by 10% 
from 2,135 to 1,895 in 1928, and their agreements were under 'attack'. Yet 
'We trust that by a spirit of reasonableness on both sides, to continue to 
progress along the lines of co-operation'. 
Very often, this was more hope than reality. From the first federation 
meeting the organisational obstacles were clear. There were great 
variations in district wage rates, from 4/3d to 8/- per shift, with daily 
working hours ranging from 7% to 9%, and men in some areas receiving 
allowances in housing, and free coal. The first meeting discussed the impact 
of the 8 Hours Act on deputies, and support for the North Wales Mining 
Officials' Association In bringing about legislation that all firemen, 
examiners or deputies should be statutorily qualified. To pursue such 
I 
issues, the federation required recognition from the Government and other 
statutory agencies which regulated the industry, and, above all, from the 
employers. The first came quickly, and the federation soon became part of 
the Industry's regulatory furniture. Shortly after their foundation, 
Churchill met them to discuss safety and the 1911 Coal Mines Act, and they 
were invited to the special conference on the 1915 Mines Act. 
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The mine owners 
There was no such welcome from the Mining Association of Great Britain 
(MAGB), and the union failed to gain national recognition until 
nationalisation. This cold-shoulder rankled moderate leaders, like Miller. 
However, outside the northern coalfields, where the MFGB's attitude 
confused the situation, and Yorkshire, where employers were especially 
recalcitrant, management was often prepared to negotiate with local 
associations at pit, company and local levels EEngland 1963, pl4l. This was 
true in Miller's Lancashire, as it was in Derbyshire, where 
'As the union grew in numbers, it was able to assist deputies to obtain 
reasonably good agreements with individual colliery companies'. 
Organisation and recognition remained hard-fought, but by 1918, it had 
'Succeeded in making agreements with the coal owners association in each 
wages district' (England 1963 p251. 
Some employers went beyond a passive refusal to recognise, and challenged 
the union's existence. Several of Miller's Lancashire predecessors were 
victimised (Lee 1915). In 1916, the 'National' secretary counselled 
deputies against being drawn into a management dominated 'colliery union, 
(England 1963 p221. Later, the worst area was Yorkshire, where from 1916, 
the employers formed a 'Colliery Officials Mutual Benefit Society,, which 
provided superannuation and other benefits, on condition that deputies 
broke with their union. According to the local secretary, the scheme was 
designed to destroy the union, This strategy resembles that described by 
Melling 119861 in engineering, and was highly successful. By 1923, large 
numbers had left the union for the scheme. Yorkshire membership, having 
risen to 3,200 by 1922, plummetted to 1,000 two years later, and 600 in 
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1929 (it did not regain four figures until 1945). The summer 1923 
conference heard reports of colliery disasters at Wheldale and Maltby, 
where all the deputies had left the union for the scheme. The Yorkshire- 
based national president, Carney, resigned at the 1923 summer conference 
because he was unemployed and could not get a Job anywhere in the county as 
a deputy (Fellowes 1963). 
Such problems were not restricted to Yorkshire. In the northern coalfields, 
owner hostility formed an unholy alliance with MFGB resistance to 
independent deputies' organisation [Crawford 19631. The 1924 summer 
conference heard that the Durham secretary had been sacked for attending 
and recorded that such persecution was rife (Fellowes 1963). After 1926, 
even previously 'easy' areas, like the midland 'National', suffered a 
dramatic membership fall as: 
'Individual colliery companies offered private agreements, some 
conditional upon withdrawal from the union and others which allowed union 
membership, but destroyed the collective bargaining with the local coal 
owner's association. Some pits could have a private union, some sold their 
freedom for a blue suit (value E3 per year) others were offered a small 
pension - anything to persuade deputies to become disorganised, and the 
membership figures reveal how many fell for the bait' [England 1963 p3l]. 
Such problems persisted and recurred throughout Miller's union career, 
though in Lancashire the situation was more stable than in many other 
areas. The 1932 summer conference returned to the serious position in 
Durham, where the owners were demanding that deputies do facework In 
addition to their duties and work overtime without payment under the threat 
of sacking (Fellowes 19633. The 'owners' scheme' also spread to North Wales 
- later part of Miller's local association - and Northumberland, which both 
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disaffiliated in 1927/8 in response to handsome offers from the owners. 
Northumberland returned at the summer 1930 conference, only to leave again 
and return in the summer of 1935. The 1938 summer conference also heard of 
Kent deputies signing an agreement with owners against the rules of the 
federation. By 1941 the 'owners' schemes' had spread from Yorkshire to the 
East Midlands and were estimated to be keeping 7,000 members outside the 
federation [Fellowes 19631. 
Only in Miller's last years, as national secretary, did he see the tide 
turn again in favour of the deputies. From the early 1940s, membership 
(Appendix v] grew both nationally and in Yorkshire, where it reached 900 
and the union gained recognition at such employer strongholds, as Hatfield 
in 1942 and Bentley in 1943. Other advances were at Snowdown and 
Betteshanger in Kent during 1942 (Fellowes 19631. That year, the federation 
met with the 'Colliery Official Staffs Association' to decide on a policy 
of co-operation against the 'owners' scheme'. Just as the Yorkshire 
situation was improving, a new threat emerged in 1946: the creation by J 
Hunter, the general manager of the Amalgamated Doncaster Collieries, of a 
new non-political management union covering the executive group, general 
managers, agents and managers, clerical and administrative staff, and 
under-officials up to and Including undermanager. Once more, deputies who 
refused to join were being victimised and paid less than those who did. 
The WGB 
As the next section makes clear, Miller's relations with the LCHF leaders 
were complex. On the one hand, he was a friend or admirer of miners' 
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leaders and. Labour MPs such as Frank Hodges, Harry Twist, Gordon MacDonald, 
and John Allen Parkinson. On the other, he was drawn Into often acrimonious 
disputes with the union led by the same people. The reason was that the 
MFGB resisted independent deputies' organisation in many areas until 
nationalisation, while the NUM only-conceded full representation in 1973 
[Marsh 19841. Local employer and MFGB hostility was a major stimulus to 
national federation ECrawford 19631. During 1911 and 1912, the deputies 
complained to the Home Secretary and the TUC about MFGB attempts to 
intimidate and absorb deputies' associations in Northumberland and 
Larnarkshire, where the Scottish Miners' Federation (SMF) demanded that 
deputies should pay its subs [Fellowes 19631. These difficulties with the 
MFGB (along with employer hostility) also caused internal conflict. Durham 
withdrew for three years in 1911, and other areas, like the 'NationaV, 
countenanced MFGB affiliation as a solution to their recognition problems. 
The Northumberland association rejected such an invitation from the 
Northumberland miners on 24 June 1916. Durham was an early federation 
stronghold, with 1,900 out of 3,000 deputies in 1910, but it too remained a 
trouble spot. Resolutions from Durham In favour of MFGB affiliation were 
heavily defeated by the leadership at the 1918,1919 and 1920 conferences. 
The national secretary, Frowen, cited MFGB persecution and argued that the 
deputies' interests required protection by a deputies' union led by 
deputies (Fellowes 19631. 
Miller was aware that, as with the employers, such hostility was never 
universal. The 1914 summer conference received a conciliatory response from 
the MFGB General Secretary, Thomas Ashton, to federation attempts to bring 
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together firemen, examiners and deputies in the various coalfields 
[Fellowes 19631. He submitted letters from local MFGB agents and bodies, 
saying that they had no objection to them organising these groups, and that 
the NFGB leadership co-operate with them to this end. However, the same 
conference heard of SMF opposition to firemens' organisation and attempts 
to coerce them into-their-ranks. The MFGB had limited powers in this 
situation, a nd when the two union leaderships met on 17 March 1914, the 
issue was simply referred back to the SMF. When Frowen wrote to their 
secretary, R Brown, he replied on 25 April 1914 that they did not recognise 
any firemen and shotlighters' association as existing in Scotland, and 
refused to-discuss the matter further. Indignation over this 'tyrannical' 
EFellowes 19631 attitude spilled over into the 1926 conflict, discussed in 
the next section. 
In Lancashire, Miller appears to have established a general modus vivendi 
with the LCMF, interrupted by outbursts of bitter confrontation. The 'Wigan 
Observer' of 12 June 1918 reported demarcation agreements signed between 
the LCMF and three other mining unions, the Enginemen and Boilermen, the 
Amalgamated Society of Railway Vehicle Builders, Wheelwrights, Carpenters 
and Mechanics, and the Colliery Underground Firemen's Association - an 
early name for the Lancashire deputies. These were under threat from LCMF 
attempts to dictate unilaterally the terms of war-time conscription or 
'comb out'. Using a metaphor which Miller was to return to frequently, the 
deputies' representative, W Nicholls, described the miners' dictatorial 
approach as 'Prussianism'. 
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At national level, these problems preoccupied Miller and other leaders up 
until nationalisation. In 1923, -miners at Hebburn Colliery, Durham, struck 
for ten weeks to force the deputies into the MFGB, but failed [Fellowes 
19631. The federation levied a %p levy from every member to support the 
Durham deputies. By January 1942, the MFGB had apparently 'accepted' 
separate deputies' organisation, except in Scotland. There in 1943, a I/- 
increase was stopped for deputies, in agreement with the owners, on the 
ground that they were non-unionists and not entitled to the Increase 
negotiated by the SMF. In 1944 the Scottish deputies struck for 
recognition, without federation financial support, and 1,700 Durham 
deputies were also on strike. In 1946, the newly-formed NUM did side with 
the Yorkshire deputies, against the maverick managers' union, but they 
still had unwelcome plans for a merger with the federation, which 
reiterated its autonomy by forming a centrallsed national union in 1947. By 
then, the NUM had conceded full negotiating rights for deputies, but 
insisted on joint negotiations for shotfirers and overmen, even though 80% 
and 50%, respectively, were in the deputies' organisation - mainly because 
the Durham and Scottish MUM areas insisted on holding onto these grades. In 
the first national agreement negotiated with the NCB, deputies' wages still 
varied by more than 30/- [Crawford 1963 p3l. 
As Miller made clear, the MFGB attitude to the deputies (and other small 
mining unions) varied from coalfield to coalfield. In Derbyshire, relations 
were 'very good' (England 1963 p191 by 1914, and the miners supported the 
deputies' demand for state employment (discussed below), and even helped 
them to gain recognition in 1917. By 1918, a pragmatic agreement had been 
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reached there that all deputies, firemen, examiners, shotfirers and overmen 
should be in the federation, except for current MFOB members who wished to 
continue membership to secure the union pension. The summer 1938 national 
conference stood in tribute to the recently deceased, Yorkshire miners' 
President, Herbert Smith, described as a 'friend' who had helped the 
Yorkshire association maintain its autonomy in face of employer aggression 
[Fellowes 19631. The federation faced greatest MFGB resistance where the 
deputies were strongest and most deep-rooted, especially in the northern 
coalfields EMarsh 19841. Here, three factors coalesced into MFGB hostility: 
The recruitment of under-officials from the ranks of miners, the 
instinctive tendency of any union to follow the line of adýancement of its 
members and the ideological impetus of industrial unionism and 
syndicalism' (McCormick 1979 p7l]. 
To this must be added the nineteenth century experience of local 
sectionalism [Challinor 19721 in coalfields like Lancashire. For all these 
reasons, independent deputies' union organisation faced a dual struggle for 
recognition, against the employers and the MFGB. 
In a speech to Yorkshire deputies, reported in the 'Barnsley Chronicle' of 
Feberuary 2 1929, Miller pondered on these troubles. Like all trade unions, 
the deputies had arisen through 'oppression, low wages and neglect to hear 
individual grievances'. The Durham and Northumberland associations had 
existed for more than fifty years, but 'more as a mutual benefit scheme 
than a trade union'. Other associations had emerged 'in the last twenty 
five years' because 'the miners' unions were not in a position to deal with 
the grievances of deputies'. They 'catered chiefly for workmen at the coal 
face, the piece rate worker'. The 1911 act became the 'great charter' for 
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the deputies' unions which had already begun to form The 'wiser' MFGB 
leaders realised then, 
'That there was a divergence of status which was beyond their scope, and 
(that) for the deputies to remain unorganised was detrimental even to 
themselves'. 
A few 'gave them their blessing', but 'bitter opposition came from the 
miners in some parts of each country, and was still 'foolishly continued' 
in Scotland and Durham. 
In the same speech, Miller also noted the 'severe opposition and bitter 
persecution' from the calliery owners 'in some places'. At another meeting 
of embattled Yorkshire deputies in Morley, on 15 January 1927, with the 
manager of the Yorkshire Iron and Coal Co present, Miller addressed these 
employer apprehensions. Referring to a cage accident at Topcliffe Colliery, 
he described the deputy as 'the most responsible person in a mine' and 'the 
manager of his district'. 'Discipline' was central to his role, and began 
with individual-self-discipline. Some employers feared that unionisation 
would undermine discipline; that 'if the deputy was encouraged to organise 
he might run amok'. Yet they were appointed from amongst workmen because 
they showed 'a little intelligence above the ordinary'. 
'The same reason ought to be sufficient proof that they were capable of 
conducting their organisation wisely and remove any restraint, more 
especially when they had long ago offered to accept arbitration and abide 
by such decisions when difference might possibly arise'. 
The federation had been formed for 'defence' not 'defiance'. 
'Not to fight the colliery managers in the sense that fighting had become 
associated with trade organisations, but to reason out matters 
intelligently, and remove the trouble which arose chiefly through 
misunderstandings in the first place'. 
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Miller's speech to the 1929 summer conference, reported in the 'Colliery 
Guardian' of 14 June, brought together the employer and MFGB challenges. 
The deputies were: 
'A small but important group of non-commissioned officers of the pits, in 
some respects an unfortunate body, cold-shouldered by both coal owners and 
miners'. 
on one side, the miners suspected them of 'holding with the employers'. 
Therefore, they had 'resisted all efforts to compel them to sink their 
autonomy' and become individual MFGB members. On the other, the owners had 
'An inherited idea that trade unions were the machinations of wicked men, 
designed for the purpose of destruction'. 
Against both, the federation would continue to strive for 'the status it 
deserved in the industry'. 
LINK: COLLECTIVE ORGANISATION FOR INDIVIDUAL STA771S 
Self-interest in enhanced status and public interest in mining safety 
coincided in the federation's struggle for legal recognition and definition 
of the deputy's role. As Miller assured the Yorkshire deputies, In the 
'Barnsley Chronicle' report of 2 February 1929, 'their interests had been 
kept to the fore'. While the deputies would 
Not... relax their efforts to gain better renumeration for service and 
improve the working conditions of their members, they must always keep 
before them in every commendable way, the safety of mines and workers'. 
The two elements of this strategy were a refusal to join the MFGB and a 
selective attitude to aspiring affiliates. Fundamental to this stance was a 
need to consolidate an identifiable national position of 'deputy' from the 
confusion of coalfield diversity. Hence, the 1914 deputation to the Chief 
Inspector of Mines on the 'illegal' employment of 'assistant firemen' in 
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Yorkshire (Fellowes 1963). This confirmed that the terms fireman, examiner 
or deputy (as variously used) had the same legal meaning. and required 
that they spend all their time on deputy work, and not be used as workmen, 
other than to fire shots and to measure the work done in their district. 
Suitably encouraged, that they were a 'vital and necessary' factor In 
shaping safety legislation, the federation resolved to meet him again to 
consider 'raising the status' of the firemen's certificate with the only 
objective' of obtaining the best class of mineworkers as firemen. 
Three resolutions submitted to the 1918 TUC aimed to delineate further the 
deputies' position, and established themes which Miller was to return to in 
the years to come. First, a motion on the 18 hours act' sought to reduce 
and standardise their working week. As Miller told the 1929 summer 
conference ElColliery Guardian' 14.6.291, a standard weekly wage would 
improve management efficiency. 
'Payment by results was degrading in any occupation and there was nothing 
in the system which appealed to the higher morals of the man'. 
The second resolution on the 'state employment of colliery deputies'. 
argued that the number of mine accidents would be reduced if the state 
employed and paid deputies, so that, 
'The official who is responsible for the daily inspection of a district of 
a mine was so placed as to enable him to make an unbiased report as to the 
condition of the district'. 
The third called for a statutory 'Board of Appeal', when deputies were 
dismissed by the employers, to ensure that this was justified - again to 
protect their impartiality. As Miller complained to the January 1929 
conference, a policeman could not be summarily dismissed, without being 
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able to appeal to a board. Likewise, the I policemen of the mines' should be 
able to put their case before an independent enquiry, and not be at the 
mercy of colliery management. 
Miller was one of the architects of these interlocking policies designed to 
reinforce the identity and status of deputies. Tightening control over 
shotfiring, on good safety grounds, drew this category of employee more 
clearly into the deputy fold, and emphasised their distinctive craft 
skills. The 1919 summer conference discussed luncertified' shotfirers (the 
second tier of deputy) in Scotland (Fellowes 19631; and Miller and other 
leaders made constant calls for more stringent legal controls over 
shotfiring. In 1926, the 'National' secretary insisted that the 1913 
Explosives in Coal Mines Order meant that shotfirers' qualifications should 
be 'the same as the fireman, examiner or deputy' [England 1963 p2l]. The 
union also wanted the loverman' the least qualified grade of officer, and 
least likely fo share their full identity - to sign a statutory report, 
thus enhancing safety and drawing them into their professional ambit. In 
January 1937, the federation proposed that prospective deputies or 
shotfirers should spend a four week probation with an experienced officer. 
In January 1928, they called for a uniform rate of pay and conditions for 
deputies, again attempting to cement a single occupational identity. By 
January 1940 they wanted El per shift basic for deputies and 17/- for 
shotfirers. They awaited the Royal Commission on Safety in Mines, as an 
opportunity to improve legislation and the 'status' of the deputy. The 
summer conference agreed [Fellowes 19631, 
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'That the Federation decline to accept members other than bona-fide 
overmen, deputies, firemen, examiners & shatfirers'. 
The final cap-stone of occupational identity, was the Spring 1946 
insistance that that it be a condition of employment that all overmen, 
I 
deputies and shotfirers join the deputies' union [Fellowes 1963J. 
In Section Two, Miller attained a new personal, individual status, as a 
deputy, an officer, a worker with craft skills and supervisory 
responsibilities. This position had been carved out, in rough and ambiguous 
outline, by the economic and legal changes of the previous fifty years. 
With collective organisation, Miller and other deputies began to take a 
determined hand in defining their own position. By building membership, 
distinguishing themselves from the main colliers' trade union, and 
campaigning for recognition at all level in the industry, they aspired to a 
unified, quasi-professional Identity. Collective union organisation was the 
next essential step towards consolidating and underlining the status 
bequeathed by industrial history. The result, only fully realised after 
nationalisation, was a craft/supervisory association, independent of both 
the HFGB and the employers (including higher management levels). The 
rationale was that the deputies possessed special skills, by virtue of 
their training, and special responsibilities by virtue of their concern 
with safety. National union organisation underpinned their self-image as 
men of special character and status. 
A 1920s special meeting of the Platt Bridge deputies' branch illustrates 
the progress made and the style adopted. Miller was present, as 
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Lancashire general secretary, to make a presentation to the branch 
treasurer, Robert Ashton, a union 'pioneer'. In the chair was T Mason, 
manager of Miller's old employers, Cross, Tetley & Co. Miller claimed that 
the trade unions had become 'part of our national life', and defined their 
sole purpose as 'defending right, when pitted against wrong' to the benefit 
of the 'whole human race'. He recalled that Lancashire deputies first 
organised in 1909, when their number was 'very small', 'a few' were with 
the MFOB, and 'many' were unattached. Again, he referred to the 1911 act as 
a turning point, which gave deputies 'greater responsibilities' and 
'compelled them to take a more serious view of their position'. The 
'strength of their organisation had increased', in the case of Platt Bridge 
from 12 to 87 members, 
'Not by the application of brute force, but by the joint reasoning, and 
fair consideration of all parties concerned'. 
Ashton was pictured as 
'One of the stalwarts for the organisation, faithfully carrying out his 
duties, winning the respect of his fellow deputies, and never losing the 
esteem In which he was held by his employers'. 
The next item on the agenda was a 'very instructive and practical mining 
lecture' from Peter Gaskell, a manager at Maypole Colliery. Perhaps this 
meeting came close to Miller's own ideal of the deputies' union. 
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Section Three: Lancashire full-time secretary 
PERSONAL: FULL-TIRE TRADE UNION OFFICE (1922-1927) 
When Miller became full-time general secretary of the Lancashire deputies 
in 1922, the union helped him buy a larger, more central, end-terrace 
house, several miles from Platt Bridge, at 30 Ellesmere Road, Pemberton, 
Wigan. The front room served as the union office, and there was more space 
for his fast growing family (he had eight children, with two to follow and 
his elder children were already working). The change of address also 
entailed a move of chapel, to Albert Street, Newtown, another miners' 
stronghold, co-founded by his father over forty years before, where Miller 
became a chapel officer, sunday school superintendant and lay preacher . As 
we have seen, the break was not complete, however, since Miller's father, 
Simon, and stepmother, Martha, remained in Platt Bridge and the family made 
frequent return visits. However, Miller's new Job occupied most of his 
time, particularly as his appointment coincided with a tumultuous period of 
coal disputes. These both tested and reinforced his existing ideas about 
industrial conflict and cooperation. Even so practical and pragmatic a 
trade unionist as Miller, could not fail to re-examine the first principles 
of his trade philosophy in the storms which ensued. 
THEAE: INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS CONFLICT AND CO-OPERATION 
During the 1920s, industrial conflict had a cathartic effect on the already 
difficult relations between the MFGB and the deputies. As we saw in Section 
Two, the 'Prussianism' of the MFGB had been an obstacle to deputies, 
organisation in many areas from the beginning. Moreover, the vision of 
trade unionism propagated by moderates like Miller was bound to grate with 
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the more militant sections of the MFGB. These different conceptions of 
trade unionism were crystallised by the major industry conflicts. The new 
MFGB leadership saw industrial action as the main route to improved wages 
and conditions [Davies 19871. For the deputies, this spelt the danger of 
being swamped by the miners' concerns-and tactics, including their growing 
temptation to use 'safety' as the ultimate industrial weapon. Miller's 
scrapbook and LCMF minutes [Bibliography (1) Unpublished sources] form the 
basis for this discussion of the 1920s, and particularly 1926. 
The spring 1921 special federation conference on the 'Coal Crisis' 
anticipated an employer drive to cut the wages of all mineworkers EFellowes 
19631. The June executive reported a mixed response to the strike. Many 
areas, including Larnarkshire, Fife, Northumberland, Durham, Yorkshire, and 
Miller's Lancashire & Cheshire were 'all out'. Other areas were mainly on 
strike: about 50 working pumps in Cumberland; 8 firemen and some overmen, 
working in North Staffordshire; 69 doing their own work and 39 doing other 
work in North Wales, against 391 not working; 718 out of 900 in South Wales 
receiving local out-of-work grants, the remainder working as safety men; 
and Somerset divided between 68 working and 55 not. A third group were 
largely working: practically all those in South Staffordshire, Bristol, 
Gloucestershire, and East Kent, and most in the midlands 'National' area. 
However, it was clear already that the deputies were participating in 
circumstances not of their own choosing, and that there was little 
enthusiasm for the conflict. Two areas, Cumberland and the 'National', 
directly cited MFGB coercion as the reason for striking [Fellowes 19631, 
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and there was a much wider feeling of being embroiled in a dispute which 
was outside their control. On this occasion, local deputies' associations 
seem, by and large, to have succumbed to MFGB pressure to restrict and 
control safety work. This sense of impotence led the summer 1921 conference 
to call for the leadership to secure recognition with the MAGB, so that the 
union could make its own collective bargaining arrangements at district and 
national level. Where they had come out on strike, the deputies also shared 
in the employer backlash. In what became another part of Miller's area, 
North Wales, the owners would now only negotiate with individual union 
branches. 
The difficult relationship with the MFGB worsened still further during the 
1926 coal lock-out, when working 'safety men', from the deputies and other 
unions, became a constant bone of contention. During industrial disputes, 
the MFGB generally allowed all categories of 'safety men' to work and even 
draw coal where this was necessary to keep a mine open and safe. On this 
occasion, they often insisted (England 19631 that no coal or coke be 
produced'. This time round, the deputies were a stronger, more mature 
national organisation, no longer prepared to let the MFGB dictate to them 
which safety men should work. On the ground, the deputies response to the 
strike was more mixed. England [19631, writing from the perspective of the 
midlands 'National' association, describes the General Strike, as a 
disasterous period' for the deputies, confused and divided, some working, 
some striking, with no say in the conduct of the dispute. 
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'At some pits the whole of them were on strike, some owners allowed 
those to work who were willing to produce coal and at some pits they 
were all working. Some members of the executive were working, and 
naturally this caused discontent among the strikers'. 
In this 'worst case' coalfield, many deputies Joined Spencer's industrial' 
union [Griffin & Griffin 19771. Others were victimised, while the union's 
funds were exhausted. 
Section Two showed the underlying tensions between the industrial union 
ambitions of the MFGB and the occupational and status claims of the 
deputies. In 1926, the deputies' pivotal position exacerbated these nascent 
tensions. Even once the MFGB had defined an acceptable level of safety 
cover, there were constant disputes over whether deputies had overstepped 
this mark and were undermining the effectiveness of the miners' action. In 
addition, whenever the militant wing of the MFGB wished to escalate the 
action, the issue of withdrawing all safetymen arose. Since many of. these 
workers were not MFGB members, and the deputies refused to join or accept 
the authority of the MFGB-dominated local safety committees, a growing 
distrust of the independent deputies organisation was inevitable. 
Miller, as the new federation president was thrust into the centre of this 
bitter conflict, which raged fiercely in his own Lancashire. All industrial 
disputes are uncomfortable periods of stress and anxiety for the union 
leaders involved. They involve subtle and fateful decisions about strategy 
and tactics, and consume vast quantities of organising energy. However, 
just as the most bitter wars are civil wars, industrial disputes in which 
the union side is divided are the most painful and difficult to lead. The 
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LCMF minutes record the sharp exchanges. At a more personal, emotional 
level, Miller's daughter, Betty, recollects her father's depressed mood at 
the time, including him once passing her in the street without noticing, so 
engrossed was he in such concerns. The 1926 LCMF executive Included four 
past or future Labour MPs from the Wigan area, Stephen Walsh, John Allen 
Parkinson, Harry Twist and Gordon MacDonald. Miller knew them all: 
Parkinson, MacDonald and Twist were fellow non-conformists; and the last 
two were both friends and mentors, who had visited his house. So the bitter 
clashes must have been particularly painful. 
Even before the May 1926 outbreak, the potential for conflict between 
miners and deputies was evident. The 9 January 1926 LCMF executive heard of 
a dispute at the Arley mine of Crawfords' No 2 pit, Aspull, between two 
datallers and their deputies, acting in a supervisory capacity. 
'The firemen gave them orders to go and do some work in the King Coal 
Mine, where there was water. They refused to go, and told the firemen they 
had scratches on their legs, and were afraid of the water affecting them 
and taking bad ways. The under-manager came down the pit shortly after and 
discharged them there and then, with out notice'. 
The 20 January meeting heard a similar complaint, this time from a drawer. 
'This man went to his work and had stripped, and was actually filling a 
tub when the fireman sent word that he must go and work in another place. 
His own men were working and objected to him being taken way... (he) 
refused to go, claiming that his own work was available, and he had a 
right to stop in his own place. The fireman sent him out. He has had to 
play about two weeks'. 
Such disputes were commonplace, and created a degree of general distrust 
and tension between deputies and ordinary miners. However, once the 
national dispute approached, this gained a sharper focus. The 5 May 1926 
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LCMF executive endorsed'a I May 'circular' issued to branches, on 'Safety 
Men Working At Collieries'. This reported an agreement between the MFGB and 
the Federation of Colliery Enginemen and Boilermen. 
'(D That the necessary safety men be allowed to continue working, 
providing that the rates of wages and conditions of employment are not 
less favourable than those obtaining In April. 
(2) That it be left to districts to agree as to the number of men 
required to carry on the work, ie. enginemen, pumpmen, ostlers (for 
feeding of ponies), coking plants, boiler firemen, and other necessary 
work'. 
In line with this, the LCMF called on its branches to 'arrange joint 
meetings' with the enginemen and boilermen, and colliery tradesmen'. They 
were recommended to only allow safety work which was 'absolutely necessary 
to ensure the safety of the mines'. Accordingly, they laid down guidelines: 
'(D That a winding engineman be allowed on duty whilst safety men were at 
work. 
(2) That one fireman be given permission to work for each inspecting 
district, one in every twenty-four hours for such district. 
(3) That the local district joint committee be empowered to grant permits 
for safety men upon the fireman reporting the necessity of such 
consequence of any apprehended danger to safety of the mine. 
Branches are advised to establish the machinery at once, carry out these 
instructions, and arrange for the selection of safety men'. 
The May LCMF, circular gave the strong impression that all safety men were 
subject to the authority of the safety committees they dominated. Of 
course, this was not the case, and the ensuing discussion anticipated many 
of the problems which were to arise. A Bamfurlong delegate noted that the 
'firemen and winders are excluded, but were Included last time,. In other 
words, they had agreed neither to participate in the local safety 
committees nor to abide by their decisions. A Bank Hall delegate responded: 
'They say they are going to take action on their own, therefore we cannot 
arrange a meeting. What is the position? 
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The LCMF president, Greenall, retorted: 
'The necessary safety men be allowed to continue working; that will apply 
to firemen before anyone else, and is distinctly understood. They are the 
first safety men. That we read into it all along, so do not start 
quibbling... in my district permits have been given by the employer, but 
permits will now be given by this Committee which has been set up'. 
He went on to report his experience at Brackley, where management had 42 
firemen working, and he had warned of 'trouble' and 'some riots' in the 
neighbourhood. In future, they would report to the safety committee 'who 
would issue permits'. For instance, 
'If a fall took place which was blocking the airway, they would grant 
permits for men to make a roadway over that fall, but not to remove that 
fall'. 
But what if the deputies refused to co-operate? A Denton delegate reported 
that local deputies would not attend the safety committee, because 'the 
mandate of their deputies association' said they must not join them. 
Greenall insisted: 
'They say they are not going to join - very well you go on with your 
committee and let them understand that your committee will grant all 
permits'. 
In short, whether or not the deputies chose to participate in the safety 
committee, they would be subject to Its authority. An indignant Worsley 
Mesnes delegate wanted to go a stage further: 
It is quite obvious we shall get no support from the firemen and 
enginemen. It is time this organisation brought pressure to bear upon 
them, and if it cannot be done peacefully, then we should be prepared to 
do it by force. They should be reported to the Trade Union Congress and 
expelled if they do not fall into line, as they have no right to function 
as a trade union at all'. 
The executive adjourned next for a lunchtime meeting with 'these other 
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people'. The tradesmen and AEU attended and 'entirely agreed with our 
suggestion'. The enginemen and boilermen's representative, Forshaw, 
however, wanted 'permission to issue their own permits', following 
'instructions from headquarters'. He 'nearly came to' but no agreement 
could be reached. The LCMF 'stuck at' insisting the matter be left to the 
joint safety committees. 
'No one would be allowed to work except those with a permit from this 
committee. If permits are issued by anyone else but this committee, we 
shall do our best to stop them'. 
Finally, the LCMF executive agreed to send a letter to what they called 
'the firemen's association', 
'Complaining of their action with reference to their members working 
during the present dispute, pointing out what has been done with other 
colliery organisations, and informing them in suitable language that we 
should strenuously oppose what they are doing, and if they persisted in 
their present attitude we should report them to the General Council,. 
All collieries were left to advance this policy 'the best way they can'. 
The 15 May 1926 LCMF executive and 'Special Conference' met to consider the 
end of the General Strike and the MFGB's decision to continue with 
industrial action. Quite some time was devoted to Miller's reply to the 
letter sent from the 5 May meeting. He enclosed with it a copy of the 
minutes of a special deputies' federation meeting held at the Railway 
Hotel, Bolton on Saturday, 1 May, which had advised members 'to refrain 
from taking up positions' on MFGB sponsored safety committee. Miller said 
he had missed the 5 May meeting at the miners' office because, 
'I have been bedfast since Tuesday afternoon, and was only able to get 
downstairs on Thursday'. 
Again, this may refect the stresses of the time. In any case, the LCMF 
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secretary, McGurk, ventured that the decision had been made already and 
thus that 'he never intended to attend'. Miller's long letter of 8 May, 
sent from his home address on behalf of the''Lancashire and Cheshire 
Colliery Deputies Association' summarised their entire case, including the 
MFGB's general attitude to the deputies' union. 
The letter acknowledged 'the large number of deputies working throughout 
the county', as elsewhere in the country. In the north west, many deputies 
had received their notices later, on 26 April, and these did not come into 
effect until 21 May. 
'For our members to cease work before that date places upon us the 
responsibility of breaking our agreements'. 
In short, the deputies would not initiate strike action; nor would they 
acquiesce to decisions of the MFGB safety committees. Referring to the 
agreement betwen the MFGB and the enginemen and boilermen about safety men, 
Miller described how, as federation president, he had been 
'Summoned along with the general secretary of our federation to meet the 
heads of the above-mentioned societies and asked to sign the circular re 
safety men'. 
The underlying source of 'dissatisfaction' was that, 
'All along, during the negotiations that have taken place, the deputies 
federation have never once been consulted, but when the crisis is reached, 
a circular is drawn up and we are asked to sign, and even in the circular 
deputies are not mentioned'. 
Moreover, the deputies' present recalcitrance arose from a deeper grievance 
that the MFGB would not concede their separate existence. 
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'Notice of this was drawn to Mr Cook, who said that it meant nothing wrong, 
but when a question was put to Mr Herbert Smith by myself, "Is it the 
intention still, to put into operation the resolution of the Southport 
conference, 1911, to compel everybody in and about a mine to pay to the 
Miners' Federation? " Before Mr Smith had time to reply Mr Richardson said 
"Yes". This coming from the gentleman who represents the county where they 
have persecuted the Deputy to the extent of being on strike against them 
for ten weeks because they desired to be members of their own trade union, 
and even driving them from their homes, does not give our federation much 
encouragement. The persecution in Scotland against the deputies by the 
miners in that country, compelling them to leave their own union and join 
the miners, has caused the federation to doubt the sincerity of the Miners, 
Federation of Great Britain towards the General Federation of Deputies. ' 
Thus, the deputies resented having a national fait accomplit imposed on 
them by a much larger union which begrudged their very existence. 
As for the Lancashire situation, Miller had 'no complaints up to the 
present time'. 'No antagonistic spirit' was felt, and they had 'no 
intention of doing anything to defeat the claims of the miners for a higher 
standard of living'. However, they did regard the MFGB condition that 'only 
one deputy shall be allowed to make an inspection in twenty-four hours, as 
ridiculous, especially from the point of view of safety; and they were 
'bound to fulfill our agreement with our owners'. No doubt the lessons of 
the employer backlash after 1921, and the experience of being bounced into 
industrial action by the MFGB, underlay this strategy. Whatever the 
reasons, the LCMF executive was unimpressed. They resolved to write to the 
MFGB asking 
'For the firemens' association to be reported to the Trades Union Congress 
with a view to their expulsion' 
A Tyldesley delegate was concerned that, after the dispute was concluded, 
the deputies should 'receive no more over the 1911 basis than any other 
men'. The LCMF President, Greenall agreed to pursue this. A Bold delegate 
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reported that their deputies had been found 'driving an air hole' which, 
contrary to Miller's assurances, was 'detrimental to our case'. Happily, 
they were now 'working with our strike committee'. McGurk, the secretary, 
concluded that the number of safety men working in the county was 'not 
unreasonable' amd that while the engine and boilermen continued to issue 
their own permits to work, they had not done so excessively. 
By the 26 June 1926 LCMF Monthly Conference, -the position had shifted. An 
Accrington branch resolution deprecated the agreement of 28 May reached 
between the MFGB and the the deputies' federation - 'who we regard as a 
hostile union' - which vitiated the previous MFGB 'circular' on safety men. 
The resolution was 'left over' as the MFGB had already decided on the 
matter. The 10 July executive also considered several issues concerning 
safety men. They turned down a request from the manager of Moston Colliery 
'To engage about 12 men to get coal for the purpose of raising steam to 
keep fan and pumps going'. 
Next, they strongly advised 'safety men to cease work and report to the 
local safqty committee' if owners attempted 'to force them to work an eight 
hour day'. Finally, there was a letter from Forshaw of the enginemen and 
boilermen, drawing attention to the attempt by management at Worsley Mesnes 
colliery to force winding enginemen on safety duty to wind coal for sale. 
By the 17 July Special Conference, the strike was beginning to crumble, and 
Parkinson called for all miners 'to do as Lancashire has done, stand firm 
and solid'. Almost inevitably, this was accompanied by renewed pressure on 
safety men. Permits would be 'cancelled' where they worked over seven 
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hours. Apparently, South Derbyshire was the 'worst of the lot'-and the MFGB 
was 'having a lot of trouble with deputies', who had agreed with management 
, to any kind of work that is necessary... even to the extent of getting 
coal'. Moreover, they were said to be travelling 'to other collieries under 
the same company'. The 'biggest bugbear of the whole situation' was the 
deputies' federation, which Parkinson claimed was 'practically a managerial 
association, giving support to the employers'. Not only was coal 'being got 
by the deputies', but railwaymen were transporting it. The silence over 
their own, Lancashire coalfield, suggests that perhaps the problem had 
abated there. 
The 'Lancashire and Cheshire Mine Workers' Joint Committee' of 9 August 
1926 described the 'general position'. Also in attendance at the Bolton 
LCMF offices were the enginemen and boilermen, colliery tradesmen and the 
AEU. 'Coal was being produced at some collieries without permits', and they 
had received many applications 'to get and wind coal for colliery 
consumption but local safety committees had refused these'. Some managers 
had ignored them, and proceeded to produce coal, some of it for sale. Some 
enginemen and boilermen, who had refused to wind coal, were being 'replaced 
by blackleg labourl. It was 'presumed that coal was being got and filled' 
by the absent deputies. This had 'caused a very strong feeling in some 
districts', and, in some cases, local safety committees had 'decided to 
withdraw the safety men if the production of coal was continued'. The 
committee resolved that no one should get or wind coal 
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'Under any circumstances or for any purpose whatever so long as this 
dispute lasts'. 
Should managers violate this, all safety men would be withdrawn 'pending 
satisfactory arrangements'. 
In practice, the dividing line between safety work and coal getting was not 
a clear one. At the 24 August joint council, a Denton delegate described 
how one pit would be 'flooded in forty-eight hours, as our agent knows', if 
all coal getting was stopped - presumably because it was required to power 
the pumps. 'Firemen' were 'getting-coal at this pit', but so was the 
winder, 'local secretary' of his union and a 'loyal trade unionist'; all 
this, despite the withdrawal of permits 'two months ago'. The 28 August 
joint council meeting reported 'very little change in most districts'. 
'Blacklegs' had been employed in the St Helens area, causing 'some unrest 
and demonstrations' but no 'serious trouble'. 
The meeting re-affirmed the total ban on winding coal and rejected 
applications from the Wigan Coal and Iron Company and Ackers, Whitley & Co. 
Birkenshaw Collieries, 'to wind c6al for safety purposes'. The former 
required the coal 'for pumping, ventilating, and to keep about 12 coke 
ovens warm'. However, they had stock estimated to last two weeks, and both 
firms were chided for selling excess coal won in this way earlier in the 
dispute. Others, such as the Tyldesley, Bedford and Abram collieries, were 
simply ignoring the injunctions of their safety committees and producing 
coal anyway. The Joint council called on management to 'honour their 
agreement' on safety work, or face the threat of all safety men being 
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immediately withdrawn. Finally, a deputation was formed from the joint 
council unions, 
'To meet the committee of the Colliery Deputies' Association to discuss 
questions in connection with the present dispute'. 
By the 28 August 1926 executive, the Park Lane branch was asking the MFGB, 
to withdraw all safety men in retaliation for the employers' refusal to 
negotiate nationally. A resolution went forward asking the MFGB 
'To convene a joint meeting of all the colliery organisations with a view 
to the withdrawal of all safety men' 
However, Walsh reported to the 7 September Special Conference that the 
Lancashire call for the withdrawal of safety men' had placed them 'in an 
impossible position' on the MFGB executive and found 'no seconder,. 
'If the safety men who were affiliated to the Miners' Federation withdrew, 
there were others such as Jones in South Wales who were not, and they 
would go out to work in their places... We were told that each district had 
the power to deal with this question on its own'. 
When a Maypole delegate enquired further why the Lancashire resolution had 
failed, he was told, 
'Because it was impossible to carry it out... there was a mixed opinion 
among the executive committee. Both Mr Cook and Mr Smith believe that pits 
should be allowed to produce coal for safety purposes. They left districts 
to deal with it in their own way'. 
Nationally, the total number of colliery employees working, excluding 
safety men, had risen to 36,400, about half in the Midlands. There were 
1,500 in Lancashire, which, with South Wales and Yorkshire, was one of the 
those areas which had voted against reopening negotiations with the coal 
owners ELCMF minutes, Page Arnot 19531. 
As September 1926 wore on, the LCMF leaders were faced, increasingly, with 
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collieries flouting their ban on 'safety coal'. The It September Monthly 
Conference heard that Hewlett Pits, which had been refused permission by 
the safety committee to wind coal a couple of weeks previously. were now 
doing so. Again, the response was to press to withdraw all safety men, as 
it was too with the collieries of the Wigan Iron & Coal Co, considered at 
the 25 September executive. Nationally, the strike situation continued to 
deteriorate. By the 2 October Special Conference, the Midlands coal fields 
had returned to work, though the number working in Lancashire was still 
only 1,600. The 9 October Monthly Conference, with the end of the dispute 
in sight, included resolutions from West Leigh, Park Lane and Bedford 
branches sympathetic to the plight of striking deputies. The last pledged 
'Moral and financial support to those safety men who are standing loyal to 
the agreement drawn up at these offices, and are victimised after the end 
of the present lock-out'. 
Meanwhile, the first item on the five-point plan of Arthur Horner, the SWMF 
leader, to escalate the dispute was: 'Safety Men: All such to be withdrawn 
from every colliery'. By now those working in Lancashire numbered 7,255. 
Little over a week later, at the 13 October 1926 Special Conference, the 
number had doubled to 16,954, and Greenall complained their hands were 
'tied' by the MFGB vote against the earlier compromise, including a ten-to- 
one verdict in Lancashire. The MFGB leadership remained staunchly opposed 
to withdrawing all safety men: 
'Mr Smith said they had withdrawn safety men at collieries in Yorkshire, 
and they were immediately replaced by members of other organisations. Mr 
Cook himself said it would be absolutely suicide at this stage to think 
about withdrawing safety men'. 
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LINK. INDUSTRIAL PACIFISM 
Miller drew broad and predictable lessons from the 1926 conflict, and as 
federation president, he had a platform from which to expound his views. At 
the January 1928 conference he set out his industrial world view. He 
regarded the MFGB split as a 'catastrophe to the workers', Spencerism as an 
error, and hoped 'that the unity of the Miners' Federation would soon be 
restored'. 'The setting up of a so-called "miners non-political union", was 
a mistake. Politics meant 'policy and government', which was unavoidable in 
industry. 
'The trouble... lay in the fact that heresies had crept into politics. The 
unions had been courted by politicians and this had led to the present 
disruption and was reacting against the workers, particularly in the 
mining community. The federation had, however, kept free from party 
politics and they hoped to retain their liberty to approach any Government 
at any time'. 
The greatest problem facing society was the 'cancerous growth' of 
unemployment. If the Government would do nothing about it, 
'Then with William Tynedale they must pray for God "to open the eyes of 
the King of England"'. 
As for the mines, poverty wages had created 
'A shocking state of affairs, men going to work with dry bread and water, 
and in some cases with nothing to eat at all' 
He quoted the 'Mond' employers' letter to the TUC and commented: 
'One hopeful feature to my mind is the move made by some industrial 
leaders to co-operate with the trade union leaders for peaceful settlement 
of industrial difficulties. Let us give our blessing and hope it bears 
good fruit. If the League of Nations can abolish wars, and strikes in 
industry can be made to become a thing of the past, there is a bright 
future in store for the coming generation. Let suggestions come from where 
and from whom they may, we will try and keep an open mind and if 
cooperation will bring the morning of a new day of peace and prosperity we 
will greatly welcome it. Infact this federation has always stood for that 
policy,. 
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At the 1927 summer conference, he had gone even further, advocating 
I 
mediation and machinery 
'For investigating all labour troubles, compulsory arbitration and 
settlements if need be, with strikes and lockouts made illegal'. 
In characteristic pacifist vein, he coupled industrial disputes with 
warfare as destructive social evils. 
Miller's nonconformist religious upbringing deprecated all manifestations 
of social conflict, and stressed the healing of differences and the 
creation of harmony between men. Violence of all sorts was inimical to 
radical protestantism [Weber 1976, Moore 19741. Miller's brothers and his 
I 
chapel had borne witness to this in the Great War EAckers 1993b]. Miller 
insisted on a direct parallel between the two forms of conflict, in his 
criticism of strikes and the 'Prussianism' of the MFGB. Once more, his 
religious ideals and background assumptions coincided with his trade union 
'logic of the situation', in a mutually reinforcing way. The Churches of 
Christ not only predisposed him to a craft calling, a moderate, quasi- 
professional trade union, and even a cautious, collaborative strategy 
within that; it also provided a ready-made ethical framework and language 
to argue the case. Standing before the 1928 federation conference, Miller 
must have felt as if the main streams of his being were flowing in the same 
direction. As he told the 1925 annual dinner and social of the Pendlebury 
deputies' branch ('Colliery Guardian' 11 November) before the 1926 strike, 
'If there was one thing more than another of which he personally felt 
proud, it was the fact that the association, on behalf of the colliery 
deputies, had offered to the mine owners, and was prepared to accept, a 
scheme which would abandon the brutal method of settling disputes by 
strikes or lock outs, by the acceptance of a decision of an independent 
chairman at any time when the associations failed to agree'. 
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Section Four: National President 
PERSONAL: LIFE AT THE TOP (1926-1939) 
Even before his election as union president, Killer had become a central 
figure in the national deputies' federation, as well as his own Lancashire 
association. In 1926, however, he became one of two national officers; the 
other being FW Frowen, national secretary from 1913 to 1939. There was no 
full-time, paid national position, and both Miller and Frowen continued to 
be employed by their local associations, in Lancashire and South Wales 
respectively. The federation remained precisely that: a loose coordinating 
body for a grouping of independent-minded, local associations. Only after 
Nationalisation did NACODS adopt a more centralised structure, headed by a 
powerful, full-time national secretary [England 19631. 
In personal terms, this was a settled, comfortable period for Miller. He 
remained ensconsed in the Pemberton house, with his union base in the 
frontroom office. The family still attended the nearby Albert Street, 
Newtown 'Christians Chapel'. From the late 1920s, he owned a motor car to 
travel on his union. business. This said, his children recall little leisure 
time and remember their father almost totally engrossed In his work 
responsibilities. By 1933, he was 50 years old, his elder children had 
grown up, and were leaving home. The one dark shadow in this picture of 
domestic stability and rising prosperity was the sudden death of Miller's 
daughter, Emily, in a traffic accident, whilst he was attending the 
Gresford disaster enquiry in 1936. The marriages of three of his daughters 
illuminate the growing social status of Miller and his family. 
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The first took place on 8 December 1928, when his second daughter, Louisa, 
aged 25 years, who had become the manageress of a hospital laundry, married 
Harry Ackers, a 26 year old engineer, who also attended the Newtown chapel. 
They had met many years earlier on a joint Platt Bridge and Albert Street 
Sunday school outing. Within a year of their marriage, they moved to 
Leyland, where Ackers became assistant manager at the BTR rubber factory. 
The marriage certificate describes Miller as a 'Trade Union Secretary', and 
Ackers's father, George, a self-employed 'Joiner', who lived with his 
equally large family in a smaller terraced house at 245 Scot Lane, Newtown, 
a less salubrious district of Pemberton. Harry Ackers, already an 
apprenticed craftsman with an external London University engineering 
degree, was soon to rise in industrial management, while his wife had put 
her working days behind her. 
The second was the 1930s 'double wedding' of Miller's third and fourth 
daughters, Annie and Betty, to Robert Butcher and Clifford Hodgkinson 
respectively. The lengthy local newspaper report of this, pasted into 
Miller's scrapbook, is subtitled 'daughters of a well-known miners'' 
leader'. Significantly, the wedding-took place at the more prestiguous 
Rodney Street Churches of Christ. Miller, now Lancashire general secretary 
and national president, was described as a 'well known figure in the mining 
world'. The tone was of a local 'society' wedding: 
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'Kiss Elizabeth Miller was a member of the teaching staff of the Gidlow 
Senior Girls' School, Wigan, and thirty six of her former pupils, in red 
school uniform, formed a guard of honour at the church. The brides both 
chose bridal gowns of ivory satin beaute trimmed with silver lame with 
veils and wreaths of orange blossom and both carried bouquets of deep pink 
roses and white heather. There were four bridesmaids, two for each 
bride... gowned in figured blue crepe-de-chine with halo hats and carried 
bouquets of pink chrysanthemums'. 
The reception was held in the chapel schoolroom, and the couples left for 
honeymoons at Colwyn Bay and Cleveleys. This was still, by other standards, 
a fairly modest affair; yet a far cry from the early austerity of the 
Christian Brethren, or from the registry office wedding of Simon Miller, 
collier, and Juliet Miller, powerloom weaver. These were comfortable people 
with prospects: the family had come a long way. 
Miller had younger children living at home, such as his second last child, 
Frank, a teenager in the 1930s, who became a policeman after the war. His 
children's social mobility had begun a decade earlier. With the exception 
of his fourth eldest, Sydney, all the older children were girls. The first 
two, Nelly and Louisa, were born when Miller was an ordinary collier, and 
reached working age before he became a union officer. They left school 
early to support the family income by relatively menial work. Born Just a 
few years later, Betty (Elizabeth), by contrast was able to stay on a 
school and gain a scholarship to study French at Manchester University in 
the 1920s. As we have seen, she and her younger sister, Ruth, who had a 
clerical education at the Wigan Mining College, 'married well' into the 
middle classes (a town clerk and a manager at the Co-op). Their political 
attitudes were changing too. Louisa's husband, Harry, was a lifelong 
Conservative, and Betty remembers, as an impetuous student, arguing the 
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Tory case against her father. Most of the girls married Conservative- 
inclined husbands, and only Sidney remained a strong Labour sup'porter. 
As Lancashire leader, Miller's involvement in national union affairs had 
begun in 1922, if not earlier. However, from 1926 onwards, he devoted 
greater attention to national affairs, and his family recall regular visits 
from his NACODS colleague, Frowen. Together, they guided the deputies from 
the conflictual 1920s, through the depressed 1930s, up to the outbreak of 
war. The main national issues which preoccupied them in those years had 
already come to the surface in the previous two decades. However, once the 
groundwork of building the union had been done, albeit incompletely, and 
the distractions of 1926 had passed, Miller could turn to his occupational 
raison dletre, underground mining safety. 
THEIE., SAFETY 
During the inter-war years, Miller and the other deputies' leaders pursued 
several, closely linked policies. One, discussed in Section Two, was to 
define and secure their 'status' as a distinctive craft/ professional group 
with a particular set of skills and responsibilities, which set them apart. 
from ordinary miners. Against the industry's background of statutory 
regulation, they aspired to a 'civil servant' status to protect their legal 
role against the exigencies of management self-interest, and possible 
victimisation. The logic behind this was endorsed by an editorial on 'Pit 
Policemen' in from the 'Sheffield Independent', pasted into Miller's 
scrapbook: 
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'There is sound commonsense in the contention of Mr Miller that one reason 
why the full facts concerning accidents do not always come out is because 
of the fear of blame, and that there should be no penalities for speaking 
the truth when it is reasonably possible to overlook error' 
This objective guided the deputies' search for a 'voice' in the industry, 
recognised and consulted by employers, the government and its agencies. 
Thus, the claims to status and voice were heavily underwritten by the issue 
of underground safety. Status was bolstered by a special claim to 
expertise, neutrality and statutory authority, which was legitimised and 
publicised at conferences and regular meetings with the mining 
inspectorate. Industrial co-operation, discussed in Section Three, was a 
prerequisite for this ethic of responsibility, and was increasingly 
promoted, by Miller and others, as a panacea for industry prosperity. Wages 
received a relatively low emphasis, especially at federation level; 
reflecting their failure to gain bargaining recognition at this level, but 
also a desire for an ethical 'professional' iRage of 'service'. Failing 
national recognition from the employer, and, to some extent, support from 
the TUC, Miller's union looked increasingly to government and the 
industry's statutory regulators as the mainspring for national recognition, 
enhanced status and improved safety. This meant a regular procession'of 
delegations to the Mines Ministry and Inspectorate, lobbying for bargaining 
rights, new legislation, and representation on colliery disaster enquiries 
and the industry's consultative and regulatory bodies. Moreover, there was 
a close relationship with the Mines Inspectorate, at all levels, from the 
Chief Inspector addressing national conference, to local inspectors giving 
talks on safety to local branch meetings. The 'Nationall's 1913 rules 
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required a lecture on safety be given at every union branch at least once a 
year (England 1963 p183. Conference records EFellowes 19631 and Miller's 
speeches give a flavour of this approach to the safety issue. 
Before Miller's rise to national leadership, the summer 1915 conference 
demanded more inspectors in Yorkshire, and by January 1916, the federation 
secretary had reached a 'good understanding' with the Chief Inspector 
(Fellowes 19631. The federation was particularly gratified to be 
represented at the July 1915 National Conference on the Mining Industry, 
alongside all the other main players. In March 1918, a federation 
deputation asked the Mines Controller for full representation on all 
committees alongside the MFGB, but to no avail. A_Ministry of Labour 
spokesman addressed the summer 1917 conference on the 'Reconstruction 
Committee' and Government plans for Industrial Councils, including 
deputies' representation. After Miller became a national figure, in the 
1920s, a similar pattern continued with a growing accent on safety. The 
January 1923 conference reported meetings with the Labour and Mines 
Ministries over amendements to the Explosives Order, unemployment pay and 
compensation for members, and the MFGB problem. That year, there were five 
meetings with, and two deputations to, the Home Office and Ministry of 
Mines [Fellowes 19631. 
Miller and Frowen sustained these overtures and representations through the 
depressed 1930s, though 'often nothing really tangible emerged, EEngland 
1963 p3l). The Mines Minister, Foot, thanked the January 1932 conference, 
for help in framing safety legislation [Fellowes 1963). A decade later, 
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they welcomed Ministry plans for District Advisory Committees, including 
deputies' representatives, to deal with accidents from roof falls. When, in 
1943, the MFGB again obtained national bargaining, the federation called 
for similar machinery. A year later, they censored the Ministry of Fuel & 
Power, for still excluding them from negotiations on the wages and 
conditions of overmen, deputies and shotfirers. 
Miller took a close interest in the casuistry (in the true moral sense of 
this term) of mining accidents. His scrapbook contains cuttings of many 
cases, some involving himself, and he paid particular attention to any 
culpability attached to the deputy. Some are clearcut, such as the undated 
report of a Coroner's inquest at Wigan town hall, where a miner had sawn 
away a wooden pit prop he had been asked to replace, and been killed by a 
falling stone. Miller asked the key question of the fireman responsible: 
'Are you satisfied had this man obeyed instructions given to him through 
you this accident would not have occurred? ' 
The fireman responded that he had told the man to put a bar in before he 
took the old prop out., The verdict was 'death from misadventure' with no 
blame attaching to management. The case illustrates graphically the 
deputy's awkward position between management and the shopfloor, and his 
high visibility whenever accidents occurred. 
A 1925 'Colliery Guardian' report of the 'safety first' movement in mines, 
by the Inspector of Mines for the Northern Western Division, suggested that 
'little, if any real progress' had been made. There was 'no real organised 
co-operation between owners and workmen', and a tendency for the 'men to 
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expect all action and protection to come from the official side'. Miners 
were reminded that for the 'majority-of avoidable accidents' they must be 
'the chief movers'. Miller had singled out the conclusion that: 
The present deputy system... tends to encourage a laissez-faire attitude on 
the part of the miner with regard to his timbering. The actual setting of 
face timber should not be part of a deputy's duty, and... the inspections 
, made 
by deputies ire too often of a perfunctory nature'. 
According to a 'Wigan Observer' report of November 1927, over half of 
mining accidents were caused by roof falls, and progess to reduce these had 
been 'disappointing and disheartening'. 
Negligent or corrupt deputies had a damaging effect on the image of the 
occupation and the union. Miller and other leaders were highly sensitive to 
this. A2 February 1923 cutting entitled 'Mines offences at Leigh', 
describes a breach of mining legislation by two firemen by wilfully 
omitting something necessary for the safety of men in the mine; making and 
signing a false report; and failing to carry out in a thorough manner their 
statutory duties in the district of the mine assigned to them. The law 
required that the mine be examined by a deputy within two hours of the 
shift commencing. The fireman on the dayshift had not turned up for work, 
and other firemen prevented the men entering the district, knowing it had 
not been examined. However, the nightshift fireman had examined the 
district earlier and he allowed the men to proceed to their working places. 
The dayshift fireman subsequently arrived, and signed the report that he 
had examined the district and found everything safe and sound. In this 
instance, no accident had occurred. The two firemen were dismissed and 
fined E5 each. 
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A local newspaper exchange of 26 February 1923, prompted by the case, 
indicates how such breaches of duty could damage the image of professional 
responsibility Miller was trying to project for the deputy. Thomas Mather, 
General'Secretary of the Lancashire, Cheshire and North Wales Colliery 
Undermanagers' and Overlookers' Association (Miller's equivalent for the 
next tier of colliery officer, possibly with some overlap), responds to 
accusations that colliery firemen and other underground officials had been 
'guilty of wilful and knowing neglect of their duties'. He takes special 
exception to the statement: 
'I trust such cases as those reported in the Journal last week are 
isolated ones. Although I have my doubts. If similar things are done 
secretly by shirking officials, then it is no wonder at the numerous mine 
accidents and explosions happening'. 
He protests against 'castigating underground officials generally', pointing 
out that other colliery officials had brought these two 'delinquent 
firemen' before the court. 
'Officials prevent hundreds of accidents from happening during a year; 
accidents that surely would have happened but for their careful 
supervision. Does he not know that a great number of accidents are caused 
through personal (not always wilful) indifference, and if we are to 
eliminate many of these, the ultimate responsibility rests with the 
individual'. 
Finally he asks for public support in carrying out the 'onerous, exacting 
and responsible duties' of their 'profession'. 
An adjacent letter from a deputy of thirteen years standing, ITGI of 
Atherton, also challenges the general 'insinuations' against deputies. 
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'It is practically impossible for deputies to send their men into the 
districts uninspected without being detected. At the colliery where I am 
employed as a deputy, the official making the inspection has to mark a 
danger board with the date and his initials. These boards are situated at 
the entrance to each working place, and the last shift of colliers on 
leaving their place turn this board round to the opposite, which bears the 
inscription 'Fire' or 'Danger'; the men do not pass such a board knowing 
that the place is then not inspected. The board is re-turned by the deputy 
after inspection to the side on which he writes the date of inspection and 
initials the same, thus signifiying to the men that all is right for 
resuming work. The deputy also chalks his iniitals and date in prominent 
parts of the working place on props etc'. 
Naturally, no such system can provide complete assurance against human 
frailty. 'TG' continues with words which might have come from Miller. 
'The deputy, who, though he does not enjoy the status his position 
warrants, is responsible for the safety of his district, for the 
economical working of the same, is generally answerable for his own 
mistakes, and often blamed for those of others'. 
He quotes, with pride, the Chief Inspector of Mines' desciption of deputies 
as the 'backbone-of the industry'. 'Offences endangering life and limb are 
serious and merit severe punishment'. Justice had been done, with the 
I 
miscreants losing their jobs and being severely fined. However, 'offences, 
by other miners, such as taking matches down the mine, neglecting to use 
safety appliances to control tubs or to set props properly, or breaking 
lamp glasses by placing them too close to working tools, were 'not punished 
so harshly'. In short, the case in question was an 'isolated instance', 
outside his personal experience as a deputy. The deputy's 'services' were 
underestimated and needed greater 'recognition'. 
'Generally speaking, the deputy is a good friend to the miner, even when 
he is reprimanding him for neglect to set timber etc, and the average 
miner knows it' 
Miller and other leaders saw the solution to such derelictions of duty in 
higher status, attracting a higher quality of deputy, and better training. 
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Frowen told the 1928 summer conference (according to a7 June 1928 
cutting), that the deputy had a unique position and must maintain high 
standards. He must 'follow his duties religiously', since hundreds of lives 
depended on his 'efficiency' and 'any slackness might mean death or serious 
injury all over the mine'. 
'They were a body of men appointed by Act of Parliament and any man who 
betrayed the great trust put in him received severe treatment from his 
federation'. 
In January 1926, conference asked for regular examinations of all 
underground colliery officials, and that 'tests for firemen and deputies 
certificates should be far more practical'. According to the 'Barnsley 
Chronicle' of 2 February 1929, Miller reminded deputies that education was 
'one of the rules of each association'. A 'Colliery Guardian' article of 18 
November 1927, called for better training for all underground managers, and 
a 'higher status' for deputies. A characteristic report of I December 1928, 
described a Mining Inspector lecturing Cumberland colliery officials on the 
'duties of the colliery deputy'. 
In addition, Miller told the January 1928 delegates that the appalling 
accident toll could be reduced 'by everybody concerned co-operating" thus 
linking his watchword for improved industrial relations to a recipe for 
better mining safety. That summer, following Frowen, he 'urged a closing up 
of the mining men, staff, owners and workers'. Speaking to Yorkshire 
deputies at Barnsley, in a local newspaper report of 26 January 1929, 
Miller argued that, 
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'Colliery accidents are not acts of God. God allows them, Just as he 
allows vermin to come upon us if we do not keep oursleves clean. By a co- 
operative effort on the part of all concerned, the number of colliery 
accidents can, and must be reduced'. 
Predictably, another important, if belated, forum for airing safety 
concerns was the disaster enquiry, as in October 1913 at Senghenydd, in 
South Wales, where 439 died, including seven firemen. Miller's obituary 
contains a veritable roll call of such enquiries, in the north west and far 
beyond. As Lancashire leader and national president, he, like other 
officials, represented the union at numerous enquiries, especially where 
these concerned explosions or other Issues of underground safety related to 
the responsibilities of the deputy. Among these were Haigh Pit, Whitehaven, 
Bentley, Wath Main, Lyme Pit, Garswood Hall, Wharncliffe-Woodmoor, 
Valleyfield (Scotland), Mossfield Colliery, Longton and Gresford. 
Conferences heard detailed enquiry reports, and passed resolutions on the 
issues involved. According to a 23 February 1929 'Wigan Observer, report of 
Miller's annual Lancashire delegate meeting, he had attended twenty three 
accident enquiries in the previous year (with no cases of negligence by 
deputies) roughly one a fortnight. 
Miller took a particular interest in explosions caused by shot-firing. He 
pasted in his scrapbook a 'Daily Herald' cutting of 2 December 1924, 
subtitled 'Mines Inspector's advice on shot firing'. This followed an 
inquiry into an explosion at East Pit, Birley Colliery, Yorkshire, on 23 
February, where four died and four others were injured - just the sort of 
'minor' disaster which fuelled the accident figures. The Chief Inspector's 
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guidance was that 
'In general, all shots in the district allotted to a deputy should be 
fired by that deputy, and that before any person be appointed to fire 
shots that person should have received instruction, not only in the mine, 
but also should have attended for at least six months a school where he 
would be taught simple facts in reference to mines gases, ventilation, 
explosives and coal dust'. 
Miller has underlined the word 'in general', perhaps to draw attention to 
the passage, perhaps because he felt this should be mandatory. 
Miller also saved a report from the 'Colliery Guardian' of 21 June 1929, 
describing an explosion Inquest from South Garesfield colliery, Rowlands 
Gill in Durham, where, on 17 May, the deputy-overman was 'killed by the 
premature firing of a shot', and two boys who went to his assistance died 
of asphyxiation. For Miller, this case would have raised again the 
justification for better training and independent state employment of 
deputies. The Coroner made 'strong remarks' regarding inadequate 
ventilation around the accident, and criticised the deputies' reports for 
one word answers, such as gas 'none', ventilation 'good' and conditions of 
the roof 'safe'. Miller has underlined one key passage: 
'On other matters related to safety, six reports were returned with only 
one word in each filled in... that was the normal report of the deputy- 
overman to management ninety nine times out of a hundred-the place 
should have been reported as unsatisfactory from the ventilation point of 
view long ago. it made him suspicious that deputies were afraid to make 
their reports in accordance with the true facts they found for the simple 
reason they were afraid of losing their jobs'. 
Another concern for Miller were those less spectacular, more insidious 
afflictions caused by the noise, darkness and dust of underground work, and 
the compensation arrangements for them. The mechanisation of coal getting 
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created new problems. On 27 August 1927, the 'Wigan Observer' reported 
research from the USA on-the dangers of dust from drilling machinery, both 
by inhaling and by causing explosions, and on the need for adequate 
ventilation. The 'Daily Herald' of 25 February 1929 carried a report of a 
speech by Miller to his Lancashire and Cheshire Deputies' Association on 
placing silicosis on the list of industrial diseases. He points out how 
'The increased use of stone dust in the mine, the increasing number of 
machines driven by compressed air or electricity for mining coal, which cut 
In the floor or middle dirt, and drilling by power machines, are adding to 
chest complaints and diseases'. I 
He calls for better compensation and greater efforts by those in authority 
'to search out ways and means of counteracting the evils of breathing 
dust'. To those who suggested that only silica impregnated dust was 
dangerous, he insisted that 'all dust is harmful to breath' and called for 
'further research to provide protection'. 
In line with Miller's stress an finding 'best practice' solutions to mining 
hazards and improving the professional competence of deputies, it became 
the practice to hold high profile discussions on key safety issues and 
demonstrations of new inventions at all union gatherings, from the local 
branch to the federation conference. The 'Wigan Observer' of 27 August 
1927 reported Miller and other federation conference delegates visiting a 
'Safety In Mines Research Station' at Buxton. The following January, they 
witnessed a demonstration of the internal lighter on the flame lamp, and 
proposed meeting the Mines Ministry to promote this and call for 
examinations before shifts started. The summer conference reported meetings 
between the executive and Ministry on the Ringrose Detectors and a new 
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Report Book for Shotfirers; and was addressed by a Ministry spokesman on 
First Aid in Mines. In January 1931, they criticised Ministry regulations 
on small airways,. bad ventilation, shotfiring, size of districts, and 
management negligence, and requested Inspectors be given more power. In 
June 1933, they were impressed by a demonstration of the Cardox Shell for 
shotfiring, at the factory where It was produced, and agreed to lobby the 
Ministry. A growing concern, raised in January 1934,. was the impact of 
mining mechanisation on accidents, and again the deputies turned to the 
Inspectorate for better controls and training. To this day, NACODS is 
'Opposed to any attempts to lower the standards, responsibilities and 
qualifications of Her Majesty's Inspector of Mines (Marsh 1984 p16611. 
Compensation and, pension arrangements also preoccupied Miller. His son, 
Frank, claims he played an important part in getting several chest diseases 
registered, In establishing miners' convalescent homes and representing 
individual miners. His scrapbook shows that he was constantly monitoring 
developments within and beyond the coal industry. On the industry he 
Included: an April 1924 report on the re-employment of disabled miners, 
upheld by the chairman of the Lancashire, Cheshire, and North Staffordshire 
Joint Coal Board; a 14 April 1925 report on payment from the 'welfare fund' 
under the 1920 Mining Industry, Act; and a 1940 proposal for an industry 
insurance scheme with 'miners' pensions at E2 a week'. He took an interest 
In practice elsewhere, as in a January/February 1929 'Ministry of Labour 
Gazette' report of compensation arrangements for silicosis in the sandstone 
industry; and in broader labour movement welfare debates, like a February 
1929 'Daily Herald' report of a TUC conference on profiteering 
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from compensation Insurance, and TUG/Labour proposals for a state scheme. 
In pursuit of 'civil servant status for deputies, he also noted existing 
models, Including the 1925 Teachers' (Superannuation) Bill and the 1922 
Local Government and Other Officers Superannuation Act. 
In the mid-1930s, the deputies were still struggling, in vain, for national 
recognition by the employers. However, as Miller approached the pinnacle of 
his union career, he became the federation's representative on a number of 
government enquiries. In 1936, he was appointed to the Coal Commission, and 
two year later represented the union on three important mining committees: 
the Holland Committee of Enquiry into the Qualifications of Colliery 
officials, the Holidays with Pay Committee, and the Royal Commission on 
Safety in Coal Mines. The Royal Commission was in many ways the culmination 
of Miller's union career and his concern for safety. It set standards for 
the post-war nationalised industry in the 1954 Mines and Quarries Act, and 
England E1963 p321 regards it as 'one of the most Important enquiries In 
the mining industry'. 
'They recommended that the deputy should be responsible for all 
operations carried on in his district: that the district should be of 
such a size that it can be examined in Ilk hours, that there should be a 
general report in addition to the pre-shift report; that he should be able 
to see the gas cap from 1 1/4% upwards, and that deputies' hours as 
determined by the 1908 Act with subsequent amendments were now 84.1 
In recognition of his part in this, Miller received the OBE (Civil List) 
for union service in the 1941 King's New Year Honours - as had the national 
secretary, Frowen, a few years earlier. 
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LINK: SAFETY AND PERSONAL AND SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY 
Miller and other deputies' leaders set a high moral-tone on safety and 
professional responsibility, damning those deputies exposed as failing in 
their duty at disaster enquiries. They proclaimed to their members the 
view, expressed by an Inspector of Mines in a toast to their Nottingham 
conference dinner, that 'the standard of a mine is determined by the 
standard of its deputies'. As the newspaper caption indicated, what was 
needed for the 'safest mines in the world', much more than further 'rules' 
and 'regulations', was 'better education and discipline'. However, Miller's 
nonconformity combined individual moral responsibility with a sense of the 
wider social obligations which would allow it to flower. Likewise, only 
better regulation of the industry, including arrangements to ensure the 
independence and competence of deputies, could create the climate In which 
safer individual working practices would flourish. As Frowen responded to 
the toast, the deputies were 'neither fish, fowl, nor good red herring'. 
one aim was 'a guaranteed weekly wage'. 
'It was not altogether a bread-and-butter policy, for they wished to raise 
them to a plane from which discipline in the mines would at once be 
increased. The federation was pleased with the kind of deputy it was 
turning out, for it was training them to understand things in the greater 
sense... (which) was to its credit and was contributing to safety In the 
mines'. 
There were three precedents for this industrial ethos. First, it continued 
earlier traditions of mining trade unionism, before the advent of the MFGB 
in 1889, with its more aggressive bargaining posture. In particular, the 
emphasis of later nineteenth century leaders, such as William Pickard and 
Alexander MacDonald (Page Arnot 19491, on the twin-track strategy of 
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Parliamentary lobbying to improve industry safety and conditions, and 
pacific alternatives to industrial-conflict, such as conciliation and 
arbitration. Second, and overlapping with this, it expressed the Lib-Lab 
nonconformist virtues of service and discipline. Finally, there were 
familiar elements of a secular supervisory ideology (Melling 19861. which 
also equally valued industrial cooperation. Miller stood at the confluence 
of all three streams. 
The policy of 'winning friends and influencing people' pervaded the whole 
trade union style of Miller and other deputies' leaders. Miller himself was 
a regular visitor to the Pemberton Carnegie library, Just down Ellesmere 
Road. His daughter, Betty, remembers him educating himself there and by 
attending evening classes. Like many, self-made men, he was fond of home 
spun maxims, and his scrapbook contains several, as well as a cuttings 
about collecting 'sayings' and 'condensed wisdom' from the bible, ' 
literature and other sources. There Is a 'motto' from Henry Ford. 
'The world is held together by the mass of honest folk who do their daily 
tasks, tend their own spot in the world, and have faith that at last the 
Right will come fully to its own. These are the salt of the earth'. 
A cutting from 1923 is entitled 'Martyrs by Dr Frank Crane'. This counsels 
against attention seeking 'fake martyrs', and Miller may have associated 
these with the militant mythology of 1926. 
'When you hear the professional labour agitator, or social revolutionist, 
descanting upon the wrongs of the the poor, and the agonies of the poor 
wage slave, it is hard to resist the suspicion that he is working the 
martyrdom game*. 
No doubt, Miller preferred Ford's image of the unsung hero, eshewing 
dramatic rhetoric, and working quietly and temperately for better safety. 
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Section Five: National Secretary 
PERSONAL: WT MILLER OBE (1939-1963) 
This section covers the last phase of Miller's life and career, including, 
in chronological order, his appointment as federation national secretary, 
award of the OBE for services to the industry, his premature resignation 
from union office to join the Ministry of Power and Fuel, and his ultimate 
retirement and death. In some ways, this is an inchoate period, combining 
the most energetic and prominent moments of Miller's life with the most 
sedentary and private. However, temporal continuity apart, these years were 
indeed connected by one overarching theme, which dominated Miller's own 
later thoughts. This was the future of the coal industry as it approached 
post-war reconstruction and nationalisation. This concern was by no means 
new for Miller. He had followed such debates since the coal crisis of the 
1920s, and his scrapbook contains cuttings of former MFGB secretary and 
Labour MP, Frank Hodges' early, iconoclastic prognosis, and Miller's own 
speeches on the subject. In addition, there are his handwritten notes for a 
speech on the 'Nationalisation of Mines',, delivered some time during the 
war. - 
When war began, the Government again took control of coal mining (Page 
Arnot 1961). The industry remained under tight control until 1945, limiting 
the scope for trade union activity. Labour was directed by the Ministry of 
Labour under Ernest Bevin - whom Miller-admired greatly - in exchange for 
the introduction of Joint Production Committees and a guaranteed working 
week. The federation continued to liase with Government departýents, in 
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order to improve compensation and benefits for deputies, and to settle the 
membership dispute with the SMF, which culminated In a successful 1945 
strike for recognition. In 1939, amidst this dramatic change in the 
industrial relations climate, Miller was elected national secretary of the 
federation, following the retirement of his long time colleague, Frowen. 
The change of office probably signified little for Miller's own role in the 
federation. As national president, he had been a key national figure for 
over a decade, and his home salaried office remained In Lancashire. 
Moreover, he attained the pinnacle of his career, just as the levers of 
power were shifting from the industry to national government, once coal 
output became essential to the war effort. 1942 saw his union rejoin the 
TUC, after disaffiliating in 1934 (and 'decisively rejecting re-affilation 
in 1939) over the longstanding dispute with the MFGB over Scottish 
membership rights. 
Government regulation of the coal industry may have restricted Miller's 
narrower union functions, and, eventually, he sought his calling in the 
regulatory structure of the industry itself. In 1943, he resigned as 
national secretary and Lancashire general secretary to become the chief 
investigation officer for the north western region of the Ministry of Fuel 
and Power, based in Didsbury. According to his son, Frank, this involved 
him with 'Bevin Boys', and investigation Into the causes of accidents and 
absenteeism. This allowed him to concentrate his energies on two lifelong 
preoccupations: industry safety and the future of coal. He had always 
advocated that deputies should gain an independent civil service status, 
neutral between employer and worker, and free to concentrate on safety. 
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Here was his opportunity; and this, at the age of 63, was his 'war effort'. 
In personal terms, the new job meant long periods spent away from his Wigan 
home. There were also changes in the family's social circle and religious 
life. At about the time Miller became national secretary, and following a 
doctrinal dispute with 'old paths' opponents of 'instrumental music', he 
moved his family from the Churches of Christ chapel at Albert Street, 
Newtown, to the socially superior, town centre, Rodney Street chapel. The 
two great movements of Miller's life were the deputies and the Churches of 
Christ. He was, however, also a strong Labour man all his life, and it was 
during the war that he reputedly declined nomination for the war-time 
Labour candidature of Ince, Wigan in 1942, when Parkinson the sitting MP 
died. Old age approached, accompanied by growing infirmity. Killer retired 
in 1947, aged 67, and renewed his interest in youth work at the Rodney 
Street chapel, until arthritis prevented this. He soon sold the large house 
in Pemberton, lived for a while with his daughter, Annie and her husband, 
and eventually moved to a small terraced house at 71 Scot Lane, Newtown, 
Wigan. As the coal industry and his union (to be reformed as NACODS) began 
an entirely new phase of development under nationalisation, Miller 
continued to take a close interest in these developments, and most notably 
the problems of safety in this new, promising atmosphere. He died in'Wigan 
Infirmary on Wednesday 23 October 1963, aged 83, after nearly 55 years 
involvement with coal mining, leaving an estate valued at E2,271. That year 
the Churches of Christ again held its Annual General Meeting in Wigan. His 
wife, Annie, lived for another decade to the age of 91, and they left nine 
surviving children, eight of whom are still alive at the time of writing. 
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Miller's nephew, George, was the only family member to remain in the coal 
industry, as the deputy chief inspector of mines and quarries. During 
Miller's later years they shared a common interest in the industry, and 
particularly safety. He remembers his uncle as: 
'A man of commanding appearance, enhanced by fine physique. A stern 
disciplinarian, he did not suffer fools gladly and when he spoke, people 
were inclined to listen to what he had to say'. 
A post-war NACODS national secretary and fellow nonconf ormist, Joseph 
Crawford 119631, lists Miller (as the only, Lancastrian) among nine men 'who 
played a unique part in building up the Association'. A former Lancashire 
area NACODS executive member, Arthur MacManus, in a letter to the author, 
outlines his view of Miller's union philosophy thus: 
'In my very early post-war year I knew 'Miller' by hearsay in that he was 
'Miller' plain and simple. The job of national secretary must have been 
extremely difficult in that under private ownership the 'federation' was a 
very loose one in which each area had a great deal of autonomy. The task 
of the national federation was to guide and protect and leave wages to 
local negotiations. Typical of this approach was the idea of making 
deputies into civil servants. The logic was simple; a deputy could not be 
expected to maximise production and, at the same time, guard the welfare 
and safety under his charge. For people like Miller it was serving two 
Gods'. 
The 'Christian Advocate' remembered him in very similar terms: 
'He was forthright in speech and would contend earnestly for the things he 
believed to be right. In his daily work he endeavoured to carry out his 
Christian principles, and his ability and sterling character were 
recognised by his fellot.. -workers in the mining industry... Safety in mines 
was one of his ideals'. 
THEPE: THE FUTTIRE OF THE COAL INDUSTRY 
By 1924, Miller was already taking a wider interest in the future of the 
coal industry. His scrapbook includes half a dozen cuttings devoted to this 
subject, culled from the labour and general press in the two years 
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preceding the General Strike. Most simply record the number of pits closed 
and jobs lost. However, two longer items from October 1924 report a speech 
by Frank Hodges, then Civil Lord of the Admirality in the first Labour 
Goverment, to Wigan Mining and Technical College. Entitled, 'The new 
problem of the coal industry' , it describes a huge industry of 2,500 
collieries, nearly 1,200 companies and 1.2 million employees, with five 
million people dependent on it. However, coal was in recession and under 
threat from oil and had to move beyond the production of I raw coal' to 
thrive again. Hodges defines the industry's problems as low technology, its 
'anarchic' character, high production costs, output below its potential, 
'uncertain and widely diversified' profits, excessive prices, and strikes, 
lock-outs and conflict between employers and workers. Hodges suggests that 
the aim should be to maximise production, at the lowest price, with the 
best wages and conditions which would allow adequate return for capital. 
Hodges' prescription probably followed Miller's own Inclination; notably 
his claim that, 
'Benevolently minded people have endeavoured to find the solution in co- 
operation and mutual understanding'. 
In another report Hodges requested, 'four or five years of undisturbed 
peace in the coal trade'. To meet the challenge of oil, coal should look to 
Icarbonisation' and 'super electric power stations'. His three point 
programme was: first, to unify the industry by voluntary or compulsory 
means; second, to pave the way for co-ordinated and scientific production; 
and third, to establish large-scale electricity and carbonisation plants. 
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Save for the latter, the proposals stopped short of full nationalisation, 
for the time being, pending the success of voluntary reform. These ideas 
were'probably close to Miller's own at the time; but, of course, nothing 
happened, and he came to see nationalisation increasingly as the only real 
reform option. 
In January 1929, Miller spoke to the Sheffield federation conference of the 
'destitution' unemployment was causing, and against 'charity' as an 
alternative to decently paid Jobs. However, moral indignation was tempered 
by rational economics, echoing Hodges' ideas of a few years before. 
'The time may come when the mining industry will simply be a thing of past 
history and we shall not need coal anymore and power will be obtained by 
some other means'. 
In any event, coal would 
'Not again be able to absorb the whole of the workers connected with the 
industry... there will be a great reduction in the numbers employed, 
because the idea seems today to be to try and find how much power can be 
obtained from the smallest amount of coal'. 
Already, he looked for an answer in a shorter working week, a raised school 
leaving age and early retirement. By the end of the 1930s, Miller had 
become convinced of the case for coal national'isation, on the pragmatic, 
moral grounds that the owners could never be trusted to carry out their 
responsibilities towards the workforce. His notes for a speech on the 
'Nationalisation of mines', probably delivered during the Second World War, 
begin by recalling the history of the industry; and how due to the value 
placed on coal, 'for centuries, miners have been under the special care of 
higher powers', who used the law to hold wages down. He is particularly 
alive to the misuse of religious rhetoric in this oppression. 
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I 
'One wonders whether love of God or 'love of the masters' had the greatest 
influence upon these God-fearing law makers. Truly the name of God has 
fenced about all crimes with holiness. It was not until the last year in 
the eighteenth century that colliers were liberated from this condition of 
slavery'. 
Perhaps this is a reference to the (later) repeal of the Combination Acts. 
In any case, it indicates how Miller regarded the development of trade 
unionism and progressive mines legislation as the two arms of industrial 
and social progress. 
'Since the first, Lord Ashley's Act of 1842 there have been many 
amendments. All of them with a view to making coal mining safer and 
improving working conditions and still the average number of persons 
killed is between 700 and 800 per year whilst the serious although non- 
fatal accident rate equals approximately 165 out of every 1,000 per year 
employed. ' 
In short, legislation had diminished exploitation and 'moral depravity', as 
in the employment of women and small children underground, but it was 
insufficient to transform the safety record of the Industry. Coal still had 
one of the highest industrial fatality rate: 'nine times as high as in 
factories'. Perhaps the most passionate section of his speeches related to 
the experience of young children, in the years Just before he started work 
at the age of twelve. This history is clearly infused with his own early 
memories, and perhaps those of his father, Simon. 
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'In many... mines the children began work at the age of five or six, others 
at seven or eight. It is difficult to imagine the horror these children 
must have experienced in the damp, dark and close mine... The first 
employment of a young child was that of a trapper and any occupation more 
barbarous it is difficult to conceive... The ventilation of a mine was a 
complicated affair... were a door or trap left open after the passage of a 
coal carriage through it, the consequences would be very serious, causing 
great heat where the miners were at work and perchance an explosion. 
Behind each door therefore a child or trapper was seated whose duty it 
was, on hearing the approach of a carriage. to pull open the door and shut 
it again Immediately the box had passed through. From 12 to 14 hours a day 
the trapper was at this deadening work. He had to sit alone in the pit's 
darkness and the horrible silence, exposed to damp and unable to stir for 
more than a dozen paces with safety, lest he should be found neglecting 
his duty and suffer accordingly. He dared not go to sleep - the punishment 
was the strap applied with brutal severity. Many of the mines were 
infested with rats, mice, beetles and other vermin'. 
The implicit plea was: how could anyone, in a Christian country, tolerate 
this? 
Turning to the coal owners, Miller describes how, as landowners, they had 
profited from extractive rights at little financial risk. The issue of 
'private ownership v public ownership' rests on two principles: 
'conscience' and 'need'. 
'I have long been an advocate of public ownership of mines, mainly due to 
my own personal experience of over fifty years and what I have seen and 
read. The conscience of private owners never appears to have (been) 
concerned... (with) social amenities... No social reforms were ever 
advocated or put into practice by them as a body, only profits have been 
their main concern... They opposed legisation to improve the safe working 
of miners. They opposed compensation to men and boys disabled in the 
industry and to families where the breadwinner was killed. They opposed 
reduction in the hours of labour, kept wages at the lowest possible 
minimum, resisted medical examinations of boys before they were permitted 
to work underground, and all the social improvement which had to be forced 
upon them by legisation and strikes'. 
'Why? ' asks Miller, answering his own question: 
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'Not because they were - or are - more hard-hearted than other men or 
women. I have met and talked with many in my time and so far as 
charitableness is concerned found them equally as good as the best, 
individually. But the fact is that most colliery owners know little or 
nothing about the industry itself except as an investment of capital from 
which they expected constant dividends'. 
Instead, the industry should be 'owned and controlled by the state' and 
subject to the 'state conscience'. 
'The public conscience, when aroused, is more sensitive to human suffering 
and more quickly responds to a demand for improvement'. 
Moving on to 'need', Miller argues that 
'Coal is too precious - at least until some other motive power is 
discovered - to be in the hands of private individuals'. 
And how much 'more so the lives of those employed'. Clearly his 
nonconformist 'conscience' and concern for the plight of the long suffering 
underground workforce, takes priority over purely economic arguments about 
the future of the coal. But on both scores, he concludes that 'confidence 
in private ownership will never be restored'. Looking to the future, he 
forsees an end to the despoilation and waste of the private industry. 
'Thousands of acres of land and millions of pounds have had to be spent in 
many cases unnecessarily'. 
The land will heal: 'the ugly spoil heaps will in time disappearl., Still, 
he ends with two questions, linking the themes of 'conscience' and 'need'. 
11. Will the mines becomes safer? 
2. Will coal be cheaper? '. 
Nationalisation became a central objective of all the mining unions, and 
the deputies welcomed the 1946 Coal Mines' Nationalisation Act. 1945 had 
seen, for the first time, almost complete negotiating rights for the 
deputies' federation. The MFGB in Scotland and Durham had finally acceded, 
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after a strike, to their employers' and deputies' proposals to transfer 
this category of workers to NACODS. The newly formed NUM still aspired to 
the ideal of one industrial union, calling for a National Federation 
Conference at Blackpool in 1946 to persuade the deputies to affiliate. The 
proposal failed in spite of considerable support. The deputies instead 
decided to remain Independent of both the NUM and colliery management; also 
rejecting overtures from the British Association of Colliery Managers. 
With the new centralised bargaining structure of the industry after 
nationalisation, it was clear that the loose-knit federation of strong 
local unions, negotiating their own agreements, would have to be replaced 
with a centralised 'National Association' EEngland 19631.. In 1946, the 
National Association of Colliery Overmen, Deputies 6 Shotfirers (NACODS) 
was born, with a membership of 38,000. Some years later, they appointed the 
first, full-time deputies secretary. In 1952, the first weekly wage 
agreement was negotiated with the Coal Board. The previously independent 
local unions, held in a loose voluntary federation, became 'areas' of a 
centralised, national union. As England (1963 p371 comments of Derbyshire, 
'The Association was now unable to make its own decisions, but was subject 
to the decisions of the whole country'. 
In Miller's Lancashire, this diminishing role of the local association was 
accentuated by the rapid decline of their coalfield. 
This 'new age' of nationalisation raised new hopes, challenges and 
anxieties, which Miller shared in full. England E19631 has summed up these 
in terms Miller would have appreciated. 
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'The change from private to public ownership is the greatest change in the 
industry. Trade union were born and have existed on the assumptions 
(nearly always correct) that employers were capitalists who always placed 
profit before a reasonable standard of living for the worker. This was 
ingrained in all workers, and it will be many years before workers 
generally accepted the fact that they are working in a non profit making 
industry and are in fact part and parcel of the coal industry. these 
problems... call for a different approach than the old "strike" method, 
which is out-dated and should never be used except as the very last 
resort'. 
Indeed, Miller's grandson, Brian Ackers, recalls the old man, in 
retirement, worrying about the loss of discipline under nationalisation, 
and the dangers that this posed for safety. 
LINK: THE ETHIC OF PUBLIC SERVICE , 
The ethic of public service in a calling pervades all the phases of 
Miller's life. His sense of 'mission' and vision of trade unionism, is 
summed-up by Miller's valedictory comment, ýuoted by England 119631, made 
on his departure as national secretary. 
'The aim of the Federation should be, not trying to make life easy for its 
members, 'but striving to make members great enough for their life's work'. 
This echoes, intentionally or not, the words of another, earlier 
nonconformist deputies' leader. Herbert Gill, the first 'National' 
secretary and federation president in 1921, was 'an ardent Methodist' and 
'a capable speaker, forthright and trusworthyl (England 1963 pill. He too 
claimed their 'only incentive was the righteousness and justice of our 
cause', adding, on the theme of service: 
'Somebody denied themselves to make the world better for us to live in; 
let us follow in their footsteps and if necessary deny ourselves, in order 
that the world will be better for our kiddies and everyone to live in'. 
Miller's religious upbringing and occupational calling never really parted 
company. Just as Weber's 'Protestant Ethic' E19761 found spiritual purpose 
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in this-worldly activity, Miller endowed his often mundane trade union work 
with a higher purpose and the spirit of a crusade. First safety, and 
through it the future of the coal industry, answered this sense of calling 
in his nonconformist conscience (Schwartz 1989). 
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Conclusion 
The trade union style of WT Miller 
This chapter has developed some picture of Miller, the trade union leader. 
It has done so by seeking common ground between Miller's religious ideas, 
established in Chapter Three, and his trade union ethos and practice, 
revealed through his career with the deputies' union. The overall 
leadership ethic and style has been broken down into a number of 
interlocking personal characteristics, which extended throughout his 
lifetime, but are best illustrated by certain phases of it. Miller's 
childhood coal mining milieu, guided him towards the coal industry, and 
then, possibly, the miners' union. For others, the same talents led down 
different roads to self advancement, out of the coal industry, and, 
ultimately, down cleaner, more middle class tracks. In these cases, the 
personal, individual religious imperatives remained with them, but the 
wider social concerns were either left behind or directed elsewhere. Miller 
stayed on the same, broad coal mining path for the whole of his life. Yet, 
from the moment he became an assistant fireman, the first step of the 
officer/management hierarchy, he was walking slightly apart from other 
miners. Though this move was not pre-programmed by his religious training, 
it did adhere to worldly personal improvement in a 'calling' to the benefit 
of others. 
Section Two charted this search for individual status, common to working 
class nonconformists -a desire for self improvement made real by the 
mental and skills training undertaken at his working class chapel. Section 
Three showed how, once Miller had entered the craft/supervisory Ilabour 
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aristocracy', the logic of both personal status and public calling led to a 
concern to build an effective deputies' union. Sections Four illustrated, 
through the conflicts of the 1920s, how Miller's religious preference for 
industrial cooperation and distaste for conflict converged with his union's 
emerging secular philosophy. Section Five described how Miller's concern 
for safety associated the values of individual and social responsibility 
with the opportunity for the union to find a voice and place in the 
industry. Section Six linked this lifelong concern with mining safety, and 
the conviction that deputies should be state-employed, independent civil 
servants', free from pressures by colliery proprietors and mineworkers, to 
Miller's support for coal nationalisation. Thus his public service 
'calling' extended beyond the sectional concerns of the deputies, or even 
the trade union movement, to the future of the whole industry. 
This chapter has constantly run the risk of conflating Miller with his 
union and with the whole trade union movement. How representative a trade 
union figure was Miller? There are two ways of answering this question. 
First, how representative is his deputies' perspective of trade union 
leadership in the coalfields and beyond? Was his craft/supervisory union a 
sideshow and distraction from the main story of ever wider collectivism and 
greater militancy? What kind of labour movement figure was he? Second, how 
representative was Miller's religious framework within his own union and 
beyond? Was he the last of a dying breed, the nonconformist mining trade 
union leader? Even-though his religious beliefs converged with his union's 
secular inclinations, was it the latter which really mattered? Quite 
frankly, the argument would go, he might have been an atheist or 
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spiritualist, and still led his union along very similar lines. 
Leadership style and the place of the deputies in the labour movement 
It could be argued, that Miller's deputies were a. maverick, largely 
irrelevant, organisation. Certainly, compared to the half million plus 
strong MFGB - even at its weakest interwar point - the tens of thousands in 
the deputies' federation may seem an irrelevance, worthy of no more than 
the footnotes they have been accorded. However, as Chapter One argued, they 
were symptomatic of a wider fragmentation of mining trade union 
consciousness, which persisted beneath the surface of the great national 
union. As the offical MFGB historian notes [Page Arnot 1961 p4341: 
'No percentage rate of trade unionism can be shown, as many thousand wage- 
earners were in unions other than those comprising the Miners' 
Federation. ' 
A 'National Council of Societies representing colliery workers other than 
miners', which met the Controller of Mines on 8 June 1918 to discuss wages, 
comprised thirty delegates representing nearly 100,000 men. The 'Wigan 
Observer' of 12 June 1918, mentioned one such union involved in negotiations 
with the Tyldesley coal owners, near Manchester. The membership of the 
Amalgamated Society of Railway Vehicle Builders, Wheelwrights, Carpenters 
and Mechanics illustrates the diversity of the colliery workforce. This 
included: joiners, mechanics, fitters, wage builders and repairers, 
blacksmiths and strikers, plumbers, masons, painters, saddlers, surface 
electricians, sawyers, backsayers, bricksetters, surface labourers, surface 
tinsmen and shaftsmen, boilermakers, boatbuilders, tub repairers, 
picksharpeners, and shop and estate labourers. If we add the craft, local 
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and political divisions within the MFGB, and the heroic myth becomes 
something of a gloss on a much more complex and pluralist pattern of trade 
union organiBation. In this respect, neither Miller nor his union were 
mavericks, even within the confines of the coal industry. Outside it, of 
course, they stood alongside the myriad of different craft and sectional 
trade union organisations. 
Nor do the deputies fit the customary stereotypes of life outside the MFGB. 
They were neither an artificial creation, wilfully obstructing the path to 
greater unity; nor an archaic hangover from the sectional past. The 
consolidation of the distinctive deputies' union identity was consistent 
with the emergence of supervisory trade unionism in other industries 
(Melling 19871, and a natural outcome of growing business size, the spread 
of. professional management, and an increasingly specialist division of 
labour in coal mining [Church 19863. Consequently, their earliest local 
organisation and initial strongest base was in the more advanced Durham and 
Northumberland coalfields. Like supervisors elsewhere, and unlike other 
skilled and white collar workers, the deputy operated at the heart of the 
day-to-day conflict between management and labour in this troublesome 
industry. Hence, the deputies' desire for representation independent of 
both continues to the present day. Moreover, the key statutory 
responsibility which deputies gained for pit safety reinforced both their 
occupational identity and their desire for independence: from the employer 
as a government-paid 'civil servant'; from the ordinary miner as a separate 
'association'. 
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Was Miller's federation a 'yellow union', a creature of the employers? From 
the SMFIs determination to destroy it, this might appear to be the case. 
But in reality, such aggression was the product of a rather blinkered 
species of industrial unionism, which refused to recognise important 
differences of function and responsibility. The new deputies' organisation 
was scarcely welcomed by coal owners, let alone sponsored by them. National 
negotiations were refused even before the 1926 collapse of national 
bargaining, activists were victimised, and the Yorkshire 'benefit scheme, 
pushed thousands of deputies out of union membership. This may be a 
testimony to the 'backwardness' of the colliery owners EPage Arnot 19611, 
but it reflected too a wider employer suspicion of union organisation among 
its lower management-levels (Melling 1986). Hence, Miller's cynicism, 
reported in the last section, about the good will of employers. Yet, as a 
radical Christian, who abhorred human conflict in all its manifestations, 
he would have preferred it otherwise. Addressing his Lancashire association 
in 1929 VWigan Observer' 23 February 1929), and looking back over two 
decades of deputies' organisation, he claimed that oppression, bad pay and 
failure to listen to grievances had fanned the flames of trade unionism. 
Had the employers respected the teaching of two thousand years: 
'Masters give unto your servants that which is just and equal, trade 
unions would never have been born'. 
Thus his awkward moderation, in an industry seething with anger, was not a 
symptom of personal weakness or mere sectional self Interest. 'Rather, the 
pragmatic practice represented a different ethical vision, and Miller 
continues that same speech, with his most complete statement of this. 
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'The history of the Tolpuddle labourers of Dorset... because they dared to 
form a trade union they were transported across the seas and chained to 
criminals to work on the road; and the only fault that could be found in 
their personal characters was that they were 'Methodists'. This does not 
denote their particular religion quite so much as where they received 
their inspiration to combine to help their fellow men; the punishment 
meted out to them by the magistrates certainly indicated that their minds 
were not influenced by the same source'. 
Returning to contemporary times, he notes the changes that had taken place 
through the growth of the labour movement, and the benefits of the liberty 
these brave men suffered to obtain'. 
When he turns to the deputies, the moral tone is the same: this is not a 
struggle for sectional interests, but for social justice. 
'Our own association has had its struggles, nor are they yet over, and we 
long for the time when we may employ the whole of our concentrated efforts 
to increase the standard of life and happiness, free from wars and strikes 
which are relics of barbarism, and are not suited to the present age and 
standard of civilisation. We have had to fight for existence as well as 
wages and conditions, and because of being a section of mine workers we 
have been involved In disputes in which we had no voice or vote. It may be 
that in time to come by a more scientific organisation of the whole of the 
workers in the mining industry, our influence may be more powerfully 
applied towards the great principle of 'peace with honourl. 
One solution, he speculates, would be a 'co-ordinating link' between all 
employees in the industry. 
Regarding the deputies at that time, 'as semi-officials' they are 
'Compelled to be interested in the social provisions through the state, 
against unemployment, failing health, compensation, and old age; and if 
there is any possibility of improving the standard of life it will be our 
duty to help to raise that standard'. 
Thus did Miller's deputies approach industrial relations. Certainly, they 
were not a militant force. Their whole industrial and ideological 
constitution predisposed them to the peaceful settlement of differences. 
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They'placed great store on gaining influence In, the industry, by courting 
the inspectorate and Government Ministers, for safety improvements. In 
practice, their approach was not so dissimilar sometimes to that of the 
MFGB, once its teeth were drawn in 1926 (Page Arnot 19611. In principle, 
the breach was often wider. 
Yet, the deputies were no narrow-minded craft guild. Their conferences 
resounded with a wider concern for industry safety and prosperity, even if 
they believed, quite naturally, that improving the deputy's status would 
best advance these aims. Given the post-war recognition of the deputy's 
crucial safety role, this belief was not misplaced [Pattinson 19891. Did 
their pursuit of a 'closed' identity and reluctance to link-up with 
undermanagers and other officers hold back the cause of white collar trade 
unionism in the industry until the 1960s [McCormick 19791? Possibly, but 
from a safety perspective, independence from management was even more 
precious than freedom from the control of ordinary miners. 
Miller and the deputies saw themselves as part of the wider labour 
movement. The federation first applied for TUC affiliation in 1912, and 
again in 1917. They were refused because some local unions were already 
affiliated. A year later, they were accepted, but, from the outset 
relations with the TUC were bedevilled by the MFGB problem. The TUC 
conceded that deputies should be separately organised, but the miners were 
a much larger force, and when in 1924 the TUC Disputes Committee considered 
the Hebburn strike and the Scottish dispute, it decided in the MFGB's 
favour. The deputies were then expelled, apparently for actions in a local 
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dispute, and because there were too many unions in the industry and 
reorganisation was required for greater efficiency. By the summ r, the TUC 
had rescinded this decision. Meetings with the TUC on representation rights 
continued through the 1920s, but with little success, and by 1930 there was 
a growing mood for disaffiliation. Two years later, however, they welcomed 
the TUC's proposal for statutory Joint Advisory Councils to deal with union 
organisation in the coalfields. In 1933, with the Scottish problem much 
worse, and the TUC's attitude unsatisfactory, they withdrew despite the 
effort of Harris, from the General Council, to dissuade them. They returned 
under Miller in 1940. 
Affiliation to the Labour Party was a more difficult issue internally, no 
doubt reflecting the complex political make up of this 'officer' group, and 
its wider philosophy of neutrality. It was first proposed in 1920, but 
continually rejected by conference. Local unions in Durham, Yorkshire, 
Northumberland and Scotland did affiliate, however, and national leaders, 
such as Miller, were lifelong Labour members. Unhappy with the support Its 
campaign for recognition rights was receiving from the TUC and various 
Government departments, the federation did consider sponsoring its own 
political voice. The January 1924 conference talked of linking industrial 
and political activities, by sponsoring their own MP, and at the summer 
1931 conference, Miller returned to the need to be allied to a political 
force In order to survive [Fellowes 19631. Today, NACODS affiliates to 
Labour, the TUC and the Miners' International Federation EMarsh 19841. 
Miller himself certainly took a broad view, as his Labour influences and 
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ambitions suggest. Several fragments in his scrapbook illustrate this. An 
early Labour Party leaflet (No 61), from the days when they had thirty five 
MPs, Is called 'Trade unionism and political action: a plain talk to the 
trade unionist'. This outlines in traditional Ilabourist' terms, which 
anticipate Miller's own comments on 'Spencerism', why the trade unions need 
a political arm. The reason is that parliament defines their liberties, and 
'Political action by the capitalists can take away the rights and powers 
which trade unions now have'. 
Moreover, they need politics in order to introduce laws which improve wages 
and conditions and enhance welfare provision. Labour and the unions are 
'two arms of one body'. From 1925, there is a report of a 'farm workers' 
rally' and growing union membership in Scotland. An undated cutting is 
entitled '7,000 police at mass meeting' - again perhaps included as a model 
for deputies as 'state employees'. From the 'Daily Herald' of 4 October 
1928, comes 'Employers' hint to nons - duty to belong to trade union', 
wherein the Midlands Iron Company appealed for non-unionists to join the 
union and criticised free riders. Such early instances of the employer 
sponsored 'closed shop' [Clegg 19791 no doubt appealed to Miller's hope 
that the masters would see reason. Here he was not alone, as the photograph 
of Ben Turner, in the 'Colliery Guardian' of 14 June 1929, the 'new 
secretary for mines' pledging 'peace in industry', underlines. 
Overall then, Miller's deputies represent a brand of hard-fought, pragmatic 
and sectional trade unionism, characteristic of British Industrial 
relations history. It was part of the complex 'diversity' (Hunt 1981, 
Flanders 1968, Benson 1989b] and pluralism which has always characterised 
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this country's working class experience and trade union movement. Their 
mundane yet important struggle for representation, for better wages and 
conditions for its members,, and for safety, are an essay in practical, 
moderate trade unionism. 
Leadership style and the role of nonconformists 
Was Miller a religious special case within his own union, a singular 
nonconformist within a highly secular movement? Plainly, this was not the 
case. There are two strands of evidence to support this claim: the 
continuing weight of nonconformity within the broader labour movement; and, 
more specifically, the religious affiliations and exhortations of fellow 
deputies' leaders. Regarding the former, it would certainly be Inaccurate 
to regard the deputies as the last labour movement bolt-hole for 
disappearing species. The volumes of the 'Dictionary of Labour Biography, 
(Saville & Bellamy, see also Wearmouth 1957, Catterall 19891 indicate the 
continuing influence of Labour nonconformity; one which was only eroded by 
post-war secularisation (Gilbert 19803 and the lend of ideology'. 
As for the deputies, let us first recall the Methodist voice of the 1920s 
'National' leader, Herbert Gill, anticipating the values Miller voiced on 
his resignation, two decades later. Miller was the only leading union 
figure from the Churches of Christ, but he was surrounded on all sides by 
Methodists from similar mining Back Street Bethels. Deputies and other non- 
MFGB craft mining trade unions are well represented in Wearmouth's E19571 
roll of honour. Of the 78 coal mining Methodists listed, 16 belonged to 
craft or supervisory organisation. The words 'promotion', 'career', and 
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'service' ring out from almost every page. Samuel Coulthard (1853-1931), 
was a member of the Methodist Free Church, and for six year part-time 
secretary of the Northumberland Colliery Deputies' Association: 'his life 
was one of service' EpI011. James Clark (1853-1924), a United Methodist, 
was associated with the Durham Deputies' Association for forty three years, 
Initially as part-time secretary, and then, from 1906, as full-tize 
secretary for seventeen years: 'he did his duty quietly' IpI371. Robert 
McKenna (born 1902), a Primitive Methodist, belonged first, like Miller, to 
his miners' union branch, until be became a deputy and transferred his 
membership to the deputies. In 1948, he was appointed general treasurer of 
Durham NACODS. Thomas Bloor (born 1867), another Primitive Methodist 
preacher, became president of the North Staffordshire Underground Firemen's 
Association. 
Wearmouth E19571 also includes Joseph Crawford OBE of Durham, from 1948 
secretary of Durham NACODS, and from 1960 national secretary, and chairman 
of the TUC in 1973. Before Methodist union, he was a United Methodist, and, 
in a letter to the author, he recalls other nonconformist leaders, notably 
his predecessor, Barth Walsh, from South Wales, the first full-time 
national secretary (1947 - 1960). 
'Regarding the religious side, I must state this was of great importance. 
When I took over from Barth there were three members on the National 
Committee who were Methodist lay preachers -B Walsh, myself and Emrys 
Davies from the Welsh area... I also know that in my own area there were a 
number of lay preachers who were secretaries of the local branch,. 
On 'the influence of being a nonconformist', he adds 
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'The Methodist church Is the essence of democracy. Any member can get his 
policy or ideas discussed at the Methodist conference if he follows the 
correct procedure. In some ways it follows the trade union's procedure - 
discussed first at the local church then the circuit then the district and 
so on to conference... I think it was the Influence of the democratic 
procedures which attracted your great-grandfather to nonconformity and not 
to be hindered in any way by bishops or priests. I know this certainly 
attracted me to the Methodist church. There was a tradition, especially if 
you desired to become a lay preacher, to be trained In the art of public 
speaking. This was essential if it led to being elected as a trade union 
leader. You were aware that your case had to be clear and put in a way 
which everyone understood'. 
Thus men of a similar metal to Miller, cast in the same mould, led the 
deputies twenty years beyond nationalisation. 
To conclude, the elective affinity between religious nonconformity and the 
deputies' trade union ethos, demonstrated in this chapter, signifies, at 
one and the same time, both a particular correlation and a general pattern. 
In this sense, Miller was a representative figure: a nonconformist miner, 
of a particular ilk, leading a mining union of a rather singular type. The 
presence of unusual features - the Churches of Christ, the deputies' union 
- should not distract us from his place in the general. After all, the 
English trade union movement was composed of a myriad of oddly named craft 
trades, as was the mining-industry. The same is true of English 
nonconformity, with its multifarious sectarian constituency. Miller might 
have been a Wesleyan Methodist and a MFGB member, or a Particular Baptist 
and a colliery enginemen, and still have shared of the one body. 
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CHAPTER FIVE - CONCLUSIONS: WT MILLER, A CASE HISTORY OF THE NONCONFORMIST 
COAL XINING TRADE UNION LEADER 
IntrcWuction 
This concluding Chapter draws together the themes of WT Miller's life 
discussed in the main body of the thesis - Chapters Two, Three and Four - 
by returning to the wider issues of coal mining labour history dealt with 
in Chapter One. lts objective is to reach some conclusions about the 
relationship between working class nonconformity and trade union 
leadership, and to indicate how a biographical method has contributed to 
this end. Starting from the evidence of Miller's life, as a Wigan 
nonconformist and coal mining trade union leader, it engages the wider 
literature on protestantism and the labour movement. Any biography is part 
argument, part colourisation, and does not lend itself to straightforward 
hypothesis testing. Nor can this thesis generate a general theory from the 
study of one individual (for reasons discussed in the final section). Hencý 
any findings must be tentative and suggestive. 
The opening chapter commenced with a critique of the 'romantic', broadly 
Marxist, school of coal mining labour history. Section One argued that this 
neglected the fundamentals of mining economics and industrial relations, 
and compressed the complexities of social, religious and political history 
into a secular trend towards militant socialist leadership. Section Two 
dealt with the misunderstood figure of the nonconformist miner, suggesting 
that labour history has announced his premature death, while religious 
history regarded him as a primitive embarassment standing in the way of 
modern ecumenism. Section Three turned to the alternative, neglected 
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tradition of the moderate miner, arguing that he survived well into this 
century, due to real occupational and other divisions in the coalfield 
workforce. In both cases, a species of historicism and an institutional 
vantage point have camouflaged the 'social meaning' (Weber 1991, McLeod 
19841 of working class dissent. Section Four considered how a biographical 
method might begin, to overcome these limitations, by breaking with the 
hagiography of many studies of labourls 'great men'. Here instead, the 
chosen method was'a 'social biography' of a middling figure, Miller, who 
was neither a major national figure nor an anonymous rank-and-file miner 
[Williamson 19821. This was justified in terms of the type of sources which 
could be marshalled to illuminate those meanings so neglected in other 
accounts. 
This Chapter is designed to reflect directly on the three substantive 
chapters of the thesis. Section Two reprises the Wigan context of Miller's 
life and work, discussed in Chapter Two, underlining the fact EBenson 
1989al that there is no universal coal mining archetype, independent of 
place or time. Instead, Miller's religious formation and trade union role 
is set against the specific economic, social, religious and political 
characteristics of late nineteenth century, early twentieth century, Wigan 
and the surrounding Lancashire coalfield. 
Section Three addresses Miller's Churches of Christ upbringing, discussed 
in Chapter Three, and tries to both locate it within the wider 'ascetic 
protestant' (Weber 19761 spectrum, and to relate it to the debate about 
Methodism and the labour movement. Were the Churches of Christ another 
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variation -on the Methodist theme, or a distinctively new type? How do 
Miller's beliefs illuminate the debate over the relationship between the 
protestant sects and the English labour movement? 
Section Four on Miller's trade union career flows naturally from this. 
Referring to the evidence in Chapter Four, it addresses two connected 
questions. First, what kind of trade union was the deputies' organisation, 
to which Miller devoted his life, and how does it fit into the broader 
pattern of British trade unionism. Second, what kind of 'socialist' and 
labour leader was Miller, and how does his union fit into the available 
models of labour movement leadership? What were the mainsprings of his 
moderate and co-operative approach? Were these mere hangovers from an 
earlier, fast receding, Lib-Lab age, eclipsed by modern socialism; or were 
they representative of a continuing mainstream industrial and political 
labour tradition? 
Section Five addresses the question of a biographical method which runs 
through all the substantive chapters. Referring to Max Weber's (1976,19911 
ideas of 'social meaning' and 'elective affinity', it argues for the 
specific contribution biography can make, as against a straightforward 
institutional history of the Wigan coal miners, the deputies' trade union, 
or the Churches of Christ. 
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Section One: The Wigan context 
A number of historical and sociological stereotypes of the English coal 
miner have emerged (Benson 1989a, Harrison 19781. There is the nineteenth 
century image of isolated, uncivilised coal mining settlements, set apart 
from mainstream English qociety; or, alternatively, the image of the 
omnipresent Methodist chapel and its associated institutions of self-help 
and self-improvement. Likewise in industrial relations, the image of 
collective bargaining by riot, vies with the opposing image of ordered and 
collaborative conciliation agreements [Challinor 19721. For this century, 
there is the archetypal 'traditional proletarian' (Lockwood 1966, see Moore 
19741 steeped in class consciousness and socialist ideas. In some 
sociological accounts, such as Dennis, Henriques & Slaughter (19691, this 
image has no clear time or place (Moore 19741. While this thesis hopes to 
contribute to the general understanding of coal mining religiosity and 
trade unionism, it is alive to the particular context of Miller's life and 
work. 
Miller grew up in a coalfield village, located within a predominantly 
mining area - indeed an area which became nortorious for its satanic 
characteristics [Orwell 19371. Yet this was not the isolated frontier 
settlement of the Durham coalfield; it was part of a larger metropolitan 
area. In terms of economic structure, there was another major industry, 
cotton, and a sizeable engineering presence. The labour market was 
complicated by, the variety of industries and employers within the local 
area. In troubled times, miners could often move a few miles to alternative 
employment, as Miller's parents did. In ordinary times, a young miner would 
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work for a number of employers, as Miller did. Certainly, when economic 
conditions were very bad, miners might be forced to leave the area 
altogether, as Miller did for Canada in 1906. Overall, however, the 
complexity of the local economic structure afforded the miner a choice and 
independence he might not expect elsewhere [Challinor 1972, Tiller 19751. 
The religious characteristics of the Wigan coalfield were equally complex, 
as one might expect of an expanding urban area, sucking in immigrant labour 
from declining mining areas, such as Annie Miller's (nee Phelps) native 
Forest of Dean, as well as Wales, Scotland and Ireland. The working classes 
were neither set aside from mainstream religion, nor did they divide 
closely between nonconformity and Anglicanism, as in other towns and 
coalfields (Tiller 1975, Moore 19741. Religious attachment was relatively 
high, with indigenous Anglicanism, easily the strongest denomination, 
followed by an immigrant Irish Roman Catholicism. These two constituted a 
sectarian orange/green divide [Tiller 1975, Joyce 19801 which greatly 
complicates any simple class analysis of the local industrial and political 
scene. By the time of Miller's birth, nonconformity was not only in third 
place, but also was characterised by a gentility and complacency which 
isolated, it from the coalfield community. This in itself created a clear 
space for the rise of a late Victorian, working class 'new primitivism' 
(Lancaster 1987, Gilbert 19761, of which Miller's Churches of Christ was an 
important local part. 
By the mid-nineteenth century, many colliers were associated with the 
I loyal' Conservative party in conflicts with Irish immigrants in the town 
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[Tiller 19751, while the Catholic working classes were employed mainly 
outside the better paid coal industry in cotton and contruction. By the 
time Miller became an adult miner, however, a considerable proportion of 
the coal miners were of Irish catholic stock. Hence these sectarian 
tensions must have entered the Industry itself, to some extent at least. In 
the trade union sphere, Wigan had a paradoxical nineteenth century 
tradition of conflictual anarchy in collective bargaining and statesmanlike 
nonconformist leadership, personified by William Pickard (Challinor 1972, 
Tiller 19751. Politically [Tiller 1975, Brown 19691, Victorian Liberalism 
in Wigan was weakened by an uncomfortable tactical alliance between Its 
traditional backbone, religious nonconformity, and Catholicism. It also 
remained virulently hostile to any attempts by the labour interest to gain 
representation, even through such eminently respectable mining Lib-Labs as 
Pickard and Applegarth. This was despite the massive concentration of coal 
miners in the area. Hence for Labour, there was no prolonged and painful 
divorce from official Liberalism; the marriage had never been consummated. 
Due to Liberalism's tardiness, the turn-of-the-century transfer of support 
to Labour required no great soul-searching or leap into socialist ideology. 
After a brief, unsuccessful interlude, when non-mining socialists fought 
the new Labour cause, the MFGB big battalians moved in. From Miller's 
appointment as a union official in 1914 to his death in 1963, the Wigan 
political scene was dominated by Labour coal mining officials, on the 
council and in the two local seats of Wigan and Ince. Many of the latter 
were at once Labourite socialists and nonconformists. 
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No simple identikit of the Wigan mining leader can be deduced from this 
chaos of local factors. Yet two points must be made. First, that all 
coalfield communities were characterised by their own variety of 
complexity: there was no typical situation. Second, that both Miller's 
religious beliefs and his trade union activities must be seen in this 
context. An initial outline can be drawn from what we know about Miller and 
his circumstances. First, there could be no simple relationship between his 
religious and trade union activities, either In the form of a paternalist 
EJoyce 19801 relationship with the employers or of a communal nonconformist 
leadership based on sheer numerical predominance EMoore 19741. The local 
economy and community was too complex for religion to be easily manipulated 
by any employer; whilst any nonconformist trade union hegemony had to be 
won from a workforce of a mainly different religious inclination. Moreover, 
Miller belonged, not to one of the main nonconformist denominations, but to 
a small, marginal, sect. 
From all this, we can make the prima facie case that the positions of 
Miller and other local mining leaders, such as Harry Twist, depended on 
their perceived leadership qualities in the eyes of all parties, and their 
ability to articulate widely shared ideas about trade union policy. Miller 
certainly continues the nonconformist tradition of that notable Lib-Lab, 
William Pickard [Tiller 19751, with Its emphasis on service and industrial 
cooperation. Yet he also described the 'Christian Socialist', Twist, as one 
of his mentors. A number of conjectures remain for the following sections 
to pursue. One possibility is that the gulf between the 'Liberalism' of 
Pickard and the 'Socialism' of Twist was not a great as the formal labels 
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suggest, and that Miller could happily find a place on the Labourist 
continuum, somewhere in between - there was no Jordan to cross. This is 
consistent with the view that early twentieth century Wigan witnessed not a 
sudden conversion to ideological Socialism, but an assertion of the labour 
and coal interest in the form of Labourism [Brown 1969, Saville 19731. 
Another is, that Miller's mild Labourist Socialism, coupled with his 
nonconformity, may have helped him and others to transcend the Victorian 
ethnic divide. Moreover, his early family experience of industrial turmoil 
may have strengthened his moderate views, his distaste for conflict, and 
his preferred role as an 'honest broker'. 
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Section Two: Killer and the Churches of Christ 
Miller was a second generation member of the protestant sect, the Churches 
of Christ. He remained involved with it all his life, and Chapter Three 
suggested that this was the formative Influence on his whole personality, 
including his approach to trade union leadership. A central question for 
this thesis, is what precisely was that influence, and what light does it 
shed on the more general relationship between working class nonconformity 
and trade union leadership? What sort of group was the Churches of Christ, 
and how does it fit into the wider discussion of religion, industrial 
capitalism and the emergence of the English labour movement? There are two 
benchmark literatures: the model of the 'Protestant Ethic' as defined by 
Max Weber [19761; and the large body of writing on Methodism and the 
English working class IEP Thompson 1980, Wearmouth 1957, Moore 1974 etc). 
Lancaster E19871 highlights several novel features of Churches of Christ 
doctrine, such as sacramentalism, shared with other late Victorian 'new 
primitives', which might connect them directly to the 'Socialist, ideas of 
the emerging labour movement. Chapter Three accepted the broad 'new 
primitive' or 'new sectarian' (Gilbert 19761 interpretation of a back-to- 
basics reaction against the increasingly sophisticated direction of 
mainstream dissent. Chapter Two had shown already-the space for, and wider 
resonance of this primitive appeal in late nineteenth century Wigan. The 
overall analysis of the Churches of Christ there is that, in their own 
words, they were primarily a 'restoration' movement, attempting to return 
to a simple, primitive New Testament Christianity, just as their Puritan 
ancestors had centuries before, and much as groups like the Primitive 
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Methodists had decades before. Any originality lay in their elevation of 
particular elements of an age-old protestant mix, such as the Believers 
Baptism and the Lord's Supper. However, it was not these specific doctrines 
that mattered most in their relationship to the labour movement, nor did 
they create some special relationship. Rather the Churches recreated the 
general conditions of the puritan sects In the specific conditions of late 
nineteenth century industrialisation. 
Weber's original formulation of the 'Protestant Ethic''119761 defines the 
Calvinist theory of predetermination as its active core, and treats other 
'this-worldly protestant ascetics' as largely derivative from this. 
Accordingly, groups such as English Methodists, German Pietists and 
Lutherans all bear the ascetic protestant attributes in varying degrees of 
dilution. They add little that is distinctive to the inner impetus of 
protestantism, though their emotional emphasis may have a greater mass 
appeal than the concentrated Calvinism. As Chapter Three made clear, the 
Churches of Christ were not Calvinists, but as latter-day Puritans, they 
would fall into one of Weber's first outer rings, the Baptist cause. The 
wider significance of this mode of analysis, is that all these protestant 
groups share the same basic psychological ingredients, albeit In varying 
measures. This is consistent with the view here that, for all their 
idiosycracies, the Churches of Christ were another variation on this theme. 
The implications for Miller, discussed further below, are that those 
protestant ascetic disciplines and the sense of a wordly 'calling' which 
formed business leaders in one set of circumstances, might form trade union 
leaders in another. 
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Weber's [19911 later essay on twentieth century American protestant sects, 
highlights a second element, sectarian volountarism, which was less central 
to his original analysis. This makes the organisational characteristics of 
the protestant sect itself an important explanatory factor, alongside those 
elements of protestant doctrine previously discussed. It also describes the 
evolution of the protestantism in the circumstances of a more advanced 
capitalist society. Weber's attention shifts from the distinction between 
the Catholic doctrine of works and the Calvinist idea of predestination, in 
his first work, to the distinction between Church and Sect forms of church 
organisation. According to this latter perspective, much of the moral force 
of ascetic protestantism, with its emphasis on austere moral values and 
personal self-discipline, derives from the sect form of religious 
commitment with its emphasis on qualification, maintaining high public 
standards of behaviour, and its ultimate sanction of expulsion. The 
Churches of Christ conformed in almost exact detail to Weber's portrait of 
the Puritan sect, placing them and other 'Baptistsl (Witton Davies 1920/11 
at the heart of ascetic protestantism. Again this is consistent with the 
view that the Churches' real novelty lay in recreating these ancient 
beliefs and values in a late Victorian, industrial working class setting. 
Another aspect of this interpretation is relevant to Killer's 'Pilgrims 
Progress' as a trade union leader, discussed in the the next section. 
Whereas Weber's original 'Protestant Ethic' essay (19761 stressed the inner 
religious direction of worldly behaviour, the American article 119913 
enlarges on the instrumental benefits of godliness in a more mature 
capitalist society. Here economic success is no longer just an accidental 
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by-product of religious virtue. The maxim that 'honesty is good business' 
both makes membership of a religious sect a badge of high public moral 
standards, protege and trust in the business world, and leads the aspiring 
to religious affiliation. Chapter Three furnished examples of this in the 
'consecrated business careers' (Moore 18891 of the Wigan Churches of Christ 
entrepreneurs, Timothy Coop and his prodigy, James Marsden. Again those 
attributes which 'paid-off' (intentionally or otherwise) might equally do 
so in the trade union movement. We have seen how the impecunious union 
leader, who made off with the unsecured funds was the bain of early trade 
union organisation, as the case of the Lancashire miners' leader, 
MacDonald, illustrates (Challinor 1972). Membership of an austere 
nonconformist sect, known for rigid moral standards, including absolute 
bans on drinking and gambling, must have served as a badge of probity and 
trust, even amongst those who did not share their views (Moore 1990). 
A comparison with Methodism helps to highlight these characteristics. 
Methodism, in its various forms and phases, clearly contained both dry 
ascetic puritan characteristics alongside emotional charismatic features. 
Dtfferent writers tend tD stress one or the other side. Weber 119761 
regards it as another, outer ring of ascetic protestantism (pointing to the 
significance of Its name), purveying the same moral values in a more dilute 
form to the working masses - so long as the evangelical element was kept in 
proper check. Halevy 119241 sees it much as Chapter Three described the 
Churches of Christ: as a movement reviving popular puritan values, 
I 
submerged In the aft. ermath of the English civil war. EP Thompson (19801, by 
contrast, stresses more Its emotional, revivalist features, though his 
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Weberian description of how its inculcates the 'work ethic' (19671 depends 
on its more sober, ascetic elements. 
Chapter Three indicated that the Churches of Christ also contained, to some 
degree, both emotional and ascetic elements, though the emphasis was very 
heavily on the latter. It outlined how conversion was by intellectual 
comprehension of the biblical case, and how an aversion to emotional 
devices such as instrumental music persisted well into this century. 
Clearly this tended to restrict their appeal to a small group of serious- 
minded working class people, unlike the popular forest fire that was 
eighteenth century Methodism [Wearmouth 1945, Gilbert'1976). Whether, 
however, the individual working class member was much different to his 
Methodist and other nonconformist contemporaries is a more difficult 
question; perhaps only to a small degree. Some fragmentary comparison with 
late nineteenth century Wigan Congregationalism is revealing. Chapter Two 
showed how the working class Congregationalist breakaway anticipated many 
Churches of Christ pleas. Horsman [19623 mentions how one member of Hope 
Congregational chapel had forsaken the 'narrowness' of Rodney Street, 
Churches of Christ for a broader interpretation of the gospel. By the late 
nineteenth century Methodism was a mature movement, some way down the sect 
to denomination road EWilson 1961,19671. It was also a large stable 
movement, increasingly recruiting from among its own number rather than the 
outside world. At the same time, the Churches of Christ were a more 
exclusive, sect-like group with a stronger corporate ethos. Nevertheless, 
Ambler's 119891 parallel description of Lincolnshire rural Primitive 
Methodism often resembles closely the account of the Churches of 
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Christ Back Street Bethels in Chapter Three. 
The argument so far is that the Churches of Christ were basically a 
reincarnation of seventeenth century Puritanism, taking the Baptist 
sectarian form into a later nineteenth century working class environment. 
They differed from Methodism in the dry, unemotional content of their 
beliefs, and perhaps their sectarian temper of resistance to the world, but 
not in the fundamental ethos they promoted. A similar point is made my 
Lehmann [1991, also Bruce 19901 about modern Latin American protestantism: 
'The continued rise of Protestantism, in the guise of the Pentacostal 
sects, complete with healing cults, speaking in tongues and the like may 
seem outlandish to us, but its effects are classically conducive to 
capitalist entrepreneurship, and it also undermines the patronage system 
by radically separating religion and politics and insisting on individual 
self-reliance'. 
But for its specific adaptions to Latin American culture, he could be 
speaking of early Methodism (McLeod 19841, and while the doctrinal 
specifics vary, the core protestant ethic remains the same. Likewise, 
nineteenth and twentieth century English working class nonconformists 
belonged to many religious groups - Methodist, Baptist, Congregationalist, 
Unitarian etc - as Wearmouth's (19571 potted biographies recognise. The 
debate over their beliefs and practices is dominated by Methodist evidence 
alone. This author's view, after Weber, is that while it is simplistic to 
conflate Methodism and nonconformity, the presumption that their working 
class activists were very much of kind may be Justified. Certainly, in 
general outline, Miller's life might be that of a Methodist - at a similar 
stage of development in part of that denomination, and In a similar urban, 
working class context EMoore 1974, Colls 19871. 
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This raises two further refinements of this interpretation found in Chapter 
Three, which bear on EP Thompson's treatment of Methodism, and adds a 
specifically labour movement dimension to Weber's Protestant Ethic theory. 
Official denominational doctrine only illuminates the upbringing of a trade 
union leader such as Miller, when it connects with his own personal 
religious experience, by being related to changes in circumstances across 
time and space. Had Miller been born fifty years earlier he mig ht have 
found himself in a Churches of Christ chapel influenced by Millenarian 
beliefs [Lancaster 1987, Harrison 19791. However, as Chapter Three showed, 
he did not; that time had passed. Had he been born twenty years later and 
moved to the town-centre Rodney Street, as his cousin Isaac did, he would 
probably have passed by the coal industry and the trade union movement, to 
advance in some profession. In fact, for Miller, like so many others, the 
formative influence lay not just in the general ascetic ethic of the 
Churches of Christ, but equally in the working class chapel, open to the 
skills of all, at a time when religion retained its intensive sectarian 
quality, later lost to more customary observance. While his sectarian label 
divided him from other nonconformist mining leaders (as they were divided 
among themselves), the general ascetic protestant message and this 
experience of chapel culture formed a common culture. 
Miller's chapel upbringing was at a point in history and geography where 
working class people could actively govern their own congregation and where 
religion was of such potentancy that it might still dominate personal 
behaviour. Chapter Three tried to isolate this point, as precisely as 
possible, along the Intersecting axes of the temporal movement from sect 
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to denomination [Wilson 1961,19671 and the spatial distinction between 
West end chapel and 'back street bethell (McLeod 19841. For the Churches of 
Christ the historical moment was chronologically later than for the main 
nonconformist groups: it was still emerging as a sect when they were 
already entering the denominational stage. Miller himself was a moving 
target, changing chapels as his status improved, and partly echoing the 
social progress of his own denomination. As for geographical and social 
variation, the chapels at Platt Bridge and Newtown might easily appear as 
branches of a Ilabour sect' EHobsbawm 19711, though not the town-centre 
Rodney Street. Social (and political) complexity characterised the Churches 
from the outset, and Miller's chapel upbringing must be disentangled, at 
least in part, from the experience of the movement as a whole. 
As Moore argues 119741, the chapel's role as a training school for labour 
leadership is conceded even by those who, like EP Thompson, dislike 
nonconformity's other aspects. This brings us to claims that working class 
nonconformity operated as a form of capitalist social control. At first 
sight, given the elective affinity drawn by Weber [19761 between 
protestantism and capitalism, this seems a natural conclusion. A subsidiary 
theme of his main essay is the part movements like Methodism and German 
Pietism played in inculcating capitalist work discipline among ordinary 
people. From this link-between nonconformity and work discipline, EP 
Thompson E1967,19801 has developed broader negative conclusions about 
Methodism as an ideology of employer and class social control. Yet. it 
seems likely that those characteristics of self-discipline and service 
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which made working class nonconformists good trade union leaders would also 
make them conscientious, reliable and hard-working workers and visa-versa. 
As with Miller,. and so many of those listed in Wearmouth E19571, they would 
seek responsibility and I promotion', either at work, or through their trade 
union, or both. It seems implausible to suggest that, without such 
religious moulding, the noble savages of pre-capitalist England would have 
metamorphosed into radical socialists. Without such self-discipline, 
effective English trade unionism probably would not have got off the 
ground; it would have remained entrenched in its romantic and ephemeral 
phase [Webbs 19203, as a 'mob not a movement' (Coates & Topham 19911. 
Chapters Two and Three also raised some of the empirical obstacles to even 
applying a paternalist theory of social control (Joyce's 19801 to 
Lancashire. EP Thompson's 119801 treatment of Methodism as capitalist 
ideology neglects the uncomfortable fact that the preferred religion of so 
many employers was the 'old dissent': the Congregationalists, Salt or 
Pilkington, the Quaker, Cadbury or Clarkes (Ackers & Black 19911, or the 
Unitarian Gregg's of Quarry Bank Mill, Cheshire [Spencer 1984, National 
Trust 19851. In the latter case, as so many others, it was the workforce 
who voluntarily opted for their Methodist chapel, as an assertion of 
religious independence. Thus the direct personal link was broken. More 
generally, McLeod (19841 and Gilbert 119761 show how the complexity and 
autonomy of English working class dissent made it an unlikely transmission 
belt for employer social control. Chapter Two showed how implausiblevas 
any overall religiously-based paternalism, given the industrial and 
religious variety of the Wigan area. As for the Churches of Christ, the 
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Coop manufacturing dynasty did dominate the town-centre Rodney Street 
chapel, including some of their own clothing workforce, but not the very 
different coalfield chapels. 
Another route to establishing the reactionary character of nonconformity, 
is to stress that it was individualist rather than collectivist, and 
concerned with the next world rather than this EEP Thompson 19801, and once 
again to make it a dupe for capitalist interests. Wearmouth's (19571 
effective riposte is that Methodism was simultaneously individual and 
other-wordly, and social and this-wordly, and that this was its greatest 
strength: it changed individuals who changed their world. Much the same 
argument can be applied to Miller and the Churches of Christ. The bible was 
both their Samual Smiles and their Sword of Justice. It empowered the poor 
by producing 'people of a different kind' (Colls 19871, so that they, for 
the first time might enter public life. As with Miller, ascetic 
protestantism made labour leaders, not primarily through 'social 
christianityl [Briggs 19683 or 'liberation theology' (Hill 19931. Rather, 
in its democratic, sectarian form, nonconformity produced 'leaders of men', 
with a social 'calling', who, in whatever field of life they found 
themselves, quite naturally gravitated towards positions of authority 
within their community. In seventeenth century England they became business 
leaders. This trend continued in Victorian Wigan with Timothy Coop and 
James Marsden, but, more often, as with Miller, the opportunities lay 
within the local trade union movement and/or labour politics. 
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To finally subvert the antithesis drawn between capitalism and trade 
unionism, it is worth recalling how easily Weber's [19761 'calling' can be 
translated into a trade union vocation (especially one with strong craft 
characteristics), as can his later understanding of sectarian membership as 
a badge of honesty and probity. Once we strip away the romantic socialist 
mythology surrounding the labour movement (and, perhaps, its mirror image, 
the mythology of entrepreneurship), the personal skills required of a trade 
union leader resembled closely those required of a business leader [Briggs 
1966). Hence we can see Miller as a man imbued with ascetic protestant 
values of self-discipline, hard work and service, schooled by his chapel in 
leadership afid organisation, and wearing a nonconformist badge of probity 
and honesty. Whatever his colleagues might have thought of him personally 
(Moore 19901 - they probably found him a rather austere character - they 
knew that he was both well-skilled and trustworthy to do a good job for 
them. This no doubt weighed far more heavily in their deliberations than 
his views on Adult Baptism, the Lord's Supper or the Sermon on the Mount, 
about which many of them knew or cared little. 
To conclude this section and anticipate the next, Miller was the product of 
the Churches of Christ, a religious movement which recreated the culture 
and values of ascetic protestantism. As such, he was a part of the spectrum 
which makes up working class nonconformity, including Methodism. His 
religious 'calling' encouraged him to work hard and seek responsibility at 
work as well as in his union. It also gave him the badge of moral qualities 
and a bundle of skills which made him a natural leader of men. Andrew 
Carnegie said of the Durham miners' leader, John Wilson EWearmouth 1954 
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p1891, 'We should run a-man with a record like this for the Presidency,. 
Miller repaid this compliment, made across the industrial divide, by 
pasting the sayings of Henry Ford in his scrapbook. His daughter, Ruth, 
said of him: 'If held been given a chance he would have done something'. In 
the right time and circumstances, he might have started his own business or 
trained for a profession, as in the next generation his son-in-law, Harry 
Ackers, did. However, he was a miner's son, brought up in late Victorian 
Wigan, who almost inevitably, became a miner, and embraced the labour cause. 
His opportunity for leadership came as a trade union leader. The same 
qualities, learned at the chapel, which had earned him promotion from his 
employer to deputy, also earned the respect of his fellow workers. From 
being a good worker who aspired to trade union leadership, he became a 
trade union leader who demanded of his members good workmanship. Yet this 
ethos was not conspired for by some local industrial magnate, but based on 
the Bible as taught in his working class chapel. From this he gained too a 
strong sense of individual and social duty, which drew him further towards 
trade unionism and the Labour party. 
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Section Three: Miller and the colliery deputies' union 
Chapter One criticised much coal mining historiography for pursuing a 
romantic 'forward march' of socialist labour, neglecting the economic 
realities of the coal industry and, and relying unduly on Institutional 
sources. As a result, a trade union history developed which was naively 
anti-capitalist, and which made little serious attempt to account for very 
real divisions in the coal mining labour force. Within this framework, the 
thesis has balanced two views of Miller, and this section takes these In 
turn. First is Miller, the trade union official, as revealed through the 
history of his union, the deputies, with whose policies and progress his 
whole career is completely interwined. Second is Miller the individual 
labour leader, starting from his distinctive religious beliefs. 
Chapter Four turned from the general issues of coal mining labour history, 
discussed in Chapter One, to the specific case of Miller's trade union 
career as a leader of the the deputies' union. It contained, for the first 
time, an academic account of the history of the deputies' union up until 
Nationalisation, to be set alongside the numerous MFGB histories. However, 
its objective was different from conventional trade union history. For In 
the grand coal mining story of splits and defeats, the moderate union 
leader too often appears as a cardboard cut-out, his version of events 
seldom heard EAllen 19811. By-implication, he is rather slow-thinking, a 
touch weak-kneed and treacherous, a bit of a boss's man, perhaps rather 
naive about the nature of industrial power. By contrast, the militant 
leader, such as Arthur Horner, has been lionised in numerous 
autobiographies and academic profiles as lucid, perceptive, and 
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charismatiq a true leader of men. In this way, political differences 
within the mining unions are construed not only as a man1chean struggle 
between good and evil, but also as a battle between mice and men. This 
thesis has trodden fairly new ground by exploring the dilemmas of inter-war 
coal mining trade unionism through the eyes of one such unfashionable 
figure. 
The Chapter on Miller's deputies' trade union career began by tracing the 
emergence of the deputy as a distinct occupational grouping; a process 
which coincided fortuitously with Miller's working life. It showed the 
extent of divisions in the coalfields - both in Lancashire and on a wider 
front - and how, in the case of the deputies, these were hardening rather 
than dissolving. Three inter-related factors explained this. First was the 
growing complexity of the coal mining division of labour, as pits became 
larger, machinery more widespread, and as specialist tasks, like 
shotfiring, were taken away from the ordinary collier. Second was the 
growing pressure for safety from the late nineteenth century onwards, 
including legislation which underlined the professionalism and 
responsibility of groups such as the deputies. Third was the deputies, 
union's own, contribution: a professionalisation strategy of"voicel and 
'status' assidiously pursued by Miller and others. Hence, alongside the 
all-embracing industrial unionism of the MFGB, the deputies exploited a 
quite contrary basis for trade unionism, founded on specialist skills and a 
strategy of 'social closure' (Parkin 1974, Turner 19621. Changes In the 
labour process reinforced by safety legisation, occasioned pressures for 
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separate deputies' organisation, which in turn, further marked out the 
distinctive character of the deputy. 
Obviously, a myriad of occupational Identities-can be and have been 
contained within a loose general union framework, as the TGWU managed with 
its 'trade group' structure [Coates & Topham 19911. Elsewhere, in the 
railways, for instance, no amount of industrial union rhetoric could 
achieve this end [Clegg 19871. The MFGB and its successor, the NUM 
eventually managed to attract the affiliation of several such craft groups. 
The deputies posed a special problem, however, for a number of reasons. 
First, the miners' union was traditionally dominated by hewers, with whom 
the deputies had a difficult relationship arising from their underground 
supervisory responsibilities and role of ensuring that safety was not 
sacrificed to higher piecework earnings. Second, the industry's relatively 
conflictual history exacerbated this problem (Church 1989, Melling 19861. 
Third, the strategic position of the deputy, was increasingly butressed by 
legislation, while influential elements in the MFGB began to regard safety 
as the ultimate weapon in industrial disputes. As a consequence, the MFGB 
frequently tried to force deputies into their union, and to use Its 
collective discipline to make them stop work, at a time when their 
consciousness of a distinctive, professional identity, status and 
responsibility was growing apace. The dynamic culmination of all these 
factors in the inter-war years was that, in Miller's own terms, the status 
difference between the deputy and the mass of miners had become too 
pronounced for a single federation to bridge. 
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Miller's inter-war positions as Lancashire Secretary, National President 
and later Secretary, placed him at the centre of this process of growing 
identity and unionisation. As a result, his union was frequently regarded 
as a pariah organisation by those parts of the MFGB whichýstrived for one 
big union'. By contrast, the wider trade union movement embraced numerous 
similar occupationally defined and industrial moderate organisations 
(though the two features were not always connected). Chapter Four 
considered'the stormy years of the great 1920s coal mining Industrial 
conflicts which served to dramatise the tensions between Miller and the 
deputies, and the MFGB leadership (using LCMF records to indicate how they 
I 
perceived the deputies). It explained how the discomfort of the deputies 
arose from the conjunction of a professional distaste for destructive 
industrial action which threatened their role as safety custodians, a 
dislike of being bullied by the MFGB, and a more general belief in 
industrial collaboration, for which Miller was one of the main spokesmen. 
Nonetheless, it recorded his concern during the Spencer episode for an 
effective and united miners' voice In the industry. 
Altogether, Chapter Four was conceived, not as an apology for Killer and 
the deputies - since in the author's view none was required - but as an 
opportunity to comprehend events from his, and their, point of view, as a 
correction to the viewpoint of MFGB militants In whose eyes they were 
merely an inconvenience. The Chapter described their support for 
Nationalisation and, above all, their constructive concern for underground 
- safety, prompted not only by pressure for better legislation and improved 
status, but also by internal moves to Improve their own competence and to 
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live up to their responsibilities. At times, as in the late 1920s, when 
Miller looked ahead pessimistically to the shrinkage of the industry, they 
may be adjudged unduly fatalistic and resigned to the status quo. At 
others, as in the head-on confrontations of the 1920s, their more sober 
assessment seems to have been vindicated. 
Clearly, there are limits to the author's ability to generalise from the 
deputies' experience. They were a small and distinctive trade union, with a 
strong professional bent. By the 1920s, other similar organisations in the 
industry had come under the umbrella of the MFGB. This singularity should 
caution us against conflating them too easily with other groups or the 
right-wing of the MFGB. At the same time, their experience does suggest 
elements of an alternative model of trade unionism, much more widespread 
outside the coal industry, which linked local occupational peculiarity, 
pride and responsibility to ethical ideas about industrial collaboration to 
the benefit of the development of their trade and those who worked in it. 
Chapter Three suggested how Miller's nonconformist values might prepare him 
for trade union leadership. Chapter Four discribed how these values 
dovetailed with the deputies' specific craft/ professional ethic of 
service, reform and cooperation. 
Up to this point, this section has focused on Miller's chosen organisation, 
as the embodiment of his trade union agenda. Now it turns more directly to 
the individual, and the issues which surround the sort of man Miller was. 
The main charge against the moderate coal miner, in both his craft and 
nonconformist incarnations, is that he was an anachronism, overtaken by the 
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twentieth century march of a more militant, secular collectivism. From 
Moore's (19741 perspective, Miller was among the last of a sucession of 
figures such as Pickard (Tiller 19751 and Mabon (Evans 19591, whose roots 
lay in the previous century. Thus, he describes the characters in 
Wearmouth's last volume 119571 as historical hangovers of the Lib-Lab 
tradition, rather than integral-parts of the modern labour movement. 
Obviously, there is an element of truth in this observation. However, there 
is an equal measure of quasi-Marxist historicism (Popper 19913 -a 
distorting lens through which working class history is often, viewed. Like a 
fairground mirror this does not completely obliterate or fabricate the 
realities of the external world. Rather, it shrinks some aspects of reality 
and enlarges others - those which supposedly anticipate 'modern' 
developments. The time-lag argument can become just another device for 
neglecting the continuity between nineteenth and twentieth century labour 
leadership. 
At first eight, Miller appears to confirm Moore's view. Chapter Three 
described his late Victorian formative years, and showed how the religious 
conditions which had produced such characters were fast disappearing by the 
inter-war years, even in his late restoration sect. The close-knit working 
class chapel culture was dissipating, as was the wider coal mining 
community around it. However, these conditions survived as late as the 
1920s, so if there is a time-lag it stretches well beyond the Second World 
War. Indeed, as Wearmouth E19571 and others have shown, nonconformists like 
Miller continued to dominate the Labour and Trade Union leadership. 
Finally, there is the point, further developed below, that while the 
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decline of working class religious adherence cannot be denied [Gilbert 
19761, the suggestion that it was replaced by some alternative socialist 
consciousness can. Moreover, if the nonconformist time-lag takes us into 
the era of Attlee, which marked the high-tide of British 'Socialism' and 
the onset of its decline (Morgan 19901, this suggests that either the 
formative years of modern Labour were very short, or, more likely, that 
these overlapped or co-existed with those of working class nonconformity. 
The second arm of the historicist argument refers more directly to the 
world of work and trade unionism. Chapter Four acknowledged that Killer's 
craft and cooperation industrial philosophy was to a considerable extent a 
continuation of the nineteenth century emphasis on self-help and gradual 
occupational improvement, as opposed to class confrontation and 
revolutionary rhetoric. However, there are no more grounds for believing in 
the 'march of history' here, even in the uncharacteristically strike-torn 
and militant coal industry (Church 19891. Moderation and incremental 
occupational improvement have remained the mainstream pluralist temper of 
British trade unionism up to the present day EClegg 1979, Flanders 1968). 
In this sense, it was not the trade union philosophy of the deputies which 
formed an unrepresentative abberation, but the insurrectionist fantasies 
which coalesced around the 1926 General Strike [Hinton & Hyman 1975). The 
1992 TUC invited the leader of the CBI to speak, and commentators today 
talk of replacing the term 'union' with 'association' (Bell 19921. With 
post-Thatcher hindsight, there now seem few grounds for believing In some 
inexorable movement towards socialist collectivism, as even 1970s writers 
like Moore (19743 imply. 
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Much of this debate turns on a central but illusive question: was Killer a 
Socialist? This is more a matter of definition than fact. Wearmouth (19571 
regards English 'Socialism', elsewhere described as 'Labourism' (Saville 
19743, as an extension of the nineteenth century radical and Lib-Lab 
tradition. His potted biographies include both those who remained Liberals, 
like the great Durham miners' leaders, and others, of Miller's generation, 
who joined Labour. That this was a generational phenomenon certainly 
testifies to the dissatisfaction of organised labour with middle-class 
dominated Liberalism, discussed in Chapter Two, and its consequent desire 
for Independent labour representation. Yet, in itself, it does not support 
any deeper ideological seachange. Chapter Four showed that Miller's actions 
and utterances were more collectivist than the generation before (as also 
were those of twentieth century Liberals). He supported coal 
nationalisation and greater state intervention, but only for the limited 
and pragmatic reasons that the private mine owners could no longer be 
entrusted with the safety and prosperity of the industry. Otherwise, there 
was much continuity with his nonconformist Lib-Lab predecessors. As with 
Labour's early leaders, Snowdon [Laybourn & James 19871, MacDonald, and 
Hardie (Morgan 19843, and early Wigan MPs such as Harry Twist, to be some 
sort of nonconformist Christian, a political Radical and a Labour 
'Socialist' posed no enormous dilemmas, especially as all three pointed to 
a pragmatic reformism. Arthur Henderson (Leventhal 1989, Wrigley 19901, for 
instance, was a life-long Methodist, who made the transition in a few years 
from Liberal agent to Labour leader without apparently experiencing any 
sudden 'leap of faith' into socialist Ideology. 
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Moore [19741 rejects this loose definition of 'Socialism' for a narrower 
version rooted in Marxist political economy. Accordingly, Wearmouth 119573 
cannot by sleight of hand conflate Methodism and Socialism. For the latter, 
as a political and industrial philosophy, marked a-fundamental breach with 
a ninetenth century Lib-Lab outlook of reformist self-help, Industrial 
peace and cooperation, in favour of class conflict and the search for a 
completely different socialist society. In terms of abstract political 
philosophy, Moore has a point: Wearmouth's usage of 'Socialism' is loose 
and woolly, to the point where it is indistinguishable from general social 
improvement. From an historical viewpoint, however, Wearmouth merely 
reflects the pragmatic reality of English Labourism (Saville 1974,19881. 
Moreover, if the narrow, doctrinaire definition Is adopted, It not only 
rules out most British Labour and trade union leaders, but also violates 
the, commonsense understanding of 'Socialism', as, in the words of Herbert 
Morrison, 'what Labour does in power'. 'Real socialists' would be confined 
to left-wing corners of the labour movement, like the ILP and the Communist 
Party. In short, to argue that figures like Miller were 'not real 
Socialists' merely leads to the trivial truism that twentieth century 
Labour was not a doctrinaire Socialist movement like those in some other 
European countries EHinton 1983, Saville 1973, Morgan 19841. It tells us 
little about the complex blend of continuity and change which was the 
transition from Lib-Labism to Labourism. 
What then were the key components of Miller's own trade union philosophy? 
In the first place, there was Weber's 119761 conception (after Luther) of a 
I calling'; a wish to give service to his fellow men. It was this - rather 
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than any plan for the overthrow of capitalist society and its replacement 
by socialism - which caused Miller to aspire to trade union office. The 
deputies proved a natural home for this outlook, and perhaps a more 
congenial one than the main MFGB, for several reasons. The deputy's role 
itself embodied the values of 'service', 'duty' and 'responsibility,, as an 
emerging craft and supervisory position with a key place in, underground 
mining safety. It translated Weber's 'calling in a trade' into a modern 
industrial environment. The restriction of deputies' membership to 
qualified officials also maintained these vocational ideals in a purer form 
than would have been possible in a larger, more heterogenous body, such as 
the MFGB. In the latter case, the alternative socialist-inspired idea of a 
class-based 'general unionism' contended with such occupational identities 
[Coates & Topham 19911. 
The deputies' association provided a responsive setting for Miller's Ideal 
of 'industrial peace', which is found independently in both radical 
protestantism (Moore 19741 and supervisory union ideology [Melling 19861, 
At a personal level, this connected with his pacifist sympathies in the 
Great War EAckers 1993b]. For the deputies, as an 'association', it derived 
from their emphasis on improving their 'status', not by industrial force, 
but by gaining a respected 'voice' in the Industry. Coming from an outlaw 
'nonconformist' sect, as Miller did, any such plea for 'status' and respect 
probably came quite naturally. It also runs in parallel with an important 
general facet of Labourism; a desire for recognition as a legitimate 
interest group in society (Saville 19731. This contrasts with the Marxist 
Socialist conception of labour as the agency for ending capitalist class 
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divisions and introducing a new socialist order. 
In practice, Miller's trade union approach stressed both the rights and the 
obligations of his members; for only duty and responsibility in the latter 
could legitimise status and recognition in the former. This was a marriage 
of individual self-help and social reform much akin to that found by 
Wearmouth E19571 in Methodism. As with Weber's 'Protestant Ethic' 119761, 
it was no straightforward case of religious ideals forming industrial 
behaviour, but a complex elective affinity between the two. The deputies 
might have come to similar industrial conclusions, without nonconformist 
leaders like Miller, on quite secular grounds. An ascetic protestant, such 
as Miller, might have plied his trade elsewhere, in business or a 
profession. It was the mining industry which brought the two elements 
together and created such a natural bond between them, in the deputies, 
that it is virtually impossible to separate one influence from the other. 
Certainly, such ideals could only thrive in a pure form among a 
craft/supervisory group such as the deputies. Elsewhere, they mingled with 
other trade union outlooks, though they were rarely completely overtaken by 
them. Even in the large general unions, leaders often came from internal 
Ilabour aristocracies'. Nor has the modern Labour Party ever entirely 
abandoned such values, let alone replaced them with a consistent 
alternative. Their new leader, John Smith, has recently called on them, 
once again, 'to be seen to support self-reliance and hard work and pride in 
achievement' EWintour 19921, and identified himself with the values of 
'Christian Socialism' (Prescott 1992, Macrae 19923. 
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To conclude, Miller's trade union career carried the hallmarks of his 
religious upbringing, but also of the times in which he lived. His 
religious 'calling' encouraged him to seek self-improvement in a trade,, 
rather than remaining a collier, and encouraged him to be active in the 
voluntary, self-help organisationwhich represented his category of 
employees. In this sense, it predisposed him to the deputies, union, which 
combined like-minded individuals, many of them also nonconformists, in 
pursuit of the objectives of occupational and self improvement. Industrial 
violence was repugnant to his religious beliefs, and his outlook championed 
gradual reform through cooperation, wherever possible. Miller was at once 
an embodiment of the unconscious English social democratic reformism, much 
admired by Bernstein 119611, and one of the thousands of home-grown working 
class leaders which made Labour independence a reality. 
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Section Four: the Biographical Method 
How far, and in what ways, has the biographical method employed in this 
thesis contributed towards an understanding to the substantive issues about 
nonconformity and coal mining trade union leadership? This section 
considers first Max Weber's sociological method, then some characteristics 
of the biographical approach, as practised here, including the range of 
sources used. 
A natural starting point for this discussion of research methods is again 
Max Weber 11976,19911, the first person to explore the inner nexus between 
ascetic protestantism and wordly activity. For there is a fundamental unity 
between Weber's general sociological method and his approach to the 
particular problem of ascetic protestantism. His whole view of the social 
world [Weber 19911 stresses the central role of individual social meanings, 
while his classic 'Protestant Ethic' 119761 study pursues this elective 
affinity between belief and action. His account does not rest, as EP 
Thompson's 119801 tends to, on a comparison between official religious 
pronouncements and public behaviour. Instead, he searches for the active 
ingredients of a religious belief, such as Calvinism, among Its lay 
followers. Even there, he concentrates on a doctrine's actual psychological 
consequences, as opposed to its logically possible implications. Logically, 
a belief in predestination might lead to antinomian conclusions, as it 
sometimes did (Hill 1985d], and to a fatalistic disinterest in worldly 
affairs. Yet Weber shows that most ordinary Calvinists drew exactly the 
opposite conclusion and dedicated themselves to disciplined wordly service 
in order to display to co-religious and others certainty of election. For 
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these reasons, Weber chose the testimony of lay Calvinists, like Benjamin 
Franklin, rather than Calvin himself, as evidence of the real psychological 
effect of the doctrine on everyday behaviour. 
Chapters Two, Three and Four of this thesis have undertaken a similar task. 
The author could have derived some general conclusions about the 
Campbellite [Witton Davies 1920/1, DM Thompson 19801 attitude to the world 
from the theological writing of Alexander Campbell. Drawing on his render 
unto Ceasarl resignation to American slavery, this might have concluded 
that the Churches of Christ were an other-worldly body and unlikely to 
contribute to the emerging labour movement. Elsewhere, this was the case. 
An acquaintance brought up in the Plymouth Brethren noted the similarity in 
formal doctrine and was astonished that this had led to this-worldly 
involvement of a collectivist variety. However, the whole thrust of Chapter 
Two, and especially Chapter Three, was to Isolate what beliefs Miller ' 
actually absorbed through the late Victorian Wigan Churches of Christ, in 
order to understand his subsequent behaviour, rather than to hastily impute 
these from official doctrine or from a broadbrush, ahistorical 
understanding of the group's doctrine. 
Weber's study anticipates these complexities and paradoxes in the 
relationship between belief and action. Thus, all is not what it seems: 
apparently individualist and other-worldly beliefs may be the mainspring of 
labour leadership. But this is not preordained, and neither is the 
direction of social involvement. As we have see, Campbellite communities 
have nurtured two US Presidents, the nineteenth century Republican General 
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Garrison, and the twentieth century Democrat Lyndon Johnson. In addition, 
they have produced Prime Ministers of Rhodesia and Great Britain, namely 
Garfield Todd and Lloyd George. Beyond the capacity to reach the highest 
office, it is not obvious what these men have in common. The Wigan Churches 
of Christ produced a succession of both business and labour leaders. No 
contemplation of Campbell's theology could prepare us for this. Chapter 
Three outlined a combination of historical circumstances, most notably the 
democratic spirit of the Back Street Bethel, which forged a link between 
Miller's personal religious beliefs and the labour movement. A more 
constant factor was the general ascetic protestant Influence of self- 
discipline and self-improvement, turned to trade union ends by a generation 
of figures such as Miller. This, rather than some general correspondence 
between the beliefs of the Churches of Christ and socialist ideas, is the 
explanation for Miller's life and career. In the same vein, Chapter Four 
described how Miller's protestant ethic found a natural home in the 
deputies' union. His religious ethic and the occupational values of the 
new union pointed firmly in the same direction. This allowed him and other 
nonconformist leaders to work with the grain in moulding the character of 
the new organisation. By charting the social meanings Miller gave to his 
religious beliefs, in this way, we begin to understand the various overlaps 
between these and his labour movement commitments. 
Biography is a natural medium for unravelling such individual meanings. In 
fact, even non-biographical studies of the impact of religious belief tend 
to turn to biographical evidence. Weber's 'Protestant Ethic' 119761 is 
Itself strongly biographical and calls out for more direct testimony from 
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protestant entrepreneurs. Wearmouth 11954,19571 draws heavily on 
biographical sketches to show the linkage between Methodism and the labour 
movement, and the entries in the various volumes of the Dictionary of 
Labour Biography (Saville & Bellamy3 offer similar insights. It is no 
accident that any study of the links between beliefs and action is drawn 
towards biography. Moore [19741 criticises EP Thompson E19801 for failing 
to go beyond official Wesleyan doctrine to find out what Methodism actually 
meant to its ordinary members. Only some sort of biographical method can- 
accomplish this. Any study which does not reach the Individuals that make- 
up the movement, risks misinterpreting their beliefs and the lessons they 
draw from them, and imputing motives they never had. Schematic 
understandings of religion, in terms of progressive social christianity and 
reactionary'fundamentalism (Martin 19901, or this-wordly and other-wordly 
beliefs, are especially fraught. For, as with Miller, the personal reality 
of religious belief and the actions that flow from it are much harder to 
disentangle than easy slogans drawn from official doctrine would suggest. 
However, a biography is only as good, as its sources. Without strong 
foundations it drifts into speculation and conjecture. This study's 
approach to evidence can be described as 'triangulation' (Williamson 19821 
or 'methodological pluralism' [Bell & Newby 19771. The author has sought as 
wide a range of sources of information as possible about Miller's life and 
circumstances. Each source has its own strengths, making another pillar to 
support the whole edifice. First, there is secondary, academic evidence. In 
Chapter One this was used to frame the problem, and to set Miller in a 
wider religious and Industrial context. In Chapter Two, It outlined many of 
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the characteristic features of Wigan and the Lancashire coalfield. 
Therefore, Miller appeared, not in an economic, religious and political 
vacuum, nor, some timeless and placeless mining community, but. in a very 
particular place; late nineteenth/ early twentieth century Wigan. In the 
next two Chapters, secondary sources receded into the background, but 
continued to, act as wider reference points for the study. 
Primary documentary sources form the backbone of this thesis. They include 
both quantitative data - dates, numbers etc - and qualitative information 
about people's beliefs and attitudes. These come in numerous guises. There 
are contemporary texts, such the chapel histories In Chapter Two, Wr 
Moore's 118891 life of Timothy Coop, and the various internal union 
histories in Chapter Three. Only the last mention Miller in person, so 
their main role is to help build-up a picture of the two main institutions 
to which he belonged, the Churches of Christ and the deputies, trade union. 
He was much more prominent in the latter than the former, so we hear more. 
However, in both cases it. is membership of and office-holding in an 
organisation, especially a relatively small one, which opens up another 
rich vein of documentary material. 
Had Miller been a local official in the MFGB and a Methodist, he would have 
been a smaller fish in a much larger pond, and there would have been far 
fewer references to his exploits. Even his relative obscurity within the 
Churches of Christ is compensated by the importance of the local chapel and 
the size of his family circle. Resolutions, such as the original Wigan 
Churches of Christ plea in Chapter Three or deputies' conference motions, 
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help to further establish organisational beliefs and policy. Minutes, be 
they of Platt Bridge chapel or the National union, provide some glimpses of 
Miller's own hand, or, in the case of the LCMF minutes, a sense of how 
others viewed him and his union. Conference reports are a surprisingly rich 
source (Coates & Topham 19911 for the years, in Chapter Four, when Miller 
had reached the top of his trade union organisation. Indeed, in his adult, 
public life Miller was never far from a minute or a press report. Even 
local union meetings receive copious coverage in the Wigan papers, while 
his 1906 Canadian adventure is recorded in the invaluable local church 
reports section of the 'Bible/ Christian Advocate'. In Chapter Three these 
also allow us to hear Miller's uncle, describing at first-hand long- 
forgotten chapel anniversaries. 
Personal sources, including Miller's scrap book and letters and especially 
oral testimony, take us one step closer to the person. Miller's letter to 
his son Frank towards the end of his life, is crucial-evidence of what his 
religion meant to him. Also, there is his account, written many years 
later, of the Canadian excursion. But, above all, there is the oral 
testimony of his own family. Here the size of his family and the longevity 
of his children have kept open a seam which could easily have closed. They 
help the thesis to move, tentatively, beyond circumstantial guesswork of 
the sort: 'he lived in Platt Bridge at his time, so he probably knew other 
coal mining leaders'. Instead, we know that he met Harry Twist and Gordon 
MacDonald, and that FW Frowen visited their house. We even share some sense 
of his despair during the General Strike. 
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However, the strength of the thesis depends on the combination of sources. 
While oral accounts offer fascinating new facts and insights, contemporary 
documentary sourc. es can be equally revealing, and are less subject to the 
distortion of oral memory. This is particularly fallible on who did what, 
when precisely it happened, and even the sequence of events. Miller's 
family frequently confused his 1906 trip to Canada with, his brothers' 
emigration two decades later, and which of the latter were conscientious 
objectors [Ackers 1993b] in the Great War. On the other hand, oral memory 
throws up raw hypotheses which can be tested and refined against the harder 
sources of information; and documentary material, however rich with 
personal detail, has one serious limitation: it is inert and intractable. 
You cannot ask it questions it has not already answered. Of course, you 
cannot ask a dead man why he did something (Taylor 1982b], but you can ask 
his son or daughter - because oral testament is plastic and interactive. 
True there are dangers: people want to rationalise their past; they may 
want to forget events, like conscientious objection, which they feel 
reflect badly on their family. Yet there are still great opportunities to 
initiate a dialogue between the documentary sources, the understandings of 
first-hand witnesses, and your own interpretations (Thompson 19781. 
Overall, the biographical method employed In this study has three key 
merits. First, it makes the connection in the world of meanings between 
Miller's religious upbringing and his labour movement commitments. The use 
of letters, speeches and family testimony in the central Chapters Three and 
Four has this objective. They throw some light on a connection in the heart 
of the man, beyond the ken of institutional history. This helps us to trace 
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the causal chain. Large-. scale studies can generalise more readily than this 
sample of one. From them we know already that working class nonconformists 
were heavily represented in labour leadership positions. Yet this sets 
another question which goes beyond names and numbers: what did their 
religious beliefs mean to these people? Did they signify a distinctive 
religious approach to the world, like that identified by Weber (19761, and 
held by Miller, or were they merely conventional attachments concealing a 
broadly secular orientation to life. Only In the lives of Individual people 
can we begin to find the answer to this. 
Second, biography as personal history begins with the particular: the 
subject's immediate surroundings in his local community. It records the 
pattern of brick around the doorway of his chapel, notes the people he met, 
remembers where he worked. It begins with local history and works its way 
outwards. Any theory must fit the individual, rather than the other way 
round. The natural chronology of most people's lives begins in obscurity 
and rises to relative prominence. In conventional biography these early 
years are curtailed to a prefunctory minimum, so that words can be lavished 
on the adult career. Those formative year are crucial to this study; the 
'early years' of Chapters Two and Three its largest part. No attempt has 
been made at a rounded biography, depicting, for instance, Miller's 
personal relationships with his wife and children, or exploring his 
emotions on the death of his first child. Instead the object was to depict 
Miller as a 'public person' [Hill 1985b], and for this reasons his emotions 
during the 1926 General Strike are germane. 
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Finally, of course, biography has its pit-falls. One is the uneveness of 
the evidence and the pressure to provide a rounded interpretation. Miller's 
surviving family remember him well, as they do chapel life after a certain 
time. They remember little of his attitude to trade unionism, or its 
connection to his religious beliefs. Hence Chapter Four suffers from an 
excess of institutional evidence and public speeches and a dearth of inner 
reflection. There is an inevitable temptation to overstep the limits of the 
biographer's understanding of his subject's personality and Inner thoughts; 
and a special danger of empathy and identification when, as In this case, 
the author is related to the subject. Contact with other family members 
might lead to the fallacious assumption that 'I know the real person'. In 
reality, there are always imponderables. Perhaps the real centre of 
Miller's life was overlooked. Maybe his real passion was reading HG Wells, 
and he only went to chapel out of respect for his father, or because he 
enjoyed the singing. Many trade union leaders have had some formal 
religious commitment, but not all regard these as central to their labour 
make-up [Gormley 19821. In this case, Miller's letters and interviews with 
those who knew him, are crucial in founding the prima facie case that he 
was a religious man, and that it is reasonable to use his religious beliefs 
as a basis for explaining his trade union behaviour. 
This leads to the danger of a circular argument, whereby evidence about the 
society surrounding the subject is used to explain (and fill in the gaps 
about) his 1. ife, while information about the individual is used to explain 
aspects of society. Because members of his chapel and family were Great War 
pacifists, we might assume he was. Because he became a moderate trade 
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unionist, of a craft variety, we might assume that his co-religious were. 
Because he was working class and became a Labour supporter, we might assume 
that his religious contemporaries did so too. The thesis tries to gainsay 
this criticism in two ways. The first is by calling for, wherever possible, 
Independent evidence from both sides of the individual/ society divide. For 
instance, on Miller and his first chapel's politics there is proof from his 
life, from chapel resolutions, and from the lives of other members. For his 
union, Miller's own religious affiliations, speeches and thoughts are set 
alongside the character and'utterances of other leading figures. Second, by 
resisting the temptation to smooth out the balance of evidence, and by 
leaving in facts which create a tension between Miller and the 
organisations to which he belonged. These reflect the complexity of a real 
person, rather than the neatness of a steroeotype. Hence, Miller, the very 
model of a deferred gratification nonconformist, had ten children. He 
belonged to a puritanical sect which forsook liturgical artifice and 
emotional enthusiasm; yet had a spell in the Masons and enjoyed music. 
I 
The author's intention has been to present Miller as a 'representative' 
type, but not as a stereotype. Again, the strength of biography Is that it 
strives for the singularity of the individual, unlike the generalisations 
found elsewhere. For instance, Miller's religion differed from mainstream 
nonconformity, just as his union did from the MFGB, and this biographical 
study has afforded the opportunity to explore in some detail these 
distinctions and nuances. Biography's weakness is the corrollary, that the 
uniqueness of the individual makes it difficult to draw wider conclusions - 
it loses sight of the wood for the trees. So this was Miller's character, a 
(334) 
critic might respond, but was he I typical' even of his sect, let alone his 
trade union, or the wider constituency of nonconformist mining trade 
unionists? This study has stopped short of any such sweeping clatifts, 
preferring to see Miller as one shade of colour within a broader spectrum. 
Chapter One drew the customary distinction between 'moderate' and 
'militant' trends within the labour movement. Whilst, this was necessary 
for the sake of brevity and clarity, the main body of this work has 
challenged this sort of dichotomy. Thus in 1926 we found Miller at 
loggerheads with his LCMF nonconformist contemporaries, Twist, Parkinson 
and MacDonald, while, shortly afterwards, he was condemning Spencer's 
breakaway union [Griffin & Griffin 19771. Another potential objection is 
that even though a 'social biography' is far removed from the 'great 
helmsman' genre, it still unavoidably places its subject at centre stage. 
The Welshman, FW Frowen, came to prominence earlier than Miller in the 
deputies' union and was secretary longer. Perhaps he was a more important 
-influence on the union's development? Maybe he was the great Influence on 
Miller's life? The author doubts It, but we do not know. In this treatment 
he is merely part of the background. However, the objective of this study 
was not to present Miller as the sole architect of the deputies' cause, but 
to suggest how his religious ethic, absorbed in the Churches of Christ, 
shaped his trade union leadership style. 
(335) 
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kPPENDIX TWO: PHoTOGRAPHS (1) THE WLLER FAMTLY 
W. T. & Annie Miller in later life 
Four ýýPnorations: 
. ý; Imon, W. T "idney & 4'or(jon Miller 
The family home & union office 
at 30, Ellesmere Road. Pemberton 
Q) THE CHURCHES OF CHRIST IN WIGAN 
------------ 
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(4) THE COLLIERY DEPUTIES 
Firnt-com-m-Ittee of deputies' federation 
Ceneral Federation of Collier) Firemen's Deputics S Lxaminer,. 
ABSOCIATIONS OF OREAT BRITAIN. 
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1917 Lancashire delegation to London Coal Conference 
Dor bysh ir- (-__(Secretarv) front left, 
Miller (President) front right 
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APPENDIX THREE: THE MILLER FAMILY TREE 4 
John Lever- Ann Brooks 









C1885 dies baby 
2 sisters 
William Miller A. N Othe 
coal miner grandmother 
grandfather 
1879 Married c1890 






George John Rachel Simon Lizzle Alice James 
1893-1976 miner 1901-75 deputy 
deputy to USA 1920s miner 
7 half-brothers & sisters 
John Phelps Ellen Nelms 
coal miner Forest of Dean 
father-in-law Brethren 'Tmother-in-law 
William Thomas MILLE 
1880-1963 






Kelly Annie Betty Sydney Lilian Ruth Ethel Dorothy Frank 
1902 1904 1906 1909 1914 1916 1919-34 1925 1928 
teacher shop clerk police 
10 
children 
George Acker Sarah Foster 
joiner 
Married 1928 
Louisa Harr7 Ackers (9 brothers & sisters) 
1903-69 1903 
laundress engineer 
Brian Harry Ackers (I sister) 
1936 
doctor 
grandson I KEY 
Peter Brian Harry Ackers Bold = blood relation 
1957, THE AUTHOR Italic = related by marriage 
great-grandson 4 relation to Miller given last 
Married 1901 1 
APPENDIX FOUR: CHURCHES OF CHRIST MEMBERSHIP (1841-1949) 
YEAR GREAT BRITAIN 











































1885 7654 accurate local figures begin following year 
EST. 1841/58 1878 1882 1882 1916 
YEAR (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
RODNEY ALBERT SCHOLES PLATT MIT00-1- G8 
STREET STREET BRIDGE STREET 
1886 211 76 94 57 7872 
1887 220 75 89 54 8306 
1888 266 101 ill 76 8608 
1889 276 113 113 68 9137 
1890 307 lit 107 59 8985 
1891f 305 59 101 54 9511 
1892 297 80 116 69 9954 
1893 293 90 113 56 9944 
1994 250 71 95 59 10249 
1895 234 72 98 75 10559 
1896 224 85 101 91 10834 
1897 220 90 101 85 10932 
1998 213 94 95 88 11124 
1899 - - - - 11117 
1900 223 130 81 100 11789 
1901 229 133 79 101 12224 
1902 238 133 83 95 12537 
1903 253 136 78 80 12841 
1904f 261 150 78 90 13063 
1905 273 173 63 90 13958 
1906 - - - - 14265 
1907 256 128 74 95 14326 
1908 258 108 64 85 14500 
1909 - - - - 14440 
1910 281 158 68 78 14822 
1911 273 157 68 92 14725 
1912 311 150 68 91 14778 
1913 366 126 69 100 15256 
1914f 375 131 66 100 15228 
1915 382 146 68 106 est. 15182 
1916 398 136 62 Ill 65 15191 
1917 445 114 67 117 61 15101 
1918 466 - 72 118 74 16437 
1919 480 120 80 - 77 16243 
1920 472 114 85 94 82 16011 
1921 496 138 78 101 82 16068 
1922 491 145 71 104 104 16306 
1923 487 157 72 99 109 16465 
1924 471 160 83 103 98 16382 
1925 449 135 81 100 101 16349 
1926 448 135 84 106 109 16283 
1927 445 140 77 102 112 16447 
1928 521 140 90 88 82 16576 
1929# 531 134 90 88 85 16595 
YEAR (1) - (2) (3) (4) (5) 
RODNEY ALBERT SCHOLES PLATT MITCHEH 
STREET STREET BRIDGE STREET 
1930 564 117 87 80 79 
1931 564 117 98 82 77 
1932 565 117 104 90 77 
1933 552 117 112 93 73 
1934 410 114 112 90 72 
1935 422 114 85 92 70 
1936 525 121 93 90 74 
1937 538 100 100 84 73 
1938 551 84 100 82 58 
1939 560 82 101 79 45 
1940 556 85 101 74 45 
1941 552 94 101 67 46 
1942 295 74 106 48 44 
1943 304 65 112 51 41 
1944 315 71 110 55 41 
1945 317 60 110 47 51 
1946 316 60 110 50 48 
1947 323 left left 49' 46 
1948 323 coop coop 51 31 
1949 323 47 32 
Source: Churches of Christ Yearbook & [Thompson DM 19801 






















APPENDIX FIVE: DEPUTIESO MEMERSHIP 
Affiliated Federation mem rship 1910 
Area Number Employed Number Deputies Union 
as Deputies in an Association Density 
Durham 3,000 1,900 63% 
Northumberland 1,500 1,360 91% 
Lancs & Cheshire 2,500 450 18% 
Derby & Notts 4,000 250 6% 
North Wales 300 120 33% 
Total 11,300 4,080 36% 
(of affiliated areas) 
Affiliated Federation mew rship 1933 







The National (Midland counties) 850 
Lancs & Cheshire 1,400 
Cannock Chase 380 
Leicestershire 80 




South Wales 3,000 
Kent (Chislet) 20 
Snowden 25 
Total 10,456 
Federation membership up to Nationalisation. 
Year Federation Yorkshire 'National' (Midlands counties) 
1910 4,080 (1)4 
4,080 (2) 
1912 7,000 350 (10) 
1913 9,000 1,500 
1914 12,540 1,250 




1919 20,205 2,500 
1920 2,500 3,303 (48) 




1925 1,000 2,139 (46) 
1926 16,000 1,000 1,893 (48) 
1927 1,000 
1928 13,000 750 
1929 600 
1930 11,000 800 -978 (38) 
1931 600 
1932 600 861 (36) 
1933 10,456 600 
1934 600 





1940 900 1,538 (42) 
1941 900 
1942 900 
1943 13,000 900 
1944 900 
1945 25,000 1,098 2,753 (52) 
1946 20,000 1,300 




* number of Branch es 
+ Nationalisation & formation of N. A. C. O. D. S. 
Sources: Crawford 119631, England 119631, Fellowes 119631 
Minutes & Proceedings 24t h Annual Conference, January 1934 
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